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XVI
ABSTRÀCT

This study investigates underutil-ization of female

labour in Sri Lanka in the cont,ext of the effects of the

demographic, educational, -agro-industrial- and mobility
transiLions which have occurred over recent decades in the

count.ry. fn this respect t,he study investigates (1) the

nature and dimensions of underutil-ization of female labour

in Sri Lanka due to unemployment or underemployment and the

work patterns of part - time working f emal-es (2) the

characteristics of the women involved, (3) underlying causes

of labour underutilization and (4) the major policy

implicat,ions of labour underutilizat,ion. The Proposition

that individual's unemploymeniu/ underemployment situat,ion

can be largely explained in terms of demographic, cultural
and family related characteristics is invest.igated. The

empirical analysis is based -on secondary data obtained from

the Sri Lankan Socio-Economic Survey of 1969 /7O , Socj-o-

Economic and Labour Force Survey of 1985/86 and Labour Force

Survey of 1-990 / gt .

The differential and interrelated impacts of the

demographic, mobility and educational and agro-industrial
transitions that have occurred in Sri Lanka have had

repercussions on female labour supply and l-abour

utilization. Some major conclusions emerging out of this

study indicat.e first of all that a high level of female

labour underutilization exists in Sri Lanka. Unemployment,

underemployment and part-time employment among women are all
high. There are identifiable specific patt,erns in female

unemployment. that can be rel-ated to recent demographic and

socio-economic changes occurring in the country. Low



XVII

economíc development in combinat.ion with rapid demographic

and social change along with rapid increases in the female

Iabour force have caused labour absorption problems.

Incidence of high underemployment among femal-es is rel-ated

to this pat,tern of aevetopirent. Even though exposure to

increased education has increased the participation of women

in economic activity, a large proportion of educated females

were unemployed. A majority of women employed in the

production and related occupations were in home-based,

informal- employment. The causes for this emanate not only

from low economic development but also from the changing

patriarchal value structure in Srí Lanka, the changing role

of women in such a society and the life cycle patterns

specific to female participation in the work force.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This study is an investigation into labour

underutil-ization of women -in Sri Lanka - one of Asia' s

rapidly changing 'transitional-' societies. While there is
great diversity between and within Asian countries, it is an

al-most universal- experience that social, economJ-c and

demographic change in the last two decades has been both

substantial- and rapid. In several nations, âD important

feature of the 'transitional societ.y' has been an increased

supply of female Labour without the economies of those

countries having the capacity to absorb such Iabour in
productive employment, with the inevitable resu1t being a

high incidence of unemployment and underemployment. This

problem however has been the subj ect of only Ij-mited

research and att,ention from policy makers. The present study

at,tempts to shed some light on this issue by examining

labour underutil-ization of women in Sri Lanka.

L.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STT'DY

The overal-I objective of the present study is to

establish the nature and dimensions of underutilization of

femal-e labour in Sri Lanka, the charact.eristics of the women

invol-ved, its underlying causes and to chart some of the

major implications. It has hitherto not been established

clearly how far t.he socio-economic and demographj-c changes

occurring in rapidly changíng Asian countries such as Sri
Lanka have affected femal-e labour underutilization leveIs

and patterns. An important goal of this st.udy is to f ind

explanations for the causes of female labour
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underutil-ization ín the context of the several socio-

economic and demographic changes occurríng in the country.

The specific objectives of the study are as fol-Iows...
(1) To establ-ish clearly

(I) Labour underutiLization of femaLes due to

unemployment or involuntary underemployment and the

work patterns of part-time working females.

(II) The characteristics of underutilized and part-

time working femaLes

(2) To identify the causes of female labour

underutil-ization and pat.terns of female labour absorption.

(3) Draw out the major implications of female labour

underutilization so that necessary measures can be taken to

address t.he problem adequately.

Inadequately used, available female labour resources

are the theme of investigation in this study. Such an

inadequacy may arise due t,o a person's potential- l-abour not

being used at al-1 or being only partially used. Labour

supplied by a person who is available for work and seeking

work, but does not find work, is underutilized due to

unemployment. When already employed persons are not working

fuII time (in terms of accepted country norms of hours of

work) and are seekj-ng additional or al-ternative work, they

are also considered to be underemployed. A person working

voJ-untarily less than normal hours is a part-time worker.

Because persistently high labour underutil-ization in a

country for continued periods can lead to adverse socio-

economic repercussions, it is important to examine

differential causes of various dimensions of inadequate use

of labour and take necessary remedial measures. An important
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facet of development is efficient use of available l-abour

resources.

The above objectives are investigated here at t.hree

points in time for which 
-data 

tapes containing cross-

sectionaL data were avaiLable. The Socio-Economic Survey

L969/7O was mainly used to analyse l-abour underutilization

occurring from unemployrnent; the comprehensive analysis of

all aspects of underemployment investigated in this study is

through the Socio Economic & Labour Force Survey L985/86 and

the Labour Force Survey 1-990/91 where there are comparable

data availabl-e on unemployment and underemployment,.

1.3 ISSUES OF LABOI'R T'¡IDERI]ITTLIZÀTION IN TEE ASTAN REGION

The last four decades have seen a number of important

transitions in the economíes and societies of Asia. The

changes that have occurred in Asian countries due to t.hese

transitions have resulted in differential levels of

development (Table 1.1) betr..r, and. within the countries

(Ogawa, Jones and Williamson, 1-993:1-t7) - These improvements

are related to the human resource development of younger age

groups, particularly women and the status of Asian women has

improved. The demographic transition in Asia (Ca1dwel1,

l-982) occurred due to dramatic declines in the mortality and

f ertility leveIs (Leete ,1-987:188-206; Jones , L99Oa 2L9-25L¡

1990b:507-536; Hugo, !992:28-57). Changes occurred in the

patt.erns of diseases and shifts in the average age at death,

from infancy, childhood, and young adulthood to ol-der ages,

and with corresponding increases in life expectancy (Omran,

1982:172; The World Bank, a984 90-93). Dramatic declines

took place in infant mortality and this differed between

countries (Jones, L990a2222). The commencement of the
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Table 1
f ssues

.t_
of Labour Underutil- ization

Source:
The Vüorf d Bank, I994 z t.62-215 Tabl-es 1 , 25-30 ; ]-993 z29a
Table 27
International Labour Office, 1993:88-94 (Statistical Annex)

Conference Background Papers presented at the Policy
Makers Round Tabl-e Conference on Emplol.ment

Strategies for Accelerated Economj-c Growth in Asia,
1 st - 2 nd December 1988, Kuala l,umpur, Malaysia
Notes: TFR - Total Fertility Rate

TMR - Infant Mortality Rate

Growth Rate % Growth Rates % Rates %

Labour
Force

Per/capita Population
GNP

Un-
employnent

Under
emplolment

1o/80 Bo/e2
totaf

Bo/e2
total

7o/Bo Bo/e2
totaf

90/9r
total femal-e

8olBs
total
15.8
10.4

Japan
South Korea
Hong Kong
Singapore
Phj-lipplnes
Malays ia
Thai land
Indones ia
Bangladesh
Sri- Lanka
Pakistan
India

0.7
2.6
4.3
4.3
2 -4
3.7
2.8
2.L
)^
2.3
2.7
t.l

0.8
2.3
2.0
r.4
2.5
,a

2.2
2.4
2.9
r.6
2.9
2 -l)

3.6
8.5
5.5
5.3
1.0

6.0
4.0
1.8
2.6
3.1
3.1

1.1
1.8
2.5
2.0
2.5
2.4
2.'t
2.3
aÊ.

1, .6
3.1
2.r

0.5
1.1
1-.2
1.8
¿ -4
2.5
1.8
1.8

r.4
3.1
1.9

2.r
2.2
r.7
1.9

10.6
l -t)

2.5
1.8

14 .4
6.3

r.9
1.5
1.8

12.9 36.0
25 .0

0.3
42.1
22 .0
27 .0

9.4
na

na
na
2.6
na
23.5
16. B

na na

Social Indicators of Transition
TFR IMR Educatíon Àttaír¡ment Female Share of

Primary Secondary Labour Force %

females per 100 males

Years | 70
East Àsia
Japan 2.I
South Korea 4.3
Hong Kong 3 .3
Singapore 3 .1
South East Àsia
PhiJ-ippines 4.L
Malaysia 5.5
Thailand 5.5
Indonesia 5.5
South Asía
Bangladesh 7.0
Sri Lanka 4.3
Pakistan 7.0
India 5.8

,92 1.70'92 t70'91 t70'91 '.70'92

7.6
1.8
1.4
1.8

13
29
2B

20

5

13
B

5

96
a)
90
88

95
94
na
90

101
65
74

103

99
B7

na
100

39
32
na
26

38
34
na

3.5
3.5
z-z
2.9

66
45
73

118

40
74
26
66

na
99
BB

B4

94
99
95
93

na
L02

69
59

99
1,3'7

97
B2

33
31
41
30

31
35
44
31

4.0
2.5
5.6
3.'7

1-40
53

L42
r37

91
1B

95
79

4'7

89
36
60

B1

93
tr1

'7r

na 49
102 105
25 4r
39 ss

30
25

9

30

31
27
13
25
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fertility transitíon in some East, South East and South

Asian countries occurred in 1960's and fertilit,y declines

have progressed up to the 1990's that eventually have led to

a fatl in rates of population growth (Hugo, 1984:1--23;

Jones , a99Oa: 2L9-235 ¡ oas-rlr.a and. HuLl, 1983) . These

irreversible changes occurred more due t.o 'westernization'

than industrialization (CaIdweIl, 1982:207 -300) and the

associated social- and familíaI changes (Hugo, a98L:1-1-7),

with education playing a vital role (CaIdweII, 1982:301-350)

as an agent of change.

Occurrence of an epidemiological transition (Omran,

L982:172-L83) in Asj-an countries is observed when firstly a

long term Shift occurs in mortal-ity and disease patterns.

Degenerative, StresS related and man-made diseases become

more important than environment rel-ated diseases as causes

of morbidity and mortality. Secondly average age of death

shifts from younger to ofáer ages and improved survival

selectívity is in favour of younger age groups and of

females. Thirdly unl-ike the epidemiological transition in

developed countries caused by the rising standards of living

and improved nutrition, in the less-developed countries

changes in disease patterns occurred due to (a) medical

progress and (b) organized. heal-th care. In the developing

countries the heal-th care, and disease control- programmes

are usualty, internationally financed and thus are largely

independent of the Socio-economic development. Further

maturation of the transition depends on beneficial synergy

of healt.h care programs and socio-economic development.

Fourthly these variations in determinants, pace patterns and

the consequences of population growth identify four basic
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model-s of transition of which the transitional variant of

the ,delayed model' (Omran, !982 I74) describe the mortality

decline in Some ASEAN countries, Sri Lanka, Mauritius,

Jamaica, and probably China. 
--

A transition in educatíon occurred wíth the spread of

modern schooling (Catdwell, 1982:365) and the attainment of

mass education (Caldwel-1, 1980 223'7 -249) , Ieading to the

achievement of univerSal primary education in Some Asian

countries (Jones, 1'992:33). Education moved to the centre

stage as an explanation for mortality and fertility decline

in Asia (Caldwe1t Reddy and Cal-dwel1, a988:29). The Asian

region experienced irreversibl-e improvements in the leveLs

of education and literacy in the population (Jones, 1992) .

The education transition has been more beneficial to females

due to the higher participation of females in the primary

and secondary leve1s of education (Jones 1'992:30). With the

improvement in the status of \^/omen in the f amily and

society, the traditional roles performed and expected of

women tend,ed to become more relaxed or changed (Mahadevan

and Sumangala, L987:120-L24) . More women are seen to assert

economic independence.

A mobility transition indicates clear changes in the

internal and external mobilit.y patterns in Asian countries.

Circulatory patterns of migration observed in Java (Hugo,

1985:46-871 and increased emigrat.ion of females for work in

f oreign countries (Hugo, l-993 ) is a ref lection of the

dynamics of change in Asia. These changes are paralle1 to

d.ifferent phases of the demographic transition (Zelinsky,

LgT:-) or are caused by structural changes in the rural

economy due to modernization (Hugo, L985) . Mechanization in
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agricultural production leads to the expulsion of

traditional- labour from agriculture to non-farm employment

in other villages. Farmers migrate from rural areas looking

for employment outside their village (Hugo, a985:49-62).

Thus, modernization in agriculture is associated with

developments in internal and external migratory patterns in

some countries. Such changes should be rel-ated to the

process of socio-economic transition t.hat is t,aking place in

developing countries (Standing, 1985:3) .

The changes that occurred in western countrieS were

accompanied by a rapid shift from agricultural l-abour to

industrial employment, referred to as the agro-industrial

transit,ion and an increase in the per/capita íncome in the

country (Oshima, 1987:40-41-) . Industrialization and the

accompanied economic growth of these countries resulted in a

large proportion of persons employed in agricult.ure being

relocated in the industries.

With respect to t.he demographic transition, the

experience of the western countries has been t,hat economic

growth preceded the fertility decline (Davis , 1-945:1-1-L;

1955 :33-49 ¡ 1963 :345- 366; Not'estein, 1'945'-36-57 ; Freedman,

1961:35-119). Contrary to the western experience, economic

growth had been low in some East Asian and South Asian

countries (Table l-.l-) when these count,ries experienced

fertility and mortatity declines (Ogawa and Tsuya, L993221--

64; Jones , !990a:5O7 ¡ Jones 1990b) . In some of these

countries, the Sequence of events relating to economic

growth and occurrence of demographic and education

transitions is not clear (Jones, 1993:230-258).
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Irrespective of the Ievel of development a common

feature among a large number of countries is the high level

of underemployment. such underemployment is attributed to

the infl-uence of clímatic patterns in pad'dy agriculture and

the currently transitional nature of the economies in the

region (oshima , 1-971-:55-77 ¡ Lg87:t-L2) . As shown in Table

1.1, unemployment is tow for most of the observed countries

in East and. South East Asia. In the South Asian region, Sri

Lanka presents a case where unemplolrment and underemployment

is high while the population and tabour force growth rates

are low.

High levels of und,eremployment in most of the countries

in Asia and unemployment in Some of the countries, Suggest

existence of underutilized labour resources in the region'

Arthur Lewis's (l-954:139-l-91-) hypothesis of unlimited

supplies of labour in tn: agriculture sector in Asian

countries, focused attention on the problem of labour

underutilization in the region. Since then, there has been a

rich and 1ively d.iscussion on the subject. Myrdal(1-968:1003)

emphasized the importance of taking into consideration the

climatic and cul-tural background of the Asian region and the

backwardness of the region originating from the dominance of

agriculture, when attempting to understand the labour

underutilization. BIoom and Freeman(1986 z38t-4L4) pointed

out the importance of examining the long term effects of

population growth on the labour force with their hypothesis

of the lagged effects of rapid population growth on the

labour supply and employment of developing count,ries. The

International Labour Organization (1971b: 1--88) documented and

analysed t.he concepts and problems associated with the
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measurement of labour underutilization. Godfrey (fOA6 :1-30)

highlighted the importance of understanding the l-abour

und,erutilization issues in Asian countries in the wider

cotext of demogrphic changes and the growth of working age

population. Hauser (I974:1-15 ì A977:1-0-25) measured the level-

of labour underutilization in some selected Asian countries.

Oshima (l-981 :L-26; 1987 ) f ocussed at,tention on the post

second Worl-d War developments in Asia and the currenL status

of the problem in the region. Getubig and Oshima(1991)

investigated the potential for a ful1 employment strategy

for the Asian countries as a solution to the problem of

labour underutilization.
The effects of the transitional society on the labour

supply in Asia have been manifotd. The major long term

impact which redefined the structure of the potentia1 labour

force has been lagged effects of the popul-ation growth. High

growth period.s in the early phases of the demographic

transition have ensured that the labour supply increased

d.ramatically and would continue to grow for a period of time

(Bloom and Freeman, 1,986¡ Bauer, !990:6L5-642). Dramatic

increases in the female labour supply occur partly due to

declines in fertility (Bauer, 1990), the breakup of the

patriarchal socíety and changes in economic productíon

patterns in Asia. Moreover, the educational transition

enhanced the human capital of the potential l-abour force and

the mobílity transition redefined the levels and location of

the labour force.

Economic growth in a number of EaSt Asian countries has

involved an agro-indusLrial or agro-service transition

(Oshima, L987) caused by changes in the employment StrucLure
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(Jones, L983zI3-22) of the l-abour force with a move towards

non-agricultural employment. The pace of the transition from

agriculture to non-agriculture depends on the l-evel- and

pattern of growth in the country (Oshima, A987) . Recent

developments in Some East. and South East Asian countries

show that they have achieved higher economic growth (Table

1 . 1) and índustrial-ization (Oshima , L9 87 ) . However

predomínantly agrícultural, South East Asian economies I'ike

Thailand and Ind.onesia have combated open unemployment to a

1great extent- nevertheless these countries face a problem of

high underemployment among the employed labour force.

Among other Asian countries, Sri Lanka has achieved an

advanced level- of the demographic transition inspite of the

fow l-evel of economic growth and per capita income (Tabl-e

1.1). Currently, it is experiencing fast labour force growth

among the younger age groups due to the lagged effect of a

high population gro\iüth period and increased participation of

\^romen in labour f orce. The momentum of growth of the labour

force is aggravating the problem of labour underutilization

and it is projected that over the next ten years the total-

Iabour force in Sri Lanka will exceed eight mill-ion by the

year 2OOO (Abeykoon, 1983 :L-24; Roberts, 1981:.L-24) ,

National Planning DepartmenL, 1990) and at l-east one third

will be women. There is every chance that the

underutilization situation for the new entrant females to

the l-abour force will degenerate over this period. The

problem is increasing in complexity and magnitude.

1 Low unemployment rates may be partly
definitions of unemployment adopt.ed by
(Oshima, L971-:)

attribut.ed to the
the countries
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Ed.ucational development has long term implications for

the labour underutilization problem. New entrants into the

Iabour force over the next ten years will be more educated

than earlier generatíons of workers. The female labour force

has been growing at an t.r"l.n" rate of 4.0 per cent per

annum during Lg63-7L, 2.0 per cent per annum in 1971-81

(Masinghe, l-991-) , and is currently growing at a rate of 3.8

per cent per annum (National Planning Department: 1990) '

However, the rate of growth of femafes with secondary and

above levels of education has exceeded 6.0 per cent per

annum during L971--1981- (based on Masinghe 1991:39) and is

estimated to be growing at an even higher rate currently

(National Planning Division, 1987) . Numerical increases as

well as high growth rates fluctuating between 5 per cent and

24 per cent are observed for school attending females of 5-

19 age years at all l-evels (Masinghe, l99l 7) - Vocational

and technicat education for females has also expanded in

recent years (National Planning Division, !988:100-1-06) '

The socio-political environment in the country has

influenced labour absorption patterns. Polícies of

successive governments since the country achieved

ind.epend,ence in 1-948, have influenced the labour utitization

patterns in different period.s. Import substitution oriented

industrialization policies before tg77 and' export promotion

manufacturing of the post, lg77 period represent two of the

more important periods in this respect. The abandonment of

the f ormer policy as well- as adoption of the l-atter had

repercussions on labour absorption. For example, when the

Iatter policy was adopted a number of programmes Such âS,

the establishment of free trade zones, and the promotion of
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Smal-l Scale industries outside the free trade zones, came

into effect and Such programmes would have j-ncreased the

labour absorption capacity of industriaf sectors of the

economy. These changes largeJ-y favoured increases in female

employment in manuf acturj-ng sector.

L.4 STT'DIES OF LABOUR I'IIDERUTILIZATION

Labour underutilization has long been recognízed as

being high in srí Lanka (ILo, L963:1--L2; ILO , L97la:L-36) ,

but Lhe problem has not been addressed in research. This is

attributable partly to a lack of data necessary Lo examine

important aspects of labour underutilization such aS

underemployment. There have been no studies which attempt to

understand the impact of the Several transitions outl-ined

above that have occurred in Sri Lankan society on female

Iabour utilization. Neventhetess, there are a number of

published and unpublíshed articles that have addressed

several aspects of the unempfoy*ent problem as it existed in

the late 1960's to lat,e l-970's. In particuJ-ar, youth

unemployment has been examined in rel-ation to high

population growth and the slow growth ín the economy. Papers

written by, Srivastava, Selvaratnam and Ambalavana(L97L),

and Srivastava and' Selvaratnam(]-972:39-40) addressed the

problem of youth unemployment in CeyIon, prospects for

employment, policy implications and employment targets in

such an employment strategy.

Jones and Selvaratnam( L971-:72-91-) surveyed the probl-ems

associated wíth employment creatíon in Ceylon. They analysed

the growth of employment by sectors from L946 to 1'968 and

estimated the potential unemployment on the basis of

contemporary data and estimated the potentj-al investment
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needed to create adequate emplol¡ment in the non-agricultural

Sectors for the projected labour force. Srivastava, Jones,

and Sel-varatnam(]-g7O) projected the patterns of labour

force growth by lookj-ng at 
-:n" 

employment and unemployment

sítuation. Sel-varatnam, Wright and Jones (1970) produced

population projections for ceylon, oD the basis of three

fertility assumptions and addressed the implications of

labour force growth on the basis of population trends '

Abeykoon(1983::-7-25) projected the Sri Lankan labour force

on the basis of demographic, economic, and Socio-cultural

determinants of labour force change. These projections

anticipated that the prevailing rates of high population

growth woutd have adverse repercussions on the potential

supply of labour. Srivastava and Selvaratnam(I971-) analysed

the employment situation and trends of employment growth'

Ranasingne (1992:L3g-22I;1,977 ¡23-27) commented on the

problems associated with human resource development in Sri

Lanka, unemployment and job expectations among youth and

adult females.

An important study by (WiIson , t9'75) addressed the

problem of population growth, Iabour force growth and

unemployrnent in some detail. The objectives of his study

were to (a) examine the availability and comparability of

labour force data, (b) to investigate the determinants of

Iabour force growth and to analyse labour force trends and

their relationship to the population and (c) to examine the

structure and characteristics of the labour force. The study

was based on data coll-ected in Population Censuses. The

author examines the effect of populatíon growth on the size

and levels of labour force by gender and in the course of
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doing so, deals with unemplo)rment. Lack of data on hours of

work hampered the analysis of underemployment in this study

(WiIson , L975:L92) . Nevertheless t.he book constitutes an

j-mportant Study of Sri Lankan' s labour f orce which is an

area where major research is ìacking.

A chapter on the sri Lankan labour force had been

contributed by Wilson, appears in the The Country Monograph

Series, 'The Population of Sri Lanka' (ESCAP, ]-9762252-282) '

This chapter includes a descriptive analysis of the

composition and characteristics of the labour force in 'J-97L

along with an analysis of participation patterns.

Unemployment. and. underemployment is Summarised by the author

and underemployment figures are gíven aS estimates based on

1968 published data of the labour force survey.

Another study by Wilson (1981) analysed the regional

variation of labour force participation in Sri Lanka

highlighting the inter-disLrict differentials of female

labour force participat.ion. He examined unemployment aS a

composite part of the labour force that he was analysing,

but does not address the issues of labour underutilization

arising from und,eremployment or part-time work. His findings

\Àrere based on the LgTL Census data tape and were constrained

by the shortcomings of a narrow data base.

Abeykoon(1-976) analysed the demographic aspects of

Manpower in Sri Lanka and ad.d.ressed the issues of f emale

Iabour force participation in Sri Lanka. Masinghe (1991)

analysed female l-abour force participation with special

reference to graduaLe women and examined underutilization of

graduate labour but addressed only unemployment and

mismatched empl-o)¡ment aS issues of underutíIízaLion. The
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main Source of data for this analysis was the Ten Per cent

Sample data tape of the Census of Population 1981 and was

constrained by the lack of underemployment questions in the

census . Batakrishnan and Gunasekera (1-971 : 87 - l-09 ) looked at

high population growth patterns and drew attention to the

impact of such population growth on the labour force and

employment in Sri Lanka. Looking at the growth patterns they

suggested that the backlog of unempl-ol¡ment had increasíng

substantially. Sanyal et al- (1983) investigated university

education and graduate employment in Sri Lanka, but did not

address issues of labour underutilization.

some of the sLudies that have analysed development

patterns of the economy and rural non-farm employment have

also commented on the employment, unemployment and

underemployment situations in Sri Lanka. Karunatilake

(L971,:L67 -L75 ¡ 1-987 :260-276). examined the Labour f orce,

emplolrment and unemployment and discussed briefly the policy

issues and the patterns of development that are reflected in

the existing unemployment and employment situation. His

analysis is based on published secondary data and does not

address the issue of labour underutilization. Gunatilleke

(1991:1--27 ) investigating national ptanning issues

considered the unemplo]¡ment problem. Hewavitharana(1986:L-

I7; L99i-:1-60) investigated the dimensions of the rural

unemployment problem and rural non-farm employment pattens,

problems, issues and strategies.

Rodrigo (1988 : 1--105 ) inquired into employment, wages and

income distribution in Sri Lanka during the 1960-1985 period

and addressed issues of the Structure of labour market and

wage performance. She analysed the productivity in
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empl-oyment. using wage income leve1s and employrnent patterns.

The study however, does not analyse the product,ivity issues

of und.erutíIization d.ue to low hours of work. Rodrigo and

Attanayake (1988:1-31) investigated the emplolrment

consequences of al-ternative development strategies in Sri

Lanka. They found that the development strategies pursued

during the post 1-977 period were more effective than pre

L977 policy regime in absorbing the annual additions to the

labour force. According to this analysis, the momentum of

unemployment reached a hígh level- during the pre-1977 policy

regime, and had been effectively brought down by the post

Ig7'7 development Strategies . Nevert,heless, they f ound that

in the post I977 period, underemployment and casual

employment had increased. They reported that rampant

underemployment existed in many Sectors of the economy

particul-arly in the agricul-tural and construction Sectors.

Irwing(l-986) analysed the prospects of employment and the

privailing situation of unemployment in Sri Lanka. This

study was organized by the Institute of Policy Studies and

contains a brief analysis of economic growth patterns that

contríbute to an understanding of the unemplo)¡ment problem

in Sri Lanka. Masinghe and Gunasekara(L99L:330-369) briefly

examined issues related to employment, unemployment and

underemployment in Sri Lanka, âS an introduction to their

study on rEmployment Stategy for Accelerated Growth in Sri

Lanka' They found that census data was inadequate to study

underemployment .

Sepala and Lee (1-989 :l--23) undertook an empirical

analysis of changing trends of female labour supply in Sri

Lanka uSing crosS-sectional- survey data col-Iect.ed by the
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Agrarian Research and Training Institute during L987/88.

They analysed the employment and unemployment situation in

Sri Lanka as a prelude to their examination of labour

supply

Standing and Sheehan (I978:235-236) carried out a

regression analysis of the determinants of labour force

participation based on a 'conventional measure of

part.icipation, ie. employment and unempJ-oyment' of males and

femal-es in Sri Lanka. They found that in Sri Lanka, female

participation is reLated to marriage, fertility and

education. As such a decl-ine in fertility may be expected to

increase the extent of female labour force activity while

rising level-s of education could be expected to lead to

gireater f emale activity. This analysis \^Ias based on data

collected in the Determinants of Labour Force Participation

Survey of 1973 conducted OO_ t,he Central Bank. The authors

warned that the low quality of data hampered the analysis

and findings.
Kelegama and. Vùignaraja(1991249-60) built a model to

understand t.he pattern of tabour absorption in the

manufacturing Sector in Sri Lanka with a view to

contributing to the government's effort to resolve the

unemployment problem. They concluded that in spite of a

decade of experience with the export-led industrialization

policy, the manufacturing sector had not been able to

create large-scal-e employment opportunities for the

unemptoyed and that the manufacturing sector had been

characterised by 1ow long-run rates of labour absorption per

unit of output relative to Some successful East Asian

countries. Their results índicated that the domínant sectors
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of Sri Lankan manufacturing have relatively lower labour

absorption capacities .

A report of an interagency teamZ organized by the

International Labour Office provided important ínsights into

the unemployment sítuation in Sri Lanka in L97L. The report

analysed the size, nature and the dimensions of the problem

and proposed fundamental sol-utions in terms of the key

f ield.s where an emplo)rment strategy leading to a full

employment situation could be achieved. The findings of the

mission were based on published secondary data, the Socio-

economic Survey of L969/70, and discussions with the

Government and officers who handled t.he subject of manpower

planning. The investigation of the míssion was hampered by

the paucity of data available to analyse underemployment,

but the main findings were as follows. Open unemployment3

was high among youth, particularly more educated young,

adult men and women. Unemplo]¡ment was higher for women, than

for men. Labour underutilization occurríng from low income,

and productivity were identified as problems, but not

analysed. According to the mission, (a) high population

growth, (b) declining balance of palrments due to a decline

in export earnings, (c) a System of education which had

failed to adapt itself to the requirements of the economy,

and (d) policy inertia which was incapable of making the

necessary structural changes in the economy to achieve

2 The team consisted of severaf internationally recognized
planners, researchers and academics. The editorial Staff
was headed by, Professor Dudley Seers who was the Director
of Development Studies at the University of Essex at the
time, and, included Michael Lipton a fellow of the Institute
of Development Studies of the University of Essex at the
time, Chañdra Arulpragasam, Louís Emmerij, Ronald Dora, and
Richar Jol1y (ILO, 1-97I:xi-)
3 Open unemployrnent is defined as persons who are not
employed and are actively seeking work.
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growth were the four maín factors behind the unemployment

situation in Ceylon in the late 1960's and early 1970's. The

mission'S diagnosis for the high level of unemplo)¡ment

prevaíIJ-ng in the country was that the labour market was

affected by two types of imbaLances:

(i) an overall imbalance between the total supply and

demand for labour, and

(ii) a structural imbalance, in which the types of work

which peopl-e are willing and. able to do does not match the

pattern of opportunities available because the work

opportunities and. the d.emand for work are mismatched by the

seasons during which demand for additional labour is

created. In addition the places where the vacancies arise

are located in places where people are not keen Lo work,

hence a mismatch of skills, income aspirations or employment

status aspirations. In coming to these decisions on

mismatched empl-ol¡ment the Commiss j-on was very much

influenced by some occupations such aS 'toddy tapping' where

immigrant south Ind.ians were employed because this

occupation was not popular among the Iocal- employment

seekers.

The Report of the survey on unemployment and

Underemployment 1959 /i-:gø04 (Internat,ional Labour Office,

L963:L-11) provides an important ínsight ínto the labour

underutilization situation at the time of the Survey in Sri

Lanka. This survey was intended to provide the Government

with the basic data needed, for economic planning and in

particular, to throw light on the unemployment problem in

of this SurveY
unfortunatelY

4An
from
the

attempt was made to obtain the data tape
the Department of Census and Statistics,

original survey was not available.
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the country. Its essential purpose was to provide

information about the characteristics of t.he labour force of

CeyIon and to investigate unemployment and employment

characteristics by hours of-work and urban-rura1 sectors;

the survey report índicates that unemployment was largely

concentrated among young males and females aged less than 25

years. For measurement of underemployment the Survey adopted

a norm of 40 hours per week. Approximately 45 per cent of

the rural labour force worked less than 40 hours and 19 per

cent were available for additional- work even though a large

proportion (38 per cent) of the underemployed were working

less than 15 hours per week. SimilarLy, 29 per cent of the

employed in urban areas worked less than 40 hours per week

and only 11- per cent were available for extra hours of work.

Reports of the Socio-Economic Survey 1969/70, the Socio

Economic and Labour Force Survey 1985/86, and the Labour

Force Survey 1990 describe broad patterns of unemployment

and underemployment. Data tapes of t,hese three surveys have

been analysed in greater detail in this study. The tapes

contain much more detailed information than the descriptions

of broad patterns contained in the reports.

Reports of Censuses of Population in 1-946, 1971', and

1981 document broad Census findings in the characteristics

of emplolrment and unemployment. Other Survey Reports such as

the Determinants of Labour Force Participation Survey of

1-g73 and the Consumer Finance Surveys 1973, !978, I9B2/83

conducted by the Central Bank of Ceylon contain sections on

unemployment and underemployment. The definition of

underemployment used in these is based on 'the number of

days worked' criteria. These reports contain some
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information about the underemployment patterns prevailing in

Sri Lanka. The Employment and Manpower Division, (1983) have

also documented manpower data sources and utilization

trends

1.5 LOCATION À}ID GEOGRAPHICAL BÀCKGROI]ND

Sri Lanka is an island in the Indian Ocean with an area

of approximately 25,48L square miles and lies between 5t55rr

and 9 ' 5t-" north latitude (Figure 1.1) . The island is

separated from the southern extremity of the Indian sub-

continent. by t.he Gulf of Mannar and the PaIk Strait, the

width of the intervening sea at the narrowest point ie Adams

Bridge being about 20 miles. The country experiences

monsoonal climatic conditions. General-Iy the temperature of

the low lying areas is around 81 degrees Fahrenheit, while

in the highlands it declines to between B0-70 degrees

Fahrenheit. Variation in the annual rainfall- is between 40

to 20O inches with the North western areas receiving below

40 inches and the South Eastern and the South Western

fringes of the island receiving an annual rainfall of over

2OO inches. Based on this rainfall pattern, the island can

be divided into a weE zone and a dry zone with the boundary

of the two zones along the 75 inch isohyet of annuaf

average rainfall (Figure 1.2) . The wet zoç:re is the smaller

and covers about 38 per cent of the island. Abundance of

water throughout the year has meant a boom of development in

that region. Export-oriented commercial agricult.ural crops
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of tea, rubber and coconut are located in the wet zone. More

than 75 per cent of manufacturing industries are also

Iocated in the wet zorLe because of the comparative

advantages the area enjoys, arising from its overall

developed infrastrucLure and transport. A disproportionate

Share of the population is concentrated in this zone. The

1-g7l Census showed that 60 per cent of Lhe total population

of the island l-ived in the wet zone. The Census of

Population 1-981 showed that t.he proportion of population

Iiving in the wet zone decl-ined to 57 per cent (Department

of Census and Statistics, 1986b :46-4'7 Tables 4 .2 and 4 .3) .

In terms of services and infrastructure the region has also

been a major beneficiary. More than 70 per cent of the total

urban population is concentrated in this region. The dry

zone which consists of 68 per cent of the total geographical-

Iand area had less than 40 g"t cent of the total population

in L971- (Department of Census and Statistics, I974:55-57),

but this proportion increased to 43 per cent of the totaL

population at the 1981- Census (Department of Census and

Statistics, 1986b:49). Historical development of the country

based on the river valIey development is associated with

this zone. Present irrigation and agricultural schemes based

on river valIey development are largely located in the dry

zone (De SíIva, L989:280-282) .

1.6 ECONOI{IC AI{D SOCIAL BÀCKGROI'IID

Sri Lanka in the l-990's is described as a rapidty

developingi economy which has set the year 2000 as a deadline

to achieve 'Newly Industrial-ized Country' status (Dai1y

News, L2 October 1993) . Even though it is not yet clear

whether the country can achieve this target there is little
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d.oubt that a significant transformation of the economy has

taken place in the last four years with rapid growth in the

manufacturing sector. During the 1990's the Gross Domestic

Product of Sri Lanka has grown by approximately 5 per cent

per annum.

A major part in the country's development since

Independence in Lg48 has been its socio-political

development. A predominant agricultural sector coupled with

a Smal-l- manufacturing Sector were important features of the

economy when the country received independence. After the

1-940's, the country experienced rapid population growth with

the population doubling between 1946 and 1981. The

enumerated population in 1981 was L4.8 million and currently

it exceeds 1,'7 million. The economy has grown at a slower

pace than the population, and the import-dependent economy

has suf f ered continuous bal-ance of pa)¡ment problems since

the 1950's. Low per capita income, deficj-t budgets, low

savings and investment and low growth in physical capital

formation have defined the low growth patterns in the

economy. SucceSsive independent governments have had to

enforce exchange regulations and import control- measures t.o

direct investment to import substitution. From 1977 an

export promotion policy was adopted as a measure of

promoting manufacturing development and it involved the

introduction of free trade, relaxation of exchange controls

and encouragement of direct foreign investment in the

country. Currently Several structural adjustment measures

have been introd.uced to the economy to increase productivity

and capture more funds for investment.
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Sri Lanka's achievements in social and human resource

development have been much greater than its economíc growth.

During the last quarter of a century four to six per cent of

the GrosS Domestic Product has been allocated for provision

of health and education services to the community. Even

before Independence, the country had adopted social- wel-fare

policies and policies of human resource development.

Provision of free health, educat.ion, and distribution of

food and other essentíaI items at subsidj-zed prices have

been a corner Stone of the Government policy. Improvements

in the health condition and educational level of Ehe

population have been the force behind declíning mortality

and fertility leve1s in Sri Lanka to the extent that these

policies have initiated a transitional society in Sri Lanka.

L.7 ORGAI{IZATION OF THE STT'DY

The study is divided in¡o nine chapters. Chapter one is

the introduction which introduces the nature and dimensions

of the problem of labour underutilization in Sri Lanka.'Thj-s

Chapter raises arguments for justification for this research

study in the context of the socj-o-economic changes t.hat are

taking place in Asian societies and the effects of such

changes on t.he leve1s and patterns of labour utilization in

Asia. In this chapter, âr overview of the existing studies

on different aspects of labour underutilization has al-so

been presented.

Chapters Two and Three deal with the theoretical- and

methodologícal considerations relevant to this study.

Chapter Two presents the theoretical- basis for the study and

the methodologies employed in different chapters. Various

theoretical explanations for socio-demographic and economic
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repercussions of the changíng Asian society and its surplus

Iabour are examined in thís Chapter. The Chapter presents a

framework of analysiS and. an explanation of the methods

used in subsequent chapters. Chapter three examines the

Strengths and weaknesses of the main Sources of data used in

the analysis. The chapter contaj-ns a comparative analysis of

the designs of surveys used and the comparability of

concepts and definitions used in those surveys. Also

defínitions, concepts and norms adopted in this study are

presented.

Chapter four is a study of the growth patterns in the

economy in relation to the growth pat,terns in employment.

The Chapter investigaLes how the gro\¡Ith patterns of the

economy could have contributed to problems of Iabour

absorption. In this regard sectoral growth patterns and

trends of the gross domestic product and the changes that

have occurred in the sectoral composition of the economy

during the last forty years are reviewed along with an

investigation of reasons for such changes. This chapter

compares growth patterns in different sectors in the economy

with patterns of labour absorption and utilization and

leads to a better comprehension of the economic background

of l-abour underutili-zation in Sri Lanka. The structural

changes t.hat have occurred in the industrial Structure of

employment are studied using availabl-e cross sectional data

at dif f erent points in t.ime.

Chapter five is a study of t,he growth patterns of the

working age popul-ation. The Chapter examines how demographic

and educational- changes in the country have contributed to

female l-abour supply. The changing patterns of determinanLs
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of population growth are investigated in this chapter along

with the effect,s of such changes on the growth of the

working age Popu1ation.

chapters si*, seven :ttd eight contaín the main

empirical analysis of the study. These three chapters

examine l-abour underutilizat.ion of f emales due to

unemployment, und.eremployment and part-time employment.

Chapters Six and Seven examine the demographic, cultural,

family related and economic dimensions of female Iabour

underutilization due to unemployment, underemployment. Age,

sex and marital status of the individual are the demographic

characteristics examined. The ethnic identity is

investigated under cultural characteristics while the size

of the household, household status, support during

unemployment, are the family related characteristics

investigated. The occupatíon of the individual, industry to

which the occupation is classified, employment status and

educational level are the economic characteristics examined.

Chapter eight examines characteristics of part-time workers

and, investigates reasons for such work patterns. Chapters

Six, Seven and Eight also identify the causes of female

l-abour underutilization and examine the industrial structure

of female employment to highlight patterns of female labour

absorption.

chapter nine presents the concl-usion of the study. The

policy implications and research implications of these

findings are díscussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER TT^IO

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND METHODOLOGY

2.L INTRODUCTION

This Chapter examines the theoretical explanations

which have been advanced for the investigation undertaken in

this thesis and introduces a frame work of analysis and an

outl-ine of the methodology that will- be used to study labour

underutilization in Sri Lanka. There is a general lack of

theory to explain labour underut,ilization of women in Asia

and particularly a dearth of t,heoretícal work linking

demographic and economic changes in Asian societies and the

effect of such changes on women. The theory section examines

neoclassical approaches to understanding labour

underutilization due to unemployment and the new theoretical

approaches to understanding surplus Iabour in a broader

context, embracing not only unemployment, but also

underemployment and part-time work in the developing world.

2.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERÀTIONS

2.2.1 LABOUR SURPLUS THEORIES AI{D ASSI'MPTIONS

Among the various theories that have attempted to

explain labour underutilization, there are two broad groups

which can be identified. The first group of theories is

referred to here aS the neoclassical approaches which are

focussed mainly upon labour underutil-ization due to

unemployment. and are based on t,he assumptions that the

labour market is always tending toward equilibrium and that

the functioning of the labour market is based on the

experience of western capitalist economies. They contend

that the supply of labour is determined by the real wage
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level because supply and demand for labour is a function of

the real wage (Keynes, 1-942) . According to the equilibrium

theorists, unemployment in the labour market can be resolved

by t.he market forces ie. the interaction of demand and

supply forces shoul-d keep in. wage rate and the Iabour

supply at an equilibrium, if there are any inefficiencies

that could be resol-ved through policy intervention

(Pissarides, 1990:3-20 ,]-20-139) . Natural calamities may

create disorders in market forces. In such situations it is
justifiable for the government to intervene and restore the

market forces (Keynes, L942) .

Growth models developed by Harrod (1939) and Domar

(L946) are based on the Keynesian approach and accept the

assumption of the equilibrium of the labour market.

Neoclassical theorists argue that the prevailing level of

unemplolrment is an indicator which shows that a proportion

of the pot.ential labour force is not supplying their labour

at the current wage for the production of goods and services

(Hamermash and Rees , !984:139-1-58) . Inadequacies of the

equilibrium argument to explain the short term l-abour market

situation even in developed countries, have led to the

concept of long-run equilibrium and balanced growth

(Pissarides, 1990 :21-40) . Kalecki (1-976 r8-27) and Robinson

and Wilkinson(1977) while accepting the equilibrium of the

labour market argument, expanded the theory t.o include

additional features (such as 'Iong period equilibrium',

g:overnment intervention to boost investment, rapid

development of agriculture, and adequat.e taxation of the

rich) t,o overcome the inadequacies of the equilibrium

argument.
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These theoríes do not address the other social and

demographic processes that may influence the supply of

Iabour because such factors are taken aS constantl.

Nevertheless, constant supply of labour may be the case in

stationary populations in advanced demographic transition

st.ages that experience littIe or no effect of the momentum

of the population growth from the previous cohorts. In the

Asian situation taking account of demographic changes are

important for considerations of labour suppty. Kuznets (l-980)

and Oshima (1-981 :315-342) point out the import'ance of

recognizing linkages between economic growth and demographic

changes and of making l-abour supply an endogenous factor in

the growth equation (Oshima, L9B7:54) .

The equilibrium approach is based on the institutional

and Structural- assumption of wetl - funct'ioning products,

factors and money markets that characteríze developed

country economies (Todaro, 1981- :21-5) . It is dif f icul-t to

apply this approach to an understanding of developing

country l-abour markets because the deveJ-oping economies are

constraíned by Storages of capital, raw materials,

intermediate products, skilled and managerial labour

resources and poorly functioníng resource markets (Oshima,

L987) .

The equilibrium approach focuses on capítaI Iabour

substitution (Oshima, a987:55) and assumes full- employment

of the potential- Iabour force (Nurkse, a962:50-62) . Such an

approach recognizes the ímportance of technol'ogical changes

to ínitiate growth and fulI employment. Nevertheless, the

1 Such an assumption may not be valid for some of the
developed and íñdustrial-ized countrieS, because in these
countr-ieS, zero or near zero rate of population growth may
noL prevaiL.
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theory does not fit the Asian scene because in Asia there is

the need to adopt modern technological innovations of the

late twentieth century j-nto predominantty traditional, Asian

Structures and institutions (Oshima, 1987) . Requirements of

different manpower skills needed to adopt these technologies

are stil-l- Iargety lacking. Similar1y, the equilibrium

approach does not provide easy answers for various external

and domestic trade policies that need to be adopted. Some of

these requirements may incl-ude adoptíng free trade while

there is a need for domestic protection of industries

(Nurkse, !962250) and the need for maintaining external-

equilibrium in balance of trade when the country has little

or l-ow external trade.

oshima (agB7 ) points out that the different sectors of

production in industrialized economies on which the

equílibrium approach is based, are equally developed and

interconnected, that these several Sectors can be considered

as a single growth sector in a growth model-. In developing

Asian countries differential growth levels and patterns are

Seen in different Sectors of the economy. Slow growth is

particularly associated with traditional sectors, such aS

agriculture. Most of the Asian economies are predominantly

agricultural and traditionaL in production techniques. This

situation reflects that there is more than one Sector in

Asian economies and effects of differential growth in

different Sectors of the economy have to be taken into

consíderation.

The existence of a dual Sector in the economy, in terms

of a highly d.eveloped manufacturing sector and an

undeveloped subsistence Sector, creates disequilibrium
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because there are more than one labour market and such a

situation largely describes the Asian scene. The 'unlimited
supplies of labour' hypothesis of Arthur Lewis (L954;L46-

a49), one of the pioneers *1o recognized 'duality' in the

functioning of the Asian labour market and the problem of

'labour surplus' in developing countries, is based on the

tabour market equilibrium assumption. His argument $las that

an equilibrium situatíon in the labour market could be

created by bringing down the high wage rates enjoyed by the

manufacturing workers while increasing employment, in the

sector. This coul-d be achieved by absorbing the unlimited

supply of labour from the agriculture sector into the

manufacturing sector at a lower wage rate. He argued that

the agricult,ural sector (which he described as the

subsístence sector) had surplus labour with very low

productívity and that such surplus labour can be transferred

t.o the capitalist sector2 ot elsewhere at constant wages,

so that the capitalist employer can produce with increasing

profits which are t,hen to be invested in more and better
?technologies". The migration of marginally employed workers

producing at zero or tow productivity would result in

increasing the productivity of the agricultural sector with

the same level of output. The productivity of the

agricultural Sector was to be achieved by removing the

surplus labour t,o the capitalist sector rather than by

improving the agricultural- output per se.

2 According to Lewis (1954 !-L2) there were several
categories of surplus labour in the subsisLence Sector. Some
of them were 't.he domestic service, messengers, farmers, the
casuals, the petty traders, the retainers and women'
3 The later writers equated Lewis's capitalist Sector with
the industrial sector.
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The hypothesis of dualism based on the divided urban

and rural- l-abour markets of the equilibrium approach is also

an explanation offered for the problem of Labour surplus.

This hypothesis is based on the assumption of the existence

of two Sectors, ie. urban and rural in the economy and the

transferability of surplus labour from an unproductive ruraf

sector to a productive and expanding urban Sector. The

hypothesis of duatism postulated by Harris and Todaro

(1970:138-148) explains the existence of a high rate of

migration from rural to urban in spite of an already

prevailing high rate of unemployment in the urban areas.

Todaro's model does not however offer an adequate

explanation for countries like Sri Lanka where the level- of

urban industrial development is very low. Avail-abl-e internal-

migration data do not indicate high levels of ruraf to urban

migration and labour underutilization is high in both

Sectors. Moreover, the urban and rural definitions used by

censuses and Surveys are based on administrative

requirements (Department of Census and Statistics,

1986b 67).Aconsiderableproportionofmodernsector

manufacturing industries established in industrial estates

and. free trade zones (Karunatilake, !987:91-L66) are located

outside urban areas. Therefore, there is no identified

" ruraf " Supply and rrurban" demand f or manuf acturing

industries. In urban areas a concentraLion of emplo)¡ment' in

education, health and. transport service sectors is evident.

Such employment is largely in the public sector and reflects

increased Government íntervention to provide services which

were largely a monopoly of GovernmenL, rather than a suppty

of labour for an urban demand for these services -
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The Iabour market segmentation hypothesis (Gorden

Lg72:42-52) is another equilibrium-based approach, which

seeks to explain labour surplus among certain identifiable

groups such as females, minority ethnic groups, and

different educational categoríes. It suggests that

dj-sequilibrium in the labour market is due to

d.iscrimination. Gorden (L972:5O) for example, suggested that

education helped persons to enter good jobs. Those who did

not have a good education were locked up in their low wage

jobs without an avenue for upward mobility. However, there

are disagreements regarding this hypothesis. Psacharopoulos

(1988:106) saw mobility in the labour market as a continuing

process, without any clear line Separating different labour

Segments. He argues that many workers have managed to cross

over to higher level occupations by obtaining more

education.

The 'economic dualism' argument of Mazumdar(1989) and

the rmore than a dualism in the urban l-abour markett

argument of Kannappan(1983) are two deviations from

equilibrium approaches. Mazumdar' s (1989 :28-29) hypothesis of

the existence of dualism and fragmentation of the labour

market in Less Developed Countries is a non-equilibrium

approach to explain Iabour utitization patterns in

developing countries. He used the concept of 'economic

dual-ism' to d.enote the existence of non wage employment

alongside wage emptoymént. Mazumdar contends that such wage

differentials existed in urban and rural sectors of. the

economíes of developing countries and that organized and

unorganized economic activity prevailed in both urban and

rural- Sectors. He Saw 'economic dualismr aS a significant
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problem in the developing world. Labour underutilization in

various fotms4 originate from such dual-ism. He advocated

improvement of l-abour absorption by policy reforms such aS

l-and reform, encouragement of the informal sector and

relaxation of minimum wage laws to rectify disguised

unemployment and economic duatism. With regard to the urban,

educated unemployment problem, hê suggests that there is a

trade of f bet.ween goal-S of equity and ef f icíency, and

quantity and quality of education. Mazumdar's study is about

microeconomic issues of Iabour markets in developing

countries and does not pay much attention to in depth

investigation of labour und,eruLilization or socio-

demographic trends that could al-So have contributed to

underutilization. He does not focus on the effects of

demographic and other transítions when looking for solutions

for labour underutíl-ization in the less developed economies

that he investigated.

Kannappan(1_983:L27-]-40) argued that there are rmore

than two Sectors' operating in the urban economy. His study

of 'employment probl-ems and the urban labour market in

developing nations' iS aISo a non-equilibrium approach,

investigating causes, patterns and consequences of urban

l-abour force growth. He identífied more than two Sectors in

urban labour market which incl-ude a modern Sector and an

4 Mazumdar (1989:LOo) points out that these various forms
includ,e unemplolrment., disguised unemployment in the rural
Sector and educated unemployed in the urban Sector. The term
disguised unemployment iè used to describe surplus labour in
the rural sector. According to Nurkse, (1962:33) tthe term
disguised unemplo)rment is not applied to wage labour. Ït
denotes a condition of family employment in peasant
communities. A number of people are working on farms or
smal-I peasant pIots, contribut.ing virtually nothing Lo
outputl but subsisting on a share of their family's reaf
incõme. There is no possibility of identification here as
there is in open industrial unemployment. '
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informal sector consisting mostly of smal1 industrial units

and the self employed, and a third sector, ie. the urban

f ormal- Sector which he describeS aS rrthe enclave sectorrr .

The encl-ave sector comprised of sections of the employed in

government and, public enterprises, foreign firms, and the

best established domestic enterprises, having wage

Ieadership whose determination of wages were not a function

of a union or legislative pressure (Kannappan, 1983 :1-97 -

1_98 ) . Kannappan' s study is not about examining l-abour

underutilization existing in Asian labour markets even

though he briefly examined unemployment and underemployment.

He analyzed the otgani-zation and functioning of urban labour

markets, but did not examine the rural Segment in the Asian

labour market which is equally important for a study of

labour utilization in Asia. He examined the relationships

between urban growth and population growth, but did not

investigate the implications of the changes brought in by

demographic, educational or mobility transitions on urban

l-abour markets and the effects of such changes on labour

underutilization.
schultz (Lg64:58-59) , Godfrey (1987:1-36) and Oshima,

(l-981-:1--l-5) point out the conceptual anomaly of assuming

Asian agricultural labour to be completely surplus or idLe

most of the t,ime. Myrdat (1968 996-L023) providing an

antithesis to Ehe hypothesis of Lewis, pointed out the

importance of und.erstand.ing the Iabour surplus problem

existing in Asia in the context of the underdeveloped

characteristics of the region and distinguishing such labour

surpluses from the conceptual undersLanding of the surplus

labour associat.ed with unemployment in economies where ful-1
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empl-olnnent prevail . His main concerns were the rapid

increases in popuJ-ation that the region was experiencing at

the time, the traditionality of production processes,

various forms of labour underutil-ization that existed in the

region and the rampant poverty that the region was

experíencing.

The labour underutilízation problem in Asia is more

complex than in industrialized western countries (Godfrey,

1-986 :l-2-30 , 13 7 - 163 ) and stems f rom multiple causes . rNon-

equilibrium approaches ' to understand the changes occurring

in developing countries recognize the complexity of Asian

'transitional- Society' . They address Several demographic,

Socio-cultura1 and economic changes that would Iead to a

bet.ter understanding of the labour underutilization problem

in developing count,ries. When taken together these

approaches offer explanations to comprehend the prevailing

labour underutilization in Asia arising from economic, âS

well as demographic and other socio-cultural- causes.

The complexity of the labour underutilization problem

in Asia is due to the demographic, educational-, mobility and

economic transitions occurring in the countries of the

region, and the levels, phases, effects and

interrelationships of these transitions on the potential-

Iabour force. An important outcome of Several stages of

demographic transition that occurred in Asian countries ís

the changes in the age structure and marital patterns of the

potential work force (Ogawa and Tsuya, L993t4I-45; Jones,

1,gg2:35-39; Bloom and Freeman , !986:381-386; Psacharopoulos

and Tzannatos, 1993 293-298) . The education transition has

Ied to the growth of human capital and the supply of more
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educated potential workers (Jones, L993 :229-243 ; L992:41--

43) . Modernization that is taking place in Asian economies

and. societies has generated a t.ransition in internal- and

external migration pattern-s (Hugo, l-985 ; L992) . The

westernization of Asian Societies has led to the changing

traditional values and structures of production (Caldwell,

Ig82). Increased urban development, the adoption of modern

technology and. the growth. of labour intensive

industrialization (Oshima, A983 47-49) may lead to changes

in the emplol¡ment structure of the labour force in favour of

manufacturing employment in Asian countries (Oshima,

1987 69-7I) . AIt of these facets taken together reflect

different aspects of Iabour underutilization problem in

developing countries.

Rapid socio-economic and demographic changes that,

occurred in Asia during the last half a century are well

documented. Many writers'(Zelinsky, L|TL:2L9-249¡ Hugo,

1981- :1-18 ; L984:L-23 ¡ 1985 :46-87 ¡ Caldwell, l-981 ; 1982;

1988; Oshima, L98'7:315-342¡ Jones, 1990b:2L5-269) have

referred to multiple transitions that had taken place and

their demographic, socio-cultural- and economic implications

in societies of developing countries in recent times. The

non-equílíbrium approaches to explain labour

underutilization attempt to incorporate the behavioural

changes caused by these t,ransitions. Of the Asian countries

in the transition Some of the countries, Such as Sri Lanka

and the Phil-ippines with higher labour underutilizations,

have undergone demographic and educational transitions

5 The term l-abour surplus is used by neoclassical-
economists; the term underutilization is used because a high
Ievel of open unemployment aS well as underemplo)¡ment are
observed iñ these countries (see Table 1.1- in Chapter 1)
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without SubStantial economic development. These countries

are currently experiencing high growth rates of working age

population with increasing proportions of younger, more

ed.ucated persons entering the labour force, who in turn are

mostl-y underutilized .

Oshima Q'987 ) has emphasized the importance of

understanding the dual processes of economic and demographic

transitions that are occurring in the Asian region to

underst.and the problem of labour underutilization. Oshima

asserted. that the t.heories t.hat take into account socio-

cultural, demographic and geographical background can

explain more cIearly, the nature of development in

developing countries. He recognised that the Asian

economies which are in Structural- transition from a

predomínantLy agricultural- labour force to a predominantly

industrial Iabour force "t1, 
at t,he Same time undergoing

demographíc transitions from high fertility regimes to low

fertility regimes. Oshima(1987 :54) alleged that development

economists have been much more occupíed with analysing

changes in product per-capita and have paid scarce attention

to implications of population growth for economic

development. Underst,anding the implica|ions of the

demographíc transit,ion and the industrial- trans j-tion is

ímportant to overcome Labour underutil-ization and to achieve

ful-l employment status in the longer equilibrium period. In

his comparative Study of Monsoon Development Oshima analysed

historical development, growth patterns and labour

absorption patterns of the economies of East, South East and

South Asian countries. Oshima's (]-987 47-7L) analytical

framework to understand the dynamics of economic growth in
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Table 2.1

Stages of Structural Transition in Oshima's Framework of
Analysis

Stage of Transition Description

Industry
Structural

Service
Transition

Pre Transitional- Stage

Agro- IndustriaL
structural Transition

Employrnent in agriculture
dominates; More than half and
up to three quarter of the
employed are in this sector.
* Employment in agricul-ture

decl-ines to one t.hird/one
fourth of total employment,
while employment in industries
increase. The economy has made
a structural transition from
predominantly agricultural to
industrial economy
Share of Employment in service
sector overtakes the share of
employment in the industries
sector* Growth in employment in
private and public services
When the following steps are
achieved the country attains
fu1I employment,
* Productivity in agricultural
sector increase;
* Policy supports
for improvement of agricultural
production
* Buíld up of infrastructure and
basic industries;
* Growth of labour intensive
import substitution industries
* Increase in income and
equitable distributj-on of
income
* Demand for industrial goods
increases
* Increase in wages of unskilled
workers
* Industrial- production for
foreign markets
* Labour demand for industries
outgrow labour supply
* Further mechanization in
agriculture

Towards FulI Employment
State

After FuII Employment

Source : Oshima, a987 : 47 -64

Monsoon Asia use employment as a measure of transitj-on.

Theref ore, much of t,he analysis is about t.he leveIs,

patterns, causes and consequences of economic growth, Iabour
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absorption and labour surplus patt.erns of Asian economies,

which are in different stages of economic transiÈion.

Oshima's (1-987 ) argument is also based on the notion of

tong run equitibrium. He states that the long term economic

growth of nations, although they have differential pace, and

disequilibrium in the short run, could be described as

having an equilibrium in the longer period by keeping track

of structural and other changes in the economy (Oshima,

'L987:56-64) . He used employment as the measurement of the

stage of transition. The reason for using employment to

measure stages of structural transition of the economy v¡as

because such a measure indícated a clear distinction in

labour absorption patterns in different stages of the

transit,íon. In the case of monsoon economies, the completion

of the transition roughly coincides with a situation where

high leveIs of surplus labour decline to leve1s of

approximating ful1 employment, and these transitions are

accompanied by a demographic transition. Thus according to

Oshima, the labour underutilization experienced in the Asian

region is a passing phenomenon. The countries in the region

should achieve fuI1 employment in the Ionger equilibrium

situation when economic development is compatible with the

demographic transition that is taking place.

Examples in Asian development show that the sequential

occurrence of the agro-industrial and later the industry-

services transition had not happened in some Asian

Countries. In fact in countries like Sri Lanka the

proportion employed in the services sector is higher than

those in manufacturing even though the ag:ro-industrial

transition has not been completed. Employment in public
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service has increased due to the role played by the

Government in províding heal-th, education and other welfare

services. Therefore it seems that the role of the Government

is an important issue in creating employment. Oshima, (l-987)

has not attempted to detail the structural changes in female

employment ín the process of the agro-industrial and

industry -service transit,ion. Due to the effects of the

demographic transition and educational advancement in the

region there is a large scale entry of females into labour

force. The influx of females would have important

repercussions on the structural composition of employment.

This issue has to be investigated further in each of the

countríes currently in transition.

Labour progression hypotheses based on studies of net

shifts in sectoral shares in the industrial- or occupational-

structure of labour force at different points in time,

enable a better understanding of the labour absorption

patterns, the absorptive capacíty of a developing economy

(Chenery and Syrquim, 1-9'75:32-49, Oberai, 1978:2-'J.3) and the

gender specific differentials of labour absorption in the

economy (Lim, l-988 1'-21') . The patterns of labour absorption

to the economy are clear in developed economies because

largely, such employment is in the formal sector and the

unemployed are in most cases recipients of unemployment

benefits because they do not work. In developing countries,

where non wage employment coexists with wage employment, a

substantial proportion of employed are in informal

activities, self employment or unpaid family work (Hauser,

19'74; L977). Studies of net shifts in sectoral shares of the

economy show that the structure of production can be
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examined to understand a progression in the allocation of

labour from primary t.o secondary and tert,iary employment in

response to net shifts in demand (Oberai, 1-978; Chennery and

Syrquim, I975:32). Such T 
analysis would reveal the

exogenous and endogenous factors affecting the nature of

such shifts, the evidence of t.raditionality and the lack of

flexibility in certain industries to change with time. Most

of these studies ignore the effects of sectoral shifts in

employment with increased femal-e labour supply.

CaLdwell (1982) cfreorised that the demographic

transition occurring in Asian and African countries is not a

result of industrializat.ion occurring through modernization

and consequent economic growth, but a result of several

socio-cu1tural changes originating through westernization.

Caldwell observes 'from a demographic point of view, the

most important social exports' of westernization 'have been

t.he concept of the predomin".r.. of the nuclear family with

its strong conjugal tie and the concept of concentrating

concern and expenditure on oners childern' (Caldwe1l,

1982:153) Even though Asian countries show a considerable

degree of mortality and fertílity transition, most of these

countries achieved only a very 1ow l-evel of economic growth.

He noted that the changing traditional production systems in

transitional societies, and the break-down of patriarchal

values and the productíon systems had resulted in a net

transf er of wealth f rom parents t,o chil-dren, whereas

previously, t.he direction of net wealth transfers was from

children to the parents. He argued that west,ernization

through expansion of modern education was largely the cause
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of Such changes and that aS a resuft these societies were

experiencing a demographic transition.

The interrelationship between the demographic and

severaf oLher transitions that are occurring in the Asian

region and. the l-evel- of economic growth prevailing is an

important link in understanding the labour underutilization

situation of Asian countries. Jones (1990b:224-225) notes

that even though several socio-economic indicators that are

given primacy in demographic theory such as mortality

decl-ine, urbaniza:i-on, education, increases in income Ievel-s

and femal-e employment in non- agricultural activities had

occurred in ASEAN countries, these developments cannot be

taken as thresholds to the demographic transition happening

in Some Asian countries. This is because these events did

not occur in any Sequence. Therefore the lagged effect of

the high population growth phase of the demographic

transition in ASEAN and Asian countries will- create problems

of l-abour absorption for Some countries without paralIel

economic development, because the fabour force wilt continue

to grow rapid.ly for some time (Jones, A992:37) . If the

economy is unabl-e to generate enough employment to keep pace

with the rapid growth of labour force, higher rates of

unemployment woul-d occur (Jones, l-990bz23t-233) .

An important contribution to the understanding of

labour supply and labour absorption in developing countries

was made by Bloom and Freeman (1986:361- 41,4) . They

investigated the nature and magnitude of the principal

effects of rapid population growth on labour supply and

employment in developing countries and discussed the

interrelations between population growth and labour force.
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On the supply side of the labour market the key issues

examined were the lags between population growth and labour

force participation; independent effects on labour supply of

accelerated population growth due to changes in fertility,

mortality and migration; n-ì.a"trr" and trends in labour

force participation rates; and gender differences in labour

supply and behaviour. On the demand síde they descríbed and

analysed the nature of l-abour markets in developing

economies and attempted to identify key factors that

condition labour absorption capacity in these countries.

They concluded that during the period 1960-L980 population

growth in developing countries had '1itt.Ie net association

with economic developmentr Their analysis is largely based

on aggregated indicators drawn from various publications.

Therefore the analysis is devoid of detaited issues relating

to specific countries. An 
.important 

contribution of this

study to understanding the general pattern of labour supply

in developing countries, is the hypothesis of the lagged

effect of populat.ion growth on labour supply.

Zelinsky (l-971:21'9-249) noted the effects of

modernization on mobility of labour. According to hím the

mobility transition was occurring due to changes occurring

through modernization. He hypothesized t,hat there are

definite patterned regularities in the growth of personal

mobility through space during recent history and these

regularities comprise an essential component of the

modernization process. He predicted that in the early and

l-ate transitional society (ZeIinsky, I97L:230) when

population growth was at its highest., massive numbers would
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be looking for work and be willing to move from their

country side and even cross frontiers to find employment.

Hugo(1985:46-87) documented the structural changes that

had occurred in the rural economy in Java, Indonesia due to

the effect of modernization. He observed that 'the failure

of village agricultural systems to absorb populatíon

increases' have posed various dífficutties for the rural

poor in finding work. Consequently, âs a strategy of

survival, t.here is an upswing in circular mobility of the

rural poor in Java, who had extended their search for

employment in a wider spatial area.

Socio-economic changes occurring in transitional

societies have led to the relaxat.ion of traditional

patriarchal values and an improvement in the status of

women. Mahadevan and Sumangala(1987:120-L24) found that the

status of women in Kerala n-"U improved in many way due to

effects of modernization. Hugo(199021--76) commented on the

economic and social transformations sweeping acrosS most

less developed countries. He noted that these changes have a

'profound effect on distribution of economic and

institutional power between the sexes and upon the roles and

Status of women' The breakup of t.he patriarchal system and

the changíng value of the patriarchal society (Ca1dwe11,

Ig82:344-349, Jones, L9g4:5-6, 4a) in the Afro-Asian region

may be an important explanation for the changing status of

women in the region. The dominant feature of the patriarchal

val-ue structure was the male domination of the production

system (Cal-dwe1I, 1982:344-345) and hence the sex

segregation of f emal-es . Thus, the material- base of a

patríarchy is menrs control of women'S l-abour with women
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playing a secondary role in society (Mahadevan, 1989:345-

349) . The breakup of such a system has Ied to increased

participation of women in economic activity (Jones, 1984:5).

Nevertheless, ín situations where the economy is ill

equipped to absorb t,his aaAi.ionat labour, underutilization

of such labour occurs.

The Spread, of education has been one of the important

reasons associated with the breakup of the patriarchal

system of production. Caldwell (1"982:3L4-329) and (Ca1dwel1,

Reddy and Ca1dwell (1988 :29-46, L61-186) highlight the

occurrence of an educational transition in Asian countries

that has brought an attitudinal change towards

'westernization' of the countries ín the region. Increased

investment in human capital development in the Asian region

has brought about many unforeseen repercussions (ESCAP,

L989a I1--L4; Ogawa, Jones, and Williamson, !992) . Ahmed and

Mabud (1989:100- t28) and Kiranandana, Wongboonsin and

Kiranandana(1989 :323-334, 403) evaluate the importance of

education policy and investment in education for population

and development programmes in Bangaladesh and Thailand.

Sharp changes in the educational composition of the labour

force in many Asian countries were due to advances that

these countries achieved in education. An important change

was the changing profile of the educated labour force

favouring the younger age groups and the increase of female

participation may also be largely attributed to improvements

in femal-e education (Jones, 1-992237-39) . When the economy

could not absorb all t,he educated persons who were looking

for work the tendency to underutiLize educated l-abour

increased.
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2.2.2 À THEORETICÀL SCIIE!{,A TO I'¡IDERSTA¡ID LABOUR
T'IIDERUTILIZATION

Based on the above theoretical approaches Figure 2.1-

presents a theoretical schema developed here to understand

the l-abour underutil-ization problem addressed by this

thesis. The figure indicates that a transitional society is

a by-product of the changes occurring in the population and

the economy and the sequential process of l-abour supply and

absorption in a changing society. The age-sex structure,

marital status, educational levels, household size and

current composition of the household status of the potential

labour force are either tagged or immediate effects of

demographic and socio-culturat changes that are occurring in

the societ,y. These characteristics can be explained by the

demographic and other transitions that have taken place.

Changes in the population occur due to severaL transitions

such as mortatity, f ertili-ty, education and migration.

Theorized or hypothesized aspects of social and economic

changes addressed in this schema are in the age structure of

the population (Demographic Transition theory), migratory

patterns (Mobílity Transition Hypothesis), the status of

women (Demographic Transition Theory), Lhe human capital

end,owments (Educational Transition Hypothesis) and the

structural composition of labour force (Monsoon Development

Theory). The potential labour force is determined by and is

constantly affected by these changes in the society.

Structural changes in the sectoral composition of the

economy occur through development and paraIle1 to these

changes, the industrial Structure of the employed population
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change in favour of non-agricultural employment. A larger

proportion of population employed in agriculture, find

productíve employment in non-agricultural- Sectors. Thus the

labour supply mechanisms as-weIt as l-abour absorption are

subject to constant changes in the transitional society.

The labour supply is not fully absorbed by the economy.

The absorbed labour can be measured in terms of either fulI

time work or less than full time work based on the using the

norms of normal hours of work that an employee is expected

to work. Unemployment constitutes that. proportion of the

Iabour force which has been supplied, but has not been

absorbed at al-l. In a situat.ion of contínuous unemployment

for tong períods of time, there is a possibilíty that a

proportion of the labour force may drop out aS t.hey become

discouraged to seek employment any further.

2.3 CONTRIBUTION OF TflIS STTIDY

This study looks at the demographic, familial, social

and economic characteristics of \^Iomen who are underutilized

through unemployment, involuntary underemployment and

voluntary part-time work in the context of the currently

changing society and economy of Asia and particularly of Sri

Lanka. The theoretical approaches spelt. out in the previous

sections enable us to understand the forces that have led to

the current labour underutilization of women in Sri Lanka.

In industrialised economies'remployment" i-s an avenue of

income through wages or salaries, minimum wages or salaries

are d.efined, individual choice ís the determining factor to

work or not to work and unemployment income Supports are

available during the period of unemployment. On the other

hand in labour surplus, predominantly agrícuItural
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economies, employment/work is the only means of livelihood

since in most circumstances there are no other income

supports (God.f rey , A986 12-t9 ; l-993 :1,-26) . Most persons even

though they are technically 'unemployed" engage in

j-ntermittent work for their livelihood. Thus, hours of work

criteria is important in distinguishing between absolute

unemployment and less than normal hours of work'

The transitional processes in the population and the

economies of the Asian region have had repercussions on the

social status and economic behaviour of women. The breaking

up of patriarchal social values and production Systems due

to an lncrease in education and westernization, and perhaps

through Government intervention are Some of the important

outcomes of Such changes. An unforeseen outcome is the

development of female human capital and their potentíaI,

productive work time. Streeten(1983:3) notes that investment

in human resources has three important benefits which

include (1) being a vaLued consumption good (2) it raises

productivity and (3) it lowers reproductivity. Among other

determining factors6, expand,ed educational opportunities

for women have resulted in more and more females entering

the labour market and taking up non-traditional employment.

An increased trend in femate labour force participation in

the non-agricultural sector is observed in Sri Lanka and in

other Asian Countries (WiIson, L975: 1-18 ; 1981,' Jones,

L984z6-8; ESCAP 1989 t1-4-1-6; Hugo , 1993:77-82; Widarti,

j-991) . The declaration of an Int,ernational Decade for Women

in 1-984, and other legal ratífications to enhance the status

6. Widarti, 1-ggl- for Jakarta Indonesia, Masinghe, L991- for
Sri Lanka, ESCAP, Lg87 for Asia and the Pacific discuss in
detail determinants of female labour force participation
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of women would have increased the tendency for women to

participate in economic activity. The Government of Sri

Lanka in more recent years has taken various Steps to

enhance the status of women (National Planning Division,

19BB: l-00-110) .

This study is a contribution towards understanding how

far the Socio-economic and demographic changes occurring in

rapid,ly changing Asian countries have affected female labour

underutilizat.ion Ievels and patterns. In this regard the

Study examines the demographic, familial, socio-cultura1 and

economic charact,eristics of Sri Lankan women in t'he labour

force whose labour is underutilj-zed and the pattern of

their absorption into employment. Vast declines in fertiJ-ity

experienced recently in Asia have resulted ín women having

more time to enter the labour force and engage in productive

economic activity in the formally measured l-abour force7.

But the prevailing high rates of unemployment for women

Suggest that there is a major problem of female labour

absorption in some of the East and South East Asian

countries (Table 1 .1 of chapter one shows that in these

countries women are more affected by unemplo]¡ment). Ogawa'

Jones and Williamson (l-993:8-10) observe that 'the rapid

declines in fertility in t.he Asia - Pacific Rim countries

contributed to the rapid increase in the proportion of women

participating in the labour force. Since the 1960's femal-e

workers in developing Asia have contributed to the elastic

labour supply at a low cost and by contributing with unique

human resource qualities.

7 Neverthel-ess, there are women working for household
consumption whose economic activity iS not counted in the
current data collection processors.
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Definitions used for the measurement of the

'economically active population' may not. measure some of

Lhe work done in the process of performing household work,

family Iand or household business which is economically

vaLuable (Blacker, a977:49) . Rurat women in less developed

countries, spend, theír time producing goods and services

which are bought for money in developed countries, but such

work is not recorded in official statistics (Boserup,

1,975 21,977 zt-20; Durand , I975:239) .

Oshima(1987:41) points out that by examining changes in

the employment structure of Asian countries the economíc

transition that occurred over a long period of time can be

better understood. Nevertheless, changes in t.he employment

structure of femaLes have not been investigated. Analysis of

the female emptol¡ment Structure would reveal patterns of

female labour absorption "iU 
the demand for such labour.

Hence t,he nature of change and Ehe pace of change in agro-

industrial and ind.ustrial- service sector transitions of

employment in the female labour force can be examined. The

stud,y will contribute further to the existing knowledge by

seeking explanations for t,he nature of the structural

transition in the Sri Lankan case.

2.4 METIIODOLOGY
2.4.L A FRAIIEWORK OF A¡IATYSIS FOR THE THESIS

Studies of labour absorption patterns over time have

used t,he time series data analysis method to understand the

Iabour absorption patterns of different industrial sectors

in the economy, in order to find solutions to the employmenE

problems (Godfrey , 1993 ¡ Lim, 1988; Oshima, ]-987 ; 1991-) '

Such an analysis reveals the naLure of sectoral Shifts in

employment and the factors affecting labour absorption over
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time. Also patterns of traditionality and the lack of

flexibility in industries to change with time wouLd be

exposed. Therefore, time series studies would provide

answers to problems of labou-r absorption which are a result

of past events and a rational- understanding of these changes

could be achieved. Chennery and Syrquim(1-975) Turnham(1971-)

Oberi (1-978) , f,im(1988) examined the structure of production

using a crosstabulation methodofogy and time Series data or

selected cross Sectional data to understand the nature of

the allocation of labour to different industries and

occupatíons.

standing and sheehan (L978) document a number of

empirical studies based on behavioural models to suit low

income environments and use several approaches to ident'ify

the labour force such as multivariate or multiple regressíon

method.s of analysis. They found that the theoretical

frameworks for such models were stilI to be developed. Booth

and Sundram(1985) used multiple regression analysis to

understand t.he relationship between the duration of

unemployment. and several demographic and non-demographi-c

factors among School Ieavers in urban areas of Malaysia.

Mohan(1985) developed a behavioural- model Lo understand the

determinants of Iabour force participation in developing

countries uSing a Ioglinear anatysiS and found that the

analytical frameworks for such a model were quite developed.

Ogawa (1991-:1-19) used multivariate analysis using logit

method to underst.and female labour force participation and

the type of female emplol¡ment in Japan. Widarti (1992) used

multj-variate analysis using logit method to understand the

determinants of female l-abour force partícipation and work
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pattern differentíals among women in Jakarta. In

circumstances where the dependent variable is qualitative,

it is appropriate to use the logit method. Both these

researchers were analysíng micro l-evel- data and large

samples. In circumstances of using data at the individual

l-evel-, one may have to resort to the maximum-Iikelihood

method to estimate parameters (Gujarati, 19BB:483).

2.4.2 LEVEL OF AIiTALYSIS IN THIS STUDY

This thesis is based mainly on national level survey

data. Major d,istinctions only seen in the composition of

national- population, wilL be reflected in this study. The

definitions of urban, rural and estate areas of Sri Lanka

are based on administrative definitions used as machinery

for the effective function of the central- government

(Mendis, L976:10-L9; Leitan, a979246-60) . Therefore this

study will- examine the urban growth levels by analyzing the

employment patterns rather than employment in urban, rural

and estate areas. Growth of non-agricultural employment

induces a Structural- change in an economy towards a shift of

labour from the agricultural to the industrial- and service

sectors (oshima, t9B7) . Since an urban area could al-so be

defined as one with predominance of non-agricultural

employment, l-evelS and patterns of non-agricultural-

employment would reflect the patterns of urban growth in the

country. Neverthel-ess it has to be pointed out that even

though Structural change in employment and urbanization are

related that they are not perfectly correlated'

2.4.3 PROPOSITIONS EI(AI{INED IN THE STUDY

Two propositions that are examined in the Study in

Chapters six and seven are as follows: -
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(1) The unemployment situation of a person could be largely

explained by that person' s ,rrriqlre8 demographic, cultural ,

and. family related characteristícs.
(2) The underemployment situation of a person could be

largely explained by that person's demographic, cultural,

and famity related characteristics rather than by his/her

economic characteristics .

In Chapter seven the key question addressed is

what basic importance can be attributed to each category of

the characteristics identified to explain the part-time

employment sítuatj-on of a person.

This study investigates demographic, family related,

cultural and economic characteristícs of underutilized women

in order t.o understand the implications of a changing

society and economy for female l-abour supply and absorption.

Examining the demographic characteristics would Lead uS to

understand the effect of t.he demographic transition on the

age Structure of the working age women in a broad Sense and

highlight the predominant age patterns among unemployed,

underemployed and part-time working women and the effects of

changing marital status and reproductive behaviour on female

l-abour supply and absorption. Repercussions of social

changes on labour supply and absorption of women are

refl-ected in the family related characteristics Such aS

household size and status of females ín the family. Because

each ethnic group has its own cultural identity and values,

the cultural characteristics are investigated to discern any

cultural differences aS denoted by a person's ethnic

8 The word 'unique' iS used to denote group of persons wíth
specific characteristics such as femal-e, younger age, never
märried more educated etc that will identify a person
uniguely.
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identity in this changing process. Answers will be sought to

the question of whet.her the industrial structure of femal-e

employment has changed paral-1eI to the demographic and

educational- changes that occurred? The economic

characteristics of underutilized and part-time working women

are ínvestigated in order to understand how changes in the

economy have affected female employment patterns.

2.4.4 METHODS OF AI{ALYSIS USED IN THIS STT'DY

several methods of analysis will be used in t,his

thesis. Wherever data are availabl-e, time series analysis

wiII be adopted. For the analysis in Chapters four and five,

continuous time series data is used aS such data will- be

averaged to get a bet.ter continuous trend. For analysis of

unemployment in Chapter Six, underemployment in Chapter

Seven and part-time employment in Chapter Eight, continuous

time series data are not available. For these three Chapters

cross-sectional data provided by three major surveys

conducted to coftect data on labour force are used. The

three surveys are (1) The Socio-Economic Survey of 1969/1910

(sEs 1,969/70) Q) The Labour Force and socio-Economic survey

of tg85/86 (SE&LFS L985/86) and (3) The Labour Force Survey

of 1-ggT/ga (LFS 1990 /91). Of these three Surveys the SE&LFS

1,985/86 has been designed to collect more details on

unemployment, preferred employment, family support during

period of unemplo)rment, principal employment, secondary

employment hours of work and avaitability for additional- or

alternative work etc. These detail-s would facilitate a

better understanding of Iabour underutilization in Sri

Lanka. This survey will- be largely used for detailed

analysis and in dePth study.
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Throughout the study crosstabulation methodology is

used to understand the simple bivariate relationships

between dependent and each independenL variable. This method

is enhanced by controlling for one or more independent

variables when required. When crosstabulation analysis was

used for anal-ysis of economic variabl-es Such as ì-ndustry and

occupation the level of classification was up to the three

digit l-evel, using International Classifications of

Occupations (ISCO) and International Cl-assifications of

Industries (ICI). In the regression analysis of economic

variables, a single digit classification was used-

Regression analysis wilI be used to understand the

relationships between the dependent variables and all- or

most of the independent variabl-es taken together in a single

situation. Such a method is useful, because in t,his study

there are more than one explanatory (independent) variable

(Figure 2.3) and these independent variables are

interrelaLed. Regression analysis facilitates'analysis of

statistical dependence of one variable, the dependent

variable, ofl one or more other explanatory variables'

(Gujarati, 1-988:23) . The subset of the independent variables

that are contributing most, collectively and individually to

d.escribe the dependent variabLes will be identified. The

individual relationships of the independent variable and the

dependent variable wilI indicate the rel-ationship in a

series of partial- coefficients. Forthcoming sections will

present further arguments for justification of the use of

this methodology.
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2.4.5 DEPEIIDENT VARIABLES

Figure 2.2 presents a framework of analysis that

identifies the dependent variables for this analysis. The

figure indicates the categories of underutilized labour in

t.he workj-ng age population. As indicated in Figure 2.2, the

analysis is concentrated on underutilized labour ie

(1) workers who work less than 35 hours per week and seek

additional- or alternative employment, identified as

underemployed persons ;

(2) persons who work less than 35 hours per week and who do

not seek work, identified as part-time workers;

(3) persons who are not employed but available for work and

looking for work, identified as unemployed.

Justification for the choice of 35 hours per week as

normal hours of work is contained in section 3.7 .7 of

Chapter three- International criteria laid down by the ILO,

(1989:xviii) , previous research (Houser, 1-974:.L0; ]-977) ,

other country norms (InternationaL Labour Organization,

1-994:24-27) , and norms set by Sri Lankan surveys (Department

of Census and Statistics, ]-99]-at64) were considered when

criteria for hours of work was adopted for this study.

Demographic, cuttural, and f amily rel-ated

characteristics of the underutilized labour relate to the

supply of labour, while economic characteristics relate to

labour absorption. In the analysis of demographic, cultural,

and family relat.ed characteristics, this thesj-s can be seen

as investigating the supply factors, while the analysis of

economic characteristics may be seen as an investigation of

labour absorption factors that contributed t.o the

participation in unemployment, underemployment and vol-untary



Figure 2.2 A FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS IDENTIFYING DEPENDENT VARIABLES
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part-time employment of the potential work force. The term

'underutilized' is used in t.he context of the definitions

adopted in this thesis as discussed in Chapter Three.

Figure 2.3 sets out the characteristics analysed in this

study and the variables selected to analyze each

characteristic. The variables are selected to reflect the

relevant characteristics of the person. Justification for

selection of variabl-es is addressed in section 2.4.7.

2.4.6 CHOICE OF REGRESSION METHODOLOGY

In selecting a suitable methodology to understand the

nature of the relationships bet.ween each dependent variable

and al-I the independent variables taken together, multiple

regression analysis is considered to be the best option for

the following reasons:

(1) The dependent variables were dichotomous, qualitative

variables.
( i ) The f irst. dependent variabl-e was

unemployed person ie. a person who indicates

(a) the desire to be employed as distinct

from already being employed; t,he question

asked to identify unemployed persons was rare

you avaiLable for work during the last

cal-endar week?' The answer to this question

was either 'yes' or tnor.

(ii ) The second dependent variabl-e \,\tas

j-nvoluntarily, underemployed person; such

a person is distinct from one who is

vol-untarily underemployed and not seeking



Figure 2.3 FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS; DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
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work. An underemployed person is defined

as one who is working less than normal

hours and seeking employment. The question

asked to identify an underemployed person

was 'are you available for additional or

alternative employment' ?. The structured

answer to this question was either 'yes'

or 'not. Thus, the second dePendent

variabte is clearly established as a

dichotomous variable.
(iii) The third dichotomous variable

comprised alI those persons who were

working l-ess than normal- hours and

sefected the response Inot to this

question.

(2) Independent variables such as gender,

marital status, ethnicity, religion, status

in the family and sector (Figure 2.3) are

either qualitative/categorical or parametric

variables. One method of quantifying such

attributes is by constructing artificial

variabl-es called dummy variabl-es (Guj arati,

1988:432). The dummy form coul-d be attributed

to qualitative, politomous variables, using

the rufe that if a qualitative variable has

' mt categories , (m- 1) dummy variables coul-d

be introduced. In this regard the Level of

age group, marital status, education, sector,

ethnicity, religion, marital status, status
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in the family, job preferences and period of

search for work are politomous variables. The

dichotomous attribute will be given to each

individual category of variable by

attributing one to the investigated category,

whil-e aII the other categories of that

variable are equated to zero when these sub-

categories are investigated.

4.7 CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SELECTION AI{D
TRJAIISFORMATION OF VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION
AI{ALYSIS

The selection criteria of the independent variables

refl-ects the different characteristics of a person who

satisfies the definition of underut.ilized labour as

defined in this thesis (see Figure 2.3) . Age, sex and

marital- status of the individual are chosen to understand

the demographic characteristics of that person. During the

course of the demographic transition, the behavioural-

changes in an individual have augrment.ed the labour force

through increased participation. Some of t,hese changes

may be in the marital status of the person, her status in

t.he family, her conjugal and famil-ial- responsibil-ities and

with an increase in education, her attitude towards

gainful employment and the attitude of the family toward

working women.

The lagged effects of population growth on labour

supply hypothesis (Bloom and Freeman , L9B6:3 63-364)

suggest that the supply of labour will- be high after a

high fertility regime. Demographic transition t.heory

(Cal-dwel-1, t982) contends that whil-e the transition

commences with dramatic declines in mortality,
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particularly infant and child mortality, that there is a

lagged effect of mortality decl-ine before the fertitity

decline phase of the demographic transition commences. A

further content,ion of t.he transition theory is that

initial fertility declines are due to delays in marital-

fert,ility (Ca1dwe11, 1-982), while irreversíble fertility

declines are due to declining fertility. The theory of

monsoon development (Oshima, !987:337) contends that

during the transitíon, parents began to demand that after

secondary schooling, adolescents postpone marriage to help

with family finances so that t-r"t"g" "g. at marriage rose.

The mortality transition in Sri Lanka commenced in the

l-ate l-940's. The high f ertility that prevaíIed during the

pre-transition period continued up to the 1970's, when

fertility began to fall- substantially. Both these

characterist.ics, ie. mortality decline and fertility

maintained at constantly high levels, had increased the

potential for working age population to enter the l-abour

force in increasing numbers (Bl-oom and Freeman, a9B6:361-

366; Bauer, a990:615). Young female adults who are !h.
subject of analysis of this thesis are survivors of this

phase of transition. The delay in marital- fertility

(Jones , a9B4:10 , 32) had also increased the potential- for

femal-es to enter the labour market. Jones(1984240) afso

notes that rapid decl-ines in marit.al f ertility and

increased l-abour force partícipation of women in ASEAN

countries highlight the ímportance of understanding the

Iinkages between fertility declíne and the rise in

economic activity of married women. Changes Lo the male

and female working age population age structure due to t.he
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d.emographic transition could be examined by using age and

sex variables. Labour supply and absorption patterns of

single, currently married and ever married females could

be understood by analyzing the marital status variable.

Ethnicity and religion variables are used in this

analysis to understand the effect of the cultura1

identification of a person on her labour supply in the

multi-racial, mul-ti-cu1tural dimension of Sri Lanka. This

variable had been used in previous studies aS a proxy for

cul-ture (Fong , a97B:21'5-234) . Widarti (1-991-) used the

et.hnicity variable to identify cul-tura1, âs well as

regional díspersion of communities in Jakarta. In Sri

Lanka, Sinhalese constitut.e approximately 74 per cent and

are the majority of Sri Lankan population. Sri Lankan

Tamil, Indian Tamil, Srí Lankan Moor and Malay and various

other smal-I ethnic groups constitute the remaining 26 per

cent of the population (Department of census and

Statistics, 1986b:111). There is a very close association

between each ethnic community and religion. More than 90

per cent of Sinhalese are Buddhists and 99 per cent of

Mustims are believers in Islam, while at l-east 84 per cent

of Tamils are Hindus. About, eight per cent of Sinhal-ese

and L6 per cent of TamilS are Christians (Kearney and

Milter , a98'7 :92; Department of Census and Statis|ics,

1986b:1,24) . There is a cul-tural- identity in each community

and religion (Kurian, A985) . Strong traditional and

cul-tural- values which may be dominant in the older

generations would be more relaxed among the younger

9 Fong, (1,978:215-234) in
force growth, utilizaLion
the variabl-e ethnic group

a regression analysis of labour
and determinants in Singapore used
as a proxy f or Cul-ture.
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generations due to their increased exposure to education

which varíes substantía1ly by the ethno-retigiosity of the

community (Abeykoon, 1987:3) . For example, Moors and

Indian Tamils have the lowest level of education

(Abeykoon, 1-987). Females of some ethnic communities such

aS Indian Tamils are more affected by traditional,

patriarchal values (Kurian, a9B5) '

Three variabl-es are considered as 'family rel-ated' in

this analysis. Caldwell(l-982:) asserts that an important

outcome of the demographic transition is the behavioural

effects of such a transition on the family, especially the

effect on females and their familiaI, productive and

reproductive roles. Family related variables are

considered as important in underst.anding the changes that

have occurred in the value systems of the family and that

would have affected the nature of labour force

participation, particularly the síblings of the family

during the course of transition.

The size of the household is considered as a family

rel_ated variable in this analysis. The size of the

househol-d. at any given moment is rel-ated to the life cycle

of the family. However, there are limitations in the use

of this variabl-e. The three surveys used in this study

used the househotd as the sampling unit and the

definition used 'a household can consist of one or more

persons, living together and having common arrangements

for food and other essential-s of living. Persons living in

a household may be related or unrelated' (Department, of

Census and Statistics, L986b:1L). Thus, there are inherent

d.ifficulties in using the household size as a proxy to
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determine the pattern of the nucleation of family.

Nevertheless, a previous study (Standing, 1-918 :235-246)

has used the household size variable as a proxy for

f ertility to understand the l-evel- of f ertility (tne

presence of children in the house) which woul-d affect

female participation. Non-avaitability of any other

variabl-e compel the use of this variable . Cal-dwe1l (1982 )

asserts that one of the important exports of

,westernization' to Asian transitionaf socíeties was the

concept of the nuclear family. If the demographic

transition had an effect on the labour force participation

of persons, it is reasonable to assume that it would be

reflected in the intensity of participation and the size

of their household, because nucl-eation of the family had

distinct advantages for the labour force participation of

\^Iomen.

Another important. family related variabl-e is the status

of the person in the family, ie. whether a person is a

head of the household, Spouse, child. or an outsider in the

family. The head. of the household is generally a male and

carries wíth it the burden of being the main income earner

and family supporter. The spouse is generally a femal-e and

her labour force participation and type of empl-oyment

depend upon her conjugal and familiaL

responsibilities (Durand, 1-g7510), differences in the

l-ife cycle of age and marriage of women (Jones, A9B4:28-

29) income needs of the household, income of the husband

(Standing, L97B), the number of school-going children

10 Durand notes that the life cycle of women's participation
is related to the life cycle of marriage and family in many
countries and ín many ways (Durand, L975:37).
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(Ogawa, L99L:21-) and infants (Mahadevan and Sumangala,

1987 t22). The labour supply of children in the household

depends on their âgê, whether they are still attending

school, their level of education. Thus, the l-abour

underutil-ization situation of a person, bê it due to

unemployment, underemployment or part-time employment, is

different for different members of the family. For

example, the unemployment situation of a child in the

family may be different from that of a spouse or head of

the family.

A third family related variable used in the analysis of

unemployment is the family support during the period of

unemployment. During the course of multiple transitions

that have taken place in the society the value system

changes. The famil-ial production system which used labour

of al-l- members of the family has changed (Ca]dwell, L9B2).

The parents have invested more on the human resource

development of their offsprings (Caldwell, 1-982; Oshima,

1987). They supported the changing job values that their

children acquired through education, in expectation of

suitable remuneration for their investment, in terms of

suitabte employment for their children (Ranasinghe, L977).

The support f rom t.he f amily variable is used to

understand the nature of the rel-ationship between the

unemptoyed persons and the support they got from their

f amil-ies.

Anot.her economic variable used in t.he analysis of

unemployment in this study is Lhe preferred occupation of

the unemployed person (Figure 2.3) . Fail-ure of the

Stagnant economy to cater to job preferences of educated,
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job seekers who largely sought employment in the non-

agrícultural- sectors added to the problem of unemployment

(Ranasinghe, L977 :1-9-29 ; Jayaweera, ]-979 :L49-1'52) . A

person's job preference is in most circumstances,

associated with his or her Ievel of education and is

related to a person's expected income. Standing (l-978:33)

notes that an unemployed person can be voluntarily idle if

waiting for an expected job. Therefore, by investigating

the unemployed's aspirations and expectations, their job

preferences, a clearer picture of labour supply coul-d be

provided.

The level- of education was categorized as an economic

variable. It. is reasonabl-e to regard a person's level of

education as an economic variable because in this instance

education is regarded as an investment in the expectation

of future benefit.s or as a source of direct income through

employment (Standing,L|TS:1-62111 . Psacharopoulos and

Tzannatos (1989:187) argue that if education has been

undertaken as an investment, a women must work to recoup

the cost of t.hat investment. Jones (1984:38) notes that

although a positive relationship between education and

f emale l-abour f orce participation rat.es is of ten

postulated, the empirical evidence is mixed. Sepala and

Lee (1989:'7) found that in Sri Lanka increased educational

attainments of females \,\Ias another factor responsible for

increased l-abour force participation of females.

11 Standing argues that the positive influence of educat.ion
on particj-pation exists partly because education enhances
employment opportunities. It also raises income aspirations,
generally increases the opportunity cost of inactivity, and
weakens the restrictive power of cultural traditions
limiting women' s non-domestic activities.
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Three other economic variables used Ín the analysis of

involuntary underemployment and voluntary part-time

employment are the occupation of the person, industry to

which the occupation belonged, and the employment Status

of the person. For crosstabul-atíon analysis, the level- of

classification of the variable occupation was up to the

three digit tevel- using International Classifications of

Occupations and for the variabl-e industry, Lhe four digit

Int,ernational Classif ication of Industries \^Ias used. Use

of these classifications enabl-ed detailed in-depth

analysis of occupations and industries. For the regression

analysis a single digit cl-assification was used.

2.5 CONCLUSTONS

Neocl-assical- explanations for labour underutil-ization

address only labour underutil-ization due to unemployment.

These approaches are based on the assumptions of

. equilibrium of the labour market and prevalence of a

constant labour supply. They do not explain the Asian

situation, with disequílibrium in the labour market and

high ]abour supply. New theoretical approaches based on

the changing society and economy in Asia, lead one to

understand 'the surplus labour' in Asia in a broader

context, embracing not. only unemployment but al-so

underemployment and part-time work. Causes of l-abour

underutilization in general, and female labour

underutil-izat.ion in particular, can be identified as due

to high population growth and labour supply caused by

demographic and ed.ucational- transitions and 1ow labour

absorption due to sl-ow growth or stagnant economies.

Chapter Three examines the sources of data used here to
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CHAPTER THREE

DATA SOURCES, DEFINITIONS AND COMPARABILITY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The original data t.p"s- of three national surveys, the

Socio Economic Survey of 1969/tglO (SES1969/70), the Socio

Economic and Labour Force Survey of 1985 /1986

(SE&LFSI-985/86) of Sri Lanka, and the Sri Lanka Labour Force

Survey (f our quarters ) 1990 (I-,FS19 90 / 9L) are the main

sources of data employed in the present study. This chapter

examines the sample sizes, coverage, sample design,

reference periods, survey methodology, and definitions t.hat

were used by these surveys. The chapter al-so crítically

reviews t.he labour force information collected at the Census

of Population and Housing in Sri Lanka conducted in the

census years 1963, 7-971-, and l-98L. Since 1981-, a census has

not been held in Sri l,anka due to the troubled situation

prevailing in the country. It is critical for the

interpret.ation of Iater chapters that t,he def initions

relating to economic activity, given in the surveys and the

censuses be carefully scrutinized. The measures of

underutilization which can be obtained using the Sri Lankan

sources wil-1 be examined in relation to the definitions

recommended by the United Nations for the collection of data

on economic activity and aISo the recommendatíons of

International Conferences of Labour Statisticians.

This Chapter will also examine in detail the Survey

schedules used by SESI-g69/7O, SE&LF1985/86 and LFS1990/91-,

the instructions given to the data collectors for completing

the schedule, the type of respondenLs, how the questions
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have been asked and answers noted down, the role Of the

enumerators and whether/how probing has been done etc. will

be addressed. FinaIIy, the framework that was adopted in the

Surveys and censuses for measuring the labour force will be

discussed so that the strenglhs and weakness of operational

definitions will be reveal-ed. The comparability of

def ínitions of SES]-9 69/70, SE&LFSI-985/86 and LFS1990/91' and

the definitions used in the Censuses wiII be addressed, in

ad.dition to the problems that occur when comparing data

based on survey and census definitions.

3.2 A DESCRIPTION OF THE ¡IAIN SOURCES OF DATA

Table 3.1 indicates the main features of the

sES19 69/7O, SE&LFS]-985/86 and. LFS1990/91 which are the main

sources of data employed here. All Surveys were conducted by

the Sri l-,ankan Department of Census and Statistics uSing

structured questionnaire schedules and they alI collected

demographic, Iabour force rnâ socio-economic data.

Table 3 .1 and Table 3 .2 show that the surveys differ

j-n several dimensions . Neverthel-ess, the dif f erences are

such that they do not pose serious problems of comparability

for this study. One such d.ifference is the sampling unit

used in the three surveys. The primary sampling unit for

SES1969/70 was household, while that of SE&LFSI-985/86 and

LFSI-9 gO /LggL was the housing unít. In these surveys

(Department of census and statistics, L987a:l-L; 1991) :

a 'Housing unít I is d.ef ined aS a place of residence,

(a) which is separate from other places of residence,

ie. where there are walls or partitíons separating it,

so that the persons occupying it can live separately

from other persons in the build.ing or in the locality
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and which has independent access, ie. it has a

separated entrance to Ieave without passing through

anybody efSe's J-iving quarters. This definition was

recommended by the united Nations (1-980:92) to be

ad.opted in the eoputalion and Housing Censuses and

Surveys. A housing unít may contain one or more

households but living quarters other than housíng units

and non-housing units are excluded from the survey of

19Bs /86.

A household is defj-ned (Department, of Census and Statistics,

Ig73a:Append.ix, 1987a:l-L) as a place consisting of

one or more, related and/or unrelated persons, who pool

their total income or part of it in the family budget,

and who are living together and having common

arrangements for food and other essentials of living.

Domestic ServantS, boarders and lodgers (numbering less

than fivel) and who five and have their meals or share

the other essentials of Iiving with the family are

considered as members of the household.

In an operational sense this would mean that SES1969/70

had selected the househol-ds (ie. those who had common living

or eating arrangements) from the housing units and

SE&LFS19g5/96 and LFSI-990/9I interviewed aII the households

in the housing units. Therefore, the basic unit, investigated

in all three Surveys was a househol-d and have used a

household survey schedule. The difference in the unit of

measurement between the former and the latter two Surveys

woul-d have an effect on the selection of the household,

1 If the number of boarders and lodgers exceeded five, the
household had. been considered as an institutional unit and
not included. in the Survey (Department and Census and
Stat.istics , 1-987 : 11) .
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units in 1'969.

Tabl-e 3 .1
Characteristics
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predominance of the single household housrng

The SES1-969/10 showed that 74.4 percent of

of the Surveys used in this Thesis

LFS19 90 / 9LSE&LFS19 8s / 86sEs]-9 69 /7 O

Duration of the
One Year
1 .11 .1-969 to
31 . r-0 .r9'7 0
Nr¡mber of Rounds
4 rounds

Survey
One Year
l-.04.1985 to
31_.03.1986

Quarterly SurveY
AII quarters of
1-990

1 round for each
quarter

L2 rounds

Size of the SanPte & SanP1ing unit
9694 households 25,000 housing l-,0080 housing

units and units which
approximates with amounts to
Z4,8lg schedules 2500 households
covered for each quarter
households selected

Sanpling Procedure
Two stage sampling Two stage Two stage

stratified stratified
sampling samPling

Priurary Sa-urpling Unit and size
L2O5 Cènsus-blocks 2500 Census bl-ocks 1008 Census blocks
Secondary Sa.urplíng Unít and size
9694 houèehol-ãs 25,0OO housing 10,080 housing

units units
Stratification
22 district s 25 districts 9 provinces
each district each district to each province to
to urban, rural urban, rural, estate urban, rural,
and estate and Greater Cotombo estate and Greater

area Colombo area
Method of Selection of Prínary Sarrpling Unit
probability In each district probability
þroportionãte number of Census proportionate
Lo Ë¡-ze blocks was equal to to síze

square root of
PoPulation

Method of Selection of Secondary Sa-rrpling Unit
Equal probability Systematic sampÌing Systematic
of- seläction - tõ get 10 housing selection with a
from each units for each random start
strata Census block

Sources: Department of Census and Statist ics, ]-9'73a:
r9B7a;:-5-2L, a99acz11'-r7, 1991d: 35

Notes: l,FS covered only 7 provinces; coverage of the
LF&SES1985/86 and LFS1990 is discussed in page 78 '

all dwetlings in Sri Lanka were single houses , IB -4 were

attached houses or annexes and 1-.9 were improvised housing
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units. The majority of the housing units in the rural sector

(88.8 per cent) consisted of single houses (Department of

Census and Statistics, a973a:xii) .

An important d.ifference in the three surveys is the

size of the sample thaL- has been used. while the

SE&LFS19B5/86 was the largest sample, all three surveys are

nationally representative. The sampling proportions of

primary and secondary sampling units are shown in Table 3.3.

Whil-e the differences in the sample size are largely due to

the differences in the objectives, such differences do not

affect natj-onal- comparability.

The first two Surveys were designed to obt'ain district

data on broad issues, while the last was only for estimation

of nati-onal t,rends. The number of districts in which the

surveys were conducted differ in the first two surveys

because of the numerical increase in the number of dist,ricts

originating from reclassiticatíon and reallocation from

existing districts. The boundaries of the districts of

CoLombo, Vawuniya, Batticaloa, Hambantota, Nuwara Eliya and

Badulla indicated in SE&LFSL! 85/e6 and LFS1990 /91' are

smaller than for SES1969/70 (Figure 3.1). Nevertheless, a

point of important. difference is the fact that the two most

recent surveys did not fully cover districts in the northern

and eastern provinces. Therefore, t,he estimates for Jaffna,

Trincomall-ee and Batticaloa in SE&LFSl-9 85 / 86 have a high

coefficient of variation (Department of Census and

Statistics, 199taz29), because these districts couLd not be

fulIy surveyed due to the prevailing regional ethnic

troubl-es. The LFS1-99O/gL díd not survey any of the districts
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in the Northern and Eastern provinces2. As a resul-t direct

numerical- comparisons over time will not be attempted here.

Nevertheless, Lhese omissions would not have markedly

affected the major trend,s because the bulk of population is

concentrated in Western, Ceitrat, South Western and North

Western Provinces. The districts' that SE&LFSI-985/86 covered

amounted to approximately 92 per cent of the total-

populat,ion (Department of Census and Statistics, I99Iat25-

26), while LFSl-ggO/gI covered 85 per cent of t.he population

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1991-c: 1) . In the

absence of any al-ternative data Source to study the labour

force, the broad trends indicated in these surveys can be

considered as national trends.

Table 3 .1 shows that al-t t,hree surveys adopted a

stratified sampling procedure whereby the country was

d.ivided int,o urban, rural and estate areas in the first two

surveys and into urban and rrrtaf areas in the LFS199O/9I to

obtain a better representation. However, the three Surveys

are biased in their sampling toward urban areas. For

example, SES1969/70 selected approximateLy 1.1 per cenL of

househotds from 375,042 urban households, and only 0.2 per

cent from 1,,695,61-0 househol-ds in rural areas (Department of

Census and Statistics, L973a:i). The SE&LFSI-985/86 'over

sampled' the urban Sector in each district by roughly one-

third. of the total sample (Department of Census and

St.atistics, l-99l-a: l-3 ) . Such biases were introduced to

capture the "higher variability in íncome" orrrto reflect

2 The districts of Jaffna, Mannar, Vawuniya, Mullatiwu,
Kitlinochchi in t.he Northern Province and Districts of
Batticaloa, Amparai, Trincomallee in the Eastern Province
have not been surveyed in this Survey (see figure 3.1 for
classification of districts) .
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changes" in urban areas at. the time each of these Surveys

was conducted (Department of Census and Statistics, t973a:i;

1-991a:13; 1991c: 36) .

3.3 REFERENCE PERIODS

Adoption of a reference period for the collection of

data on employment atlows Such data to be related to the

National Accounts data and comparisons to be made between

income and. employment data (United Natíons, 1958: 23-24)-

The use of a reference period draws the boundary Iine

between economic activity and inactivity during a specified

period of time. The Specified number of hours of work

undertaken by the person in the reference period will define

whether that person is economically active or inactive (ILO,

1989-1:ix-xii). Such a reference period may vary between one

week to one year and the number of hours to have worked may

vary from one continuous hour of work ín a single day in the

reference week, to a major part of a year. The activity

Status of certain groups such aS unpaid family workers, own

account workers, and seasonal workers will not be correCtly

identified by a narrow reference period. To identify these

activities, a longer reference period is needed (United

Nations , LgsB:23-24¡ ILO, I971-b; Standing, 1,978:29) . In Less

Developed CountrieS the adoption of a longer reference

period is important because a large proportion of the labour

force engaged in agricultural employment which is exposed to

seasonaf patterns (Oshima, !987) . The majority of these

workers are either own account farmers or in case of female

workers, unpaid familY workers.
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Table 3.2 shows the reference periods that have been

used to collect data on economic activíty in Sri Lanka. The

table shows that they range from one year to one week or a

Table 3.2
Reference Periods used in Censuses and S

Sources: DePartment o Census

S

tat cs, l97l:I-28 ;

l-986b :1--21- ; L973a ApPendix;
1991c :1--28 ; a991a:33-50

1987a:1--30,

Table 3 .3
S l_ rtions

Sources: Department o
Department o
Appendix D
Department o
Department o

ed in the Su

tat ST cs, 1-973a:
and Statistics, L98'7at15-24,

f Census
f Census

f Census
f Census

Statistics,
Statist.ics,

1991a:35-36
l-9 91c

and
and

Source and Date of
Census/Survey

Survey/
Census
Months

Nr¡mber of
Rounds

Reference
Períod

08.07.1963n.a

30 days

LFSr-9 9O / 9a
4

4

1-2

1_7.03 1-981

09 .10 .197]-

single
day

Census of Population
& Housing 1963

sES1969/70 0r_. 11 .69
to 31-.l-0.70

7 days
one season

30 days
one year

one week
one year

one week
one year

single
day

single
day

Census of Population
& Housing I97t

Census of Population
& Housing l-981

sE&LFS19 85 / 86 04.1985
31.03 .86

01.01 1990
ro 31-.r2.90

01
to

Primary Sa.nrpling UniË
Census blocks

SecondarT Sarqpling Unit
households /bousíng unÍts

10 housing unit.s
in each Census bLock
selected
10 housing units in
each Census block
selected

LFS 1_9 9 0 l-.0 +

sEs1969/70

sE&LFS19 85 / 86

Sampling Proportion
3.0 eo 0.4 z

4.O *
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combination of both these definitions in the identification

of the economically active population. The table shows that

two reference periods have been used to collect data on

the economic activity. V'Ihile Sri Lanka incorporated the

United Nations requirement -t using a reference period to

collect l-abour force data, the' Department of Census and

Statistics has originated its own approach to capture the

employment patterns dominated by seasonality in agricul-tura1

emplolrment.

Census data are collected on a single day on a "de

facto" basis, while survey data are collected by dividing

the totat sample among several survey rounds distributed

throughout the year. The survey method of data collection

incorporates the activity situation at several points in

time during the reference period and investigates more

details of changes that occurred during the survey period.

ft is an efficient instrument to catch more reliable and up

to date information. Fluctuations in employment due to

seasonality of economic activities in predominantly

agricultural economies could be understood better by

collecting data in several rounds rather than in a single

round.

Table 3.4 indicates the main objectives of the surveys

and the type of data collected. In a predominantly

agricultural country where intensity of agriculturaL

employment is seasonally defined, adoption of a longer

reference period enabl-es a better understanding of the long

term employment, facilitating clearer identificat,ion of the

principal occupation of a large majority of workers.

Nevertheless, such a reference would not give an



understanding of the short term

agricultural l-abour, secondary

patterns of short term workers

employment opportunities that an

during the short. periods.

Table 3.4
A Comparison of Survey Objectives
Collected

84

structural shifts ín the

or part-time employment

or several short t.erm

individual may have had

and the Type of Data

ources: Department of Census and Stat. l_s t r_cs, L973az
A, L967:Appendix L, L97L:L-28 , t9 86b:1-55 , A987a: l--30,
Appendices A-F, 1991a:28-50, a991c:33-35

Sectoral shifts in work patterns among the same sample

of workers in the agricultural and informal sectors would be

understood better if the sample is spread within t.he long

3 Incl-uded demographic dat.a, race religion, level
education, labour force.
4 Included demographic data, race, religion, IeveL
education and details of members who are presently

of

of
abroad.

Survey Na¡re Obj ective T14le of Data Collected

General characteristics
including labour force
data housing conditions
and f acilit j-es, health
vital statistics,
recreational,
cultural and reLigious
actívities, income and
expenditure data

sEs19 69 /10
3Collect data on

living conditions,
househol-d income
& expenditure

Personal characteristics
labour force data, work
patterns by hours of
work, discouragement,
income, expenditure

Collect data on
Iabour force
characLeristics ,
income,
expenditure

4
SE&LFS
r98s / 86

Personal- characterj-stics,
l-abour force data, work
patterns by hours of
work, income by wage
employment

Col-lect quarterly
data to measure
Ievels and trends
of employment and
unemployrnent on
a continuous
basis

LFS19 90 / 91,
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reference period. The SE&LFS1985/86 col-lected data spreading

the sample over a L2 months reference period (Department

of Census and Statistics, 1-987 a: 10 ) . This method enabl-ed

estimation of seasonal variation in agricul-tural employment,

but ít does not show the shifts in employment. among the same

batch of workers.

One way of overcoming such a problem is to pursue the

employment patterns throughout the year of a selected sample

of long-term employed, so t,hat their short-term employment

patterns can be discerned. The United Nations recommend that

such panel surveys be conducted when a long reference period

is used (United Nations, L958:24) . In Sri Lanka, even though

censuses and surveys have adopted a long reference period of

one year or one season, panel surveys for statistical follow

up of individuals have not been conducted subsequent to the

survey or the census.

A method of avoiding fáss of employment information by

using a long reference period j-s to reconstruct an

employment history that a person had t,hroughout the past

year. For a successful recording of such employment

patterns, the investigators should be quite conversant with

the art of conducting retrospective questioning to

manipulate recalling of all the employment during the long

reference period. In Sri Lanka, even t.hough censuses and

surveys have adopted long reference periods, only the 1981

Census of Population and Housing and SE&LFSI-985/86 used

probing to obtain employment history. Instruction manuals of

thís census and survey províded instructions as to how

enumerators were instructed to do the probing. For example,

the instruction manual of the 1-9Bl- Census of Population and
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Housing show that enumerators were advised to use probing in

order to obtain a record of the principat activity during

the reference period. For those who answered Ino' to the

question, 'whether the person was employed' the enumerator

had to ask a second question aS to what the person was doing

mostly and decide carefull-y as to which category the

respond.ent could be classif ied (Department of Census and

statistics, 1,987a:Appendix G, 3o). The sE&LFSl-985/86 has

also used probing to obtain specific information about the

main occupation and the second.ary occupation (Department of

Census and Statistics, 1987a:44) and the number of hours

worked in these occupations. Neverthel-ess, even this survey

did not probe into detail-s of all the secondary occupations

that the person had. engaged in duríng the reference period.

The use of a short reference period results in the

incl-usion of casual employment and as Such, there is a

considerabl-e proportion of underemployment included in the

total quantum of work, when data are collected using Such a

reference period. Unless further probing questions such as

t.he number of hours worked during the last week, last month

or last year are asked, it is difficult to distinguish

between the regularly empl-oyed and those who are

invol-untarily employed for only shorter hours. SE&LFSL9B5/86

asked several probing questions to collect more rel-iabl-e

data on the number of hours worked.

Employment data collect,ed by the 1981 Census of

Population and Housing show that at leasL 21- per cent of

those employed in agricuftural occupations are in paddy

cultivation (Department of Census and Statistics, 1985a:98,

Tabl-e 2A) . The data from the previous censuses of 1963 and
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I971- show that the proportions in agricultural occupations

were approximately 50 per cent or more (Department of Census

and Stat,istics, L97 6 : 89 , Table tL; 1986b: 196 TabIe L2 .7 ;

t986a.I42 Table 44). Peak activities relating to paddy

farming are concentrated in t,he two monsoon periods, YaIa

and Maha. In a single year the YaIa season extends from

March to September and the Maha season from October to

February. The peak act.ivities are related to field

preparation and planting in March to April and harvesting in

August to September in the Yala and fiel-d preparation in

October- November and harvesting in February in the Maha

season. Just after harvesting there is no work associated

with paddy cultivation until fiel-ds are being prepared or

the nexL sowing season. Similar1y, there woul-d be no work

other than periodic weeding and fertilizing when the paddy

plants are smal1. In such circumstances, if a census or

survey was held in a tefet.rrte period (week/month) with such

inactivity, the resul-ts could be quite misleading.

Therefore, it is appropriate that data for a longer and a

shorter reference period should be collected simultaneously

as has been done in Sri Lanka. By adopting this method of

dual referencing of the respondent's employment, the

investigator will be able to obtain more information. The

Iong period of referencing enables the investigator to find

out the usual activity, and the shorter reference period

will confirm whether he/she is engaged in that activity in

the current week.

fn circumstances where there is casual employment

throughout the year, the shorter reference period is more

appropriate. The simult,aneous application of the longer

I
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reference period may resolve the problem of finding more

information about those who have been classified as employed

even though they had worked onÌy one hour in the current

week. The 1981- Census of Population and Housing,

sE&LFSl-9 85 / B6 , LFS19 gO /Lgg1- (Table 3 .2) adopted a long

reference period, âs well as a reference period to col-l-ect

data on the labour force.

Chance factors associated with the selection of

reference dates or census year could also affect the type of

data collected. For example, the census of L971- (October)

was conducted after the occurrence of the Youth Insurrection

in April of that year. There is a strong possibility that
informatj-on about demographic and socio-economic

characteristics of young persons, especially their
ret.rospective economic activities in rel-ation to a long

reference period had not been completely revealed. Even

though enumerator's records,' 
"" 

indicated by the officials,
show that they had not. encountered any difficulties in
particular areas in collecting information on economic

activity, there is a possibility that. internal confticts in

Sri Lanka may have affected the data col-lection of

SE&LFS19g5/86. In such circumstances ful-1 coverage of the

survey data woul-d not be achieved.

3.4 FRAIIEWORKS FOR DATA COLLECTION

The framework used for the collection of data relating
to the economically active population depends on the type of

predominant economj-c activity in the country. When

employment is predominantly agricultural, a longer reference

period is needed for total- coverage of such activity (see

Section 3.3). The 'labour force framework' which is designed
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to col-Iect current labour force information in

industrialised economies (Standing, L9'78:23-24) where the

'dominant type of employment is regular fuII-t.ime paid

employment' (ILO, l-989-1:xi) ., uses a short ref erence period

to collect data and deal-s with the currently active

population. In t.his f ramework, the boundary line between

economic activity and inactivity can be as narrow as one

continuous hour of work during the reference period. The one

hour criteria was revíewed by the Fourteenth International

Conf erence of Labour Statistic j-ans who whi-Ie agreeing to

retain it, emphasized that the resulting employment shoul-d

be cl-assif ied by hours of work (ILO, 1989:xiii) . The

population measured by this framework is divided into three

mutualty exclusive and exhaustive categories: employed,

unemployed and not currentl-y active (ILO, 1989:XI) . The

Iabour force framework is 
- 
the operational guide of the

gainful worker approach (Standing, 1'978:23-30) . Literally,

the concept of gainful worker denotes a person in gainful

employment and receiving remuneration for work done during a

given reference period. Such a framework would use a short

reference period and define an age limit to coLlect data on

employment..

The longer reference period of one year or one season

is associated with the rusual activity frameworkt This

framework for the coll-ection of data was introduced by UN

standards in 1982 (ILO, 1989-1:xi) . The 'usuaf actívity

framework' is designed to coll-ect information on activities

performed for pay, profit or family gain. The family gain

actívities are those employment types such as sel-f

employment, own account work or unpaid family work. These
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activit.ies do not involve pa)¡ment f or the work done. In the

'usua1 activity framework', indíviduals are first classified

as usually active or usually not active in the reference

period and then the usually active may be further subdivided

as employed or unemployed Jccoraing to the main activity

during the active period (ILO, 1989:XII). This framework

does not col-lect data on short, periods of employment within

the reference year. Therefore, data col-Iected on

unemployment using t.his framework may be over-reported.

Since the questioning procedure needs detailed retrospective

guestioning, the data collected by using this framework may

be incomplete due to lapses of memory and difficul-ties in

recal-ling events that happened severaf weeks/months ago.

The census of L946 used t.he concept of 'gainful
occupation' to collect data on employment. 'Gainful
occupation' was defined as 'an occupation by which the

person who pursued it ear.rea money or money equivalent'

(Ranasinghe, l-950 :224-225) . 'The principal occupation, ie .

the regular occupation which brought highest income was

treated as the gainful occupation' (Ranasinghe, 1950:224-

225). Most Sri Lankan censuses and surveys undertaken since

1971- transposed these two conceptually different frameworks

(that is the 'usual activity and the l-abour f orce

frameworks) to collect data on economic activity (Department

of Census and Stat.istics, I97I, !986b:Appendix G;

L997a:Appendix A). These sources collect data on the usual

activity based on a long reference period and al-so current

activity based on a short reference period. By doing so, an

efficient framework had been created to collect cross-

sectional data on several- labour markets that prevail in
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the country. OnIy two of the three surveys that is

SE&LFS19 85/86 and, LFS19 gO/gI, used a long reference periods

(See Table 3.2 and Section 3.3) while all three Surveys use

a short reference period to collect current employment data.

3.5 DEFINITIONS

3.5.1 THE ECONOMICALLY ACTIVE POPULÀTION

The economically act.ive population consists of persons

of either sex who contribute to the productíon of economic

goods and services during a specified tíme reference period.

This group should include persons who are employed, employed

but currently not at work and also those who are unemployed

and activel-y seeking work (United Nations , 1958l.24; ILO,

1989-1:ix). In countrj-es where a high 1evel of unemployment

prevails, the Unit.ed Nat,ions recommends that persons who are

unemployed, but not seeking work because t,hey think that

work is not available, shoul-d also be considered as

economícal1y active (United Nations , a980:24) . While such a

Iabour f orce shou]d include bot.h civilians and the armed

forces in the country, the police services should be

regarded as civil-ian services. The United Nations furt.her

recommends that even though the members of the armed forces

are included in the l-abour force, they should be shown as a

separate category.

The definition of the economicatly active population

adopted for official Sri Lankan censuses and surveys has

been obtained from the United Nations guide lines

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1967:Appendix I¡

I97L:L-28 ; a9 86b: l-54 ) . Since the I97l census, the censuses

5 The SES1969/70 used a one month reference period and a
person to be counted as employed had Lo work at. Ieast 10
days preceding the survey date.
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of Sri Lanka have also coLlected information on discouraged

persons (ie. persons who have been unemployed, but not

actively seeking work because they thought that work was not

avaitable) and have included 
_them 

in the economically active

category (Department of Census and Statistics, 1,976:vii;

1986b:155). Data on discouragement was collected to take

note of the persons who left the labour force because of

persist,entty hígh unemployment prevailing for a long time.

Such d.ata, other than that collected by SE&LFS1985/86, did

not contain any details at all. Nevertheless , by collecting

information on discouraged workers, Sri Lankan Sources have

expanded the scope of the labour force framework.

3.5.2 EMPLOYED PERSONS

The definítion of employed, is associated with persons

who are engaged in the production of economic goods and

services which coul-d be valued in terms of money, or by the

time spent on producing them. It has been argued that the

concept of employment, aS understood in market economies

should be differentiated from that in economies dominat.ed by

subsistence production (Standing, I978:25-30; United

Nations , 1-g5B : l-5 ) . Such an argument appreciates the

difficulty in counting goods and services produced for pure

consumption as differentiated from goods and services that

had been accounted for by adding value in monetary terms.

Also there are differences in the time spent in production

of such goods and services. Non-value added goods and

services are produced largely in predominantly subsistence

agricultural- economies. The international- definition of

employment as given by the fLO :-982 Standards (ILO, 1983-

3:XI-XV) largely takes into account these differences in
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underdeveloped economies. This definition denotes that all

persons shouLd be above the specified age for measuring the

economically active population who, during a specified short

period of either one week or one day, were in the following

categories:

(a) Paid employment

(1) at work: persons who during the reference period,

perf ormed some work (ie. at least one hour) f or wagie or

salary, in cash or in kind;

(2) with job but not at work: persons who, having

already worked in their present job, were temporarily

not at work during the reference period and have a

formal attachment to the job;

(b) Self employment

(1) at work: persons who during the reference period

performed some work (ie. at l-east one hour) for profit

or family gain, in cash or kind.;

(2) with enterprise but not at work: persons with an

enterprise (which may be a business enterprise, a farm

or a service undertaking) who are temporarily noE at

work during the reference period for any specified

reason,'

This concept of employment corresponds with the concept of

economic activity that is 'working for pay, profit or family

gain' has been derived from the United Nations System of

National Accounts (ILO, L9B9-1:XII-XIII). The procedure of

counting those who worked even one day as employed, coupled

with hours of work criteria allows short periods of

employment during the reference week to be included. It

enabl-es one to understand the prevailing employment patterns
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more clearly and therefore, it is a better instrument of

comprehending the labour underutil-ization patterns

undertaken in this study.

According to the guide-tines set out by the United

Nations, employed persons (including unpaid family workers)

should be those who had worked during the t. j-me ref erence

periods, established for the collection of data on economic

characteristics and also persons who have a job, but were

temporarily absent due to i11ness, ínjurY, industrj-al

dispute, vacation or other leave of absence, absence without

leave or disorganization of work caused by bad weather or

mechanical breakdown (United NaLions, 1958:25; t967 :59 ,

1980:93). Irrespective of the amount of the contribution in

terms of time or energy, (except in the case of family

workers, who should work at l-east. one-third of normal

working hours) the activities of such persons should

contribute to the production of economic goods and services.

The provision that an unpaid family worker should work at

l-east one-third of the normal working hours was abandoned by

the International Conference of Labour Statistícians in

1982, so that the unpaid family workers are to be considered

as employed irrespective of the number of hours worked

during the reference period, in accordance with other

categories of workers (ILO, 1983:xi-xv) . Work performed in

anticipation of money earnings (to be received after the

reference period) should be classified as employed. Even if

only part of the work is performed for cash, wages or

profít, and the bulk of the work consists of subsistence

agriculture and related non-money activities, aII such

persons who did any amount of work (during the specified
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time period) for money, should be cLassified as employed

(United Nations , L958:25) .

3.5.3 DEFTNTTTONS OF EMPLOhIENT rN SES1969/70, SE&LF1985/86
AÀrD LFS199O /9L

Table 3 .5 provides defiritions of emplolrment as adopted

by sES1969/70 SE&LFS1985/86 and LFS1990/91. In Sri Lanka as

in most of the developing countries, a large proportion of

employment is 'own account' and less Lhan normal duration.

The definition of employment adopted by SE&LFSI'985/86 and

LFSI-gg}/gL enabled the inclusion of family workers, ful1 or

partial subsistence workers, seasonal workers, and casual

workers who would have worked for only a short period of at

Ieast one hour during the reference period. At the same

time, these two surveys adopted a longer reference period to

catch more of regular and agriculturaL employment. Thus, the

use of two reference periods provides a collection of

employment information abouþ regular, part time and casual

employment patterns in Sri Lanka which is crucial for the

analysis of underemployment in this study.

SE&LFS1985/86 adhered to the guide-Iines set by the

Fourteenth Int.ernational- Conference of Labour Statisticians

(ILO, 1989:xiii; Department of Census and St,atistics,

1987a:1--10) and íncluded additional quest.ions in order to

obtain information on the nature of secondary occupations,

number of hours actually worked on the main occupation and

on the second occupation and, the number of hours normally

expected to work and t.he number of hours actually worked.

Cotl-ection of such detailed data enabled a meaningful

analysis of employment data. The SESL969/70 excluded those

persons who had not worked regularly and who had worked on a

contract, temporary or casual- basis less than 10 days. Thus
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Employment used by SESLg69 /70, SE&LFst985/86,
LFSr-990 9t

ources: Department o Census and Stat ST r_cs,
1,973a:Appendix A; 1-987a:12 Appendix A, C;
1991-c, Appendix 1

6If the enterprise is a home garden, it should be more t.han
20 perches r if the output is very smal-I or if it is not
systematically cuLtivated, that cultivation should be
ignored.
7 Such a person should have a formal attachment to his /}:ret
paid employment.; if he is operating an enterprise he should
èontinue to have other factors of production involved in the
enterprise such as land, building, machinery, equipment or
tools avail-abLe for use and t.he enterprise should not have
been formally or informal-Iy wounded up disposed of,
abandoned, or the work undertaken through the enterpriSe not
given up.

Definítíon of Emplolment UsedSurvey Nane

sES1969 /7O
30 days

sE&LFS19 85 / 86
One week
One year

LFS19 90 / 9a
One week
One year

All persons -in regular employment and in
receipt of remunerat.ion either of as
employers employeesi Apprentices receiving
allowances; o\^¡n account workers;
Persons who were mainly engaged in
seasonal occupations such as farmers
fishermen, even t,hough they may not have
been fully employed during period of
ínvestigation,' Persons who worked on
contract or on temporary basis , if t.hey
had worked for at, Ieast 10 days during the
month preceding the surveyt
Unpaid family workers who had worked for
10 days or more during the reference
month.

A person who works at least one hour
during the last calendar week as employer,
employee, own account gorker operating
his/her own enterprise-; A personrhaving a
job or enterpríse but not at work';
Unpaid famity workers assisting in an
enterprise owned by the family

All household members who during the
reference period worked as paid employees
employers, own account workers
(self employed), or unpaid family workers
in f amíly enterprises. Al-so included are
persons who had a job, but were
temporarily absent from work because of
vacation, illness, bad weather, and
labour management disPutes.
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part-time casual work in non-agricultural employment in the

informal Sector, âS well aS in the agricultural- Sectors

would have been excluded. The data provided by SES1969/70 to

understand underemployment is thus inadequate. In this

survey the prevailing pat.teri of underemployment could only

be guessed by examining the pattern of Seasonal- work and

unpaid family work.

The treatment of unpaid family workers in the surveys

differed. The SES69/7O incl-uded own account-workers only if

they had worked f or more than 1-O days. This was in l-ine wíth

the United Nations recommendation (International Conference

of Labour Statisticians, 1-954) that this category of the

employed shoufd work at, least one-third the normal duration

of work. The SE&LFSl985/86 and LFS]-990/91 included the

unpaid family workers if they had worked for one continuous

hour in the reference week. According to t.he presenL

Internat,ional Standard.s, tha unpaid f amily workers are to be

considered aS employed irrespective of the number of hours

worked during the reference period. Thus SE&LFS1-985/e6

provides more details in relation to the hours of work done

by the unpaid family workers.

The way in which the Surveys gave instructions to the

investigators also differed. SES1969/70 gave very little or

no instructions to ask certain questions, while

SE&LFS19 85/86 gave specific instructions to the

investigators as to how to ask, to probe and to record data

on questions (Department of Census and Statistics,

I9B7a:Appendix c) . For example, the sESl-969 /70 did not

instruct the enumerator as to the definition of regular

employment. V'faS the meaning of regular employment working in
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a major part of reference month; or was it the entire month;

or was it working at least ten days as was t.he case for

unpaid family workers? The enumerator would have to use

their own subjective judgement. However SE&LFS1985/86 and

LFSI-9 90 / 91- gave specif ic instructions as to who shoul,d be

considered as working, ie. ta person who works at least one

hour a day during the last cal-endar week/year' . SES1969/70

does not define who an own-account. worker is, hence in t,his

survey the own account worker is as the enumerator

understands such a person. The SE&LFS1985/86 defines an own

account worker in great detail so that persons who do not

gualify are el-iminated (Department of Census and Statistics,

1987a:Appendix C). Thus in SE&LFS1985/86, several probing

questions were askêd to get adequate information before a

person is considered to be an own-account worker. For

example, several questions were asked to find ouL whether

t.he person is an owner of an enterprise or a home garden;

the size of the home garden plot; the type of activity t.hat

it is being used for; whether non agricultural activities

are for home consumption in which case the circumstances the

persons are not enumerated as own-account workers.

with regard to seasonal workers, the SES1969/7O asked

the enumerators t,o consíder as employed those persons who

were mainly engaged in seasonal occupatíons such aS farmers

and fishermen, even though they may not have been fulIy

employed during the period of investigation. The usual

actívity of these persons is t.aken for granted. There were

no probing questions to find out the continuity status of

these occupations. The SE&LFS1985/86 included questions to

find out the current status of the usual activity and gave
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instructions to include only those who are currently

operating their holdings.

3.5.4 CENSUS DEFINITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

Table 3.6 shows the definitions of employment used in

the Censuses of Population ãnO Housing of 1963 , 7-977-, and

19Bl-. The definitions of employment in these surveys accept

guide-lines recommended by the United Nations. In spite of

the wide coverage of the national censuses, information

available on employment and unemployment is of a restricted

nature because of the limited number of labour force

questions that can be asked in a census. Such problems

originate from the constraint of space on the household

questionnaire which limits in-depth quest.ioning.

Accordingly, there are no questions asked ín any of t,he

Censuses regarding employment by hours of work.

The SES1969/70 did not give any instructions regarding

the persons who are temporarity anserrt from work. It. is left

to the enumerator to decide whether they are included in the

regularly employed category. It is not clear at all from the

existing documents whether such persons were included or

not. SE&LFS1985/86 included a number of probing questions to

understand the persons who are temporarily absent from work

and why they are absent, and gives instructions aS to now to

include such persons.

In the case of information obtained on occupations and

place of work of each individual person, census data can be

regarded as quite detailed information. Such information is

cl-assified using detailed international classification codes

for occupations (International Standard Classifications of



Census Year &
Reference Period

Definitions

Census of PopulatJ-on &
Housing 1963
Reference period
not. adopted

Census of Population &
Housing t97L
one week
one year

Census of Population &
Housing L981
one month
one year

Persons working for salaries or
wagies;
Persons doing a profession or
cultivation of their own,.
Seasonal workers;
Unpaid family workers.

Persons engaged in work for pay
or profit;
Persons doing a profession or a
busj-ness of their own,'
Apprentices receiving allowances,'
Seasonal- workers eg. cultivator
working in cultivaLion season,.
Unpaid family workers.

Persons engaged in work for pay,
profit or family gain;
Persons getting salary, wages,
commissions, pa)¡ment at piece
rate or in kínd;
Self employed persons such as a
doctor, lawyer, worker in a
cultivat.ion of his own;
Apþrentices or trainees in
receipt of allowances,'
Unpaid family workers who work
without payment for at least 15
hours in cultivation, trade,
business or other, operated by a
member of the household;
Clergy receiving payments ;
Persons temporarily absent due to
illness leave, industríaI
dispute, mechanical break down
and not due to off-season
reasons.
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Table 3.6
Census Definitions of Employed, 1963, 1971- and 1981

Sources: Department o Census tat st CS,
For L963:. L967:Appendix A, For 1-9'71 L976:vii
For 1981: 1986b:1-54

Occupations) and industries (International Standard

Ctassifications of Industries). Thus data collected in the

censuses woul-d be useful- in a detailed analysis of

employment by occupations and industrj-es to study the

structural changes of employment. Neverthel-ess, a difficulty
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that may arise when in using census data t.o under

trends in employment is the difference in the reference

periods that have been used. The 1963 census adopted the

usual activity approach. tn._ reference period of one month

used by the census of 1981 would have excLuded casual

employment of short duration, while t.he one week reference

period used by the L97t census would have coll-ected more

information on casual and short term employment. Such

difficulties do not arise with regard to regular employment.

Breakdown of the definition by t.he types of employment

provided in Tab1e 3.6 shows that the l-981- census definition

is more detailed and incorporates more categories of persons

than the previous census. An important point of comparison

between the censuses and surveys is that both of these

sources have adopted the definitions provided by the United

Nations and the International Conference of Labour

Statisticians.
3. 5. 5 I'IÍDEREMPLOTAÍENT

The literal- meaning of underemployment denotes that

there is a degree of inadequacy in terms of the number of

hours worked, productivíty and remuneration of employment.

The concept of underemployment has been described in various

terms based on t,he nature of underemployment (ILO, 1-977at33¡

Hauser, I974: 1-15 ; Standing, L978: 33-53 ; Mazumdar, 1989 ;25) .

Turnham (1971,:13) , Oshima, (]-98]-:l-27 ; 1987 ) cautioned that

t.he effect of seasonality on work availability should be

taken into account when measuring underemployment. In

agricultural employment, underemployment is very much

related to fl-uctuations in work intensity by seasons

(Myrdal , 1968:209 ; Wel1isz, ]-969 :45; Oshima , !987 :26-27) .
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Uppal (1973) describes such agricultural underemployment as

' disguised unemployment' .

Mazumdar(1989 :66-7I) and Kannappan(1985 :21"-24) point

out that there is a considerable amount of underemployment

associated with non-agricult.ural activities, particul-arly

those associated with 'own-account work' and the urban

informal sector activities. However, the assumption that all

the underemployed are avaj-lable for further work is a

misconception. As early as the late l-960ts Myrdal

(1968:1011-) pointed out that much more research was needed

to understand the labour underutilization issues in Asia and

that. empiricaJ- studies shoutd focus on the readily

available underutilized Labour.

3.5.6 VOLI'NTARY VERSUS INVOLI'NTARY I'NDERE¡IPLO}AÍENIT

Differentiation of work done for periods l-ess than

normal (35 hours in this case) by voluntary and involuntary

nature of such employment i= crucial t.o understanding the

real extent of labour underutilization due to

underemployment. A person has not only to be inadequately

employed, but al-so should be willing to work additional

hours and shoul-d demonstrate that they are looking for

additional- or alternative employment. This dífferentiation

is important because there are many different reasons why

persons are working less t.han normal- duration ( ILO,

1989:XVIII) and a segment of the population working less

than normal- hours may not be seeking addit.ional employment

(Godfrey, I993:1- -25) . There are aLso situations where

persons decide voluntarily to work less. This is the case of

many working women with children, young persons combining

studies with employment or elderly persons in phased
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retirement schemes (fLO, L989) . Therefore if voluntary and

involuntary aspects of underemployment, are not investigated

separately, all of these persons who are not interested in

working additional- hours will be included in the category

of underempJ-oyment. This 
"luay 

takes int.o account the

voluntary/involuntary nature of underemployment .

3 .5 .7 VISIBLE T'ÌIDEREMPLOÏ'DÍENT

The international- standards distinguish between two

principal forms of underemployment; visible and invisible

underemployment ( ILO, 1989 :XVIII) .' Visible underemployment

reflects an insufficiency in the volume of employment. and is

thus a statistical concept which is directly measurable by

surveys' (ILO, 1989:XVIII) . Existence of invisible

underemployment is suggested when there is a mis-allocation

of labour resources or a fundamental imbalance between

Iabour and other factors of production. Low income,

underutilization of skifi, or 1ow productivity are

characteristic symptoms of invisible underemployment. rn

operational terms invisible underemployment may occur when

a person's job is incompatíble with his highest existing

skil-I or capacity, when his/her remuneration from employment

is very low or when he is employed in an establ-ishment or

economic unit whose productivity is l-ow (rl,o, 1-97:.,b:33-34) '

Recognizing the problems involved in measuring these

invisible underemployment s)rmptoms, the 1-982 international

standards state that rfor operational reasons the

statistical measurement of underemployment may be limited to

visible underemployment' (ILO , L983:XV ì a9B9:XVIII) . Visible

underemployment exists largely in developing economies which

are currently undergoing structural transition (Oshima,
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L987 :58-60) . According to international- standards, persons

visibly underemployed comprise 'al-1 persons in paid or self

employment, whether at work or not at work, involuntarily

working less than the normaf duration of work determined for

the activity, who were seeking or avaitable for additional

work during t.he reference period' (ILO, I989:XVIII). This

d.efinition advocates use of three measures to identify

underemployment which include (1) persons working less than

normal duration (2) they are doing so involuntarily (3) t.hey

shouLd be seeking or be available for additional work (ILO,

1989:xviii) . Hauser O97a:2) developed a conceptual framework

and operating procedures t.o obtain the measurement of both

visible and invisible underemployment (Hauser , 1-97 4: 1-- 15 ;

lg'77:10-25). He saw the total- workforce as two functional

categories , ie . (1) t,hat part of the workf orce that is

utilj-zed adequately and Q) that part of the workforce which

is utilized inadequately. tn. inadequately utilized

workforce is seen in the following functional- categories;

(a) by unemployment, (b) by hours of work, (c) by income

level- and (d) by mismatch of occupation and education.

Hauser (1-974:1-l-5) further asserts that 'if an ef fort is made

to measure visibl-e underemployment, the 'part time employed'

can also be obtained in the tabour force approach by

collectíng information on hours worked during the week and

whether the person 'wants more work' Thus when using the

hours worked crit,eria to measure involuntary

underemployment, the ILO, ( I97ab :52-53 ; a989 :xii) definition

of visible underemployment and Hauser'S definition of

visibl-e underemployment are comparable. The following

criteria needs to be sat,isfied for a person to be considered
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as visíbly underemployed. The person should be involuntarily

workj-ng less than normal duration and should be seeking or

be avail-able for additional work during the reference

period. SE&LFS1985/86 provides information that satisfies

the above criteria. In this survey several questions were

asked of the already employed to col-Iect data on hours

worked and whether t,hey were seeking additional or

alternative employment. LFS1990/91 collected data on hours

worked, but did not seek information regarding whether

already employed persons were seeking additional or

alternative employment. Hence trends in visible

underemployment from L985/86 to t99O/9r cannot be derived

from the second survey. Nevertheless, LFS1990/91 did collect

data on secondary employment.

In circumstances where no other information is

availabl-e to understand t.he current labour underutilization

patterns in Sri Lanka at a national- Ievel, researchers are

compelled to use the available sources of dat.a, however

deficient such sources are. By using the hours worked

information and data on principal and secondary employment

provided by LFS1990/9I prevailing level-s and patterns of

underemployment (unrefined) can be understood.

3 .5 .8 HOURS OF WORK LESS TIIAI{ NORIIAL DURÀTION

The number of hours of work that an employee supplies

to the economy to produce economic goods and services is

deemed to be a function of choice and the wage (Hamermash

and Rees, a984:31). Use of hours of work criteria to measure

the amount of labour supply to the economy is a concept

adopted by developed countries with a large proportion of

labour force in industries and services (Hamermash and Rees,
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1984:30) . Hauser (1,974:1-15 , I977;t0-25) illustrated t.hat

l-abour underut.ilization in developing countries can be

measured using among other criteria the number of hours of

work. In adopting the hours of work criteria to measure

visible underempÌoyment, 
-- 

.. important issue for

consideration is 'the definition of the normaf duration of

work for a country; in t.his context Hauser asserts that it

is desirable to ask the question, 'below what number of

hours of work should the government be concerned and feel

obligated to generate more work in its program for economic

development and increased levels of livingr and that 'the

answer to this question constitutes a good cutting point for

hours of work for national policy purposes' (Hauser,

1-974:10). Another criteria advocated by the ILO (1989:xviii)

is to compare the number of hours worked by a particular

worker with that of t.he normal hours of work for workers in

a corresponding activity. Either the respondents coul-d be

asked whether or not they are working l-ess than normal

hours; or information on normal and individual hours of work

cou1d be obt,ained and compared.

In investigating the employed who seek additional

employment, what is the upper limit of such working hours

norm criteria? To abide by the answers given by the

respondents may be a bit risky in a developing economy where

only a proportion of workers are employees and the short

hours of work is dj-rectly related to the Lype of activity in

which a large majority are engaged. Reports prepared by the

Department of Census and Statistics in Sri Lanka show t,hat

dif f erent country norms have been accepted f rom t j-me to

time. For example, the Report of the Survey on 'Unemployment
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and underemployment L959/60 (ILO, 1963:1-11-) shows that a

norm of 40 hours per week was used for analysis. The Report

of SE&LFS1985/86 (Department of Census and Statistics,

L99Iat64) shows that a ttot*.:f 35 and more hours was used.

The rlo publication (L994:24-27) shows that in Sri- Lanka

d.if f erent norms have been accepted f rom time to time. The

forty hour week used in private and public secLor employment

as the normal duration of work, contains five hours of lunch

break per week and therefore the actual- working time for

these employees is 35 hours. In view of these

considerations, â[ arbitrary norm following the country

trends as at L985/86, is accepced in this thesis as the

normal- duration of work, ie. the workers who work less than

35 hours of work in a week would be considered as working

less than normal hours.

3 .5.9 RELEVÀI{CE OF INCLITDING T'NPAID FADÍILY WORKERS IN
THE T'IIDEREMPLOYED CATEGORY

Unpaid family workers comprise a substantial component

of the employed in most developing count,ries and Sri Lanka

is no exception. Each of the sources other than

SE&LFS1985/86 include unpaid family worker in the l-abour

force so long as they worked at least fifteen hours during

the reference week. The SE&LFS1985/86 used the same

definition of employment as had been applied to other

categories of unpaid family workers (ie. persons who worked

at least one hour during the reference week) so that it did

not exclude any unpaid family workers (Department of Census

and Statistics, L987a:Appendix C) . In doing so the

SE&LFS19B5/86 abided by the standards laid down by the ILO

(1-983:XI-XV) as applicable to unpaid famiJ-y workers. However

there is a lot of scope for under-reporting of female family
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workers from male heads of the household (Durand, L975:23t;

Ware, !981-22L2-215; Lim, L984:618-628), because such work is

treated lightly. The important question to ask is whether an

unpaid family worker is an underemployed person. Any person

who satisfies the cond.itioJs; (a) working less than the

normal duration, ie. working less than 35 hours per week and

(b) seeks additional or alternative employment should be

considered as underemployed. There is no reason why an

unpaid family worker satisfying this criteria should be

excl-uded. In terms of remuneration for employment such a

person is certainly underemployed because the person

concerned does not get any payment at al-l. If an unpaid

family worker has worked less than 35 hours in a week and is

seeking employment, this study will consider such a person

as underemployed.

3 .5 .10 I'NEMPLOYED PERSONS

The ILO (1971-b:51-) in commenting upon excessive

unemployment in labour surplus economies remarks that

unemployment is the limiting and extreme case of

underemployment. The international standard definition of

unemployment (ILO , 1971-¡ l-989:xii) ) requires the f ollowing

congruent criteria be met. A reference period should be used

to measure unemployment and during the reference period an

unemployed person should not be in paid or self-employment;

should have taken specific steps to seek employment; and the

search period of such a job quest may go beyond the

reference period. Application of the reference period of one

week and one day (ILO, 1989-1-:xii) enables the

identification of absolutely unemployed more correctly.

Unemployed persons are defined as persons above a specified
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age who during the reference period are not working and are

seeking work for pay or profit and incl-ude those persons who

have never worked before. It is generally assumed that

remuneration sought for expected employment will be in terms

of wages/salaries available in the market. To ascertain that

these persons have been actively seeking work, the relevant

question should be carefully formulated, and asked of the

respondent (United Nations , a967 :25; 1980 :92) . In

application to developing countries, the difficulty with

thís definition of'active unemployment'is thattmost

people cannot afford Eo be both not working and seeking

work. Most of those who are not working will be women

engaged in unpaid housework, working extremely hard but not

counted as economically active by the statisticians unless

they are also seeking work and therefore unemployed'

(Godfrey, 19862'7; 1993:3-7) .

The t,wo concepts of employment and unemployment are

mutually exclusive and originate from the Iabour force

approach to measure t.he 'actively working' ie. the employed

and 'actively seeking work' unemployed population (Hauser,

1-97 4: 1-- 15 ) . The labour f orce approach was designed

originally to measure the activity status of the labour

force in developed countries such as the United States of

America (Standing, L978:23; Hauser, A9'74:1--L5, ILO, 1-989:ix-

xix). It is easier to disti-nguish between employment and

unemployment in the labour force framework if the shorter

reference period is used. Such a clear distinction is easy

in a economy where goods and services are measured in

monetary terms and where the largest, proportion of the

Iabour force are in regular employment (Hauser, a97421'-15) .
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A major deficiency of the labour force approach for 'use in

developing nations stems from the fact that in such

countries 'underemployment' may often be more important than

'unemplol.ment' (Myrdal, 1968 2994 ¡ ILO, l97Ibz52-63,' Hauser,

1,974:1-15; Standing, rgzB: )l Thus when the labour force

approach of measurement is applied to Sri Lanka, the

deficiency in measurement stems largely from the fact that a

Iarge number of persons who technícaIly are reported as

being unemployed may be intermittently working for a living,

because pa)¡ment of social security allowances are absent in

Sri Lanka as in other developing countries. Second1y, a

substantial proportion of the employed are in self

employment, in agricultural or non agricultural activities
(Hauser, a974z1--1-5) or in informal manufacturing or service

trades (ILO, L9'71-a:53) . For these persons the work time is

ftexible and therefore the distinction between the employed

and the unemployed is not cfear. By formulating the guestion

to ask whether the person had worked at least one hour in a

single day during the reference week (ILO, 1989:xiii), a

wider coverage of the intermittent work patterns of the

person can be understood.

3 .5.11 DEFINITIONS OF I'NEIÍPLOTAÍENT USED
IN SRI LAI{KAI{ CENSUSES AìTD SURVEYS

Tabl-e 3.7 shows def initions of unemployment used in the

sES1969/70, SE&LFS1985/86, LFS1990/9]-. Each of these surveys

have used a labour force approach to collect data and have

used the criteria recommended by the United Nations. However

there are notable differences in the critería used by both

the surveys. The SES1969/70 used a longer reference period

of one month which would have resulted in excluding all the



persons $¡ho did not have regular

days during the one month period.

employment for at least

Persons who would have

111

10

had

Table 3.'7

Survey Definitions of
SE&LFS 19 8 5 86 LFSr_990

Unemplc¡¿ed in Sri Lanka, SES1969/70
9L

Surces i '
Department of Census and Statistics,
L973a:Appendix A¡ 1987b:I2, Appendices B, C; I99tct34

employment for shorter periods would have been cl-assified as

unemployed.

The definition of the shorter reference period of at

least one hour in a single day in the reference week adopted

by the SE&LFS1985/86 enabled identification of persons who

virtually díd not have any employment at alI during the

reference week. The 'usually unemployed' definition of

SE6.LFS1985/86 and t.he def inition used by LFS1990/9L are more

8 The indicated evidence may be one or more of the
following; 1. registered with private or public employment
agencies,' 2 . applied to prospective employers; 3 . checked at
farms, estates, factories, markets, work sites etc. 4.
placed or answered advertisement.s; 5. sought assistance of
friends or relations; 6. Looked for land, building,
machinery, equipment or finance for setting up ov¡n
ent,erpríse.

Survey Name
& Reference
Period

Definit,ion of Uneurployment Used

All persons of employable age (15-55)
years who did not faIl into the employed
category as defined earlier and who \^rere
seeking work.
Persons who were mainly engaged in
household work as well as students were
not included here.
Persons 10+ years not employed, and
available for employrnent during the last
week or any time during the last year and
indicate evi$ence that he/she is actively
seeKr_ng worK
A person who is not. employed, but have
seeking work for the last four weeks or
during a major parc of the past 12 months

sEs19 69 /70
(one month)

sE&LFS19 85 / e6
(one week and
one year)

LFS19 90 / 9t
one week
one year
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comparable with the SES1969/70 definition. The long term

unemployment definition is more suitabl-e to measure the

unemployment situation of developing countries where even

though persons report themselves as unemployed, they in fact

do some work f or their f ilrJlihood. ' rn the absence of a

social Security system most people cannot afford to be both

not working and. seeking work' in developing countries

(Godfrey, a986:7; Sen, 1-975:31) . The notion of absolutely no

work for a large number of persons cannot exist in a

devetoping country like Sri Lanka. Therefore in terms of

policy, it is important to distinguish beLween, the number

of persons who are invol-untarily working l-ess than normal

hours and the number who invol-untarily are absolutely

unemployed.

Each of the Surveys use an age limit in the measurement

of unemployment and the SES1969/70 had an upper age limit

of 55 years and a lower ag; limit of 15 years to measure
o

unemployment'. This would have excluded severaf employable

persons aged over 55 years from the unemployed category.

Probably the decision to adopt. the upper age limit of 55

years would have been influenced by legislation enacted at

t,his time to bring down the age of retirement in the public

sector to 55 years of age. The lower age limit excluded

those young peopl-e who probably are early dropouts from the

school- system and are currently seeking work. The

SE&LFS1985/86 adopted the lower age limit of 10 plus years

as has been done in previous censuses to catch the 10-14 age

school dropouts who would be looking for employment. Quite

9 The facility to retire at the age of 55 is avail-able for
government employees. The prevailing high unemployment among
younger persons influenced such a government regulation.
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appropriately, the upper age timit T¡/as kept open to include

all persons who are looking for employment even beyond the

age of 55 years. All three surveys included questions to

establish whether those reporting unemployed were actively

seeking work. The SES1-969/70 had also asked whether persons

had registered at the employment exchange, to ident,ify

persons who are actively seeking work. The SE&LFS1985/86

used a number of probing questions to find out whether the

person was (a) available for work and (2) actively seeking

work.

Table 3.8 shows the definitions of unemployed as

of Sri Lanka since l-963. A1I threeadopted by the censuses

Table 3.8
Census Definitions of Unemployment in Sri Lanka

Sources: Department of Census and Stat
A; 1-975: i-xi ; 19 83b: i-xi

ST cs, 1-967 :App

10 The person should indicate evidence of seeking work. Such
evidence may be one or more of the following; registered
with private or public employment agencies; applied to
prospective employers,' checked at f arms, estates, f actories,
markets, work sites etc.; placed or answered advertisements;
sought assistance of friends and relations; looked for land,
building, machinêry, equipment or finance for setting up own
enterprise.

DefinitÍon of UnaqplolmentCensus Year

All persons who have not been
employed and are looking for work;
AIl those persons who have been
previously employed but currently
unemployed
All persons who are not employed
and are seeking work
Persons who are avail-able for work
even though they may be not actively
seeking work because they think that,
suitable work was not avail-ab1e.
All those persons.who arertot
employed and seeking work¡l
Persons who are available for work
even though they may not be actively
seeking work because they think that
suitable work is not available

Census of Population
and Housing 1963

Census of Population
and Housing L97L

Census of Population
and Housing 1981
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censuses adhered to t.he United Nations recommendations of

unemployed and used both a long and a short reference period

to col-l-ect data on unemployment. The L981 census dif f ers

from the previous two censuses in that it used a one month

reference period. In using a longer reference period the

census would have included a fair number of persons who

would have been employed for short periods during the

reference period in the unemployed category. Unlike the

previous two Censuses the census of 1981- asked additional

questions to find out whether the persons who reported as

unemployed were actively seeking work. While for aII three

censuses the upper age limit was open, the lower age l-imit

was l-0 plus years in I97L and 1981, but 5 plus years in l-963

census. Since the 5-9 year age group of unemployed could be

excluded from the unemployed through tabulations, the age

definition could be adjust.ed for comparability.

3 .5.L2 ¡IAIN OCCUPÀTION

If a person has more than one occupation, the one in

which the person spends more of his working time and earns

more income is considered as the main occupation. If a

person is engaged in only one occupation then that will be

his or her main occupaLion. The word principal occupation is

used synonyrnously and denotes the same meaning. AII three

surveys collected information on the príncipal occupation.

3 .5.13 SECO¡IDARY OCCUPATTON

Any activity carried out by a person for pay profj-t or

family gain in addit.ion to his or her main occupation is

considered as the secondary occupation. The SE&LFSL985/86

and LFS1990/91- j-nvestigated secondary occupations, but there

were no questions about secondary occupations in SESI-969/70.
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Dat.a on secondary occupations provides supplementary

informatíon about the underemployment with which this study

is concerned with. If a person is working less than 35 hours

in the principal occupation and is also working in a

secondary occupation, t.hat can be treated as adequat.e

evidence to show t.hat such a person has taken steps to

resolve an underemployment situation in the principal

occupation . The SEs.LFS19 85 /86 and LFSI-9 90 / 9 L collected

information on only a single secondary occupation.

3.5.14 SECTORS OF RESIDENEE

The definition of sectors of residence has been used

for a1t the urban, rural and estate sectors of residence

(Department of Census and Statistics, L975:V-VI) . Persons

enumerated in municipal councils, urban councils and town

council-s have been classified as living in the urban sector.

Those living in village council areas had been classified as

being in the rural sector and all the estates having an

acreage of more than 20 acres has been classified as the

estate sector. Municipal, urban town and village council

areas are administrative divisions created initially by the

colonial government of Ceylon, and later by the independent

governments of Sri Lanka for the purposes of local-

government (Mendis , L976:I-2O ¡ Leitan , I979 253-54) .

Currently the responsibility of deciding whether an area

should be categorj-sed as urban or rural is a responsibility

of the Minister for Local Government. Therefore the

definition of urban and rural sectors adopted by censuses

and surveys for the collection of data is not based on t.he

distinctive categorisation of urban or rural features. An

important outcome of adopting such a definition is that
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there is no sharp urban-rura1 dichotomy (Department of

Census and Statistics, 1987c:67) . Because of these

shortcomings in data collected for urban and rural Sectors

t.his study wil-1 not attempt an analysis of urban-rural

divisions.

3.6 CONCLUSTON

The original data t.apes of three national surveys, the

Socio Economic Survey of 1969/L970 (S8S1969/70), the Socio

Economj-c and Labour Force Survey of 1985 /L986

(SE&LFSI-ggs/86) of Sri Lanka, and the Sri Lanka Labour Force

Survey 1-990/91, (four quarters) (LFS1990/9A) are the main

sources of data employed in the present study. Investigation

into the sample sizes, coverâ9ê, sample design, reference

periods, survey methodofogy, and definitions showed that

there were differences between the sources, but that such

differences would not adversely affect the necessary

comparisons. Important grria"-1ines are avaíIable from

international agencies such as the ILO for the collection of

Iabour force data in developing countries. The frameworks of

data col-l-ection adopted in the more recent surveys and

censuses in Sri Lanka are local adaptations of a labour

force framework based on international guide-Iines.

Definitions relating to economic activity, employment,

unemployment and underemployment et.c. which are important to

this study, had aLso followed t.he international- guide-lines

and are largely comparable. Periods of internal trouble have

affected the collection of data in the Northern areas of Sri

Lanka and such difficulties must be taken into

consideration when interpreting the data. Finally it can be

concluded that the avail-able sources of dat,a provide
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substantial amount of information to study labour

underutilization in Sri Lanka. There are oEher fact,ors such

as patterns of economic development in the country that

have greatly inf luenced it's l-abour utilization l-evels and

patterns . Chapter Four 
"*-rn-irr." 

the patterns, 1eve1s and

causes of economic development in Sri Lanka since

Independence and how such development has affected labour

utilization.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SRI LANKA SINCE INDEPENDENCE

4.L INTRODUCTION

A period of accelerated development in political,

social and economic development in Asian countries commenced

at the end of the second world war. Most Asian countries

achieved. political independence after the war. For example

South and. South East Asian countries such as India,

Pakistan, Nepa1, Burma, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Malaysia and

Singapore were abl-e to negotiate political independence from

colonial rufers (Wint , L965 ¡ Vinacke , ]-959:759-837) . This

was followed by a period of social change and development

which saw dramatic improvements in mortality especially

infant mortality, literacy and education in these countries

which later 1ed to rapid declines in fertility. The economic

development during t.he post war period was aS spectacular as

the socio-political d.evelopment for some of the East and

South East Asian countries while it was less so for the

South Asian region (Oshima, a987:3-4). Countries such as

Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore who

experienced rapid economic growth, industrialization and

expansion in the modern services sector had achieved a level

of full- employmentl (Oshima , L987; Lg91-z30-74) and' had

completed an agro-industrial transition in the economy.

South East Asian countries such aS Indonesia, Malaysia and

Thailand are also experiencíng a rapíd growth momentum and

1 'The East Asian
cent unemployment
(Oshima, a99l:78)

experience indicates that around three per
or less correspond to fuII employment'
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consequent structural changes in the economy (Oshima, L991-) .

Most of these Asian countries are also experiencing labour

underutilization partly due to cl-imatíc reasons (Oshima,

198'7; L99I) and partly to the level and pattern of economic

development that has taken place. Persistence of labour

underutilization due to unemployment and underemployment in

South Asian economieS iS attributed to the existence of

traditional-ity in agricultural- and non-agricul-tural

production (Myrda] , 1968 LL4] -7.!48, Oshima , A9B7 :3-4; 1991)

and a fast growth in the number of potential workers (Jones,

1990b:21-9-236) in rel-ation to a slow growth in the economy

(ILO, I9'7ab:5-1-0, Oshima, 1'987:315-321) and in case of Sri

Lanka adherence to a welfare oriented policy by successive

governments (Oshíma , 1987) . This chapt,er examines t.he growth

patterns of the Sri Lankan economy and the sectoral

potential of labour absorption in order to provide an

understanding of the economic background to the problem of

l-abour underutil-ization in the country.

In t,his chapter the overal-1 growth 1eveIs, patterns,

trends and sectoral- development in the agricultural,

manufacturing and service industries are investigated. The

chapter examines the patterns of economic change in Sri

Lanka during the last forty years and the shifts in the

structure of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in relation to the

structural changes in employment. The nature of demand in

the economy for goods and servíces is briefly examined with

a focus on how that demand affects labour absorption.

4.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDER,ATIONS

Oshima (t9B'7:57) asserts Lhat in the long run the

economy of a country wil-l- experience a structural shift from
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a predominance of agricult,ure to non-agriculture in a series

of sequential stages. He asserted that currently developed

and developing Asian economies have eit,her undergone or are

in the process of undergoing such a structural change

(Oshima, l-987) . In such a long run process, firstly the

predominantly agricultural- labour force will lose its

structural predominance, while the share of manufacturing

industries in the economy will increase. The second

structural transition is f rom an industrial- t,o a service

predominance, when the proportion of l-abour employed in the

service sector overtakes the industrial sector in size. The

course of these changes can be understood in the framework

of a structuraf transition of the economy (Oshima, I9B7:57)

and these t,ransitions are accompanied by a demographic

trans j-tion (Oshima , L987:31-5-343) . Improvement in

agricultural product.ivity, 
-mechanization 

in agriculture,

development of infrastructure, labour intensíve industrial

development which later develops to more capital intensive

developmenL, adoption of western technology and development

of institutions and development of human capital resources

t.hrough the expansion of education are some of the st,epping

stones in this process.

In Asian countries improvement in agricultural

productivity is achieved through the introduction of modern

methods of agricultural production (Oshima , 1987:315-327 ¡

Hugo, a985:46-85), infrastructural development due to the

introduction of modern communication systems Hugo,

(1985:62-63; Jones, (l-990b 224-225) , the development of

human capital resources due to t,he break up of patriarchal

systems of production and social val-ues (such as the value
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of chi1dren to the parents as a means to increase

productíon, the status of females in the family) resulting

f rom 'westernízation ' (Cal-dweI1 , A982:354-365) , (Jones

1-984:25-60). Education has played a major role in these

changing processes (Caldwel1, I9B2:259-330, Jones, a992:24-

25, Oshima , 1987:332-342) .

4.3 EEONOMIC GROWTH IN SRI LA}II(A

The post independence period from l-948 in Sri Lanka is

aSsociated with continuous growth of the economy under

successive governments and different policy regimes

(Jayatitl-eke and Gunawardana , 1989:2-3) . The growth rates of

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) indícated in Table 4.1-2 are

suggestive of an expanding and changing economy in Sri Lanka

sínce 1950 (see al-so f igure 4.L which shows trends in

secoral shares of gross domestic product) . The substantíal

but fluctuating growth in GDP is observed throughout the

period, and is particularly evident in the manufacturing,

transport and banking sectors which reflects the pace of

change and orientation in the economy under different policy

regimes. From the mid 1950's until- the late 1970's, import

control and protectionist policies were important in guiding

development and from L977 liberalizaLlon of the economy and

development through export promotíon were adopted. Change of

policy towards more Iiberalized t.rade and the subsequent

inflow of direct foreign investment to the country during

the 1980 -1,990 period infused faster growth in the economy.

2 Table 4.I and figure 4.f indicate the growth trends in
the Gross National Product in Sri Lanka during the period
1950 to 1990. The GDP data for each five year period given
are averaged to clarify the longer term trends.
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TRENDS IN SECTORAL SHARES OF GROSS DOMEST¡C PRODUCT
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Source: Table 4.1
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Table 4.t
Average Annual- Growth Rates (per cent.) of the Gross National-
Product, Employment and Growth Rates by Sectors (Averaged
Periods) Sri Lanka

Sources: Computed using the fo1Ìowing sources:
Central Bank of Ceylon L967=statistical Appendix, 19'7a: Table 5,
1981:Table 2, 1991:Tabl-e 3, Snodgrass, !966:.279 Tabl-e A-8.
For employment: Department of Census & Statistics, L974:81 Table 5-I4,
1-976:61 Tabte 8, 1992;9 Table 3, 1-990/I99I Data Tape-
Notes:The growth rates are cafculated assuming exponential growth in the
sectors of the economy and in popuJ-ation.
The averages were for five year periods; the Current factor CoSt rupee
values were converted to US$ values using the exlsting exchange rates
for the period. The growth rates were calculated using Dolfar vafues-
See Appendix 4.1 for details.

Àveraged Períods
50-s4/ 60-64/ 6s-69/ 7B-82/ 83-81/
5s-59 65-69 73-11 83-87 88-91

Sector

Agriculture, hunting
forestry & Fishing
Mining & quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction
Electrici-ty
Gas and Water
Transport Storage
and Communications
Whol-esale & Retail Trade
Banking, Insurance
and ReaI Estate
Ownership of Dwe11íngs
PubIic Administration
and Defense
Services nec
Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

Gross National
Product (GNP)

2.r
0.6
5.7
z-+

u-¿
29.s
14 .5
-1.0

6.t
1.4
'7 .4
6.6

6.9
10.8
4.3
6.6

5.'7
8.4
4.r

2r.2

8.6 28.B 15.8 13.0 7.7

2.5
z-z

-1 z

B

5

2

0
'7

2

9

0

5

0

0

10 10 6.4
4.67 6

9

7

13
4

4

3

7

1

7

5

I

I

5

-6
11

o

13.1
-2 .4

11.1
4.8

12.5
6.5

6.8

6.8

1,2 -4.2
-4.9

6.7
2.9

33

3.1 '7 .3 '7 .0

7 -2 6.81

Tab1e 4.L continued
Growth Rates of GDP and Employment for Selected Years

Growt.h Rates per cent
Gross Domestic Product

Growth Rates per cent
Total- Employment

Setected Àveraged Periods

s2/62 62/75 7s/Bo 80/85 85/eo

-2.4 5.1 7.3 7.0 6.8

53/63 63/7t 7t/82 82/85 B6/eo

0.7 1,.7 2.4 2.7 0. l-
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Rel-ative to the growth in GDP, t.he growth in employment as

shown in TabLe 4.1 had been quite slow which reflects

capital intensive rather than labour intensive growth. The

slow growth in employment. in-relat.ion to high growth in the

working age population (see Chapter Fj-ve) and their

increased labour force participation has resulEed in

increased l-evels of labour underutilization.

The sectoral composition of GDP during the last four

decades has undergone substantial changes (tab1e 4.2, see

al-so figure 4.2) . The agricultural sector was the largest

single contributor t.o GDP throughout the period but the

relative contribution of the sector to total Gross National

Product (GDP) declined subst.antially. Since 1,978 the

relative share of agriculture has stabil- j-zed at

approximately 28 percent, of GDP. The contribution of

commercial agriculture which dominated the val-ue added (in

real terms) to the agriculture sector until the 1960's had

declined (Jayatitleke and Gunawardana, 1989:14) while the

relative contribution of other sectors to the GDP had

increased. Nevertheless, numerically the contribution of the

agrj-cu1tural sector shows an increase.

The agricultural sector provided the greatest share of

employment, however the rel-ative sectoral share of

employment has decl-ined over the four decades examined in

this chapter,' nevertheless , the decline is not as

substantial as the share of agriculture in GDP (figure 4.2).

The observed sl-ow decl-ine is a result of the continuing

labour intensive nature of employment (Department of Census

and Statistics, 1986b:184-191) in the sector- A larger

proportion of females were in this sector. They were either
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Tabl-e 4.2
Sectoral Shares
Distribution of

of Gross Domestic
Aver ed Numbers

(A Percentage
Year Periods)

Product
for Five

Àweraged Periods
!9so/ tess/ re6o/ !e6s/ re73/ !97e re83/ Le88/

54 59 64 69 77 A2 88 90

Agriculture Forestry Huntsing c fiehing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufacturing
ConstrucÈion
Electricity Gas and Water
Transport Sborage and CommunicaEione

V{}rolesale and Retaíl- Trade
Banking Insurance and Reaf EECate

Insurance omership of Dwellinge
hrblic Administration and Defence

Serwices nec.
GrosE DomeÊÈic Product
cross Domestic Producb Number US$ ' 000

Net Factor Income from Abroad
Gross National Product

49.2
0.1
4.4
4.4
0.5
5.7
8.5
o.4
6.8
5.7

]-o.2
100.0

942

-0.5
99.5

0 .1_

4.8
7.9
0.6
5.4
7.9
o.'7

7.O

8.8
10.5

100.0
113 4

-0.'7
99.3

37.4
0.5

11.3
4-3
o.2
9.4

L4.6
1.0
3.7
5 .1-

L2.5
100.0

743

-o -7
99 .3

35.0
0.5

1l_.5

4.9
o.2

10.0
15 .4

1.3
1-

4.8
12.8

100.0
985

-0.7
99.3

30.2
1.9

20.3
4-O

0.6
8.1

L9.2
L.4
2.4
3.3
8.5

100.0
L440

-0.9
99 .L

27.9
2.0

L7.3
7-9
1.0
9.3

r8 -7
3.1
2.7
3.2
6.9

100.0
3245

-L.4
98 .5

27 .7
2.5

15 .1
t.ó
l1

10.9

L9.4

3.9
)9

4-3
4.3

100.0
5389

97.5

15.5
7.7
L.4

L0.7
L7 .4

4.4
2.6

4.2
100.0
7349

97.5

Source6: Centraf Bank of Ceylon 1967: Sbabisbical Appendix Table Centraf Bank of Ceylon,

L971: Table 5, 1-975: Table 3 1981: Tabfe 2, ]-99L:Tab1e 3, SnodgrasÊ, 1965:279 Table A8

sel-f empl-oyed farmers, unpaid family workers or employees in

tea rubber and coconut estates (Department of Census and

Statistics, t9'76:68 Table 9; 1985a:114 Tab1e 23). These

trends Suggest that the shift in labour from agriculture to

other sectors of the economy is occurring very slow1y for

females.

Since the 1960's the contribution of the services

sector to the GDP dominated. A Substantial Share of the

Services Sector comprises wholesal-e and retail trade which

refl-ects the increased commercial activity due to expanding

internal trade in the country. Prior to the 1960's externaf

t.rade was t.he most important component because of the key

contribution of export trade to commercial crops and the

large scal-e importation of staple food and other

intermediate products (Snodgrass, 1966:5) . Open economic
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policies since L977 further augmented the cont,ribution of

the sector through liberalized trade (JayatiIleke and

Gunawardena, 1989:15). Services relating to wholesale and

retail trade, transport services and banking increased

several- fold and informal =.Lri"""3 increased substantiatly

in the early years under consideration (Department of Census

and Statistics, L97B:Table 9 Appendix A ix, The EIU,

1990: l-1-, 26-32; 1993:Appendix Ð4. Increases in the relative

share of bankj-ng, wholesale and retail trade is a sign of

increased commercialisation and the operation of modern

market mechanisms5 in the economy.

TabIe 4 .3 and f igure 4.2 shows that whol-esale and
Iretail tradeo and community social and personnel services

were the two key sub- sectors t.hat provided a substantial

proportj-on of employment in t,he service industry. Employment

in education and health services was al-most entirely

provided. by the go-r.trr*.rr, (Department of Census and'

Statistics, 1-976285: Table 10), therefore any increases in

employment in these sub-Sectors was dependent on government

policy. IncreaseS to a lesser extent in recreational and

3 The servíce category not else where mentioned denotes
informaL services
4 Wholesal-e and retail trade included trade in exports,
goods produced for the locaI market, rice, flour and sugar
purchased and distributed by the government, imported
consumption goods by the private sector, imported
intermediate and investment goods by the private sector and
government imports.
5 Refers to monetary transactions in goods produced and
sold; increased importance of consumerism; development of
el-ementary market mechanisms reacting to demand and supply
of goods; establishment and use of banking, investment in
real estate etc.
6 The four digit classification of employed persons by
industry show that these increases were largely in the
retailing of vegetables, fish and meat, other food stuffs
and beverages, hardware and buítding material, jewellery,
restaurants and ot.her eating and drinking places, hotel
rooming houses and other loading places (Department of
Census and Statistics, L976:83 Tabte 10, 1985a:108 Tab1e 21-)
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Table 4.3
Sect.ora1
selected

cul-tural
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services, household services and domestic services

the ínformal services sector is expanding. A

Shares of Employment by Major Industries 1953-l-990
ars Percent Distributíon

DepartmenÈ of Ceneue & SÈaÈisEica,1974:81 Table 5.f4, !976:51 Table 8, 1992:9 Table 3,

L99o/199L Data Tape

subst.antial proportion of females were employed in services

(TabIe 4.2) such as educational and health (Department of

Census and Statistics, 1-976:85, L985a:108).

The share of the manufacturing Sector was much Smal-Ier

than that of the agricultural sector and fluctuated between

11 and 20 per cent of GDP (Table 4.2 and figure 4.2) . The

high share of manufacturing in the early to mid 1970's was

due to the dominance of public sector industries owned by

Ccnaue/Survcy Ycaró

19 53 19 63 r97L ]-982 1990

BoÈh gêndêrB

AgriculÈure Huntíng ForeÊtsry & FiÊhing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Elect.riciE.y Gae and WaEer

conÊtrucbion
Whofeeale and Retsail Trade
Tranêport sÈorage and Communicabion

Financing, Inaurance, Bueineee service6
Communiby Socia1 & Perêonnef Servícee
Actsivibieê nee

Totsa1 Percent
All Induebriee

52 .9
0.5
9.7
0.1
l-.9
9.4
3.5
))

]-3.2
6.6

100.0
2993

52.6
0.3
9-2
0.3
2.7

10.9
4.3
0.5

13 .8

100.0
3195

50.1
0.4
9.3
0.3
2.8
9.4
4.9
o.7

13 .5
8.5

100.0
3649

1.3
12.o

0.4
4.8

10.4
4.1
1.1

L3 .7
5.3

100.0
4734

42.6
1_.2

15.4
0.4
4.L

]-1_.2

4.L
2.t

L4.8
4.r

100.0
515 9

Major Induatsriel SccÈora of E¡nPIo]¡mcDÈ

Fcsralce
AgriculEure Huntsì-ng ForesÈry & Fiehing
Mining and quarrying
ManufacEuring
ElectriciEy Gas and WaEer

consErucEion
Wholeeale and ReEail Trade
TranEporE SÈorage and CommunicaÈion

Fínancing, Insurance, Bueineee Serwicee
CommuniEy Socíal & Personnel Servicee
Achivit'ies nes

Tobal Percents

All InduEErieÊ '000

50.3
o.2

12 .4
0.0
o.4
4.L
o.7
1.1

t5 .2
5.5

100.0
725

53 .5
0.1
9.7
0.0
o-2
3.5
0.4
0.1

18.9
3.5

100.0
555

5l-.8
0.1

12.2
0.3
0.1
2.9
0.4
o-2

15 .3
5.8

100.0
810

51.0
0.4

15.8
o.2
1.1
7.2
o .'7

t.¿
18.4
4.0

100.0
LL82

55 .3
1.0

19.0
0.1
1.0
5.0
1.0
1.0

13.0
r.6

100.0
1_445
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the state and operating under protected cover (De MeI,

1979:1,6-L9) . This is also due to the development of smal-l

manufacturing ent.erprises resulting from a well protected

Iocal market f or the manuf actured goods (,JayatiIleke and

Gunawardana, 1-989 z'7) . In the early 1980ts the total

government transfer payments to public industries decl-ined

(Karunatilake , 1-987) . A decline in the Sectoral- share was

caused by the changing ownership of public sector industries

in l-at.e 19BO's which had perf ormed at a continuous l-oss.

Policy reforms after L977 entail-ed privatising such state

industries that showed continuous fosses (De MeI, L979:.1-7) .

Thus, about 40 State owned enterprises were subjected to

processes of rehabil-itation, reorientation, and

privatisation during the l-980s and 1990s (National Planning

Division/Department, 1-987 :76; L991-:76-78) . In spite of the

decline in the sectoral- share, there was a substantial

numerical increase in the manufacturing Sector from the mid

l-980's to the 1-990's. This is due to increased private

sector participation and increased foreign and l-ocal private

sector investment in the sector (Fernando, L992) .

While the rel-ative Share of manuf acturing indust.ries

in the GDP fl-uctuated during the period under consideration,

the share of employment in manufacturing industries waS

constant at 9 percent during the period up to L9'71- and

increased by at least three percentage points since then.

Such increases were largely Seen in food and beverage,

wearing apparel-, pottery, china and earthenware and other

manufacturing industriesT (Department of Census and

7 Comparison of the 4 digit classificat.ion of employment
data between t97L and 1981 show that in the food
manufacturing Subsector, the manufacture of bakery products,
and paddy hulling had increased, and while the manufacture
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Statistics, ]-976:69-7L Tabte 9, 1985b:99-102 Table 2a). The

annua1 Survey of industries which examines al-1 industrial

establishments employing more than 5 employees recorded a

decline in the number of establ-ishments engaged in the

manufacture of food and beverages and the number of persons

employed in these estabLishments duríng the 1980's

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1989:5 Table 1). The

the increase in manufacturing was in the small scal-e Sector

ie. ín estabtiShments employing l-ess than five persons.

Important questions refevant to this study are; Whether the

growth rate of manufacturing industries is fast enough to

achíeve agro-industrial- transition? Whether the labour

supplied by perSons working in t.hese smal-1 manuf acturing

unit.s has been fully utílized ? Did they have normal hours

of work and were they seeking additional- or al-ternative

employment?. Is there a potential in the economy to create

t,hese additional avenues of employment?.

4.4 PÀTTERNS OF GROSS NÀTIONÀL EXPEIIDITURE

4.4.1 GENERJAL PATTERNS

The examination of patterns of public or private

consumption show that they comprised the largest proportion

of expenditure (at least three quarters) in the country

(Table 4.4 and 4.5). The large proportion of private as wel-l-

as public consumption shows that t,here is a substantial

demand in the economy for goods and services which if

produced inside the country have the potential for

employment creation in the manufacturing and services

of textiles had declined the manufacture of wearing apparel
had increased. Símilar1y, the manufacture of pottery and
china had increased several fol-d ( Department of Census and
Stat.istics, ]-976: TabIe 9, 1-985a: TabIe 2l) .
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sector. The Table 4.4 shows that a substantial proportion of

(between 1,4-21 percent.) of private consumption throughout

Table 4.4
Patterns of Gross National Expenditure

sourcee: CentraL Bank of Ceylon (Annual Seriee 195?-1990)

the period had, been for goods and services produced outside

the count,ry.

4.4.2 EXPEIÍDIN'RE ON CÀPITAL IN\/ESTIÍENT

Gross Domestic Fixed Capítal Formation (GDFCF) is an

important indicator of the capacity of the economy for

capital- investment which would lead to an increase in labour

absorption (Nurkse , Ig62:4-31-; Oshima, L989:39-44) . Table

4.5 provides details of (GDFCF) trends in the Sri Lankan

economy during the last four decades. The Table 4.5 shows

that GDFCF in the country during t.he period under

consideration was low comprising about 15 to 26 per cent of

the Gross National Expenditure. The low percentage of Gross

Domestic Capital Formation (GDCF) in general indicates that

L967 1970 L975 1980 1985 1990

I. Privatse Coneumption 71"8

A. ImportsÊ of Goode & servicee 15.3

B. Locally Produced GoodB & Serviceê 55.5

II. h¡blic Coneumption 13.3

i current Expenditure of Central Gowernmen! :-2.8

ii CurrenE. ExpendiEure of LocaL Gowernmenh 1.2
III ImpuÈed Rent on GovernmenÈ Buildinge o.2

Groee DomeeÈic Fixed Capital Formatsion 1-4.'l

Change in Sbocke 0-1

croÊa Domeetic E>çenditure 100.0

NeE Intsereê! from Abroad -3.1
Leee Nets Receip!ê -0.2
Groee NaE.ional Expenditure Total Percent 96.6

Rupees millione 8984

67 .8

1_4 .4
53 .4

1_2 .6
LZ .6

nq

o.2
18.L

1.5
L00.0
-2.7
-0.5
95 .8

]-2640

74.6

59.3
9.9
9.9
0.6
0.1

L4.6
0.8

100.0
-3.0

94.7
23933

65.5
16 .7
48 .8

7.0
't .6
0.5
ne

25 -6
2.O

100.0
-13.4

5.7
81.0
66096

70.3
1-8.2

52.1
9.0
9.0
0.3
na

20.3
0.3

100.0
-3.0
6.2

90.8
315085

70.0
20.8
49 .2

9.1
9.1
0.2
na

20.6
0.2

100.0

-5.3
5.7

89.0
368023
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the capacity of the economy to invest in capital goods such

as machinery, building of dwellings and other structures for

industriaL production is low. This situation worsened by

high levels of inflation prevailing (see appendix 4.t).

Tabl-e 4.5

Gross
(As a

Fixed Capital Formation in
Per cent of Gross Domestic

the Economy
nditure )

Sourcee: Compubed ueing bhe following Sources

Snodgrase, 1965: TabIe
central Bank of ceyLon Annual Seriee 1955-1990

In a situation where the rate of inflation is assumed to be

very low or zero t,he increasing GDCF indicates increasing

capital formation in the country (Oshima, L9B9:39-63). rA

great deal of physical infrastructure must be put in place

to convert traditional agriculture into modern,

commercialized agriculture and to transform handicrafts ínto

output produced in factories and plants in addition to the

construction of infrastructure' (Oshima, 1989:39-41) . Larger

proportions spent in private public and cooperation SecLors

(Table 4.5) are mainly capital intensive and do not provide

substantial employment opportunities. Nevertheless, Such

]-.eroee Fixed Capitsal Formation 10'1

1. Priwat,e & PubLic SecEor corP 4.7

1.1 Plantj-ng and Replantj-ng and Land Dewelopments na

l-.2 Building & Olher ConstsrucÈion 1'9

1.3 Pl-anE. & Machinery na

1.4 TranBpore & EquiPmenb na

l-.5 Other CapiEaJ- Goode na

2 cowernmenÈ and Public EnEerPriseê 5 -6

changes in SEocks -0.5
croês Domeêtic CapiEal Formation 9.7

Summary

crose Domeet,ic CapiEaI Fomation
1. Priwate SecEor

2. Public Cooperabions
3. covernments & PubLic EnÈerprieee
Groee Domettsic Expenditure ab C M PriceÊ 

-
Rs 'mns 3949

t-950 1960 L970 1980 1985 1990

19.5 14 .1

4.9 4 .3

6073 13444 23A43 66096 158337

17.5
13 .3

o.7
7.4

1.0
4.2
L.7

19.0

31.5
24.4

0.4
9.4
5.8
6.9
1.8
7.!
2.4

34.0

24.3
L9.4

0.4
9.0
5.2
2.4

4.9
0 .1-

24 .4

22.3
18 .1

0.4
10.9
3.9
1.8
1.0
4.2
0.3

13 .8

na

2.6
na
na

na
6.2

-0.9
12 .9

10.9
3.8
4.5

13.8)
rr.e)

8.6
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capital- investment is needed in the early phase of the agro-

industríal- transition (Oshima, A987;I989) . Over the last

forty years a continuous increase in the Fixed Domestic

Capitaf Formation (FDCF) oc-curred. FDCF more than doubled

during Ehe period, and constituted nearly a quarter of the

tot,al gross domestic expenditure in 1985. A larger

proportion of these changes had occurred in the private

sector and publíc cooperations for building and construction

purposes and for plant and machinery. These investments in

Sri Lanka can be associated with the capital investment

needed for the development of infrastructure in t,he

transport and irrigation sectors during the early stages of

the agro-industrial transition.

A large proportion of t,he GFCF Occurred in the private

sector thus indicating the important role played by the

sector in the fixed capital formation. Development which

occurred in the latter half of the observed period sa$t the

GFCF of the private sector overtaking t,hat of government or

public ent.erprises.

4. 5 ÀGRICULTT'RÀL SECTOR

When Sri Lanka emerged aS an independent nat.ion in

Lg48, the economy was agricultural, dualistic and export

oriented (Snodgrass, L966:56-21-; Karunatilake, !971:t-25;

Murdoch , !980:23 0-235) 8. The plantation sector of Lhe

economy was modern in organizational Structure and

production technology, and produced for world markets. In

the early years of economic development, the national income

of the country depended a great deal on forej-gn trade

8 Dualism in the economy has been defined as capitalistic
versus subSistence, mOnetized versuS non-mgneLized, export
versus domestic and a positive versus a zeÊo marginal
product of labour (Snodgrass, 1-966:56)
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generat.ed from plantation industries and had a high capacit,y

for labour absorption (Karunatilake, t9B7:68-69) .

4 . 5 . 1 TR.ã,DITIONÀL AGRICI'LTT'RE

The paddy sector is dominated by individual farmers

working on smalI hotdíngs, (; result of traditional patterns

of inherit.ance), Iargely practising traditional technology

and producing for subsistence (Snodgrass, 1'966:153; IBRD,

1-956 :287 ; Murdoch, 1980:227 ¡ Department of Census and

Statistics, 1983a 2239-256) . Figrure 4.3 and table 4.6 show

Some indicators which measure the level of agricultural

production in Sri Lanka. Planned agricult,ural l-and ownership

and expansion, increased use of modern technology and the

provision of more and better agricultural services were

introduced to the traditional sector mostly after

independence (Snodgrass , 1'966: l-53 - 154 ¡ Richards and

Gunaratne, 1980:1OO-1,27). With these changes, modern methods

of agricuttural production became part of the sector.

Average annual growth rates in Table 4.6 show that the

fastest growth in land area sown, production per hectare,

and productivity was in the first decade after independence.

The extent of paddy land sown increased dramatically over

the period. Progress ín agricultural development by

expanding the sown area was achieved largely by cultivat,íng

new land using irrigation (Snodgrass, L966 z1-0'7 - 108; central

Bank of Ceylon Seríes , !961--L99I) and expanding col-onization

schemes in the dry zone. As early as 1951 the Worl-d Bank

Mission suggested the merits of colonizing the dry "on"9 to

9 The dry zone areas comprise the Northern, North Central,
North Western, North East.ern, Kurunegala, Moneragala and
part of RaE,napura districts. These areas are associated with
the ancient civilization of Sri Lanka with a hj-story of more
than 25OO years. Paddy cultivation usíng irrigation is the
predominant pattern in these areas.
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Successiveenhance paddy production (IBRD , 7.956:100) .

governments improved paddy production

Table 4.6
Indicators of Agricultural Production: 1950-1990

Compute Us Data ObtaSources:
Central
Snodgras
I7
Notes:

Bank of Ceylon 1975: 1985:
s, L966:101 Table 5.2, L57

rom
1990
Table 6-L4, ]-62 Tabfe 6-

' OOO HA - Thousand Hectares ' 000 MT Thousand Metric Tons
Rs Milns - Rupees Millions
(9) per '0OO ha (10) Rs per ha (11) per ton of production

in Sri Lanka by expanding colonization schemes in the dry

zone areas. The Interim Development Pl-an of 195L-1955, The

Ten Year Pl-an of 1959-1969 and The Five Year Plan of L972-

1950 r-960 1-975 198s 1990

Gross Extent Sown '000 HA

Fertil-ízer Issued '000 MT

Credit Grant.ed Rs Milns

Production ' 000 MT

Purchase under Guaranteed
Price Scheme ' 000 MT

No of Cultivators '000

43]-

na

na

688

7

r484

354 101 5

882 727

153 156

r20 t48

2661 2063

594

20

na

]-344

696

98

55

]-729

682

1689 7 48 851_ 902

Average Annual- Increase/Decrease (Per cent)

L950 / 60

Gross Extent, Sown (9) 3.8-

Fertilizer per HA na

Credit Granted Rs (10) na

Productíon per HA 4.3

Purchase Under GPS (11) 0.0

Farmers per HA sown -L.7

Productivity per lIA 7 .4

L960 /75

L.7

20 .9

na

0.6

-4.1,

1,2.5

L97s / 85

2.7

2.2

7.2

2.O

-9 .2

-1.0

2.5

tgss / 90

-3.5

4.7

9.8

-1.3

26 .6

5.0

-5.2
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lg76 SpeIl- out schemes for agricultural development by

expand.ing irrigation in the dry zorae areas. The GaI Oya,

Udawalawe, Mahaweli located in the North Eastern, Eastern,

North Central, Monaragala and Hambantota districts are Some

of the river vaI1ey aevefoprãnt schemes (district locations

are given in figure 3.1) that been successfully implemented

to bring additional land in the dry zor:re areas under

cultivation. The latest of such major irrigation schemes,

the Mahawel-i development scheme contribuLed 8.2 percent of

the total rice production of t,he count.ry in 1987, while it

accounts for approximately 6 per cenL of the country' S total

Iand area (National Planning Division, 1-987:58) . Increasing

yields of existing paddy lands was an important aspect of

improved prod,uction. The use of modern methods of farming,

easy and fast transportation and the marketing of produce

with a profit to the farmer led to a gradual breakdown of

trad.itional methods of produ"tiorr.

Non-availability of fertilizer and lack of know-how to

use such modern methods are among important reasons why use

of fertilizers was not prevalent among traditional- farmers.

The government was in a positj-on to impart the knowledge'

provide the necessary fertilizers at a subsidized rate and

pfay a major role as the agent of change (Kuranatilake,

1,g7L:56) . In the period 1956 to 1,962 fertj-Iizer consumption

in the paddy sector increased by about 250 per cent as a

resul-t of the government fertillzet subsidy and the

production of fertilízer through (Kuranat.ilake, L977-29L) the

State Fertilizer Cooperation from t97O (Central Bank of

Ceylon, LTTO: ) . The l-982 Agricultural Census showed that the

use of fertilizer was still below the optimum level- in all
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the major crops (Department of Census and Statistics,

1983a2274), specially among small holders (Department of

Census and Statist,ics, I993a:.274) .

Mod.ernization in agricultural production also came

through the adoption of improved techniques whil-e

maintaining the labour intensive nature of the Sector.

Increased use of appropriaLe modern techniques helped hard

manual work, such as preparing the tand for sowing and

harvesting. The use of tractors (mainly hand tractors) in

paddy cul-tivation increased to 1736 in 1-963 compared to 559

in l-955 (Kuranatil-ake, a97az 101) . By ]-979 this number had

al-most trebled to 27 ,763 (Centra1 Bank of CeyIon, a9 83: B9

Table 9.3) and at l-east 4588 new tractors had been

registered since 1-979 (Central- Bank of Ceylon , a9B3:7'7

Table 4.7) . Various improved practices such aS various

methods of transplanting, Such aS broadcast sowing produced

striking resuLts (Snodgrass, 1966:L59) .

In the early stages of the agro-industrial- transition

the productivity of the paddy sector was expected to
j-ncrease, but inducing farmers to produce more than their

consumption requirements was a challenge. During a quarter

of a century after independence, the Guaranteed Price Scheme

had to be increased severaf f o1d (Tabl-e 4 .6) as a way of

such inducement. The role of the government in sensitizing

paddy farmers to increase production and produce beyond

their consumption requirements was important in the first

three decades after independence. The Guaranteed Price

Scheme (GPS) was one of the important policy instruments

used by the government to popularise the concept of

producing for a market among the paddy cul-tivators. The
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idea was to create a situatíon where the traditional farmer

woul-d be tempt.ed to produce beyond subsistence l-evel- and

sell- a part of his/her produce at a profitable price. At

certain periods the price guaranteed by the government was

twice the prevailing world market price for paddy (Moll-er,

1"972:28 ; Karunatilake , L9'7L; Snodgrass, 1'966:16L-1'62;

Central Bank of CeyIon, a970-79: series and 1-980-89:

series) . A second objective of the GPS was to free the

farmer from foreign competition. The cost of imported paddy

was very much lower than the cost of local production. Sri

Lanka prior to the late 19BO'S imported a larger proportion

of rice which was the staple diet of the people.

Avaílability of cheaper foreign rice in the market acted as

a disincentive to the farmer to increase production.

Improving marketing facilities of rice production was

another step towards improvement ín the paddy sector.

The cooperative system with a wide network of branches

also played a rol-e in modernizing the agricultural- sector.

Cooperatives bought and sold goods at a price level- fixed by

the governm.rrtlo so that the farmer received a fair price

for his produce and pocketed the total profit. The

guaranteed price produce was collected in the respectíve

areas of cul-tivation through agricultural production and

sales societies. Cooperatives provided the storage

facitíties needed by the farmers. In the mid 1980's when

paddy production increased witfr modernization in the sector,

and the country was becoming close to self

10 In this way the private t.raders who wouLd buy the produce
at a 1ow price from the farmer and seIl at a higher price
were eIíminated. Such activity would have strengthened the
internal trading activity but the farmers would not have any
incentive to produce more, since producing for commercial
purposes was not practised.
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sufficiency, the government opted to play a lesser role in

St.rengthening the private Sector and reducing intervention

in paddy price determination.

Provisíon of experimental and research services to

strengthen non-commercial agricultural- production increased

productivity in traditional agricuwlture. The Rice Research

Institutes in Batatagoda (dry zone) and Bombuwafa (wet zone)

were set up to conduct experiments involving rice varieties

and yields (Karunatilake, 1-9'71:56) .

Agricultural credit helped farmers to increase the use

of technology in t,he paddy. Provision of banking services to

provid.e credit creat.ed additional- employment. avenues. Credit

services for farmers were needed aS most of the farmers were

poor and could not afford even the most essentíal- of capital

investment for their land (Karunatilake, 1987) . Agriculturaf

insurance services were needed to help wit.h the natural-

hazards that affected the paddy production. A vast array of

credit societies and branches attached to commercial banks

came into being to faciLitate such services. New

agricultural credit Schemes attached to The People's Bank,

The Bank of Ceylon and Rural Credit Societies were some of

t.hese societies.
Thus a striking feature in the agricultural sector

af t.er independence during the 1950 -1,960 decade has been the

rapid increase in output of paddy. This was an outcome of

the development act.ivities evident due to increased area

under padd.y cultivation, fertilizers marketing, and modern

technology introduced to the sector. The average paddy

yields per hectare were higher in the Accelerated Mahaweli

Development Project area where planned modernization in
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agriculture had been introduced (National Planning

Division , I987:59) .

Table 4.'7 shows that, paddy cultivators comprised a

substantial- proportion of :-n" total employed population.

Historically, the paddy secLor contained a large proportion

of workers in agriculture sector. Along with the increase in

paddy production, the number of farmers working in the

Tabl-e 4.7
proportion of Paddy cultivators in Total Employment

Sources:
Ranasinghe, 1952:224-234; Department of Census and Statistics, I9'74:13-
?5 Tables 5.9,5.10; :-976268 Tabfe 9; :-982a:21 Table 11; A987a:98 Table
2I¡ !99Lc:2-3 Tabfes 4,5,6
Notes: Figures for 1980-1990 are based on inflated survey data-
Numbers in parentheses are total numbers in thousands

paddy sector had increased. According to Richards and

Gunaratne(1980:79) more farmers were absorbed into paddy

cuLtivation by different means which ranged from 'new

irrigation and colonization scheme and squatting in the

Eastern and North Central Provinces, f ragirnentation on a

11
I2
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diminished land base in the Western Province,

fragmentation and Some expansion in the North Western

and Central- provinces and expansion into l-ess f avourable

Iand in the Northern Provincet. Nevertheless, TabIe 4.6

presented previously and figure 4.3 show that the

productivity in paddy farming has declined since the

1980's.

Development in the paddy sector discussed above

has been mainly directed towards the dry zorLe

farmers, who handl-ed the major proportion of the

l-and area under cul-tivat.ion. A larger proportion of

the f armers were in the dry zon'e and the benef its

accrued by the wet zor:re f armers whose land hol-d

size was much less (Department of Census and Statistics,

1983a), were minimal leading to under employment among wet

zone farmers.

The investigation of the pattern and level- of

development in paddy agriculture is important in the context

of t.his thesis. Labour intensive traditional agriculture has

been and still remains the major source of employment in Sri

Lanka accounting for cLose to half of the total employment

in the country and a major source of employment for females

d.iscussed, previously (Table 4.3) . In the period reviewed,

some degree of modernization in the inherently traditional

agricultural Sector had occurred nevertheless, âS shown

previously (in Table 4.6 ) the productivity in this sector

has decl-ined. This study investigates the issues regarding

femal-e labour underutilization problems associated with

agricult.ural- employment .
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4.5.2 PLA}ITÀTION AGRICULTURE

Initially privately owned commercial plantations

became the modern sector of agriculture and production ín

this sector caters mainly to foreign markets. Figure 4.4

and table 4.8 show the patterns of growth in commercial-

agricultural- crops. The major commercial crops of tea,

rubber and coconut together earned the bulk of the country's

export earnings and contributed a large share of revenue to

the country, though various taxes Levied on exports. The

rel-ative importance of the contribution of these crops as

the major foreign income earners in the L950's and 1960's

(Snodgrass, 1966 59) has declined since the mid 1980's,

mainly because of the increased contribution of the non-

traditional exports and the contribution of domestic goods

and services especialty the manufacturing sector to the

government revenue (Central Bank of Ceylon, 1-989:

Statistical Appendix, Tables 30, 31, 61).

At a t.íme when monetary transactions were not prevalent

in traditional agriculture, wage employment was introduced

in plantation agriculture and the largest proportions of

employees continue to be in commercial agriculture.

According to I97I census data, approximately 77 per cent of

wage earners in agricul-ture were in plantations and the 1981

census showed that thís proportion had increased to BB per

cent (Department of Census and Statistics, 1986b:l'98 table

L2.9) .

The fl-uctuations in the agricultural production shown

in tabl-e 4.8 are due to the volatility of plantation

agricultural production to the vagaries of cl-imatic

conditions and market forces (Central Bank of Ceylon,
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Lg75:243 ¡ 1,g76:t6-L7) . Until the 1980's commercial

agriculture had been the main foreign income earner in the

economy. Nevertheless, fluctuating foreign demand for

commercial agri-cultural products created problems in the

balance of pa)¡ments, monetary movements and public finance
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of the country (Widanapathirana in Rasaputra et.aI.,

l-986 2L9) .

Declining growth as reflected in the negative rates of

production in the tea Sector Since the 1960's as Shown in

tabl-e 4.8 were largely due t,o changes in the management or

ownership of tea and rubber assets in Sri Lanka when the

country became fully independent of British ruIe. During the

1970's prod.uction was further affected by Land Reform Laws

of L972 and the Land Reform Amendment Law Number 39 of :-.975

which brought the privately owned commercial- estates under

State ownership. Thus, uncertainty of ownership prior to

land reforms led to the internal- deterioration of the

plantation sector (Gooneratne and wesumperuma 1'984:39-40, 6-

7) .

In the early l-970's the government of sri Lanka became

the largest employer of plantation labour in the country,

creating a new chapter in estate management aS well aS

estate labour management. This change was due to the Land

Reform Law which vested estate lands owned or poSSeSSed by

public companies with the Land Reform Commission (Central

Bank of Ceylon, L976:) . The state became the principle owner

of plantation land and after the early 1970's the plantation

sector of Sri Lanka was Subjected to significant

institutional changes which eliminated the foreign ownership

of plantation land and restricted for the first time, Sri

Lankan ind.ividual private ownership to an upper ceiling of

50 hectares.

A continuous decline in production is observed

throughout the period commencing from the early l-970's due

to the neglect of estate maíntenance in relation to
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fertilizer applications, regular vacancy filling and

replanting, soil conservation, land development, building

and factory improvement and other ancillary facil-ities such

aS housing and sanitation (Gooneratne and Wesumperuma,

1-984: 13 - 14 ) . The high cost of f ertil' izer and the need to

Save foreign exchange imposed a general restriction on the

use of fertilizer during the period although the new

management would not have realized the immediate

consequences of restrictions on fertilizer-

Und.er the ne\^r management there was a decl-ine in

realised replanting t.argets, which in the long term

affected the volume of tea picked. SimilarJ-y with the

government take over of tea plantations, a serious cut back

was observed in the capítal development of plantations

particularly in rel-ation to soiL conservation, maintenance

of buildings and improving factories and other ancillary

facil-it.ies (Gooneratne and Wesumperuma, t9B4:L-29) .

An understanding of the economic contribution of the

plantation sub-Sector is important in the context of this

thesis because it facilitates an understanding of the nature

of employment in the SecLor. In this regard secondary and

tertiary industries in terms of agrícultura1 processing and

services were initially introduced in the plantation Sector.

By far the most important contríbution of plantations to the

economy is the modernízation in the agricul-ture sector

itself through the int,roduct,ion of wage employment into the

sector. Survey and census data show that the largest

proport.ion of wage earners in agriculture are among

plantation workers (Department of Census and Statistics,

1-976 68 Table 9; SE&LFS 1985/86 Data Tape, Samarasinghe and
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Coughlan êd., L99L:15L-191), however, the sector is also

assocíated with low wage l-evel-s and poor living conditions

among plantat,ion workers (Kurian, l-985; Samarasinghe and

Coughlan , L991: l-83-l-9L) . A second aspect of the importance

of the plantation sector to this study is the involvement of

Ind.ian Tamil workers who have become Sri Lankan citizens.

Their cul-tural and demographic characteristics and

behavioural- patterns contribute to the patriarchal SociaI

val-ues (Kurian , !985 :40-51') in the transitional- society of

Sri Lanka.

4.6 !ÍÀ¡TUFACTT'RING SECTOR

The growt,h leve1 and pattern of manuf acturing

industries is a key determinant in the agro-industrial

transition (Oshima , 1987) . Table 4.9 indicates the

composition and growth patterns in the manufacturing sector

in Sri Lanka. At least four fifths of the total value of

output in the manufacturíng Sector is determined by three

broad groups of product comprísing food and beverages;

textiLes, wearing apparel and leather products; chemical,

petrofeum, coal, rubber and plastic products. The dominance

of these categories is observed throughout the period and a

noteworthy trend, is the emergence of textil-es aS an

important contríbutor to the total- value of output in the

manufacturing industries (Daily News, 1992:February 19;

tgg3:December L7). This trend is a result of t.he expansion

of the wearing apparet and textile índustries through locaL

and foreign investment enterprises associated with the Free

Trade Zone industries (FTZ) and Foreign Investment Advisory

Committee (FIAC) sponsored industries. Since late L950's

government policies were directed towards luring direct
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Table 4.9
Percentage Distribution and Growth of Output in the
Manufacturing Sector

sources: cenEral Bank of Ceylon, !974-L990 (Seriee)

Notea: See annex 4,1 for detaile of Sectoral Sharee of GDP during Ehe periode

foreign investment to the country by offering concessions

for such investments. This pol-icy of offering concessions

for foreign capital investments received a new impetus from

the early 1980rs.

Table 4.9 indicates that the share of some

manufacturing industries dectined over the period. The

capital- intensive public sector industries producing vtood

and wood products, non-met.al1ic mineral- products, basic
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mineral products, and other manufactured products,

functioned on imported raw materials. During periods of

foreign exchange crisis t.he output was Iow because the

supply of raw materials had to be restricted. Capital

intensive manufacturing industries have a 1ow potential for

Iabour absorption and had been run on a l-ow product.ivity

basis because the emphasis of government policy was on

social- welfare (Richards and Gunaratne, 1980:1-35; issues

Such as high productivity and profit motives were Secondary

(Karunatilake, a987:1-49-150) . Therefore in spite of an

expansion in the share of manufacturing in the sectoral

composition of GDP during mid 1970's there was no sol-ution

to the problem of labour underutilization.

4.6.L PRODUCTIVITY IN THE MA¡IIIFACTT'RING SEETOR

Figure 4.5 (see Appendix 4.2) indicates the growth

rates in productivity in manufacturing industries for

Selected years. Productivity is calculated aS the value of

output per capita obtained by dividing sector output by the

total employed in the sector. The years indicating output

are selected to compare with available employment data for

those years.

Figure 4.5 shows that the period L973/tgts was

associated with a high level of productívity for alI the

manuf acturing industries except non-metal-l-ic mineral

products. The output in rel-ation to employment in the Sector

was substantial. Nevertheless, the manufacturing industries

cont,ributed only in a limited way to the expansion of

employment in the sector during the 1,973/1975 period. In

fact during the period, Some industries such as food and

beverages and fabricated metal products experienced a
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decline in employment. The only group of industries which

experienced a substantial amount of employment growth was

13the textiles-', wearing apparel and leather products group

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1976:70-73, Table 9;

1-985a:98-110, Table 2L). Probably this is a result of the

expansion of labour intensive as wetl aS capital intensive

aspects of this industry.

Growth rates of productivity for 1-975 and L978 show a

drastic decl-ine from the previous period. This is largely

because of the substantial increase in employment without

relative adequate increases in output (Karunatilake, 1,987) .

However the productivity of non-metallic mineral products

and manufactured products was not affected and hence, these

industries suffered a decline in emplo)¡ment.

4. 6 .2 RECEÑT DE\¡ELOP}ÍET{ÍTS IN TIAI{UFACTT'RING ITIDUSTRY
PROMOTION

The bal-ance of payments dífficulties that the country

constantly faced after the mid 1950's brought to light not

only the importance of developing import substituting

ind.ustries, but. also the need to look f or f oreign exchange

from Sources other than the traditional plantations

(Karunatilake, a971:60). Since L977 the policy of import

substitution industrial development was abandoned for

export-Ied industrial development. Export-led manufacturing

industrial growth was experimented with even before 1977 in

an attempt to develop non-traditional exports (Colombage and

Karunaratne, 1986) . The privat.e sector played a major role

in the development of the manufacturing industry under the

guidance of (1) Lhe Greater Colombo Economic Commission, (2)

13 Manufacture
CIassífication
categories 22LL

textiles include International
Industries Category 221- & four digit
1,9

of
of
-22
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the Foreign Investments Appraisals Commission, and (3) the

Local fnvestments Appraisals Commission. A very favourable

investment climate \^¡as created by the government through a

propaganda campaign and by offering a package of investment

incentives, together with the establ-ishment of free trade

zones and tax free investment, zones outside the FTZ to

implement foreign investment in the country. Concessional-

l-oan facilities of international Iendíng institutions were

harnessed to provide credit to potential investors.

Liberal-ization of imports of raw materials machinery and

spares began to show results in t.erms of increased output.

Public sector industries al-so experienced a change in

management policy. The government giave up the protectionist

policy and the industries were exposed t.o foreign

competition resulting from the relaxation of import controls

on a wide variety of consumer goods making the industry more

dynami-c, productive and efficient in the long run. The

government monopoly in these industries was gradually given

up and severaL public sector industries were opened up for

the private sector 'know-how' managtement, experience and

capital. One resul-t of such liberal policies was the higher

capacity utilization of foreign raw material starved

industries.

4 .6 .3 PROBLEMS FACING I'ÍAÀIUFACTTTRING IIIDUSTRIES

Increasing dependence upon imported raw materials

became a dominant feature of the development of

manufacturing industries in Sri Lanka. After the

liberalization of trade in L977 the dependency of

manuf acturing industries on imported ral^¡ material-s
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increased (table 4.10) . This indicates not only the

wulnerabíIity of industríal production to the variation in

world market prices of raw mat,erials, but al-so of net

foreign exchange earnings which would be used to import the

necessary requirements (Jayat.illeke and Gunawardana, a989 :2-

36) .

Table 4.L0
Percentage of
Industries

Imported Raw Material in Manufacturing

Source: Centraf Bank of CeYlon, 1986:
National Planning Divlsion,
Department of National Pl-anning, 1983-l-989

One effect of Such dependence on imported raw materials

is that markets have to be found for the fínished goods and

the local ind.ustry had to compete with other international

competitors producing the same finished product. Devoid of

protection, any industry that could not survive such

competition had to be closed down.

In spite of the export oriented policy ' a large

proportion of foreign earnings have to be spent outside to

buy the necessary raw materials for the industry. Thus, the

residual major effect shoul-d be the substantial provision of

employment for a large number of unemployed young persons.

Descript ion 1-976 1985

Food, Beverages and Tobacco
Textiles, V'Iearing App and Leather Products
Wood and Wood Products
Paper and Paper Products
Chemical Petrofeum
Coal and Rubber Products
Non MetaIlic Mineral- Products
Basic Mineraf Products
Fabricated Mineral Products
All- Manufacturing Industries -

37
74
43
60

20
97
10
60

94
100

83
17
70

98
100

59
NS

89
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Sri Lanka has experienced persistently high unemployment

among the educated young people since the 1960's (ILO,

1971,a) which is an outcome of inward oriented development

which does not have the capacity to absorb the output from

the school-s in productive employment.

Tabl-e 4.1-1, índicates that the capacity utilization of

some manufacturing industries is quite l-ow. The lower

capacity util-ization of some industries such as basic

Table 4.11
Ca acit Utilization of Manufactur Industries

Sources: Central Bank of Ceylon, L9'75¿, 1-9'lBz 1987
Notes: Each industry:100

metal-l-ic products is partly a resu1t of heavy import

dependency for raw materials in manufacturing and partly the

scarcity of finances for the importatíon of raw materials on

which the industry depends (Colombage and Karunaratne, 1-986;

Karunatil-ake, A9B7) . Over the period vast improvements in

the capacity ut.ilization of more labour intensive industries

such as textiles, wearing apparel and l-eather products have

led Lo increased employment. In the context of the

prevailing l-evel of labour underutilization an important

aspect of manufacturing development is to increase the

r97 5 r97B 1987

Food and Beverages 69

Textil-es Wearing Apparel 53
V,iood and V,Iood Products 49
Paper and Paper Products 60

Chemicals Petrofeum Coaf Rubber Pl-astic Products 61
Non Metal-Iic Mineral Products 58

Basic Metaftic Products 34

Fabricated Metal Products 51

Manufacturing nes 48

Atl Manufacturíng Industries 64

IU
62
78
'72

67
'71

63
64
79
'70

B7

99
B9
o?

68
15
32
B2

96
79
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capacity util-ization of industries that can absorb more

labour resources.

4.6.4 COTTÀGE AÌ{D INFOR!Í,AL IIIDUSTRIES

The expansion of informal manufacturing and service

activíties has been observed in the early stages of the

agro-industriat transition when agricultural productivity

increases and the transference of labour occurs from

agricultural- to non-agricultural activitíes (Oshima, L987) .

Unique features of informal- activities are the complexity

and heterogenity of such activities (Jones and Manning

1991). A drawback in analysing such activities is the

paucity of employment data which differentiate between

formal and informal-. The specific contributions of cottage

industries or the informal Sector to the national economy

are not identified by the national accounts.

Nevertheless, cottage industries which included both

formal and informal economic activities play a vital rofe in

the rural- economy of many Less Developed Countries. In early

1950's the World Bank Mission which made an eval-uation of

the economic potential- in Sri Lanka for industrialization

(IBRD, 1956:505-605) noted the importance of the development

of cottage industries for the development of the ruraf
L4economy A considerabte proportion of the village

population were engaged in cottage industries such as

textile weaving, coir makíng, pottery making and Seri

culture (Department of Census and Statistics, 1951:193-L94).

Largely these industries are informal and have been the

source of home-based employment. for women (Department of

non-farm
large

t4 Hewavít.harana , (L990:5-58) points
employment is an important aspect of
number of people in rural- areas.

out
the

that rural
l-ives of a
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Census and Statistics, 1951- :231- ¡ Hewavitharana , L9 90 : l-5 ) .

The development of cottage industries has been hampered by

the paucity of trained personnel, improved equipment, funds

and markets for the finished products. In the l-ate 1940'S to

the early l-950's Severaf government departments played a

role in helping these industries adjust to a competitive

market (Department of Census and Statistics, 1951¡ 1952-53;

58-60:series; 1-960). From the Late 1950's to the present

cot,tage industries have been relatively neglectedls, even

though the establishment of cottage industries on a wider

scal-e in rural areas would have provided avenues of

employment for underutilized labour in those areas.

4.7 SERVICES SECTOR

Since independence there has been a rapid increase in

the services Sector of the economy which resulted in

substantial- increase of employment in the public sector.

Massive infrastructural investment occurred to cater for the

increasing demand for a modern telecommunication System in

Sri Lanka (Department of Census and Statistics, 'L960:234-

235; Central Bank of Ceylon , A979:95 Tabl-e 9 -5; National-

Planning Division, a987:92) which helped to bring modern

ideas closer to the irat rural areas of t.he island. Since

1-977 road passenger services provided by the State is open

for public ownership, and the private Sector is al-so allowed

to provide passenger transport. The State transport Services

have been an important avenue of employment creation

(Centra1 Bank of Ceylon, !970:78).

l-5 For example the The Ten Year Plan 1-959-1969, The
InvestmenL Programmes since 1980's do noL indicate
planned development for cottage industries.

Public
any
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The expanded consumption of energy reflects increased

levels of modernization in the economy due to the use of

vehicular transport and to enhance the quality of life.

Petroleum thermal el-ectrícíty and hydro-electricity were the

main sources of energy (National Planning

Division/Department, L987 :96 ; 1988 : 84; 1'991') however, they

accounted for only 30 percent of total- energy consumption in

the country as at 19Bg (National Planning Division, !988:.82-

83). FueI wood. and agricul-tural waste constitute the main

source of non-commercial energy.

Table 4.L2 indicates trends and indícators in the

d.evetopment of educational facilities. In transitional Asia

two service industries that, provided a better quality of

life while being the agents of change towards westernization

were education and health services (CaldweLI, 1982,'Jones,

Igg2; Jayaweera, t9'79; Department of Census and Statistics,

1981-) . In Sri Lanka the rise and expansion of massive

service d,elivery in health and education in the public

Sector created employment for a large Segment of educated

populatj-on particularly for females. Under British coloniaL

ruLe the policy in Sri Lanka was influenced by the British

educat.ion policy which was the 'tacit acceptance of the

fact ' that in the long run the education had to be Secular,

compulsory and at public expense (Ministry of PIan

Implementation , a981:52 ) . Sínce the free education was

introduced in L945 a rapid expansion of educational

f acilit.ies took place (Ministry of Pl-an Implementation,

1981:55). The government expendj-ture on education increased

and t.able 4.1-3 shows that in a matter of two decades f rom

1950-1,960 the school--going population doubled. The increased
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0.5
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Table 4.12
Growth of Tnfrastructure and Servi-ces Related to Education

Sources:
Department of Census and Statistics, 1953:84, L960:185-185
Statesman' s Year-Book Series 1946-1970
Central Bank of Ceylon, 1971':207 Table II (1) 2

Central- Bank of Ceylon/Sri Lanka, !985, 1-992:95 Table 1-0.2
Notes: (1) Refers to the situation as at L952
Number of schools, school going population, nuÍber of
teachers, & expenditure on education under are for 1959 and
the number of government schools are for year 1958.
5-I4 population is estimated using census populations of
1963 1-971-, 1981 and projected for 1986 and 1990 using
exponential growth rate.

consumption of educational services was partly a result of

the government policy which focussed on increasing school

attendance and incLuded the expansion of educat.ional welfare

services to provide a midday meal and free books
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(Ranasinghê,1950; Department of Census and Statistics,

1953; 1958; 1-960). The supply of infrastructure and services

in terms of the number of schools and teachers had to be

increased accordíngly. growth rates of schools and

teachers although higher in t,he earlier periods, Ievelled

off in the latter periods when the incidence of

participation was associated with the declining school-age

population resulting from fertilityl6 declines.

Increased demand for health services delivered by both

an indigenous system of medicine which created employment in

the privat.e sector and a western system is related to the

massive increase in population and the ability to meet the

demand for better quality life. Figure 4.6 and Appendix 4.4

indicate the growth of healt,h services and infrastructure

for selected years. Such service delivery necessitated the

expansion of health services_ creaEing employment for a large

number of persons in the public as well as the private

sector (National Planning Division, 1988:95). Over the last

30 years, substantial investments have been made in the

development and improvement of health services (Department

of Census and StatisEics, t973a220 Table 16). Figrrre 4.6

shows that during the first two decades after independence

t.he number of doctors increased rapidly in response to the

increasing demand for western medical- services (Ministry of

Planning and Employment, l97t; Ministry of PIan

Implementation, L981:L1-0) . Increases in t.he number of para-

medical personnel such as nurses, midwives and attendants

indicate the exp.ansion of health services in the economy

through out the period concerned. A part of such services

16 patterns of fertility and mortality decline are discussed
in chapt,er 4
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were field workers who helped to make dramatic improvements

in the health conditions of the peripheral populations.

The share of expenditure on health services in the

total domestíc expenditure had more than doubled between

1960 to L98O (See Appendix nlt.l . Such expenditure reflects

the investment in infrastructure, cechnical- capital and

professionaL services which is discussed above.

Oshima (1987:6) notes that technologies and

institutions which have been borrowed and adapted from the

west pfay an important role in the economic transition of

Asia. Development of a large number of institutions to cater

for demands of a modern economy is a third aspect of the

development of the services sector in the ""orro*y17. 
this

was mainly in the field of trade and finances that spilled

over to the other sectors of the economy from the plantation

sector. These institutions catered mainly for the public

sector but in recent times were vast.ly expanded t.o service

the private sector demands. These ancillary services

included the development of banks and other financial

institutions such as the Central Bank and a number of

commercial banks. Expansion of the public administ.ration is

seen and the development of a massive clerical- in the public

sector as a result. Thus the government turned out to be the

main employer in the services sector.

4.8 THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN TIÍE ECONOffi:T

The private sector played an important role in the

initial stages of modernizatíon to develop a commercial

1-7 Importance of technological development and the role
ptayeã uy the institutioné in adopting new technology is
discussed in Oshima, 1987 as well as 1-99I. The experience of
Japan, Taiwan and South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore,
Thailand and Philippines, Malaysia and Sri Lanka is
contained ín these references.
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export agricultural sector within the traditional

agricultural economy. Prior to that period the contribution

of traditional farmers to the national- income was minimaL

and the IBRD mission (1956:43) even advocated that the key

role of industrialization inìri Lanka shoul-d be through the

private sector. The Ten Year PIan 1-959-69 envisaged a rol-e

for investment in the private sector and saw t.he private

sector as playing an equally important or even more

important. role in the investment in Lhe commercial crop

sector, animal husbandry, housing and other services and a

substantial role in the large scal-e industrial development

(Karunatilake, A97l- : B5) .

During the period 1-960 to the Late 1970s a change of

attitude towards the rol-e of the private Sector j-n economic

d.evelopment could be observed. The direct control- of f oreign

exchange, import controls on merchandise trade and a

protection of internat trade affected the independent

functioning of the private sector. Direct government

involvement in product.ion, trade and services could also be

seen (Jayat.illeke and Gunawardana, 1989:I-29) . The public

sector came to play t.he most important role in economic

development with large scale public sector industrial

d.evelopment and land reforms enabling the government to take

under control the privately owned commercial estates

(Ministry of Employment and PIan Implementation, L97'L) . Thus

several policies Iike national-ization of private assets,

Iand reforms etc. that. were implemented at the time, almost

amounted to harassing the private sector to economic

inaction (Colombage and Karunaratne, L986) .
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Policies since L977 as outlined in the budget speeches,

expected. the private Sector to play a more important role in

the industrial development of the country (De Me1, 1-978;

Lg79) . In the services sector, this was done by extending

direct supporL and retaxing i.fre restrictions imposed by the

previous regime. The government's Support for prívate non-

fee lewying schools, legislating for the establishment of

independent tertiary IeveI degree or diploma granting

institutions to provide training for a large number of

School- Ievers and the removal- of restrictions on private

pract.ice for t.he doctors in the public sector were some of

these Steps. The private Sector was expected to be an

effective partner with the government in achieving growth

and equity goals in the economy (Fernando, L993). The

investment promot.ing Iiberal policies gave a substantial

impetus to local and foreign private secLor investment in

industry (Centra1 Bank of CeyIon, L978-tggO: ) . The high

growth rates that have been achieved in manufacturing

ind.ustries indicates the ef f ective rol-e of the private

sector in t.he economic development of Sri Lanka.

4.9 CONCLUSTONS

The share of non-agricultural sectors dominate the

structural- composition of the gross domestic product '

Nevertheless, agricul-ture is the main Source of employment,

for more than half of the employed femal-e population. This

pattern of d.evelopment leads to the conclusion that

transference of femal-e Iabour from agricultural to non-

agricultural Sectors is occurring at a sfow pace. The growth

pace of manufacturing industries has fluctuated during the

period. examined in thís chapter and the Sectoral share of
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manufacturing is relatively Iow, comprising approximately

one fifth of current GDP. The share of employment of females

in the Services sector was found to be high but the growth

has been Static. This pattern of growth is due to government

role in creating "*pf 
oyn.it in education and heal-th

services. The conclusion that can be drawn from Such a

pattern of development is that productivity in the

agricultural- sector has not improved even though the non-

agricultural Sectors in the economy have expanded, and the

structural t.ransition of the economy from agriculture to

industry is happening at a slow pace. Un1ike other newly

industriatised or industrialising countries in East and

South East Asia (Oshima, 1,987) where the agro-industrial

transition has occurred, in the case of Sri Lanka the growth

pace of the transition is slow. The level and pattern of the

economic development in the country had defined to a great

extent the pattern of labour utilization in the country' An

equatly important determinant of labour utilization is the

growth levels and patterns of the potent.ial labour force.

Chapter Five investigates the growth patterns and

determinants of the potential l-abour f orce -
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE POTENTIAL I-AB0UR FORCE: GR0hl-l-H PATTERNS AND DETERMINANTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter .*"*i.t"l the growth patterns and

determinants of potential labour supply in the context of

demographic, educational and mobility transitions that have

taken place in Sri Lanka during the l-ast four decades. In

this context it is argued that the mort.ality, fertility and

migrat.ion transitions that occurred had accelerated the

growth of the working age population during this period. The

system of education played an interrelated dual rol-e in the

process of demographic transition. It was an important agent

of change in introducing modern skills and vafues to a

t.raditionaL society as well as a leader j-n the

westernization process, which in turn accelerated the

process of demographic transition in a country which was

stitl economically backward. Increased supply of potential

labour with higher educational levels to an economy which

was not developed enough to absorb such l-abour, lead to

Iabour underutilization.

5.2 TIIEORETICÀL CONSIDERÀTIONS

Demographic transition theory seeks explanation of the

changes that occur in birth rates and death rates as

countries experience economic development and social change.

The model however does not incl-ude examination of the

subsequent implications of the transition for the potential

Iabour supply within populations. Jones(1-992 27) notes 'in
East Asia and much of South-East Asia population growth

trend.s have had important implications for a "human capical
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d,eepening". The most straight forward connection is that

during Ehe later stages of the demographic transition, the

Iabour force continues to grow for Some decades after

fertilit,y decline, causing- the aggregate labour-force

participation rate to rise' The determinants and levels of

growth of the currenL potential Iabour suppl-y and the

quality of human capital in Sri Lanka are a lagged effect of

population growth of several- phases of the demographic and

education transitions. Therefore Èhe growth patterns and

trends of labour supply of different age groups analysed in

this study can be best understood by investigating in the

context of the demographic, education and mobility

t.ransit,ions that occurred in the country.

The basic argument in the traditional model of the

demographic transition theory is that economic change and

social development is accompanied by a sequent,ial decline in

the naturat increase rates over periods of time; t,he initial

decl-ine is in mortality which is followed by a decl-ine in

f ert,ility and there are ident.if iable stages of such a

transition (Hugo , 1981:1-18) . According to traditional

theorists (Thompson, 1'929:959-975; Notestein, 1945:36-57)

fertility levels start to decline, in the lat.er stages of

the late transition phase due to a perceived increase in

the burden of rearing and educating chil-dren (see table

5.1) . Industrial-izat,ion and urban economic growth create

greater emplo)¡ment opportunities at higher wages; when costs

and benefits of a high wage income and the costs and

benefits of bearing, rearing and educating children are

compared, further persistence of the support.s of high

fertility become economicalJ-y irrational; the lagged effect
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Table 5. L

A Summary of the St.ages of Demographic Transition

of t.he greatly improved probability of survival of infants

is an inducement to reduce fertilít.y and hence the number of

children; this desire to reduce fertility is supported by

improved method.s and more widespread knowledge and practice

of contraception. Caldwell (1'982:134-L55) restated the

demographic transition theory to provide an explanat.ion for

the demographic transition taking place in the "traditional
and transitional societies" of Asia and Africa. According

to him, in spite of prevailing low levels of economic

The stage of Transition Changes in Growth Components

(1) pre-t.ransitional- stage, fertil-ity and mortality
are high and the rate of
natural increase is low;

(2) the onset of mortality
transition

modernization processes and
epidemiological transition
but the rate of natural
increase is hígh because
fertility st,iI1 prevails at
high levels

(3) the late transitional-
stage

the stabilization of
death rates at low levels
responding to modernization
of health services; the
improved health and living
conditions bring about a
sustained low level in death
rat,es. At the initial stage
of this transition, the
1evel of population growth
is high.

(4) the final stage of
transition

slight or negative growth
with birth and death'rates
both at low l-evels with some
fluctuations in death rates
due to ageing of poPulatíon
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development, supports of high fertility were being relaxed,

because of the social changes that were taking place due to

rwesternization'1 occurring in these countries. This pat,tern

of demographic transitj-on in Some Asían countries iS one

explanation for their "rrt."Ja. 
Iabour supply and, utilization

patterns.

Zelinsky(I971' 237) notes that the'series of steps from

a totally ilIíterate society to one in which most young

adul-ts at,tend college had been hinted to as an education

transitionr The 'educational transitior-2' or the exposure

of a larger masS of population to increased education

through a modern school system had Iargely propagated

western social- concepts, attitudes and values in Asian and

Afrícan countries (Caldwe1l, ]-982241-, 65, I48, 301-364, 365;

CaldweLl, Reddy and CaldwelL, 7988 : 161-l-95) . Jones (1992 224)

attributes the improved quality of human resources in Asian

countries to the j-nfluence of the mod.ern school- system and

formal education and notes that investment ín human capital

is as important aS any other form of investment (Jones,

1-992 24) . Other related benefits derived from the exposure

of women t.o modern schooling were that it induced increased

participation in economic activity among women (Corner,

1-986: I) , raised productivity and lowered reproductivity

(Streeten and Meier, 1983:3). Underutilization of educaEed

Iabour resources would occur in a situat,ion where structural

l- Caldwell clearly distinguishes rwesternization' from
modernization and industrialization which are the pre-
transitíonal requisites of demographic transition in West,ern
countries (Ca1dwe]I, L9B2) .

2 Mass education brought in by modern schooling (Ca1dwe11
1980 225-256) and the changes it created in the Asian and
African societies and economies is referred to as the
education transition (Caldwe1l, Reddy and Cal-dwell, 1988:29-
51,80-195)
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changes in the economy are delayed and where consequently

the economy is not developed enough to absorb the more

educated job seekers.

Zelinsky (L971'2220-249) hypothesized that (table 5.2)

'for any specific "o**nrriay, the course of mobility

transition closely paralIels that of the demographic

transition and that of other transitional- sequences not yet

adequately described'. He identified five stages of the

mobility transition (internal and international) and

paraI1e11ed these stages with the five phases of demographic

transition. With respect to international mobility,

Zelinsky suggested that during phase 2, ie. the early

transitional society there would be major outflows of

emigrants to available and attractive foreign destinations

and under certain circumstances a smal-I but significant

immigration of skilled workers, technicians and

professionals from more advanced parts of the l^¡or1d. During

the tate transition periods circulatory migration for short

periods wil-I occur. There will be relat,ively large numbers

of unskilled. or low skil-Ied migrant workers from relatively

undeveloped regions to developed areas. Hugo (1984:1"-24)

observed that recent contract migrants from South and South

East Asian countries circulate for Short periods between

the countries of origin and destinat.ion. Such contract

migration to the Midd,Ie East could be identified as

international circular migration.

5.3 THE STZE OF THE WORKING AGE POPULATION

The potential labour supply for production of goods and

services in any country is drawn from the working age

populat.ion of that country. This thesis defines the working
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Table 5.2
The Course
(The First

Source: Zelinsky, I971:230 (Table r)
Note: OnJ-y selected detail-s of the TabLe are given

of Transition According to Zelinsky's Hypothesis
Three St s of Transition

MOBILITY TRÀ}ISITIONVITÀI. TBÀNSITION

PEÀSEPEASE

1 pREMoDERN TRÀNsrrroNÀL socrETY
(1) A moderateJ-y high to quite
high fertility pattern that
tends to fluctuate only
s 1 ight Iy
(2) Mortal-ity at nearly the same
as fertil-ity on the average, but
fluctuating much more from Year
to year
(3) Little if any long range
naturaf increase or decrease

A
Little genuine residential
migration and only
Iimited circulation
sanctioned by custom
Iand utilization, social
welfare visits commerce
or religious reasons

2 EÀRr,Y TRÀ¡¡srrroNÀr, socrETY
(1) Slight but significant, rise
in fertifity, which then remains
fairly constant at a high l-evel
(2) A rapid decline in mortalitY
(3) A relatively rapid rate of
increase, and thus a
major growth in size of
populat ion

(1) Massive movement
from country síde to
cities old and new
(2) Large movements
of rural folk to natural
land colonization
frontiers;
(3) Major outflows
of emigrants to

available and
attractive foreign
destinaEions under
certain circumstances, a
smal1 buÈ significant

immigration of skilled
workers, technicians and
professionals, from more

advanced parts of the
world
(5) Significant growth
in various kinds of
circulation

B

3 nrE TRÀNsrrroNÀrr socrETY
(1) À major decline in
fertility, initially
rather slightly and sl-ow
Iater quite rapid, until
another slow-down occurs
(2) A continuing, but slack
growth in population
(3 ) A signif icant , but decel-erat.ing
Natural increase at rates below
those in Phase B

(1) Slackening, but stil1
major movement from country
to city (2) Lessening flow

of migrants to colonization
fronts (3) Emigration

decfines or may have ceased
altogether (4) Further
increases in circulation
with growth in structuraf
complexity

c
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age population as comprising of persons who are 15 and more

years of age because l-0-l-4 age group is mostly enrolled in

formal schooling. According to Ministry of Education

(1986:13-14) at least B5 percent of this age group is

enrolled in school-s. In most developed countries the lower

Ievel of working age population is 15 or more years of age

and the upper age limit is considered to be 64 plus years of

age (ILO, 1-992azXT, 52-80) . In most developing countries the

lower age limit is taken aS 10 plus because a considerable

proportion of children are engaged in economic activities.

In Sri Lanka t.he earty censuses, do not define an upper or

Iower age limit of the working age population (Ranasinghe,

1950:303-306) while the Census of Population in L97t and

1981 defined the lower age limit as 10 years (five years in

1963 census) and the upper age limit as being open

(Department of Census and Statistics, L97t:1--28; 1986b:30

Appendix G; Department of Census and Statistics, L967:Annex

A). The upper age timit of the working age population is

kept open ended because persons who are more than 64 years

of age also participate in economic activity. Lack of social

security at the o1d age3 compels most workers to stay at

work beyond the age of 65 years. The upper and lower age

limits of the working age population could be relaxed

d.epending on the participation patterns and the socio-

economic conditions of the countries concerned (UN, 1980:91-

92) .

3 There is no system of o1d age social- security currently
operating in Sri Lanka. However for those who had been
employed in permanent and pensionable jobs there is an old
age retirement pension schem
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In 1-g9L the working age population of Sri Lanka was

estimated to be 7 .t million males and 6.8 million females

(Official- Projections of the Department of National

Planning, L989, Sri Lanka) . The total population is

projected to grow at least to 9.7 million males and 9.6

million females by 20L1, 4.D.. The age strucLure of the

current working age population is dominated by younger ages

with nearly two thirds being aged Iess than 34 years.

Nearly half of both genders are between the ages of 15 to 34

years however, the proportion of females in these age groups

is slightly higher than mal-es.

5.4 DEMOGRÀPHIC FACTORS DETERMINING THE POTENTIÀL LABOI]R
SUPPLY

The growth patterns of the working age population

during the period 1-946 to 1986, had been determined by the

fertility and mortality leve1s of different phases of the

demographic transition. fa¡le 5.3 shows selected fertility

and mortality rates (at the national level) and the phases

of transition that took place in Sri Lanka during the

period 1947 to 1986. On t,he whole, the entire períod is seen

to be associated with mortality decline and nearly a quarter

of a century of this transition can be associated with rapid

declines in mortality. The gains in mortatity reductions

specially among infants after 1-946 was largely a result of

the control of the malaria epidemic (Meegama , A969:297 ;

Jones and Selvaratnam , 1972:20-23; ESCAP , a976:I40 ¡ Meeg¡ama,

1980:L5 table2)4 and to the dramatic expansj-on of health

4. However Meegama (1980 :l-4\ contends
1940's and 1950' there were regional
example the IMR of Est,ate Sector was
National figure.

that in Sri Lanka in
disparitÍes. For
much higher than the
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Tabl-e 5 .3
Selected Fertilit and Mortalit Rates 1946 to 1986

Sources: Computed using data obtained from
Registrar General's Office, for years 1947-1981; Department of Census
and Statistics, 0974:115-117 Table 10), ESCAP, L976z

Notes (1) The number given is the number of children ever born to all
mothers according to the Census of Population and Housing 1946 and(2)
estimated based crude birth rates and the age structure of respective
years

Explanations of Abbreviations: -
CBR - Crude Birth Rate per '000 popufation;
CDR - Crude Death Rate per '000 population;
TFR - Totaf Fertility Rate,
IMR - Infant Mortality Rate per '000 fj-ve births,
MMR - Maternaf Mortality Rate per '000 live births)

CDR IMR MMRTFRYEAR CBR

PHASE l- Decl-ine in

1946 38.9

1-947 -51- 38.9

mortal-ity and high fertilitY

s.6(1) 22.1- 14s.0

5 .1(2) 14 .7 9s . 0 1,2 .0

20.1,

PHASE 2 Rapid decline in mortality a destabil-ized
fertility

1-952-56

1-957 -6L

]-962 - 66

1,96'7 -11,

38.1

36.5

34.3

31.1

1,1, .4

9.0

8.5

7.8

72.0

60.0

55 .0

49 -O

4

4

4

4

9

4

9

B

4.4

4.4

2.2

))

PHASE 2 Stabili-zi-ng mortaLity at a lower leve1 & decline
in fertility

L972-76 28.7 3.9 8.2 46.0 1.3

1-97'7 -8L 28.1- 3 .7 6.5 36.0 0. B

PIIASE 3 Stabilized mortal-ity at lower level- & substantial
decl-ines in fertility

26 .0 0.6

18 .520 -9 nana

2.8

5.8

6.224.1,t982-86

1-987 -9L
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Services and primary heatth care and sanitation services,

particularly during the last fíve decades (ESCAP, L976;

MOPI , I9B1 : 107 - l-l-0 ) . Fertility decline is gradual and had

lagged for more than a decade since the decl-ine in mortality

(see Table 5.3). Table 5.3 shows that it is only in the

quinquennial periods after the 1980's that substantial

declines i-n fertility could be observed. Sri Lanka had

experienced several phases of mortality and fertilíty

changes and these changes are associated with t,he

demographic transit.ion that is taking place in the country

(CafdweIl, :'.982) .

5.5 GROWTH OF THE POTENTIAL LABOI'R FORCE

Tabl-e 5 .4 and f igure 5 . 1 give total and age- sex

specific annual growth rates of ten and above, for the male

and f emal-e population during the years 1,946 to 1-985. The

Ievel-s and. patterns of 19. specific growth rates for

dífferent periods of time, âs shown in the table$.4, have

been shaped by d.emographic and mobility transitions. The

working age population of Sri Lanka had been increasing at

a declining rate since 1953, with the decline being slightly

more intense among males. The high growth rates of the young

adult cohort from the L970's onwards is a lagged effect of

the phase 2 of. rapid. decline in mort,ality and destabilized

fertility as is Shown in tables.3. The growth patterns are a

result of the earJ-y phases of the demographic transition

that is taking place. The higher growth rates of the female

working age population in more recent years woul-d have

contributed to their entering the labour force in increasing

numbers. Labour force participation patterns of females wiII

be invest.igated in the next Chapter.
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Tabl-e 5.4
Growth Rates (per cent) of Population aged LO-49 years by
Age Group and Gender 1-946-1985.

Sources:- The Department of Census and Statistícs, 1986a212-L5 Table 5;
t9'75:13 Table 7; 1985a:7 Tabfe3;
I987a:77 Tabf e 1; ESCAP, 1"976: Appendix A.

5.5.1 MORTALITY TRAI{SITION AIiID THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR

WhiIe the total population growth rates incorporate

the effects of fertility, mortal-ity and migration on aL1 age

groups, the growth rates of the working age population

indicated in table 5.1 indicate the impact of mortality and

migration and the lagged effect of fertility on labour

supply. The growth rates of those who were born before 1'946

(ESCAP 1-976 27) , ie prior to phase 1 as indicated in

tab1e5.3, are generally associated with low rates of natural

increase. Cochrane and Zachariah (1983:L9) found that 'when

the effect of post neo-natal mortality on fertility is

Growth Rates Per cent
L9s3/46 1963/s3 a97a/æ 7981-/7r L985/81-

Male Fema]e Male Femal-e Male Femal-e Male Female Mal-e Female

Age Group

10-14 1.9 1.9 3 .5 3 .'7 2.2 2 -3 0.5 0.5 1-.7 r.6

15-1"9 0.0 1.0 3.5 3.8 3.4 3.5 1.8 1.8 r.2 1.1

20-24 2.1

25-29 2.7

30-34 2.r

3s-39 r.6

2 0.1

L 2.r

3 1.5

r 2.0

2 1,-5

0

0

2

3

z

2

z

a

4 1.0 1,.7 4.5 4.2 7.7 1.9 -0.9 0.3

40-44

45-49

2

2

0.9 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 -2-0 1.3

2.8 0.8 1.3 4.4 4.8 -2 .3 0.5

2.4 0.9 1. B 1.5 t -6 1.8 3 .'7

2.7 2.4 3.0 1.5 2.3 -0.3 2.2

2.L 1.9 3.1 0.7 L.7 -0.5 2.4

Total- 10+
2.1- 2.2 3 .3 2 .8 2.5 2.8 1.8 2 -2 0.3 2 .0

All Ages
2.7 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.2 1.8 r.7 0 -2 1.3
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Iarger the lower the level of income' Study by

Meegama(1980:15-50) show a hígh level of neo-nataI and post

neo-naLal mortality in Sri Lanka in l-950's and even

extending up to L974. He observed that high infant mortality

was caused by low income f.-rJf=, Iiving conditions and other

environmental factors. Table 5. l- suggests that in the mid

1940's and L95O's high fertility prevailed in Sri Lanka,

along with high infant mortality. Dangalle (1,982:9) sees thís

pattern as common to 'al-l less developed countries which

have experienced a high rate of mort,ality in the j-mmediate

past' . During the 1950ts and l-960's there were also reasons

other than the high teveL of infant mortality, for the

continued preval-ence of hígh fertility in Sri Lanka. Infant

mortalit,y was highest among f amilies where f athert s

occupation was related to agricultural activities (Meegama,

L98O). The economy was largely agriculturals (Department of

Census and Statistics, 197 4:73 Table 5 . 9 ) and because

additional- farm hands to the family were an asset in the

long run (Oshima , L987 ¡ Ca1dwell , A982:1-43 ) it was rational

to build larger families. Such large families ín turn helped

the continuity of the patriarchal- productíon system

(CaldwelI, 1'982:108) .

The cohorts of working age population of the pre-

transition phase who were also exposed to other devastating

experiences Iike the Second WorId War and other natural

cafamitíeS like epidemics, economic receSSions, show Iower

growth rates (Hugo, A981:1-1-8). The growth associated with

the LO-L4 year, 1-5-1-9 year and 20-24 year age groups of

5. The percentage of persons who were engaged in
agricultural occupation were 68 percent of total
population in 1953; and 63 percent in 1963

employed
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1946-1953 period and 20-24 age group of 1953-63 period shown

in table5.4, are a by-product of such situations. Among

these cohorts are those who were either born during the

Second Worl-d War or experienced it aS children. They were

victims of devastating epidemics like malaria, with the

worst years of the malaria epidemic in Sri Lankan history

being 1,934 and 1935. In 1935 infant mortality exceeded 260

per thousand births (ESCAP, L976; MOPI, I98l-:106-108). There

were also food Shortages due to restrictions on food imports

(Karunatj-Iake, 1971-) during the world war. From the mid

1930's to 1-946, infant mortality was stiIl high, ranging

between 195 and 1,46 per t,housand births (ESCAP , 1'97 6: l-15) ,

this was also due t,o other causes such aS premature births,

conrnrlsions, pyrexia, influenza, phenomena and other plagues

(MOPI , A981:1-08) .

The growth rates as shown in tabIe5.4, of population

cohorts since L946, who were born during periods of high

fertility and declining mortality are high. The period of

stabil-ity during the post-independence períod as wel-I as the

provision of basic needs in terms of free health, education

and essential- food items at subsidised prices to the

population increased t.he longevity of t,he population

immensely6 (IINTCEF , a985 : V; Richards and. Gunaratne, l-980 : 1--

5,1-5). The life expectancy of the population increased from

46 years ín 1946 to 68 in l-963 (ESCAP, !976293) . Generally

all the cohorts who lived from L946 onwards were

beneficiaries of this mortality decline (ESCAP, L976:93).

6. Bi1ls were introduced to ensure free health and free
education to the Nation by the Minister of Healt.h George E

de Silva and the Minister of Education CWV{ Kannangara and
the Ministers of Stat,e under the Donoughmore Constitution
ín L946.
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The high growth pattern of the 1-0-1-4 year and the 15-19 year

age group of L963, and the 20-24 year age group of 1963 -1971'

are a result of this mortality decline.

Improvement and extension of health services were

important causes of Aecfiri in mortality (Richards and

Gunaratne, 1980:33 Table 6) . The indigenous system of

medicine known as the Àyurvedic systen was reorganized along

western lines during this period (MOPI , L9B1:115; MOPI,

1981-:115). Such changes greatty improved an important

curative health care service which was readily accessible to

and used by the majority of the population. Expanding to

new departments of medicine (MOPI, !981:107), the provision

of specialized curative health services to the periphery

(MOPI, 1981:107), and enacting legislation to reorganize

health services and build up networks (MOPI, !981:108) are

some of the improvements in the western type of medical-

services. The budgeted "*p"rrdia.rt. 
f or health care services

increased from Rs. 1'.82 percapita to Rs. 8.74 percapíta

(MOPI, L981:107). The improvement of preventive health care

services enabled the health department to control-

effectively severaf parasitic and epidemíologica1 diseases

(MOPI , 1981:l-07-109) . Mortality of women in reproductive age

groups d.eclined due to improvements in antenatal and

maternal- health care services (ESCAP, a976:74L). As shown in

table5.3, the crude death rate in the 1-982-86 period had

been reduced to one-third the level seen in 1,946 and the

infant mortal-ity had decl-ined to one-sixth of its original

level in 1946. The decline in mortality had t.hus begun and

continued until mortality leve1s reached a low ebb. In the

1960's the crude death rate reached approximately B per
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thousand mid year population (The Department of Census and

Statistics, Lg74:M-1-L'7, Tabl-e 10; 198L:35) .

Ruzicka (Lgll:567) was of the opinion that during the decade

of the 1970's in Sri Lanka and Western Ma1aysia, the infant

and child mortality stagnat; at previous leve1s of 40 per

thousand births for ínfants and 10 per thousand deaths for

children of the l-4 year age group. More recent

investigations (Gaminiratne, !984:t-43¡ UNICEF, A985:23

Table 5 .2; UNICEF L98'7 :20) show that in Sri Lanka the child

and infant mortality rates in fact had decl-ined.

Decline in mortality led to the destabilization of high

fertility and. that had led to an increase in the potential

l-abour suppl-y. However according to Cal-dwel-l , (A9 82 : 85 - 89 )

There is no consensus as to what level of fertility could be

regarded as high because such a l-eve] will be governed by

the prevailing economic rationality of the country and the

individuals concerned. It is only when the 'great divide had

been reached', íe. when t,he flow of wea]th is reversed from

parents to chíIdren, that fertility could be íncreasingly

controlted (Caldwell, L982:143). A total fertility rate of 5

or more may be considered as high (Jones, L977 z3-4) and on

that basis a total- fertility rate of less than 5 can be

considered as the t.hreshold of the declining trend and a

total fertility rate of 2.L would be considered as

replacement l-evel (Jones , ]-99Ob:223, Figure 10 . 1) . The

declining growth rates shown in table 5.4 associated with

the 1O-l-4 year and 1-5-l-9 year age groups of I97t/L9Bt and

198l/1-985, and t,he 20-24 year age group of 1-981-/1-985, are a

result of the period of transition associated with

stabil izíng mortality at a lower level and the substantial
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declines in fertility in the more recent period in Sri Lanka

( see table5 .3 ) .

Patterns of international mobil-ity have also shaped the

growth rates of the working age population. There is a

notabl-e d,ecline in the growth rates of the 1-5 - 34 year age

group for both mal-es and femates in the l-98L /ßA5 period

and one explanation for this phenomena may be the increased

out migration of young mal-es and females for employment

purposes (Kora1e, in Employment and Manpower Planning

Division , L985:6 Table 2; ILO, 1985:3) . (How emigration

patterns had affected the growth of the working age

population is discussed in further detail in section 5.6).

5.5.2 FERTILITY TRÀ}ISITION AI{D THE SUPPLY OF LABOUR

The lagged effect of fertility on the labour supply

was hypothesized and tested by Bloom and Freeman (1986:381-

385). An immediate effect of fertility decline in women was

an increase in female labour supply. Three important

determinants of fertility decline among women in Sri Lanka

are namely (1) delayed marriages (2) increased prevalence of

contraception and (3) exposure of more women to higher

levels of education, also had an effect on their potentiaL

Iabour supply. This third cause will- be discussed in a later

section.

The fertility decline as a result of delayed marriages

in the initial phase of the fertility transition can be

considered aS a time saved from the commencement of the

reproductive tife cycle of the fecund age group females.

Never married young females are an important, Source of

potential suppty of labour because they are in the prime
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7working ages Table 5.5 shows the proportions of never

married women by age group. Delay in marriage have accounted

partly or fulIy for the fertility decline in the initial-

Table 5.5
Proportions of Never Married Women by Age Group (per cent)

Sources: Ranas , 1-950; Department of Census
Statistics, 1-986b:42 , Tabl-e ]-L; 1"975:1-6-1-7, Table B;
1982:24, Tab1e 10

stages of the demographic transition (Cal-dwel-l, l9B2:346;

Botev, 1990 :1-07 -L26; Leete , l9B7 :tO7 -206) . In a context

where fertíIity occurs mostly within marital- unions, âû

important explanation for the decline in fertility is the

delayed exposure of females to the fertility behaviour, due

to increased age at marriage (Botev 1990 z1-20; Watkins , 1-989l.

27 -55) . In Sri Lanka the decl-ine in fertility during the

early stages of the fertility transition has been attributed

largely to the postponement of marriage (Langford, 1981 2285-

306; Fernando, 1-9722445-453; ESCAP, 1976:l-80; Department of

7 . The femal-e average age at marriage increased by 0.2 years
between L946 and 1953, 1.2 years in 1953-1963, !.4 years
between 1,963 and L971- (Department of Census and Statistics,
L974:t2) and 0.9 years from 1-971-1981 (Department of Census
and St.atistics, a986b:100) . The singulate mean age at
marriage for femal-es in 1981 was 24.4 years.

t97r 19Bl_1953 1,963Age Gp 1,946

75.'7

32 .5

L2.8

7.5

5.4

5.0

4.4

85.0

4l..3

17.8

8.3

4.8

4.3

3.9

89 .4

53.2

24.3

10 .9

5.8

4.7

4.L

99.7

55 .3

20.L

16 .0

9.2

6.0

4.4

t 5-19

20-24

2s-29

30-34

3s -39

40-44

45-49

1

4

'75.4

29 .4

11. B

6.6

4.3

4

3
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Census and Statistics and Westinghouse, a983) . Why marriages

were delayed will- not be investigated here other than to say

that one of the main causes is increased participation of

women in education (Jones, a992t25) .

During a period of approximately half a cent.ury, there

had been a considerabl-e increase in the proportion of never

married women in the younger work age group females even

though, when they were 45 years of age only 4 percent of

them were never married (Department of Census and

Statistics, L974:1-2; l-986b:l-00) ; Table 5.5 shows that during

the period under consideration the proportions of never

married fecund v/omen had increased with age. For example the

15-19 age group had increased by at least 1-4.3, the 20-24

group by 25.9 and the 25-29 age group by 8.3 percentage

points.

Langford (1981-:285-306) and Watkins (1989) argued that

declines in overal-I fertility due to marital- change can and

have been reversed, while decl-ines in marital- fertility have

been with few exceptions irreversible. Availability and

adoption of contraception have been largely responsible for

the decl-ine in marital f ertility (Leete , L9 B7 : l-87 -206;

Jones , !990b: 224; Depart.ment of Census and Statistics and

Westinghouse, !983:23). Currently contracepting women in Sri

Lanka (TabIe 5.6) increased, because since the 1950's and

much more strongly since 1960's t,he successive Governments

of Sri Lanka, have adopted population policies aimed at

curbing unplanned population growth and have implemented

f amily planning programmes (ESCAP , a976:L76-1-80; MOPI,

1981-:1-30; Department of Census and Statíst. j-cs, 1983a :6-7) .



For example, in

to 19 age group

1-986, ât Ieast

and 4l- percent

1-8 5

percent of women in the 15

the 20 to 24 age group

28

of

Table 5.6
Currently Contracepting Married Women By Age and Method

Source Department o
1983:

Census and Stat ST cs and
Westinghouse,

had adopted family pÌanning practíces (Department of Census

and. Statistics , L987cz , Table 6 -9, 7I) -

Table 5.7 indicates quinquennial age specífic fertility

rates in five year age groups calculated for women in the

age category 15 to 39 years, during the period 1'952-1-986 .

There has been a substantial decl-ine in fertility among all

the age groups under consideration. The fluctuations of

raLes over the years for t.he L5-l-9 and the 20-24 year age

groups may be attributed to the occurrence of "marriage

cfusters" particularly in the 20-24 year group and hence

"bunching of birthsrr in these age groups. Another

explanation for the slight j-ncreases observed during the

tg77-1981 period. may be the effect resulting from the

temporary subsiding of insurgent activities (MOPI, A981:45),

coupled with the relaxaLíon of food restrictions since 1-977

wit.h the commencement of a new government and increased

Number of
Women All MethodsAge

Traditional
Methods

Modern
Methods

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
3s-39

1-48
622
888
848
722

27 .7
4r.3
51. 6
63.8
70.8

7.4
L7 .2
29.L
36 .6
43 .8

20.3
22 .5
2'7 .2
27 .2
27.O

Atl ages
24 .530.46163 54.9



economic development in the country

Division, IgB2:4-6) . When compared with

L967 /7r, the

r-86

(National- Planning

the earlier period

of
27

Table 5.7

euinquennial Age Specific Female Fertility nates 1"952/86
(per cent)

Sources:
General,

ESCAP, j.97 Append AX, Department e Reg strar
1980-l-985 series ; r983:1-30 Table

observed increase in the I9l7 /8I period is slight and the

rate for i-982/86 show that the fertility rates are declining

again. This reflects time use changes in the life cycles of

f emal-es in t.he 1-5 - 3 9 age group . Cumulative time used f or

reproduction had contracted substantially d'uring the period

under consideration making it possible for these married

women to d.ivert t.heir saved tíme f rom reproduction to

production of economic goods and services. How this has

happened will be investigated in the next chapter. A drop in

the fertility rate may quickly raise the number of women

seeking jobs (Streeten l-988:1-55). These women had time

saved from reproduction because they were called upon to

Age Groups

Year

r9s2 / s6

].957 / 6L

:-962 / 66

]-967 /71

1-972/76

1-977 / 8t

L982 / 86

15-19

63 .3

67 .9

54 .0

46.3

36.9

40.2

38.0

20 -24

238.5

224.1

21-5 .0

203.9

17L.r

]-78.5

173 .0

2s-29

284 .8

262 .8

257.0

246 .0

222.5

229 .7

r97 .0

30-34

226.2

248.r

234.2

1-97 .8

r86.2

182.0

t49.0

35-39

1-32.3

150.6

1-53 .7

L41.1

r_07 . B

93 .4

89.0
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produce a lesser number of children (Caldwell, L9822262-

266). The children they produced had the increasing capacity

to survive because of dramatic improvements in infant

mortality (UNICEF l-985). Standing (1978) found that there

was a positive relationship t at."n d.eclining household síze

and increased participation of married women in economic

activity.

5.6 TITE MOBILITY TRAI{SITION À}ID EFFECTS ON TEE GROT{TE OF

TIIE POTEIITIÀL LABOT'R FORCE

Zelinsky (1971,:227) illustrated that a mobility

transition occurred parallel to the vital EransitiorrS. He

drew parallels between 'five Stages of vital transition' to

ra temporal sequence of a five stage mobility Lransition'

(see tables.2). The inferred effect to labour supply within

a country from Zelinsky's hypothesís on mobility transition

(phase 2 and phase 3 which is related to international

migrat.ion) , is that there - would be fluctuations in the

supply of qualiEative and quantitative, potential labour due

to patterns of migration (table 5.8). The effects of such

international migration on the availabLe labour supply is an

aspect generally neglected in the labour force literature.

Incidence of out-migration means a withdrawaL of manpower

from the d.omestic labour market permanently or temporarily.

Even where Such movement is temporary, the exodus would

have its short term aS weII aS long term repercussions on

the available labour supply. During the short periods of

contract labour the available potentiaL labour force in the

country of origin is reduced by numbers but this out-flow is

counter balanced. by an in-flow of contract migrants

B. He commenLs that the vital transiEion had been mistakenly
referred to as demographic transition (Zelinsky, I97t:229).
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creating short period fl-uctuations in the potential supply

of labour in t,he countrY.

Zelinsky (L97I:230) stated that in different periods of

the demographic transition, --specific 
ínternatíonal mobility

patterns cou1d. be observed. Tabl-e 5.8 shows Zelinsky's

outline of international migration patterns and the parallel-

phases of the d.emographic transition in Sri Lanka. In this

regard an important observation made by Zelinsky, applicabl-e

to this study is Lhat during the second and third stages of

the demographic transition there had been a great increase

in population which in turn had produced pressure on local-

employment opportunities and created a substantial- out

migration. Zelinsky (1-97I) predicts that emigration of

skilled and unskilled migrants from relatively under

developed parts of the worl-d would occur creating

significant international migration and skill-ed labour

circulation. In Sri Lanka the net migration raLe was

initialty quite 1ow but, increased substantially during Later

years (see tabte5.7). In the early to mid 1970's there was a

substantial- emigration of professionals from Sri Lanka

(Karunatil-ake, !980) . During this period, ie. between May

L}TO and December L976, 1254 doCEorS, Lo74 engineers, 499

accountants, 1-44 university teachers and other skilled

personnel left Sri Lanka to take up jobs abroad. On a very

rough basis, those persons constituted about 15 percent of

the total number of professionals and technical- personnel

that were avail-able to the country at t,hat time. They had

migrated to the richest countries of the world such as the

United Kingdom, United States of America and New Zealand

(Karunatil-ake, ISBO:4) . Such migration had taken place in
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Tab1e 5. B

The Demographic Transition
in Sri Lanka

and MobilitY Transition Patterns

Observed.

EmigraÈion by
Skill Level

Traneitsional Phaee

in Sri l,anka
Zetineky' s Observatione
on DT & Out-migration

obÊerved Net MR

/1000 Population
in Sri l,anka

Pre TrãnsiCion

Decline in MortsalitY
and lligh FerEj.J-iEY

]-946

L94'7 -5]-

Pre TranêiÈion Eo

Early Traneition

Rapid DeclJ.ne in
MortsalíÈy and

sEabilized High
Fertility
]-952 - 56

t95't - 6L

L962-66
L967 -7L

Early Traneitsional-
SocieÈy
Major oulflowe of
emÍgranÈe Eo foreign
deetinaL.ione
Under cerÈain circumeÈ-
ances a emall but eig-
níficant emi-gration of
skil-fed workers

31 bo -.50

SbabiLized MorbalibY
at Lower Lewel and

Declj-ning FerbiliÈY
1972-76
r977 - 8!

Latse TransiEional
SocieEy
Emigralion on bhe decline
or may hawe ceaeed

alEogetsher
-2.72 Lo -3.47

Stabilized MortalibY
ab Lower Lewel and

Subst.an!iaI Decline
in FerEilit.Y
]-982-86
1987- 90

High emigratsion of
ekil-Ied & unskilled
labour; emigratsion
of houeemaide !o
Míddle Eaets

-3.47 Lo -5.28

Late TranEiÈionaI
Societsy to Adwanced

Societsy

The Adwanced SocietsY

sigrrif j.canb neh immigraÈion
of unskilled and eemiekilled
workers from relat.iwelY
underdeveloped lande
A eignificants inÈernabional
migratsion or cj-rculation of

ekilled and profeesional PeoPle

A Future Superadvanced SocieEY

further immigrabJ-on of

relaÈively unekill-ed labour
from leee adwanced areae

Source: ZeIinskY, L97L
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spite of several measuresg that had been taken to curtail-

the brain drain from the country.

Lack of comprehensive data to understand the continuity

of migration and how it afr.ected the growth of the working

age population is a major set-back in this study. In more

recent times the Department of PIan Implementatj-on analysed

t.he limited data obtained from embarkation cards of persons

who had left and arrived in Sri Lanka from major air ports

of Sri Lanka (Department of Census and Statistics, 1986;

Kora1e, L983; Koral-e, L987; Editorial, Asian Migrant,

1993: l--16) . Ad-hoc surveys had been also conducted on

returned migrants. This Section of the thesis is based on

data collected by such sources.

Tabte 5.9 indicates the average annual net

international- migration rates during the period 1-952 to

1,gg]-. In Sri Lanka at the commencement of the demographic

transition, ie. in the *iá 1940's and 1950's (presented

previously in tabl-e 5 .3 ) t,he net migrat.ion rate had been

negative (tab1e 5.7) maj-nIy as a result of the outward

movement of repatriated, Indian EState Iabour and Indian

temporary resident permit hol-d.ers and European and Eurasian

expatriate workers (ESCAP, L976) . The professional and

highly skilled technical personnel who migrated to western

countries including Australia up to the mid l-980's were only

few in number when compared to these other categories

g. Several, measures had been Eaken during this time to
restrict the out fl-ow of foreign exchange. For example
rest,rictions on foreign exchange made ít impossible for
persons to migrate to any other country unless they received
sponsorship and /or pre-paid tickets unless they had the
necessary political and social cl-out to skip these
regulations. Persons going as expatriates for emplol¡ment at
high professional- Ievels or students doing post graduated
studies in foreign universities, only received such
sponsorship.
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(Employment and Manpower Planning Division, L9B5:2-5 ).

However more recent d.ata on private remittances to Sri Lanka

during the period L981-1991-, show that at least 40 percent

of the remittances came from North America, European

countries and Australasia (Central- Bank of Sri Lanka,

1992:83 Table I .1-1-; Editorial, Asian Mígrant , !993 :1-3 ) which

TabIe 5.9
ennial Net Mi ation of Sri Lankans L951 -L991I

Sources: Comput.ed us ang ata obta ned rom Emplo)¡ment
Manpower Planning Division l-985 :8 Table 3

shows that migration fot emplo)¡ment to more developed

countries have also increased.

Tabfe 5.1_o shows emigration of srí Lankans by the

tevef of ski1l. Some of the mobility pat,terns that Zelinsky

has identified, as being parallel with the Late Transitional

and the Advanced Society phases of demographic transition

10. Figures for 1,987, l-988 and 1-99I were averaged because
the net migration rate during most of 1989 and L990 were
affected b! arrivals of Tamil refugees who came back to Sri
Lanka.

Av. Annual-
Net Migrat.
'000

Average Total-
Population
,000

Years Rate
Thou

per
pop

195 1 - 1955

1956-1-960

196t-1-965

1966-1-970

r971--1,97 5

1-976-1980

1_98r_-r-98s

t987- 199110

-0.31

-0.29

-0.18

-0.50

-2.72

-3.47

-5.28

-3.20

-2.543

-2.699

-]-.977

-6.084

-35. s60

-41.515

-80-.460

-53.754

I ,297

g ,399

1-O ,665

l_1, 980

13 ,1-27

L4 ,252

l_5, 1_95

1-6,798



t979 1980 1981 1988 1992
Total Female Total Female Tota1 Total Total

l_

1

1

8l-

1,6

r-00

3 0t-

0

7

29

25

41High Level

Middle Level

Skilled

unskiIIed.ll
Not Classífied

Total Z

Total- No. ' 00

6

9

24

50

1_1

1_0 0

259

6

L0

27

4L

t6

100

427

5 4

6

20

55

t6

100

574

I2 5

2I 18

51_ 76

L6

100 r.0 0

r_9 0

100

1,245286

1-92

Table 5 .1-0
Percentage Dístribution of Sri Lankan Migrants to AlI
Countries by Level of Skills.

Sources: Employment and Manpower Planning Division, 1985:6
Tabl-e 2;

World Employment Programme/ International Labour
Office , a990 : Statistical Report;
Editorial, Asian Migrant , a993 t1"4 Table 25

Notes: Classifications for females were given wherever data
was available.

Seem to have occurred in Sri Lanka, earlier than indicated

by Zelinsky such as the migration of skilled workers which

occurred in t.he Early Transitional Phase, during L976 and

1986. This period is associated with large numbers of

skiI1ed., Iow skilled and unskilled workers migrating for

short term contract employment to Middle Eastern and East

Asian countries. A large number East South East and South

Asian countries export contract *otk"t=12. Contract

migration is temporary being only for a short period as

defined in the contract, which usually is t,wo to three years

1-l-. This f igure includes mostly domestic helpers.
1,2 Indonesia, Korea, Nepa1, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Vietnam are some of the more important countries
who export labour largely to Middl-e East on contracted short
term wórk permits (Editorial, Asian, Migrant, L993). The
countries of destj-nation were largely Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
UAE, Lebanon, Oman, Bahrain, Jordan, Qatar, Maldives,
Singapore (Editorial, Asian Migrant, t993)
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(Hugo Lg84:1-1-B; Editorial, Asian Migrant, L993¡ Atukorafa,

1gg0 2323-325) and the worker returns to his home country for

permanent settlement. Incidence of this category of

emigration is an outcome of increased demand for contract

migrant workers from recei.riig "orrrrt=íes13 
and a high level

of unemployment at home in the countries of origin

(Editorial Asian Migrant, 1-993¡ Asian Employment Programme,

1985 :6-'7 ,83 - LO4 ) . Foreign employment was considered as a

remedy for high unemployment among skilled and unskill-ed

potential workers (Employment and Manpower Planning

Division, A985) . Government policy promoted and established

rules for the proced.ures to be followed for employment in

f oreign countries (EeIens and Speckmann, 1-990:302) .

Government regulations brought in since l-980's allowed even

government employees to obtain l-eave to migrate for contract

employment (Employment and Manpower Planning Division,

1985 :4-5; Rodrigo , L988: ) . The opportunity to earn higher

wages and, sending remittances back is an added incentive to

seek contract emplo)¡ment in foreign countries (Employment

and Manpower Planning Divísion , L985 :4-5 ; Rodrigo, 1988;

GunatiIleke, 1989; Editorial, Asian Migrant, a993:5-l-3). The

destinations of these contract mi-grants in the late 1970's

to Lg92 were mainly Middle East.ern Countries (Asian

Employment Programme, 1985:l-05-114) where payments they

1-3 'A recent conf erence Sponsored by the United Nat.ions
Centre for Regional Development (UNCRD) in Nagoya, Japan
examined the growing imporLance of labour migration for four
Asian importeis lapán, Hong Kong, Malaysian and Singapore
and major labour exporters. The four major importing
countries include over one million foreign workers.
Persisting differences in wages, unemplo)¡ment, economic
growth rates, âS well aS eveñts in the Middle East which
Éave reduced. the demand for foreign workers are expected to
make international labour migration in Asia even more
important (Martin , L991-: 1'76- l-93 ) .
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received aS wages were many tj-mes more than they received in

their home country for the same occupation (Rodrigo, l-988;

BNSCSL , a9B0: ) . These migrants had internationally

acceptable technical qualifjcations and experienc.l4 and

were in occupational- groups such as machinery fitters and

electrical workers, drivers, machinery operators and hotel

workers.

Anot,her important feature of emigration in Sri Lanka

since the 1980's is that unskilled persons constitute 
. 
a

large proportion of international contract labour migration

and this is (shown in TabLe 5.9, Editorial, Asian Migrant,

tgg3 zL2-L3; GunatiIleke, !989 : 6-1-0 ; Employment and Manpower

Planning Division, l-985; Korale 1-983 ; Korale and

Karunawathie, 1-981). Eelens and Speckmann (1990:300) found

that at least gg percent of unskilled female migrant labour

in the Gulf S|ates were working as housemaids. Although

females who migrated for domestic work have often been

categorised aS unskilled, at least 66 percent of them had

studied up to secondary leve1 of education (APDC , a989:115;

Gunatilleke, 1989:6 Table 2; Employment and Manpower

Planning Division, L985:33 Table 7). In addition to all of

these factors, the patterns of demand for Sri Lankan l-abour

in the Middle EaStern countries was also an important

determinant.

Evid.ence shows that in several years during the period

tg77 to 1990 females outnumbered mal-es in the gross annuaL

outflow to Mid,dle Eastern countries (Asian Migrant, 1993;4-

12; Eelens and speckmann, 1990:300; Employment and Manpower

J4. These people had been trained in the Technical Colleges
of the Ministry of Higher Education, or other recognized
institutions like the German Technical College at Moratuwa,
the Hardy Technical College at Ampara etc.
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Planníng Division, 1985:6 Table 2; Korale, L983:19,). This

phenomena, ie. the change of migration pattern from mafe

dominated to femate dominated' (Hugo, L99O:6-7; Asian

Migrant, l-993) is partly an outcome of the fertility decline

in femal-es, âs irreversible iertifity declines occurred with

declines in maritaL fertility and a large number of women

who migrated for d.omestic work were currently married

(Athukorala, 1990 :329; Gunatil-Ieke, 1989) . Increased

migration of females was also caused by the prevail-ing high

unemployment in the country of origin (Asian Migrant, 1993).

However Atukorala(1990:329) notes that approximacel-y 66 per

cent of women who mígrated to the Middfe East on contract

employment did not seek local employment. Attitudes towards

females workíng outside t,heir home and travelling abroad t,o

find employment had changed with increased exposure to

education and a changing _society 
due to the education

transition. These trends show a close Iink between t,he

demographic and mobility transitions occurring in Sri Lanka

and t.heir effects on the potential work force.

International migration emerges as an important

explanation for the fluctuations t,hat have occurred in the

potential labour supply of young and ad.ult populatíon in Sri

Lanka. In the case of females, contract migration for

employment aS house maids is particularly Selective of

younger persons. (Asian Migrant, L993; Gunatilleke, 1-989:3;

ApDc , a987:207 ¡ Koral-e , !983:1,1-) with about B0 percent of

them found to be in the 20-39 year age group (Dias,

L989 :2O7; APDC, L98g) , however the age-sex composition of

the migrants has usually been estimated based on surveys

(Eelens and Speckmann, l-990:300-302) . In the case of males
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the unskilled categoríes included salesmen, shop assistants

and demonstrators, waiters, bartenders and related, hospital

workers, restaurant and hotel workerg, launders and dry

cleaners, cfeaners, gardeners, housekeepers, houseboys,

janitors and other such unskilled workers.

5.7 THE EDUCÀTIONAL TRAI{SITION AìID THE SUPPLY OF LABOI'R

5.7 .L EXPAÀTSION OF EDUCATION

The educatíonal transition or the exposure of a larger

mass of population to increased education through a modern

school- system which largely propagated western social

concepts and val-ues in Asian and African counLries,

(Cal-dwe]1, ]-982 z4]-, 65 , L48, 301-364, 365; Cal-dwelI, Reddy

and Caldwel-1 , L988:161-L95; Psacharopoulos , a987 :I41--205 ¡

United Nations , !9862I-82; Jones, a992:23-48; Hugo 1993 ,I7-2-

113) had the most profound impact on the demographic

transition in developing coufltries (Caldwel1, L9822,1-48, 301--

364) . 'In much of the Third world, the education systems

are essential-ly a reflection of the West, because Such

SyStemS are often imported more or less intact from the

West ' (CaldwelI , L982:L48) . The socío-cultural val-ues

infused through such a system recognized education as a

means of gaining social mobility through wage employment.

The expansion and diffusion of education to a larger number

of persons in the society was responsibl-e for a change in

attitude among the younger generations towards traditional

production systems (caldwerl, L9g2:3oi-). rabres15 5.11 and

5.1-2 indicate the interrelated developments of the

15. Tab1e 5.11- is based on data obtained from computer data
tapes analysed in Chis study and 5.1-2 contains census and
Survey data
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Table 5.11

Stages of
Relation

Educational Transition and Supply of Labour in
t.o St esofD a ic Transition

Bas on Chapter 5Source:

Notes: * indicates the existence of persons with the junior
secondary level of education or more
No persons observed with this level:

This categorisation of labour into four stages is an
arbitrary measurement and is based on the proportion of
labour witfr more t.han junior secondary tevel of education
Stage l- - Less than 10 Per cent
Stage 2 - L0-20 Per cent
Stage 3 - 2:.-50 Per cent
St.age 4 - 51- Per cent and above

sEageê of Demographic Traneition and

Idenbified Age Groupe in bhe Survey Periode
St.ages of Educatsion Traneition
Identified in Ehe survey Periods

sE,s6e/7o SE6.LFS8s/86

1. Decreaee in mortsality
and high fertsiliÈy
1946 23+ 3 9+

!947-sL 22-26 38-42

LFsgo/91

44+

43-47

sqs6e / 7 o

Seage 1

Leee tshan 10 ?

15-19
20-34
35+

sE&r,Fs85/85 LFSgo/91

of pereone with Junior S+ L

2. Rapid Decl-ine in mortalitY
& sEabilized hj-gh fertility
L952-56 L7-21 33-37
L95?-6! L2-L6 28-32
1,962-66 23-27 21-27
L967-71 - L8-22

SÈage 2

IO-2o + of pereone witsh Junior S+ Lewel

15-19
20-34
35+*-

3't -4L
33-37

3. stsabil-j-zed morÈaliEy ats

lower lewel and declíning
fertiliÈy
1972-'76 - L3-17
1977-8t L0-!2

Stage 3

2]--5OZ of pereone wiEh Junior S+ Level
15-19
20-34 * *

35+ - t *
ra-22
13-17

4. Stabil-ized morEalitsY ats

lower level and eubstanbi.al
declinee in ferbí1iEy
1982- 86

1987- 90

Stage 4

More ttran 51? pereons wiEh Junior
S+ Level
15-19 * * *

20-34 *

35+

10-12
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d.emographic and educational transitions during period 1'963

to 1990. Increased proportions of mal-es and females with

higher l-evels of education shown in table 5.L2 is evidence

as to the rapidity with which the average level of education

increased in each young adult age group. The proportions of

population who had more than primary level of education

increased from stightly more than one third in L963 to more

than 90 per cent in 1-99L.

Table 5.L2 shows that a larger proportion of the female

population had achieved more than junior secondary and above

levels of education by 1,991,. The diversífication of the

economy under the Col-ebrook Reforms opened new avenues of

salaried employment for persons who had an education in the

commercial crop, export Sector (Wriggins, 1960 :65-68 ¡ De

Silva, L989) . The expansion of administrative structures

since independence opened more avenues of empl-o]¡ment f or

educated persons (Wriggins,1960:29-33; De Si1va, !989). The

idea that an increase in each extra year of schooling, made

each individual more productive by increasing the potential

for earning more (Schultz, L98l-:3I-34) caused more young

persons to enter the education system.

The existing value structure of the largely subsistence

economy and. the values and expectations taking root due to

the modern education were at varíance. The new values were

introduced through the formal institutionalized world of

modern learning which replaced the informal structures of

work and learning from which the vast majority of children

came (Sanyal et â1, 1983:62-87) . Such a system rarely

mirrors the life in a largely communal- subsistence village

(Caldwell-, L982:148). The society and the economy from which
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Tab1e 5.L2
Percentage Distribution of
Educational- Level-

1-0-29 Population by Gender and

Sources: Department of Census and StaÈistics' t975:42-53 TabJ-e 14,
1982241-44 Table 16, :-987 94-97 Table 3.1; :-992:.17 Table 11; cenEraf
Bank of Sri Lanka, 1992:6 Table 2.2
Notes: The dístribution of age sex groups by leve1 of education for 1991

is based on Survey data whil-e population data are projected.
* - less than 0.5 per cent.

1963
Mal-e Female

L971,
Male Femal-e

1981
MaIe Female

799r
Mal-e Femafe

10-14
No Schooling
Grades L-4
Grades 5-9
GCE (OL)
ccE (AL)
Degree
Unspecified
Total-
Number | 000

B

51
40

*

13
46
39

*

6
42
45

*

r-0
37
48

*

6
20
74

*

7
1,7
75

*
r-00 100

1
100
681

2
100
6s0

7
100
82L

5
100
788

t
r_00
864

1
100
826

l_00
1001

100
960

15-19
No Schooling
Grades l-4
Grades 5-9
GCE (OL)
ccE (AL)
Degree
Unspecified
Total-
Number '000

I
27
53
10

*

L6
25
46
1_0

*

6
2T
58
L4

1

t2
19
52
L4

*

7
11
62
L6

3

9
10
58
I9

3

*
9

76
I4

*

*
7

61
27

5

.ì

100
518

2
100
504

t-
100
689

1
100
67].,

1
r-00
815

1
1_00
792

100
944

100
918

20-24
No Schooling
Grades l-4
Grades 5-9
ccE (oL)
GCE (AL)
Degree
Unspecified
TotaI
Number '000

6
26
36
28

1
*
3

100
5 r_6

1B
24
29
25

10
18
44
25

L2
19
39
26

t-
*
2

r_00
631_

6
t_ l_

55
25

9
9

51
28

3
*
1

100
757

2
5

6t
25

7

1
1

32
4I
241

*
3

100
s06

1
*
.l
z

100
t1-2

2
*
1

100
753

100
890

r-0 0
884

25-29
No Schooling 10
Grades 1--4 35
Grades 5-9 40
ccE (oL) e
GCE (AL) 2
Degree & Above 1-

Unspecified 4
Total 100
Number '000 ]-072

32
28
28

6
1
*
4

100
993

6
43

t_

t_5
1
l_

2

13
40

5
11
56
22

5
1
1

r_0 0
638

9
9

52
23

5
1
l_

100
636

2
5

38
38
L7

*
1_

18
56
23

26
t4

3
1_

3
100
663

100
66]-.

100
7 41,

r_0 0
740
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these children came was predominantl-y traditional and as

the processes of learning were unleashed, a sharp

distinctíon was created between the knowledge gained and the

actual socio-economic identity of the child (Sanyal et ãI,

1983). The variance between the traditional "work and learn"

value structure and the modern learning, resulted in the

al-ienation of a large proportion of working age population

from the traditional- employment mechanisms al1ied to the

family and its assets. Thus the interpretation of socio-

economic reality was far removed from the tools of learning

that the child received to enter this world. These changes

resulted in discontinuity and dísruptions in the subjective

experience of the young which could only have a profound

impact between generations and processes which incorporated

the young into adul-t society (Sanyal et â1, 1983 :41'-48) .

This variance was not obvious aS long as these alienated

proportions found employment outside the traditional

economy.

rn Sri Lanka the ft""16 and modern system of

education was the determining factor that accel-erated the

supply of potentiat female l-abour with higher levels of

education (lrlilson , 1-9'74:61-66; 1-98L; Masinghe, 1991-; Squire,

1981-:19, Corner, L986:16). In a situation where there was no

restrictive choice for expenditure regarding the education

of children, the participation of females in education (De

Si1va, l-990:) and in the labour force increased rapidly (De

L6. The free education system was int,roduced by CWW

Kannangara in 1942 when he became the Minister of Education
under the Donoughmore Constitution. Under this system the
education was made free from the Kindergarten to the
University;
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Silva, a977:L2O) . There has been a substantial increase in

the number of schools providing primary and secondary leve1s

of education since independence in Srí Lanka (ESCAP,

Lg7 6:2l-2 ; Sanyal et at : 19 83 
.:62-89 ; De Silva ed. , 1-977 :403 -

433 ; Masing'he, 1-991-) and tab1e5 . 13 shows the numerical

increase of the number of Schools and the average number of

children per school.

During the period 1-948-1-991- the number of school-s more

t.han doubled, but the momentum of increase declined during

the L975-L982 period and further declined during L982-1985

period due to the closure of at least 243 single teacher

Tabl-e 5 .13
Numerical Increases
]-948 - 1991

in Schools and School Going Population,

Sources ntral Bank
Bank of Sri
Ranasinghe,

of Ceylon, 198
Lanka, 1992:95
1-950 2212

Tabl-e lO .2 ¡

1,0 .2;
:85

Tabl-e
tral

schools (Ministry of Education and Higher Education, 1-986;7

Table t.2). During the period L948-1991- at least three

quarter of the total number of School-s indicated above were

primary schools.

Tabl-e 5.13 shows that aS a resu1t of the expansíon of

educationaL facil-ities, the school going population

increased by at least eight fold. An important feature of

this education expansion was that this growth occurred as a

state monopoly where the st.ate had control over educational

institutions and the curriculum. A second outstanding

Number of
Schools

Schoo1 Going
Population '000

Children
Per Schoo1

Year

1-948
1,97 5
l-982
1985
19 91_

481,4
9675
9 901
9634

1052 0

865
2544
348 5
3739
4259

118 0
263
352
388
405
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feature is the spread of education to rural areas where the

majority of the poputation (at least B0 percent of the

population lived (Department of Census and Statistics,

1986b). Since 1952, the expansion of secondary education in

ruraf areas \^/as made possíble by changes in the medium of

instruction. Prior to this change, in Sri Lanka, a secondary

education could only be received in the medium of Eng1ish.

The educational strucLure that could impart junior and

senior secondary education up to grade 10 (i.e. vidyalays

and maha vidyalays)_increased dramatically (Central Bank of

Sri Lanka, !992:95) . Between t97I and ]-99L the number of

schools increased by at least four times, but the number of

children per school- increased more slowly (Tabl-e 5 .13 ) .

There were draw backs and prices to be paid in the

early phases of this expansion. For example, science could

not be taught ín most of these schools for there were no

facil-ities to teach science and maths in vernacular

Ianguages at junior secondary or senior secondary l-eve1s due

to lack of facilities, textbooks in Sinhal-ese and Tamil and

due to the paucity of qualified teachers. This is reflected

in the admission criteria adopted by the Universities at the

insistence of the government for example in l-981 30 percent

of the students who had sat fot the GCE (AL) examination

were sel-ect.ed. on merit, 55 percent on a district quota basis

and 15 percent on under privileged districts criteria

(University Grants Commission, 1-984:3'7 Table 3.8) . An

imbal-ance in the distribution of Students between artS,

science and commerce was created which resul-ted in an

educational- output at. terminal years at senior Secondary

Ievel. In addition the quality of education imparted in the
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Schools in large urban centres like Colombo and Some of the

d.istrict capitals where all the facilities were available,

was considered to be higher than in other areas. Even though

attempts were made to rect_ify this situation during the

1960'S and 1970's these attempts were largely inadequate.

This situation existed up t.o the 1,980's in most rural

schools and. the situation is still- not completely

rectifj-ed. Therefore most of these Schools imparted an arts-

biased education.

5.7 .2 THE STRUCTT'RE OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEDÍ

Table 5.14 shows the structure of the school System

that prevailed in Sri Lanka from 1,964 to the present,

however the number of years of school-ing had fluctuated

Tab1e 5.L4
The Structure of School Education

EDUCATION
LEVEL

PERIODS OF CHANGE
Pre 1964 1964/71 r972/78 L97g/present

PRIMARY
LEVEL

Lower & upper
Kindergarten
Grades 2 Lo 5

Grades 1
to5

Grades l-
to5

Pre School
Grades L
to4

JUNIOR GTAdES 6
SECONDARY TO 8
LEVEL

Grades 6
toB

Grades 6
toB

Grades
to7

5

SENIOR SSC PreP
SECONDARY SSC
LEVEL HSC PreP

HSC

Grade 9
Grade l-0
Grade 1l-
Grade 1-2

Grade 9 Grades 8,9,a0

Grade 10
Grade 1-1

Grade
Grade

l_ 1_

L2

Sources: Department of Education, 1986:1-38; ESCAP , I976
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during the period. Generally, fo¡ the total of the three

levels of education, twelve years of learning was necessary.

For the primary leve1 the six years in the pre 1-964 period

changed to 4 years along with one year in pre school in the

period L979 to Present.

The 1972/1,978 period saw a reduction in the total

number of schooling years at aII three levels to 11 probably

to red,uce the cost of education which was becoming a burden

due to rapid increase in the school- $oing population

(Jayaweera, Lg|9:414). The devatuation of the quality of

education due to curtailment of the School years was

reversed in L979 by adding one more year for the senior

secondary education. These differences in the number of

years of school-ing did matter for occupations which needed a

senior secondary level of education-

5.7 .3 THE CONTENT OF THE GENERÀJ, EDUCÀTION ÀT PRI¡Í,ARY'
A}ID SECOIIDÀRY LEVEL

The curricul-um f ollowed. at each level- of education

gives an important insight to the knowledge and practical

skitls that had been imparted. Throughout the period the

main emphasis in the curriculum of the primary leve1 had

been the provisíon of opportunities for observation,

understanding the physical environment, acquisition of basic

skills in literacy and numeracy and understanding the Social

life and elements of cul-ture. The children were expected to

Iearn 20 hours in the first year and second year and 22.3 in

the third year. The number of periods increased to 40 when

the children advanced to grades 3 and 4.

Table 5. l-5 indicates the secondary level curriculum

taught at different periods of educational- reforms. The

curicula adopted at the junj-or and senior secondary levels
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Table 5 .1-5
Secondary School Currículum in Grades (6-10) 1960-1990

sources: Ministry of Education and Higher Education,
1-986 :L-41

were more academicatly oriented and emphasised reading,

writing and, number skills and socio-cultural orientation for

t97r/64L978/72L9'79 / to date pre L964

Religion
English
Sinhal-ese
TamiI

Religion
Sinhal-ese
TamiI

Religion
Language

Religion
Language

Mathematics Arithmetic
Maths

Ari-t.hmetic
Maths

Mathematics

Chemistry
Physics

Chemistry
Physics

ScienceScience

Socia1 Science HistorY HistorY
Civics Civics
Geography GeograPhY
Accounts Accounts

English Lit English Lit
Sinhalese Li-t Sinhalese Lít

Social Science

Health ScHeath Sc.Heal-thHeal-th

Shorthand
Typing
Needlework
Metal-work
Woodwork
Weaving
Ceramics

Home Science.

Shorthand
Typing
Needlework
Metal-work
Woodwork
Weaving
Ceramics

Home Science

Life Skil-1s Pre-vocational
Subj ect

Art
Dancing
Music

Art
Dancing
Music

Aesthetic
Education

Aesthetic
Education

Physical
Education

Physical
Education

Physical
Education

Physical
Education

Technical
Subj ect

Library
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the future citj-zens of the country. Throughout the period

the more practical subjects failed to compete with the more

academic subjects (De Silva, I977:403-433) .

The curricul-um ref orms of 1-972 and 1-9Bl- tried to

rect.ify the academic bias of the secondary Ievel education

by including a compulsory pre-vocational subject. Inclusion

of life-skills in the post 1'979 period was done in similar

vain. In teaching the pre-vocation subject, the life skills

subject should be rel-ated to the environment and the

resources available in the area where the child came from'

The practícal learning experience was to see how the

combination of resources and labour led to t'he production of

goods and the value of such goods -

The teaching profession in general suffered from a

dearth of trained teachers to teach these craft-oriented

practical subjects. Even though an attempt was made to train

academically oriented teachers to teach pre-vocational

subjects through in-service training programmes, it ended in

failure because of the lack of support from the teachers who

were subjected to such training. The attitudes of parents

and teachers to the compulsory teaching of the practical-

subjects were not positive. Negative attitudes in very rural

areas were partly created by the still prevailing social

values created by the caste system in Sri Lanka (De Si1va,

Lg77:102-106) and. the attitudes of the parents and teachers

\^¡ere largety based on such caste consciousness '

The imptementation of the reform that alI junior

secondary and senior secondary students should study science

and maths was hindered by the lack of qualifíed teachers and

facilities in the rural schools to teach the subjects at
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t.hese levels. The situation was more adverse for the

teaching of science and maths at grades 9 and l-0 and the

Curriculum Development Centre of the Ministry of Education

Look Steps to expand the In-Service training programs for

teachers who taught these subjects (Ministry of Plan

Implementation, !981:57-58; Sanyal et â1, 1983:93-l-1-1-) .

A pass in the GcE (oL) examination with appropriate

cred.its is necessary to enter the Senior Secondary Level of

Education. The student.s are broadly grouped into Arts

Science and Commerce groups (Ministry of Education and

Higher Education, 1,986:L-37 ) and the students have to select

four of the subjects offered in these grades. Generally the

subj ects taught in Grades l-l- and L2 are to cater f or

subjects taught at the Universities (University Grants

Commission, 1,984) in the following streams of study; Arts,

Commerce and Management Stud,ies, Law, Education, Science

Medicine, Veterinary Science, Agriculture, Engineering and

Architecture.

5.7 .4 TECENICAI, AI{D VOCATIONAL EDUCÀTION

The Technícal Education System in Sri Lanka aS it was

in tg7g, has been described as widely dispersed, non-

coordinated, ilI equipped and staffed and inequitably

distributed in the sub-nat.ional regions (Gnanalingam Report

1,g7g) . Technical- educatíon became a part of the education

system as early as 1894 under the colonial education System

with the establishment of the Ceylon Technical School in

UaradanalT . Tabl-es 5.16 and 5.17 indicate the numerical

)-7. In 1978, the Gnanalingam Committee was appointed to
examine and review and recommend reforms and changes
necessary for co-ordinating a natíonal scheme of technical
education' most of the Gnanalingam Committee reports have
been implemented during the periods l-983 to 1988 and 1988
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increase of Technical- Colleges and the percentage

distribution and growEh of intake to technical colleges

since this time. The low intake of persons to the technical

Table 5. L6
Government Technical ColI S Numbers Intake and Staff

Sources: stry o H r Educat oD, t97 : Table 1

questionnaire schedules sent
Education

to the Committee on Technical

Ministry of Planning and Plan Implementation, 1990: mimeo
Uníversity Grants Commission, L984:160-161 Table 9.3, 9-4
Ministry of Higher Education Science and
Technology, 1990:2-4
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, L992:96 Table 10.3
Staff Resources for years 1986 and 1990 are unpublished data
from Ministry of PoIicy Planning and Implementation, 1-990

education institutions and the slow increase in institutions

which imparted such education during the period prior to

Lg7 4 ind,icates the emphasis of the national- education

objectives on academic instead of technical subjects. The

to L993; later the Asian Development Bank and several- other
donors funded the Technical Educatíon Project

Cumulative Increase of Technical Institutions 1950-1990
TotaI Technical

period Number Polytechnic Junior Affiliated
Collages Technical Technical

6

1
3
t-0
11_

4
7
I
13

L950 / 59
te60 / 6e
L97O/79
ßeo / 90

5
10
r-B
30

Intake to Government Technical Institutions (Numbers)
L979 1983 1986 1990

ProfessionaL & DiPloma courses
National Certificate courses
Trade Courses
Other
Intake full- & part time

2255
5375
21-38
13 65

1113 3

4843
94]-2
6890

575
1-5724

43 85
1-0L52

L847
5]-7 I

15 001

3547
8606
L726
21,47

1-0624

Polytechnic Institutes
Junior Technical Institutes
Affiliated Technical Institutes
Total

Permanent Staff Resources in Technical- Collages

1983
755
540

36
L3 31

1986
755
545

36
r-336

1990
755
s50

36
L341,759

L979
516
243
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intake capacity of the t.echnical institutions was l-ow even

though the number of institutions imparting general

education had seen a tremendous increase. It probably is

also a reflection on the nature of the 10w demand for

Table 5.17

Students in Technical- Institutions, BY Course of Study
Percentage Distribution and Growth rates
(Selected Years)

ources: computed us ng data rom the fol- ow
Employment and Manpower Planning Division, L982:
1,2--L6 ¡ Ministry of Higher Education, L979:100-10
University Grants Commission, 1984 :1-57 -L61' Table
Central Bank of Ceylon , 1982 :86 Tab1el-O . 3 .

Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 1992:96 Tab1e 1-0.3

sources:
89-98 Tables
7 TabLe 3;
s 9.3-9.4;

L975 L976 1-981 l-983 1986 1990Years

Course of Study

Higher National L2.5 L5.4 10.3 18.0 15.5 I7 '0
Diploma & Professional

Diploma Course 11.l- 1'2.0 l-1-.8 4 -0 5.6 6 ' 0

50.6 56.7 52.O 43.0 47 .1- 53.7

24.4 1-0.6 L2.O 32.0 8.6 10.8

1.3 5.4 ]-3.7 3.0 24.0 L3 .4

National
Certifícate

National Craft
Training
Certificate

Short Courses
Self EmploymenL

Total
No Students '00
Total Intake | 00

1_00
r_0 7

63

100
r_00

53

1_0 0
L84
1,21,

r-00
217
L57

100
2L6
150

100
160
106

Years
L9B3 / 86

-L-6
z 1987 /e0

-8.6
Growth Rate
Tntake

L97s / 82
10.0
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qualified technicians from the economy. Another

consideration for the SLate was the higher costs invol-ved in

expanding the technical education. Already the economy was

over burdened with providing 'tuniversal free education" up

to the universíty level. Thus there was a disparity between

the social- demand for academically oriented education and

the techni-ca1 and vocational oriented education. In the

context of slow growth in the manufacturing industries and

the state-dominated service industries, the need to

substantially expand. technical and vocatj-onal education was

not an important consideration. The Structural composition

and the nature of growth of such industries will be

discussed in Chapter 6.

By the mid L97O's the demand for technical- education

grew for various reasons originating both from within the

country and from abroad. The loca1 interest in technical

education has increased since the 1970's when the numbers

of males and females who entered the labour force found it

d.if f icul-t to f ind employment (Employment and Manpower

planning Divisíon, L982:31; GnanaLingam committee Report,

1979) . One objective of the technical education was to

impart an employable skitl to persons who had an

academically oriented education (GnanaIíngram Committee

Report, L979) , and a further objective developed at a later

stage was to give a technical traíning which would lead to

self emplo)¡ment (Employment and Manpower Planning Division,

L985 4L; Gnanal-ingam Committee Report). From L977 there was

an increased l-ocal demand f or middle l-evel- engineering,

supervisory and craft level skills, from the several

development projects that had been started.



A moderate expansion in technical education was

observed after the l-950's. TabIe 5.18 shows the intake to

technical Colleges as a ratio of t.he total number of persons

with appropriate qualificatio.t=l8 to enter the respective

2TL

Ratio
L97 4-

Tabl-e 5.18
Intake to Courses of Study in Technical
of Population Qualified to Enter (Per
199r_

Colleges as a
l-00 persons) ,

L97 4

Higher National DiPIoma 2.8

National Diploma 2.5

National- Certif icate 1-.4

Nationat Craft Certificate 0. l-

Total- Intake 0 .5

1_981

2.1,

2.4

2.4

0.1

0-8

1,984

L.4

0.8

2.2

0.1-

0.8

1-991-

r.4

0.8

11

0.1

0.8

Sources: Employment and Manpower Planning Division, A982:89-
98 Tables L2-L6;
Ministry of Higher Education; 1'979:l-00-107 Tabl-e 3;
University Grants Commission, L984:L57 -L6t Tables 9.3-9.4;
Central Bank of Ceylon , 1-982 :86 TablelO . 3 ;
Central Bank of Sri Lanka, a992:96 Table 10.3;
Internal documentation in files, Ministry of Planning and
Pl-an Implementation.

courses. The external demand for technically qualified

persons cia*e f rom the Míd.dIe East. during the development

boom in those countries, commencing from the "OPEC" oil

monopoly. Thus at a cert.ain stage, in the early 1980's Sri

Lanka faced the unique situation when the free outflow of

manpower had been expanded since ]-977 and at a more

accelerated scale from 1-979, to cater for not only the loca1

demand but also to meet the demand from outside (Employment

1-8. The entry qualifications for different courses are as
followsr (1) For Higher National Diploma- GCE (Ol,¡, (2) For
National Diploma - GCE (AL), For National Certificate GCE
(ol,) , and G) For National Craft certificate - Grade 8-10
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and Manpower Planning Dívision, a982:41--43) . Since the

coll-apse of the Mídd]e Eastern development boom and

political turmoil caused by the Iraq- Quwait war current

Supply of skilted manpower in Sri Lanka has increased

because most of these *l-gtarrt-= returned.

In 1-979 the Gnanal-ingam Committee recommended that 1'4

new technical colleges be started in various districts where

technicat education was not available. Until recent times

technical education was more associated with males and

females participated more in the secretarial type of courses

however s ince 1,97 g t.he intake of f emales t.o various

technical course has increased. (Minist,ry of Plan

Imptementation, L981:95) .

5.8 CONCLUSTONS

The growth patterns and levels of working age

population during the períod under consideration have been

determined by the demographic, educatíon and, mobility

transitions. Reduction of infant mortality, particul-arly

and a general red.uction of mortality of all ages has taken

place d.uring this period. Rapid declines in mortality

initiated the onset of fertility decline and influenced the

Iabour supply of femal-es in younger working age groups ' The

increased incidence of never married women and the increased

adoption of contraception by the younger femal-e age groups

were important causes of fertility decline among less than

34 years age group. Fertility decl-ine among the younger

female age group have thus resulted in a substantial time

saving of the potential work time of femal-es, that would

normally be all-ocated for reproductive activity, and

familial roles.
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The growth patterns of the potential labour force were

also affected by the international migration of (1) the

permanent migrants to more affluent. countries and (2) The

contract migrants. Such migration patterns had a two pronged

effect on the potential labour force. During the short

periods of contract migratíon there was a reduction in the

available l-abour supply while the available stock of

potential labour was incremented by the ret.urned migrants.

Most of these migrants were young and had a middle to low

levet of skills or had no skills. Recent contract migration

trends show that females have out-nurnlcered males and that

most of these females had occupations aS unskilled persons

abroad.

Important changes occurred in the educatíonal Ievel

potentiat labour due to the expansion of the modern school

system and increased participation of younger persons in

education. The System of eaucation had performed a duel role

in supplying qualitative human resources; and being an

important changing agent in the process towards

modernization of skiIls and westernization of attitudes and

expectations of t,he population. Indirectly, the process of

educational transition that had taken place, had resulted in

accelerating the processors of demographic transition

(Caldwelt, 1982:) . Thus ít can be concl-uded that the supply

of potential labour was greatly influenced by the

Demographic, Educational and Mobilit,y transitions that

occurred in the country. Next three Chapters examj-ne how and

in what ways the potential l-abour supply was underutil-ized.

Chapter six examines labour underutilization that occurred

due to unemPloYment..
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CHAPTER SIX

LABOUR UNDERUTILIZATION THROUGH UNEMPLOYMENT IN SRI LANKA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In assessing the underut.ilization of l-abour it is

necessary to take account of both unemployment and

underemployment. In this chapter the focus is upon

unemployment which generally is l-ow in Less Developed

Countries (LDC' s ) (Getubig and Oshima , a9 91- : 80 ) . This is

because of the lack of social security for unemployed

persons in LDC's (ILO, 1993c:53-56) which means that poor

people cannot afford to be unemployed and have to take any

avail-abl-e work, regardless whether it meets their

expectations in terms of the skiIls, the status or the

remuneration associated with such work. The changing

demographic situation coupled with the l-ow level- of economic

development in currently transitional societies have

contríbuted to the increased labour supply and subsequent

Iabour underutilization. This chapter investigates the

causes and implications of unemployment in Sri Lanka. The

nature of the relationship between demographic, cultural,

'family related' and economíc characteristics of an

individual to that person's unemployment situation is

examined in order to understand the interrelated socio-

demographic and economic causes of unemployment. The focus

of the chapter is specially upon young adult femal-es. The

proposition that demographic, f amíIy related, and cul-tural-

characteristics Iargly explain a personrs unemployment

situation ís investigated. SESl-969/70, SE&LFS1985/86,

LFS1990/91- are the main sources of data analysed. The l-ow

numbers of LFSI-9 gO / 91- in some categories when the
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characteristics are analysed in detail are attributed to the

smaller sample size of LFS1990/91' when compared to the

other two surveys.

6.2 THEORETICÀL CONSIDERATIONS

The repercussions of the rapid population growth in the

early transition period (McNicolL,L984:8; McGreevey,

1985:49) and the contínued momentum of that growt,h during

the tatter stages of the demographic transition (Rowland,

1-992:]--1-4) are ref l-ected in the growth patterns and the

structure of the l-abour force (Jones, ]-990b) . The experience

of Sri Lanka fíts into this description (Jones and

Selvaratnam, 1-971': Karunatilake, a987:L67 -189) . In the case

of Sri Lanka, the growth of the 1-5-1-9 year age group and

their influx into the labour force since the l-ate 1950's, is

a result of the momentum of growth of the early phases of

the demographic t.ransition occurring in the country

(Karunatil-ake, 1-987 ; Balakrishnan and Gunasekara, I97'7 : 109-

a43) .

I¡'lhen the demographic transition is parallelled by an

educatíonal- transition, the problem of high l-abour f orce

growth is more acute because the new entrants to the l-abour

force are more educated and have job aspirations which the

economy cannot meet immedj-ateIy. The lagged effects of the

ed.ucation transition are experienced by the economy when new

cohorts with more education and specífic job aspirations

enter the l-abour force. The problem of educated unemployed

arises when the economy does not respond effectively

to these demands. In Sri Lanka (and in many other

Asian countries) the educational transition has

increased the human capital endowments (Jones, 1990b:
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1992 tL-45; Colomlcage and Karunaratne, 1986:180, 200-206)

which in turn have created adverse implications for the

economics of labour utilization (Wilson, L975:137-138;

Sanyal et âf. , 1983 :L78-195; Masinghe , 1991-; Jayaweera,

1993: ) .

Caldwell (1,982 21,0-2L]-) asserts that during the course

of the demographic transition, the famil-iat production will

be grad,ually replaced by capital-ist modes of production

which mostly has been imported to the developing countries

from the west. When the growth process of the transitional-

economy (Oshíma, A987:34L, Jones, a990b; 1992) is inadequate

to provide employment to the influx of new entrants to t.he

1Iabour f orce', a backlog of unemplo]¡ment woul-d start. to pile

up. The Sri Lankan Economy has undergone substantial changes

during the last f ive decades (Ponnamba1am, 1980:1-7I-79 ¡

Karunatilake , L987 :27 -47; Dunham and Abeysekera 'J,987) . The

probtem of absorbj-ng ad,ditional labour wit.hout affect.ing the

productivity of the already employed arises due to the lack

of signíficant transformatíons of the economy during the

period of demographic transition (oshima, a987:339-342) '

This is the result of welfare ori-ented investment aS opposed

to more productive investment (oshima, L981:237) and

inadequate capital for increased investment and empl-oyment

creation (McNicoll and Nag, !982-]-27-L28).

6 .3 DEMOGRÀPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE T'NEMPLOYED
POPULATION

6 .3 .1 ÀGE CHARJA,CTERISTICS

Tabl_e 6.I shows t,he percentage distribution of the

activity status of the 15 years and above age popul-ation for

1 The influx of new entrants t,o the l-abour force occurs aS a
resul-t of t,he lagged effect of high population growth on the
labour force (BLoom and Freeman, 1986)
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Table 6.L
Activity Status of Working Age Populatíon - Sri Lanka
sES19 69 /70, LF&SES l-985 /1986 and LFS l-990 /]-gg]-
( Percentage Distributions )

Sources: SE&LFS 1985 /L986 Data Tape
sES 1969/tglo Data Tape

Sri Lanka Labour Force Survey 1990 /gt oata Tape
Notes: ** The number of observations in the celI are Less
than 10
Percentages in rows add up to l-00

hrploycd Unmploycd --oura Eouscwork sÈudâDtsa oth€rÉ ToÈal aumbcr

Pêrc€tlÈagê dis t,ribution

sEs19 69 /7 O

15-19

20 -24

25-29

30-34

35+

male
female

mal-e
f emal-e

male
femaLe

male
female

male
female

29 .8
t7 .9
64.3
29 .0
88. B

32 .0
95. s
30.6
83.0
25.7

2I 9
1
4
3
4
2
z
2
0
6

r.9
36.8
0.8

49 .4
**

59 .6
**

66.5
0.4

s8.6

44.t
34.0

8.8
5.8
1_ .5
0.6

2.4
1.3
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.6
0.9
**

15 .5
15.0

3262
3472
6087
3 014
193 I
2L02
1540
1,502
81_1,2
1757

10.
25.
15

8
7
3
z
1
0

**
**
**
**

sEs & LF L985/86

15-19

20 -24

25-29

30-34

35+

male
female

male
f emal-e

mal-e
female

male
female

mal-e
female

28.2
]L.7
66.r
24.7
85.2
3r-.6
92 .4
34.9
79.2
29 .1,

t2 6
1
4
0
0

-B

4
3
5
0

1.3
23.7
0.4

42 .6
0.3

5r_.9
**

56.8
r.6

57 .3

49 .8
52 .0
7.2
7.2
0.6
0.8
**

8.1
3.4
4.8
3.4
to
r.9
1.9
1.0

]-6.7
11 .5

6753
6583
5637
s995
4496
51-45
4012
4436

1-7717
1819 6

9.
21,.
22.
l-1.
1_3.
5.
7.
2.
z.

**
**

0.1

LFS 1990/1991

15-19

20 -24

25 -29

30-34

35+

male
femaLe

male
female

mal-e
female

male
female

male
female

20 .8
t4 .6
58.5

10 1
4
8
I
3
B

0
)
4
1

**
L7.0

2.O
18.0
**

22.5

66.2
62 .5
11_ .3
18 .5

2.1
3.6
4.4
6.2
**

7.3
L3.7
6.9

32.7
51.8

515
618
504
406
237
21,8
1_6 I
204
4].3
682

28
6t
34
10
36
51
1,6

6
z
9
I
3
1
1

2.
23.
28.
20. 12.7

r-0.6
**

22.L
9.7
4.7

24
6

L4
3
z

6
20

3
25

0
6
1
4
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the survey years 1969/70, 1985/L986 and 1990/]-gg]- by age

group. Femal-e participation in economic activity has been

very much less than that of male, neverthel-ess during the

course of two decades, participation of females in economic

activity has increased. fa¡fJ A.f shows that these increases

were mainly in unemployment. Labour underutil-ization due to

unemployment has been very much a problem of t.he younger age

groups in both genders, particularly among males less than

29 years of age and females l-ess than 34 years (Jayaweera,

1-979; Masinghe and Gunasekara, 1-991; Ranasinghe, L992) .

One j-mportant reason f or the high incidence of

unemployment. for the younger age groups is a lagged effect

of the rapid population growth of the early phase of the

demographíc transition2 when the natural increase was high

due to a reduction in mortality, while fertility leveIs

remained high. In societies undergoing thj-s phase of the

demographic transition the working age populacion had

increased at a faster rate than in the pre-transitional

period, Ieading to a substantial increase ín the number of

persons entering the labour force, particularly in the last

two decades (Jones , A990b) . Fert,il-ity decline due to delayed

age at marriage, as wel-L as marital f ertility decl-ine

(Mason, Lg87) has increased female participation in economic

activity during t.he l-ast. three decades. A larger proportion

of these prime age group f emates, participat. j-ng in economic

activity, were seekíng work. Tabte 6.I shows that

unemployment is common for the 25-29 and 30-34 age groups

al-so.

2 Chapter Five established that the high growth phase of
population last.ed till the l-970's when mortality had
declined substantially while fertility remained high-
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The effects of several other transitíons occurring

paral-Iel to the demographic transition in Sri Lanka are al-so

reflected in the characterístics of women who have begun to

participate increasingfy in economic activity. During the

period 1,952 to L991-, the toiaf Fertility Rate decreased by

approximately 5 children per woman to 2.5 chiLdren,

registering a decline of 50 percent (table 5.3 in Chapter

five) . The value of children to t,he parents has changed

(CaldwelL,Lg82:324-330) during the course of the education

transition that has taken pIace. A social revolution for

women, has commenced with more females achieving higher

l-evel-s of education (table 5 .12 Chapter Five ; Jayaweera,

1993) . For example during the period 1963-7-99L, females aged

15-1-9 years who had GCE(OL) education increased from 10 per

cent to 27 per cent (table 5.12 in Chapter tr'ive) . Similar

dramatic changes are observed in the other older age groups.

Higher levels of education achieved by women increased their

potential t.o earn a higher income (Samarasinghe 1989:72-73) .

The narrowness of Ehe environment for \^romen expanded beyond

t.he confines of the househotd to horizons outside home and

even beyond the defines of the country (Hugo, 1990:2) ,

because her capacity and confidence to work outside her home

increased dramatically. In the 1980's more women than men

migrated for contract employment in the Gulf countries

(Editorial-, Asian Migrant, L994). The nucleation of the

family and declining fertility leveLs made less demands on

the reproductive l-ife cycle of the prime age femal-es and

their conjugal responsibil-ities. Modernisation paved the way

for the use of l-abour saving' and time saving devices such as

rice and flour milling (Jayatilaka, 1989; Ahmed, r974) and
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improved transport services (National Planning Division,

1"992) which enabl-ed women, even from distant rural- areas, to

save on labour time spent on household chores and

travelling. Forthcoming Sections wil-t l-ook in greater detail

how these changes affected different characteristics of

these participating women.

The economy has not responded ef f ectively to t.he

demands of the work age population to participate in the

production of economic goods and services. Unemployment has

increased with each new batch ent.ering the l-abour f orce

(Jones and Selvaratnam, 1971-:72-I25; Bal-akrishnan and

Gunasekara, 1977 zL20; Ponnambalam, 1-980 :61; Karunatilake,

1,987 :L7B; Indraratna, 1990 :1--13 ) . Unemployment, f or f emales

has increased particularly, because the economy was least

prepared for absorbing females (Samarasinghe, 1989). The

expenditure patterns in the country show that the nationa1

expendit.ure on consumption constituted 65-71, per cent of the

total expenditure (table 4.3 in Chapter Four) during the

L967 -1990 period which indicates t.hat there was a

substantial demand for goods and services. However Oshima,

(1-987:248) observes t.hat the rational-e of the public

expenditure in Sri Lanka since t,he country received

independence, was based on providing social wel-fare

facil-it.ies to the popul-ation rather than gearing the economy

towards productive employment to absorb the piling backlog

of employment seekers. The small- proportion of capital

investment that the Government could al-Iocate for

development was mainly directed towards the development of

agriculture. Such investments have resul-ted in the

modernisation of traditional agriculture, but that was not
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sufficient to create adequate productive employment for all

employment seekers (Masínghe and Gunasekara 1-990 :355-359) .

The increased participation of the 15-1-9 age group in

education resulted in a decl-ine in the participation of that

group in economic activity (t,ab]e 6.1). This trend refLects

the changing pattern of social behaviour due to the

education transition that has taken place. Even though the

direct effect of such a change would have been to reLieve

the immediate t.ension of added backlog of unemployed in this

age group, there woul-d have been a lagged effect of more

educated youth in more mature age groups seeking employment.

Figure 6.1 clearly indicates that the students cat,egory of

this age group increased during the period. The economically

active population of the L5-19 age group declined because a

larger proportion had been retained in the education system.

The increase in employment. opportunities for younger females

l-ed to a slight decline in the student category in l-990.

The proportion of females aged 20-24 engaged in 'own house

work' has decl-ined throughout the period, whilst student

categories in these older ages increased. Changes in

activity status also reflect the attitudinal- changes

occurring in women towards the tradit.ional roles they were

expected to perform (Skjonsb€r9, l-989 :24-30; Tinker,

1,989 3I-48; Perera, a989l.49-65). The proportion of females

aged 35 years and above engaged in'own house work'

(approximatety 59 per cent) in the first. two surveys is

al-most equal, wíth only 0 . 1 percentage point.s dif f erence.

The 1990 survey shows that this proport.ion had declined.

Inspite of the dominance of the maLes in the

patriarchal society (Caldwell-, 1'982; Mahadevan , L989) , as
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the bread winner in the family (ILO, 1993d), the proportions

of males who are 'ownhouse keepers' increased (tabIe 6.1).

During the period under consideration the proportion of male

'ownhouse workers' , even though only a small proportion of

the total age group, had more than trebled. Such a trend

suggests t.hat. t.he attitudinal changes are occurring in the

society regarding the stereotyped work roles for men and

women. Traditionally, rown houseworkr was regarded as

predominantly female domain (ILO, 1993), however the 1-990

Survey show that the proport.ion of males doing own house

work increased slight1y.

6 .4 DÍARITÀL STÀTUS .A}ID I'NEMPLOYAÍENT

6 .4.L I'NEMPLOYAÍENT ÀIÍONG NEVER-MÀRRIED PERSONS

Increased participation of never-married females in

economic activity throughout the period under consideration

can be attributed to the immediate effects of the early

phase of the demographíc transition (tabl-e 6.2) . During the

Iast four decades the average age at marríage for females

has increased by at least four years (Department of Census

and Statistics, 1986b:100) Increasing age at marríage is

associated wíth the commencement of the initj-al stage of the

fertility transition (Coate, a973) . v'Iith increasing age at

marriage, participation of femal-es in the 20-34 age group

had increased and table 6.2 shows that, a large proportion of

them were in unemployment. The highest participation in

economic activity is al-so in this age group. Throughout the

period, never-marríed females participated more than the

ever married. Increased participation in economic activity

among the 20-34 age group and never-marríed females has also

been the experience of other developing countries



Table 6.2
Proportions Per Cent of Employed and Unemployed in the
Working Age Population by Marital Status, Age Group and
Gender; sES1969/7O, SE&LFS1985/86 AND LFS 1990/]-gg]-.

ources: comput US ng
Socio-Economic Survey 1969/1'970 Data Tape;
Socio-Economic and Labour Force Survey L985/86 Data Tape;
Labour Force Survey 1990 Data Tape.
** less than 10 responses;
*** no responses.

experiencing

transition.

inítial stages of

example Yue (1,987 :259)
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the demograPhic

notes a similar
the

Ever Married Never Married

Totsal Employed Unemployed

Populabion
(Number) (percent)

Tohal- Employed Unemployed

PopuIaÈion
(Number) (percent)

sEsL969 /7 0
15 - 19 1-B

20-34 2469
35+ 7651,
Total 10138
SE&LFS19 8s / 86
15-19 27
20-34 5686
35+ 1,6694
Total 22407
LFS L99O/L99L
15-19 **
20-34 1,73
35+ 265
Total- 445

MaIes

9
9
4
3

1
3
3
2

1
1
2
7

29.7
71-.3
70.2
51.8

]-2.6
20 .0
6.7

16.t

5r_.9
94.9
79.9
83.7

***
4.0
4.2
4.9

19 .1
57 .L
64 .9
44 .0

9.4
22.7
2.0

1-5.7

**
75.r
37 .0
5L.2

22.2
5.2
3.1
1.2

3244
3 834

461'
3909

6726
84s9
1,023

L6208

508
736
L48

]-392

21,
20

7
21-

28
69
68
52

1_1

4
2
1z

38.9
94.2
80 .3
86.8

sEs19 69 /7 0
15-19 293
20-34 4246
35+ 7292
Total- 118 31
SE&LFS19 es / e6
15-19 425
20-34 9468
35+ 173l-0
Toral 27203
LFS L99O/L99L
15-19 42
20-34 285
35+ 563
Tota] 890

Females

1
0
1
3

6
0
1
3

L5.7
28.5
25.2
26.2

31,7 9
2372

302
5853

3.8
2.2
0.4
1.1_

18 .1
29 .2
28.7
28.7

7.3
6.0
3.2
3.2

**
24.9
L3.7
r7 .3

18
31
38
24

10 .6
23.3
3.6

1,5 .4

9.3
29 .3
8.6

18.5

615I
610I

886
L3]-52

576
543
L19

L238

1,3.7
32.2
26.r
23 .0

2
30
10
15

***
13.0
0.4
4.4

11_. 3
3r-.0
37 .2
22.2
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pattern in Singapore, Cho (1-987 :231) observes higher

participatj-on of the 20-34 group in Hong Kong and

Hugo(1993:84) notes that the highest unemployment is among

the 15-24 age group in Indonesia. Over the period,

increasÍng age at *"rri-a[ had resulted in a large

proportion of the 15-19 age group remaining never-married,

while participation of this group in education increased

resulting in low participation rat.es in economic activity
(Department of Census and Statistics, a986c:100-l-05) .

Increase in employment during the l-ate 1-980s to early

1990s, in the textile industry and light engineering

electronics (see Chapter Four) was largely beneficial in

terms of employment for never-married, young femal-es. Such

employment opportunities were created mainly in the Free

Trade Zones (Watawala, f992; Daily News Editorial, L992;

Daily News , 1993; Central Bank of Ceylon, 1-993:54-63; ILO,

1993 :32 -33 ) in semi skil-Ied or unskilled j obs with littl-e

opportunities of upward mobility (UNICEF 1987:76) . However,

such employment situations had not. been sufficient to absorb

the large increase of females in this age group who were

seeking employment (Indraratne, L990:1-13). The high rate of

unemployment among females aged 35 years or more is a resul-t

of cumulation of the rates.

Jones(1990a:507-533) highlights that the l-abour force

participation of Malay women, especially young r^¡omen in

Singapore rose very sharply throughout the fertility

transition and during the subsequent periods of below

replacement level- of fertility. Even though there is no

conclusive evidence regarding the nature of t.he relationship

between fertility decline and female l-abour force
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participation (St.anding and Sheehan , L9'7I :97 ; Jones , 1984) ,

married women in Less Developed Countries where the

f ertility t.ransition is t.aking place seem to have gained

more time from their reproductive ro1es, whích t.hey have

opted to use f or the productin of goods and services.

In the case of Sri Lankan women, âD irreversible

decl-ine of marital- f ertility had commenced f rom the 1960rs

and substantial declines in marital fertility were

experienced in the 1980's (tabl-e 5.3 of Chapter Five; ESCAP,

L976) . The effect of such a decline was an increase in the

proportion of married females who were seeking work.

According to tabÌe 6 .2, among married women the 20-34 age

group had the highest, participation, however this increase

was concentrated in the unemployed. The increase in

employment was only by one percentage point. The married

women, though of younger ages woul-d have been less

pref erable t,han the ,r".r.r-*arried women to potential

employers in the light electronics and garment manufacturing

industries (ILO, L993d) .

According to the SE&LFS1985/86 at least 25 per cent of

ever married, currently single women of all age groups who

were in the l-abour f orce vrere unemployed. A relatively high

proportion of younger women in the labour force were

widowed, divorced or currently single. Most of these young

widows woul-d have been victims of current ethnic and other

disturbances in the country. According to the SE&LFS1-985/86,

five per cent of the ever married women aged 20-34 years

were currently single. This is a substantial- increase from

the sES1969/70 which showed that only one per cent of ever

married women were currently single. Both surveys show that
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approxímately 6 per cent ever married women of 35 years and

above, who were in the labour f orce l^Iere either widowed,

divorced or IegaIIy separated. Widarti(1991:l-86) observed

that the highest labour force participati-on rates were among

divorced women in DJakarta while Jones (1984) also observed a

relatively high level of part.icipation among divorced women

in Indonesia. Widarti(1-991) attributes such a pattern to

hígh male mortality and divorce rates in Djakarta.

6.5 PARTICIPATION IN I'NEMPLOYAÍENT BY SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS

Table 6.3 indicates the labour force participation in

employment and unemployment of males and females by size of

househol-d. One consequence of the fertility transition is

the decline in average family size and nucleation of

famil-ies. In all three surveys analysed in this study, a

larger proportion of t.he labour force come from smaLler

families (Eable 6.3). The smaller family size was more

advantageous for the labour force participation of females3

and this finding is confirmed by earlier empirical evidence

on Sri Lanka (Standing and Sheehan L978:238-239).

Proportions of employed and unemployed men and women

aged less than 34 years, and who are from less than five

person households in the SES1969/70 and the SE&LFSI-985/86

are substantially higher t,han those in the more than five

person households. The disparity of participation in the tu¡o

household sizes had been reduced in the 1990 /1-ggi- survey.

Thís is largely due to t,he reduction in the proportion

employed (see tabLe 6.3) which is largely for males in all

3 Empirical evidence does not establish a clear
relationship. For example Peek (1978) found that in t.he
traditional sector the child care burden did not diminish
the likelihood of mother being employed in Chite (Standing
and Sheehan ed. , 'L97 8 :73 -7 4)



Table 6.3
Proportions of Employed and Unemployed j-n the Working Age
Population by Household Size (SEs1969/70, LF&SESL985/86,
LFS19 90 / 9L)

Sources: E 1 1,97 0 Data Tape
SE&LFS 1-985 /1,986 Data Tape
LFS r-990 /1,991- Data Tape

denotes less than 10 cases
. ) Number in the category
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Si-ze
More than/equal 5 Person
Employed Unemployed TotaITotal

Household
Less than 5 Person

Employed Unemployed

15-19 years
mal-es 43.L
f ema]es 26.I
20-34 years
males 90.1
females 3'7 .9
35+ years
males 79.2
f emal-es 31.5
total-
males 80.5
females 33 .5

15-19 years
males 3l- . 1
females 1-2.6
20-34 years
males 82.7
females 30.7
35+ years
males 80.3
females 29.8
totaL
males 75.2
f emales 28.2

l-5-19 years
mal-es 19 .0
f emal-es 13 .3
20-34 years
males 61.0
females 30.1
35+ years
males 46.4
f emales L8.2
total
males 46.L
females 2]-.6
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age groups and for femal-es in older age groups. Seemingly, a

substantial proportion of working age population have not

been counted either as employed or unemployed and therefore

they are out of the count,ed labour fot".4. One explanation

is that this may be a t.=r,,i, of the current civil strif e

that had engulfed. the country. A larger proportion of males

may be out of the civil-ian labour force, either fighting for

or against the government. A second reason may be that a

Iarge number of more mature age men and women are taking

advantage of facilities to retire early from the labour
L

force'. A third possibility is that a substantial proportion

is out of the l-abour force because they are discouraged and

therefore do not report themsel-ves aS employed or seeking

work. According to table 6.4 between the two survey

Table 6
Discour t Ratios Per 100 Persons

4

Source: SE&LFS1985/86
LFS1990/91

periods sE&LFsl-9 85 / 86

unemployment rat,io had

and LFSl-9 90 / 91 the discouragement

increased by 6 times.

4 Even though these persons had not reported themselves aS
beíng employed or unemployed, crosS tabulations of working
age þopulation with occupations show that, a large proportion
of the working age population of both genders were engaged
in some kind of occupation.
5 In the early 1990's the Government of Sri Lanka enacted
legislat.ion to enable Government employees who have put in
at least 10 years experience to retire prematurely
(Government of Sri Lanka, Ordinance )

Discouragement Ratio Unemployed No

SE&LFS198s/86
male
female
LFS1990/91
male
f emal-e

32r4
3304

1.0
2.0

240
225

6.0
L2.O
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A link between younger age groups, smaller family

size and unemployment status is evident over the period

(tabte 6.3). Declines in the family size had paved the way

for larger numbers of females to enter the labour

force, but mostly they have ended up in unemployment.

Standing and Sheehan (1978) observed that there was a

positive relationship between small househol-d size and

increased female labour force participation. They used

househol-d size as a proxy for family size. During

the first two survey years the unemployed proportion

of the 20-34 age work force from less than five

person households, had nearly t.rebl-ed and between the

L9B5 /1,986 and 1990 /tggt survey years this proportion had

nearly doubled. A resul-t of declining fertility among

women was that the number of smaller famílies increased.

Thus more women in smal-Ier households tended to enter the

work force, but there were not adequate employment

opportunities f or these f emal-es.

According to the SES1969/70 and SE&LFS 1985-86 as shown

in table 6.3, the participation of femal-es aged 20-34 in

more than five member households had increased substantially

due to an increase in unemployment. In the survey year

1990 /t99t, even though emptoyment had increased marginally

for this age group, the proportion unemployed had declined.

Probably a substantial number of females in this group are

out of the labour force due to discouragement (tabte 6.4) .

Persistence of unemployment for long periods leads to

discouragement among pot,ential workers (Fl-aim, 1-973;

Standing L978,' Finegan, 1981) .
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Over the period, proportions of employed and unemployed

in t.he 15-19 age group had decl-ined for both types of

households. The decline is substantia] between the first two

survey years and although during t,he L985/86 and 1-990/1-gg1-

survey years there is a ma-rginat increase in employment,

unemployment declined substantially for this age group. A

large proportion of this decline may be attributed to

increased participation in educat,ion. A strong negative

relationship has been estabLished between labour force

participation and education of this age group (Standing and

Sheehan I97B:244). Prevailing high level-s of unemployment

would have encouraged many parents to increase t,he number of

years of schooling that they were prepared to provide for

t,heir t.eenage sons and daughters. This is supported by the

fact that the percentage of females in this age group with

junior and senior secondary education increased (Chapter

Five, table 5.:-2) . There is considerabLe variability in such

economic motivations and Some parents may want immediate

economic returns for their educated chil-dren. However many

more would StreSS delayed returns and provision of security

(CaldweLl-, Reddy and Ca]dwell, !988 29-51) persuaded by the

belief that a higher level of education would hetp them to

get into a becter-paying occupation, because 'technological
progress eventually reduces the demand for uneducated

labour' (Oshima, 1-987:68). The increase in the proportion

employed shown in table 6.3 ís due to increases in the

employment for younger females as a result of increases in

direct foreign investment in manufacturing sector jobs

(Chandradasa and Schokman, 1994:24-27 ¡ Schokman and Alwis,

L994:28-32) .
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An interesting feature is the substantial increase in

single member households during the period under

consideration. These men and women \^Iere in the more mature

age groups. The SES.LFS19B5/86 recorded Lhat at l-east 11 per

cent of al-I the f emal-es surveyed were f rom single person

household,s . According to the SE&LFS19 85 / 86 at l-east 37 per

cent of the females in the l-ess than five member housing

units came from single person units. Of single person

units, ât least 12 per cent of fema1es were in the labour

force, and 91, per cent of them employed. At l-east 86 per

cent of females in single person households were aged more

than thirty five years old.

6.6 I'NEMPLOTAÍENT AI{D EDUCÀTION

Tabl-e 6.5 indicates the proport.ions of employed and

unemployed in the working age population by age group and

the leve1 of education. At all levels of education and for

al-I age groups, male participation in employment was much

higher than female participation. The education expansion

and development (Wignaraja, 1990:68-74) has resulted in a

large number of femal,es entering the l-abour force (Jones,

1992:35-42; Samarsinghe, L989; Richards and Gunaratne,

1980 :61--66; Jayaweera, A979) . The more educated women have a

greater potential to earn a livelihood; they are more

exposed to westernization through their education and l-ess

receptive to traditional values and attitudes which restrict

women working away from home (Samarasinghe, L989:66-74).

There is increased socíeta1 and famil-ial support for these

women to enter the labour force (Mahadevan and Sumangala,

1987).
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6.5.1 TINEMPLOTAÍENT ÀITONG JI'NIOR SECOIIDÀRY À}ID HIGHER
QUALTFTED PERSONS

A lagged effect of the increased participation of the

15-19 year age group in more years of schooling in Sri

Lanka, has increased the participation of young adults with

relatively higher l-evels of education (tabl-e 6.5) . There ís

an increase in partícipation for those mostly with junior or

senior secondary or higher 1evels of educatíon. Unemployment

has increased with education which is typical in less

developed countries (Jones and Manning, L992; Hugo, L993¡

Jones, 1992) .

In most circumstances t.he parents expect a return for

the money that they invested in their children. In a

transitional economy, more educat,ed children were a source

of additional income to the family. Thus there was support

from the immediate family for educated females to enter the

Iabour force. Ca1dwel1, Reddy and Caldwell(1988 29-51-) found

that among South Indian viflages, providing children with an

education for an addit,ional number of years was a means to

secure adequate literacy and to get a non-farming

occupation. Oshima (1987 :342) argues that concerns f or t,he

future welfare of chil-dren in the context of the

technological change that was taking place in Asian

countries, would have promoted parents to invest in their

children. According to Jones (1990a-487-533) , among Ma1ay

populations in South East Asia the rapid expansion of

education in the 1990's altered the value of children and

perceptions, including those about, women's roles. This

strengthened the trend towards later age at marriage, and

reduced the immediate economic contribution that the parents

can expect from children.
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Table 6.5
Proportions of Employed & Unempl-oyed
Education SES1969 70 SE&LFS 19 8 5 B6

By the Level of
LFS 1990

15-19
mal-e femal-e

20-34
male female

35+
male femafe

sEs1969/70
Propor-tjone per cent in Working Age

No Schooling employed 53.7 47 -7 85.3 63 -4 68.0
unemPloYed 26.5 9.1 I.5 1'8 **

No. in Age Group Ã77) (37s) (340) (1115) (1190)

Primary employed 55 -2 33.1 90 -7 36 -6 85 - 1

Primary unemployed 21 .2 8.0 7 -7 2 -9 1' 0

No. in Age group (943) e77) Q207) (201'2) (3692)

ilunior SecondarT employed 17.8 5.9 75.I 11' 5 86 ' 8

unemployed 18 .6 B .8 19.8 11.0 1-.2

No. in Age group (1873) (1784) (2444) (2268) (330s)

SenLor Secondary employed 7 -g 3 -6 66 -9 23 '1- 84 '3
unemployed 22.8 23.6 18.9 25 -6 **

No. in Age group Q68) (335) ¡259 ) (rrzs) (831)

Degree & Àbove employed *** tr** 73.6 60 -4 87 .2
unempl-oyed *** *** ** 3a.2 *'r

No. ì-n Àge gp (**) (**) (s3) (48) (94)

34.7
0.6

(3211)
20.3
**

(24L4)
10.8
0.7

( 1s32 )

40.2

(420)
BB.3

(17)

SE&IJFS L985 /L986

No Schooling emPloYed 55 .4 39 .3
unemPloYed 12.9 11.1

No. in Age group (334) (440)
PrinarT emPloYed 59.4 21 .7

unemPloYed 17.0 8.7
No. in Age group (1093) (864)
ilunior secondary employed 22 .5 - 7 .5

unemployed 11.7 8 .0
No. in Age group (4327 ) (4104)
Senior Secondary emPloYed 9.8 4.6

unemployed 11.7 L2.1
No. in Age group (999) (1175)
Degree & Àbove emPloYed *** ***

unemployed *** ***
No. in Age group (*r'*) (***)

82.8 45.0
5.5 4.3

(641) (1203)
89.6 36.1
6.8 4.7

(2844) (2968)
81.1 24.r
14 -7 11.9

(6792) (6818)
69 .r 30.6
L7 .9 29 .5

(3868) (4s87)
78.9 70.6
** 23.5
(1e) (17)

65.4 28.9
2.1- 1.6

( 1613 ) (4713 )

78.1 27 .9
1.6 1.3

(5892 ) (5181)
1. U 23 - r
2.9 2.r

(69r7) (s824)
84.2 46.0
3.3 3.6

(3295) Q478)
91.9 100.0

** ***
(37) ( 16 )

No Schoolíng emPloYed
unemployed

No. in Age group
PriurarT emPloYed

No. in Age n.orntt"*nloYed
ilunior Secondary emPloYed

unemployed
No. in Age group
Senior Secondary emPloYed

unempl-oyed
No. in Age group

(**)
41.3

**
(46)
16.2

9 .1,
(438 )

39.3

(28)

42 .9
*lr

(42)
¿9 -¿
15.3
(72)
28 .4
26 .0

(33)
4L.7
***
(60)
8.6
2.6

(5 01)
9.7

(113 )

52.3
*rr*
(44)
86.4

(s7)
60.1
21 .4

(7 14)
42 .9
20.9
(e1)

34-2 14.0
,r** ***

(3 8 ) (264)
51.4 10.1

** ***
( 107 ) (r79)

46.6 20.8
4.2 5.4

(236) (22r)
46.2 **
** **

(26) ( 17 )

LFS L990 / 9L
** 45.5
*** ***

(612)
25.3
32.2
(87)

source: r,FS1990/91, SE&LFSl9B5/86 e. SES1969/70 Data Tapes;
Notes: Numbers in parentheses are work age populatíon;
** cell size less than 10' *** no cases
There were only 7 cases with degree qualification in the working age

populatíon of LFS 1990 and 6 were employed
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Since Independence ín L948 there has been a substantial-

growth in the Sri Lankan economy (Snodgrass, L966:179;

Karunatilake, L9B7) . Simitar growth in the manufacturing

industries and occupations associated with such índustries

have been seen since t,he 1970's (Karunatil-ake , L987:L24-

136). Nevertheless, the level and pattern of that growth has

noL been adequate to absorb the output from the education

system (Gunatil-l-eke , L991-:1--26 ¡ Jayaweera, L9'73:]-47 - 1-51) .

The economy needs to expand much more, creating more middle

level- occupations in areas where persons with a junior

secondary leveI of education can be absorbed effectively.

Tabl-es 6 .6 and 6 .7 indicate the proportions of

unemployed persons with junior and senior secondary

education. Over the period between 1969/70 and 1985/86 the

part,icipation of never-married women aged 20-34 years in

more than five person households, with a junior secondary

education had increased to at least 95 per cent of the age

group and at least 45 per cent were unemployed. Never-

married femal-es coming from more than five person households

had higher participation raLes than those coming from leass

than five person households. Evidently females from large

famil-ies found it necessary to participate in economic

activity because there was a need to contribute to the

f amily income (Lim, L97t; 1993) . Oshima (1,987:317) contends

that with more years of schooling, young people postpone

marriage in order to work long enough to help with the

family finances.

The reverse of the pattern observed for never-married

females was seen for ever married females from smal-ler sized
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Table 6.6
Proportions (Per Cent) of EmpJ-oyed and Unemployed in Working
Age Population with Junior Secondary Level of Education by
uóuserrõtd size sES1969 /70, SE&LFS1985/86, LFS199O/91,

sources: sES196 9 /70, sE&LFS1985/86 , LFS1990 /er
*** No cases ** Less than 10 cases
Numbers in parentheses are those in working age, of refative age, sex,
marital status and household size groups.

Never-marríed
Less More/Equal

5 person 5 person

Ever Married
Less More/Equal-

5 person 5 person

1-5 - 19 MaIe employed
years unempl-oyed

sEsl9 69 /7 O

29 .3 1-6 .7
L4.4 l-9.0
(L7 4) (1,692)
8.3 6.0
9.7 9.5

(144) (1s4I )

73 .0 63.1
20.2 29.3
(248) (13s3)
24 .8 1,7 .4
16 .0 27 .L
(12s ) Q34)

***
***
(**)
**
***
(33)
99 .6
***
(277 )

7.O
**

(32s)

***
**
(**)
**
**
(se)

FemaIe empl-oyed
unemployed

20 -34
years

MaIe employed
unempl-oyed

92.7
6.4

(s56)
7.7
2.8

(r024)

Femal-e employed
unemployed

SE&LFS19 85/19 86
r_5 - l-9
years

Male employed
unemployed

r-6 .3
9.3

(2s8)
10 .9
L.4

(2e'4)
65 .1
2s.9
(255)
24.r
36. B

(r7 4)

18.8
**
(6e)
**
***
(Bs )

62 .5
26 .6
(64)
**
35 .5
(31)

***
***
(***)
***
***
(27 )

80 .0
**
(80)
25 .5
**
(102)

***
***
(***)
**
**
(**)
70.5
**
(44)
**
**
(40 )

Female employed
unemployed

20-34
years

Mal-e employed
unemployed

Female employed
unemployed

1_5 - 19
years

Male employed
unempJ-oyed

LFS19 90 /L99L
18.8 ***

***
***
***16.3

9.3
(2s8)
1-0.9

**
(6e)
**
**
(8s )

62 .5
26 .6
(64)
**
3s .5
(31)

(***) (***)
FemaIe employed

unemployed **
(294)
65.l-
25.9
(255)
24.1
36. B
(r7 4)

***
***
(27 )

80.0
**
(80 )

25.5
**
(102)

***
***
(**)
70 .5
**
(44)
**
**
(40 )

20 -34
years

Male employed
unemployed

Female employed
unemployed
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families. Participation in employment or unemplolrment was

higher for married women who came from less than five person

househol-ds (Tab1e 6.7) . Among married women, increased

education, as well as smal-1er family size induced higher

participatj-on (Yue, 1-981 :254-255) . Nevertheless,

unemployment was relatively higher for married women when

compared to marríed males with the Same l-evel- of educat.ion.

This indicates t.he difficulty for a married women Lo enter

into employment situations when competing wíth the ma1es.

Given the same l-evel- of education, a male would have been

pref erable to a f emal-e (ILO, 1993d: 61) .

Ever-married males from l-ess than five person

households and with junior secondary education had the

highest participation rates and throughout the period their

unemployment rates were very much Lower than those of never-

married. ma]es who had the same level of education.

Unemployment for never-married maLes, irrespective of their

househol-d size, had in fact increased over the last 15

years though the rates were l-ess when compared with the

rates of never-married femal-es. This again suggests that the

output from educational institutions generally for both

genders and for femal-es particularly, was much more than the

absorptive capacity of the transitional- economy. The

situation also reflecLs the inadequacy of employment avenues

f or f emal-es who entered the l-abour f orce with higher

educat j-onal- qualif ications. This is a common pattern in less

d.eveloped countries. Jones(1-992l.a1-) observes that a major

issue faced in Asian countries iS the 'expansion in number

of workers with high level-s of education, an expansion
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Table 6.7
Proportions of Employed and Unemployed Young Adults
working Age Population with Senior Secondary Level
Education (Per Cent)

in the
of

Ever MarriedNever Married

Househol-d s izeHousehol-d size

less than
5 persons

l-ess than
5 persons

more/equaI
5 persons

more/equaJ-
5 persons

*
*
(*)
*
*
(**)

97.9
**
(e7 )

21- .0
7.O

(143)

sEs L969/L97O
15-19
male **

**
(*)
*
*
(**)

20 -34
male 95.7

**
(235)
1-9.9
6.3

(3 31)

54.8
25.7
( 801)
25.O
38.0
(608)

employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

**
**
(24)
**
37.0
(27 )

employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

7.8
24 .8
(242)
2.4

15 .8
(423)

65.9
19.0
(r26)
28 .4
32.3
(102)

SE&LFS19 es / 86
15-19
male *

*
(**)
*
**
(**)

*
*
(**)
**
**
(1e )

20-34
male 61- .'7

22.9
(2 010 )

31.5
4L .3
(]-97 6)

53 .3
22 .8
(7s0)
23 .4
42.9
(7s8)

employed
unemployed

femafe employed
unemployed

83.7
1-2.2
(e8)
25 .9
t5 .4
QOa)

employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

94.
tr

2
0
0)
5
0
2)

(10r-
33.
Ll.

(1_6s

1t-.6
1-3 .1-

) (38e)
5.3

II.4
¡ (+e3 )

8.6
r.0.6
(60s
4.t

13 .1
( 6s5

Source: SE&LFS l- 985 :-.986 Dat.a Tape
SES L969/1970 Data TaPe

Notes:** Less than 10 cases in the cell group, * No cases
The numbers in brackets indicate the numbers in the age
group and in the household category.
Sample sizes of the two surveys were different
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likely to outstrip the growth in employment opportunities in

the occupations into which such workers traditionally

moved'

In sj_tuations where al. economy is not adequately

developed, to absorb the educational output, âr obvious

outcome of such an educational expansion is the increasing

unemployment of more ed.ucated persons. Rising unemployrnent

rates among senior Second.ary schoof levers in Asian

countries have been focussed upon by several researchers

(Mazumdar, l-981 :265; Berry , A980:1-77 ; Manning, L989; Moore,

1981:97-1-05) . The system of educatíon in developing

countries promoted the uncontrolLed expansion of secondary

and higher education (81aug , 197 4:1,4-26) and was more

academic rather than technically oriented. Hence, such

educatíon was suited mostly to non-agricultural type of
6occupations-. Table 6.6 shows that irrespectíve of their

marital Status, there t"t. more persons with a senior

Secondary level of education in less than five person

households. The participation of never-married persons of

both genders in the 15-19 age group was relatively lower

than in other age groups, and the small-er proportion who

participated were mostly unemployed.

According to the sE&LFs1985/86 the participation of

never married femal-es in the 20-34 age group wit.h a senior

secondary level of education, irrespective of the household

size was concentrated more in unemployment than in

employment. Accordíng to table 6.6, of the 72 per cent women

6 During the last two decades Lhe system of education had
expandeá in favour of technical and vocational education;
accordingly there had been increased investment for
technical ãnd vocational education ( National- Planning
Department, Public Investment Programme Series 1985-1994)
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who participated from less than 5 person househol-ds, at

Ieast 40 per cent were unempl-oyed. The Situation was even

worse fOr never-married women from more than five person

households where of the 64- per cent who participated at

Ieast 47 per cent were unemPloyed-

Accord.ing to tabl-e 6.6, participation of females with a

degree and above IeveI was highest among alt educational

Ievel-s for both points in time considered. Previous research

confirms the high economic participation of graduate women

(wilson, Lg|5; Masinghê, 1991-; Masinghe and Gunasekera,

1gg1) . At least 85 per cent of those who participated with

this Ievel- of education, were f rom l-ess than f ive person

households and a larger proportion of them were currently

married women. In l-969/tgl0 only a quarter of the persons

participating at this level came from less than fj-ve person

househol-ds. During the period under consideration,

unemployment had declined substantially for persons who

entered the labour force with a university education.

According to the LFS l-990 /].99]-, unemployment for those

with a Seníor secondary or degree level of education aS a

proportion of the working age populat.ion with that

qualification, had declined to insigníficant levels. The

additíonal employment created in the manufacturing sector,

(See also Chapter 7) would have been adequate to absorb the

backlog of unemployed wíth a senior secondary Ievel of

education. A large proportion of such emptoyment was created

in the garment manufacturing business mostly as sewing

machine operators, where a high leveL of education was not

needed to operate the machines. This evidence supports the

contention that in a situation of educational transition
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when a large number of educated persons are seeking jobs,

there is a tendency for job screening to increase, where

employers tend to absorb those who are have higher level-s of

education to jobs that need only a lesser level of

education. In such a situation schooLing acts aS a screening

device which helps employers to choose between peopl-e. As

high productivity jobs become scarce, competition to get to

the head of the labour queue intensifies and the amount of

education needed increases (Psacharopoulos, L987:143) .

6.6.2 I'NEMPLOYAÍENT ATÍONG PERSONS WITH NO SCHOOLING

A larger proportion of the working age population with

no schooling were in the older age groups (tabl-e 6.4). This

is attributed to the push down effect of the education

expansion where the younger cohorts of the working age

population reach higher educational l-evelS (Jayaweera,

L979:71-'73) . This is a resul-t of the nature of the

educational expansion in Asian countries (Jones, L992tI-48) .

The participatíon rates of femal-es with no schooling were

relatively higher t.han those f or other educational- l-evels

except the degree l-evel. Among the younger age groups,

in t.he working age population and in labour force the

numbers were fower for those with no schooling than for

other l-eveIs of education. This is an indication of the

increased level of literacy after the commencement of the

education transit.ion. During both survey years,

participation of those with no schooling was highest for

mal-es and. females in Lhe 20-34 age group with a smal-l-

proportion unemployed. The possibility is that they are from

Low income Segments, who either have not gone to school at

al-I or have dropped out in the first year of
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school-ing. Their employment aspirations are l-ow and

therefore they accept available jobs which woul-d be

mostly casual l-abour in labour intensive industries

including agriculture. Partícipation of ever married

women who had no schooling, and who came from more

than five member households decl-ined during the

period.

According to SES69/70 never-married females and

mal-es with a primary l-eve1 of education in the 20-34

age group and from Less than five person households

had a higher participation rate rel-ative to the other

age groups. However the numbers unemployed at this

level of education were insignificant, âS the ceIl síze of

women unemployed in the 15-19 and 20-34 age groups was less

than ten. The SE&LFS1985/86 show that the participation

raLes for fema1es with primary educatíon had declined for

all- age groups. The decl-ine is more noticeabl-e f or

those from more than five person househol-ds and for

the 15-19 age group. This again is an indication of

younger persons opting to remain in school for further

education.

The analysis of part.icipation in unemployment by

the levet of education indicates a ru' shaped pattern.

Such a pattern Suggests lower unemployment rates at the

lower levels of educatíon, ie. at the no schooling and

primary l-eve1s, higher unemployment rates at the junior

secondary and senior secondary l-evels and l-ower

unemployment rates at the graduate level-s of

education. However this pattern was
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not est.ablished in the LFS1990/1-99L. Berry(1980 L77)

commenting on the rIJ' shaped relation between the

unemployment rate and the educational level said that t.his

pattern is seen because of the different age composition of

these groups. According to him a person with no schooling

Starts seeking work much earlier than a person who attained

a secondary level of education. The average unemployment

raLe that he calcul-ated showed that the unemployment rate a

person wourd suffer over a normal workíng "tt..t7 was

virtually the same for secondary graduates as for primary

graduates.

6.7 ETHNIC CIIARJACTERISTICS OF I'NEMPLOYED PERSONS

Tabl-e 6. B indicates labour force participation rates by

ethnicity. rn t9B5/86 the highest participation of

approximately 50, is recorded for females in the 20-34 age

group of the Sinhala community. High rates of participation

associated with the Sinhala Community are not merely because

of their numerical advantage. Locationally and historically

they had the advantage to assimilate to several transitionaf

changes that occurred in the country (De Silva, 1-977:98-99) .

Increased exposure to 'westernization' tends towards a

relaxation of traditional occupational- values in favour of

modern Sector values. However, at least one fifth of Sinhala

women were unemployed. Differences in participation between

Sinhala and TamíI communities is afso due to paucity of data

caused by the inability to conduct the SE&LFS1985/86

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1987a, 29) in

Vawuniya and Kil-Iinochchi Districts and LFS1990/l-991- in

7 Berry 1-980
labour force

L77 defínes a normal- working career as from
entry to age 65.
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Table 6. B

Proportions Employed and Unemployed in Ethnic Communities
Per cent)

Sources: SES196 9 /70, SE&LFS1985/86 , LFS1990 /91- Data Tapes: Notes:
Figures in parentheses are total numbers of working age population in
the respective community and age group

the Northern and Eastern provinces (Department of Census and

Statistics, L991-c:l-) . When the Tamil ethnic group is further

differentiated by Sri Lankan Tamil- and Indian Tamil, the

participation of Sri Lankan Tamils shows an increase, for

all age groups except for males aged 35 years and above,

whose participation had. decfined slightly, and mal-es aged

L5-l-9. While unemployment for this age group had declined

MoorSinhalese Tamil

empJ-oyed unempJ-oyed employed unemployed employed unemployed

Àgc Groups

15-19 male
femafe

20-34 mafe
female

35+ male
female

total maLe
f emal-e

sEsl 96 9 /7 0
2r.t (2038) 38.
11.8 Q1,27) 38.
L7.7 (3683) Sz.
13 .8 (3972 ) s6 .

1.0 (s008) az.
0.6 (4829) 43 -

10.6 (t0729) 64 -

7.6 (10928) 47.

25 .4
10.4
75.6
18 .5
83.3
20.0
69.6
]-7.9

(e19)
(e80)
(3008)
(210 3 )

(2408 )

(209s)
(633s)
(517I )

31- L
15.3
82 .8
10.6
90.9
r-1.9
75.9
12.3

(30s)
(36s)
(se2)
(s3B)
(636)
(670)

( 1s33 )

( 1573 )

9 tktk

7 **
7 6.8
4 3.2
4 **
3 **
4 4.6
7 2.8

21, .0
**

12.0

tk*

9.4
3.6

15- 19 male
female

20-34 mafe
female

35+ male
female

total male
female

(47 69)
(4526)
( 10191 )

(11103)
(1,272s)
(131s4)
(27 685)
(287 83)

25 .6
10.9
78 .8
3]-.2
80.1
31.1
70.2
28 -O

(t 64)
(77 8)
( 1s03 )

(1607)
(L6221
(1604)
(388e)
(3e8e)

32.r
6.3

77 -9
11.6
75.5
10.9
67 .9
10.3

11.0
5.4

10.5
6-6
)1.

r.4
5.0
4.0

13.6
10.0
14.8
18 .5
3.0
2.r
8.9
9.6

36 .4
I¿ .2
83.4
25.9
76.9
24.5
7r.9
23 .0

(e3s)
(e7 4)

(178 r_ )

(2]-39)
(2s18)
(2642)
(s234)
( s755 )

5.8
13.0
6.3
4.r
2.0
9.0
4-5

11.5
SE&LFS 198s/1986

15-19 mal-e
femafe

20-34 male
female

35+ mafe
female

total male
female

16 .3
13 .3
63 .6
29 .9

4'7 .7
17 .5
45 .6
2r.0

***
**

***
***

***

69 .7
**
5r.7
22.7
27 .4
13.6
7.0
5.9

(33)
(s6)

(r1 6)
(66)
(62)
( 81)

(2'7r)
(203)

LFS 1990/1991
12.9 (404) *'r
3.1 (490) 16.7

23 .1 (624) 26 .6
29.r (625) 13.9

3 .6 (28r) 18 .6
2.9 (486) 14.8

16.0 (1309) 1-8
13.2 (1601) 7.0

(78)
(72)

(109)
(137)
(70)

(115 )

(257 )

(11s)

***
10. B

r8 -2
**
***

55.4
¿z- t
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over the perj-od under consideration, empJ-oyment had

increased.

Among ethnic communities, high participation in

economic activity and higher employment rates have been

observed to exist among Indian Tamil women (Wilson, L975:68;

198L). The SES1969/70 confirms the previous finding of high

Ievels of participation of Indian Tamil women and shows

that 98 per cent of women aged 20-34 years participated in

economic activity with approximately B8 per cent in

employment. The high rate of employment among this ethnic

community is attributed to it being t.he 'preferred ethnic

communi¡y' over all the others for work in tea estat.esE

(Richard.s and Gunaratne, 1980,' Kurian, 1985; Hollup,

L993:71-) During the gritish colonial rul-e and even after

Independence, large numbers of Indian Tamils were brought

down to work in tea plantations (Snodgrass, L966:6-7;

Gooneratne and Wesumperrr'*", ]jB4:87 -97 ; Kurien, 1-985 ;

Hollup , :993:71) . However, the participation rates of Indian

Tamil women in employment had decLined substantially

accord.ing to the SE&LFSL985/86 (See Annex 6.4) . fn recent

years, large numbers of Indian Tamil-s \^Iere Sent back to

India under repatriation programmes (Department of Census

and Statistics, I9B3a:42¡ Gooneratne and Wesumaperuma,

1-984:135-1-55) . Even though there is no specif ic evidence

emerging from the SE&LFS1985/86 to suggest that repatriation

programmes would have affected the participation of Indian

Tamil females, one can surmise that it may be the key issue.

8 High participation of this group of women is also
attribuLed to their cultural background coming from 1ow
caste, low income South Indian villages; they were less
demanding in terms of employment facilities and willing to
work under any working conditions (Richards and Gunaratne
1980: Kurian, A985: ) .
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An interesting development shown in SE&LFS1-985/96 data

is that at least 40 per cent of Indian Tamil women aged 20-

34 years were found outside the estate sector. More than a

quarter of the 1,5-19 age group, and at least twenty per cent

of the 35 and above age group were al-so found in urban and

rural areas. Labour force participation of t.he Indian Tamil

femal-es who migrated to urban and rural areas was relatively
-9IOW

Participation rates in employment and unemployment \^¡ere

relatively l-ow f or f emal-es of the 'Moor and Others' ethnic
10community*-. Moor mal-es aged 20-34 years participated more

in employment than any other ethnic group of the same age.

This may be because most of the Muslims in the private

Sector are engaged in occupations associated with the sales

sector or mining. A contrast is observed with regard to

femal-es of the same age group whose participation was fower

when compared to participation of other ethnic groups. The

traditional attitudes towards MusIim female Labour force

participation such as their working away from their houses,

are not as relaxed as ín other communities. Ismaj-] (1989:30-

42) attributes such traditionalism to powerful and

ínf luential Isl-amic fundament.alist groups. Muslim women were

much less exposed. to education than women from other ethnic

communities, in spite of the availability of free education

9 Such a process occurred due to severaf reasons. The Indian
Tamil women are benefiting from the free education system
and therefore they are capable of integrating more into the
community as their occupational values have changed. The
second reason may be that they are integrated more into the
l-ocal- community because they now have citizenship rights.
Therefore a substantial proportion of them are migrating to
urban areas and marrying personS who are not employed in the
plantations.
1O Ismail (1989 30-42) alleges that in rural- areas Musl-im
peasant \^romen work 1-6 Lo 18 hours a day and that in urban
areas they are under Privileged.
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facilities. Therefore, they are the least affected by the

unemployment problem.

6.8 I'NEMPLOTAÍENT À}ID HOUSEHOLD STÀTUS OF THE IIIDIVIDUÀL

Table 6.9 indicates labour force partici-pation by

family status of the indiviaJal in the household. The rates

are differentiated by employment and unemployment. The

household Status is examined in terms of the head of the

household and. the rel-ationship of the other members of the

househol-d. to the head of the household. The members of the

family considered. here other than the head of the household

are, spouse, chifdren, parents and others. The 'others'

category comprises, other relatives, domestic ServantS,

boarders, Iodgers and others.

Irrespective of status in the household, mal-e

particJ-pation was f ound to be higher than f emal-e

participation. This is in accordance with male participation

pat,terns in patriarchal "o"ilti.s and a large proportion of

activities performed by women particularly in developing

countries not being counted aS economic activity in labour

force analysis (Wilson L975 55; Boserup, I977; Ware,

1981 :2L2). Participation of males in unemployment was quite

low for the 20-34 age group and the numbers were

insignificant when they were classified aS spouses. However

particJ-pation in unemployment was substantially higher for

mal-es aged 20-34 years who participated as children and one

out of every five in this age group r^¡as unemployed. This is

a lagged effect of the sustained high fertilíty regime in

the first. phase of demographic transítion resulting in high

population growth (WiIson, Ag75:2Ot; see also Chapter Four) .
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Tab1e 6.9
Labour Force ParticiPation
Socio Economic and Labour

by Household
Force Su

Status
SE&LFS 19 B5 86

Head Spouse chil-dren others
Age Group

(**)

**
(**)
9'7 .3
2.r

(3s3)
44.3
5.8

(s39)
81.6
2.0

(14810)
31.8
r.9

(419 0 )

84 .9
2.0

(r8723)
33.2
2.3

(47 34)

(")

(161)
96.7

(120)
30.2
4.2

(6225)
68.6
2.5

(3es)
30 .2

1.5
(10s69)
68.1
**

(s1s)
30.1
2.5

(169ss)

27.r
t2.6

(s938)
10.1
9.4

(5s64 )

t2-6
20.2

(8332)
28.3
26.8

(663s)
81.1
8.4

(91e)
38.6
8.7
(907)

s6 . s
16 .6

(1s189)
2L.3
r8 -2

(13r.06)

36.1
12.8

(807)
2U -U

8.1
(853)
83.1
]-3.2

( 1788 )

30.3
13.3

(2r17 )

58.7
3.5

( 1s93 )

16 .5
L.4
(2530)
62 .3
1,0.7

(418I )

22.4
7.r

(ss60)

35+

15-19 male employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

20-34 male employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

mal-e employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

Totat male employed
unempJ-oyed

femafe employed
unemployed

15.1
]-r.7
(383)
8.1
3.3

(4se)
s6 .0
2r.9
(529)
28.2
26.4
(432)
91.3

(23)
58.0
**
(s0)
40.1
r7 .2
(e3s)
20.0
L4 .4
( 941)

28.5
5.4
(130)
34.0

(141)
68 .3
1-4.6
(3s7)
60.5
)tr )

(30e)
6.8
3.2
(316)
4'7 .0

(4 91)
53 .4
8.6

(803)
16.3
8.8

(e4!)

(**)
**
**
(**)
**
*Jr

(14 )

45.7

(3s)

**
(41)
48.8

(43)
**

(5e)

**
*
("*)

(14 )

**

(1s)
27 .r
**
(Bs)
**

(3e)
28 .0
**
(100)
28 -6

(s6 )

2s.6
5.0

(1e9)

35+

female

LFS1990/91
15-19 male employed

unemployed

femafe employed
unemployed

20-34 male emPloYed
unemployed

femafe employed
unemployed

male employed
unemployed

female employed
unemployed

Total male employed
unemployed

employed
unemployed

*

(*)

sources: SE&LFS f985/L986, TJF9 L99o/1991 Daba TaPeé

Noceê: ** lees Ehan 10 caee6, i No caeee

() toEal numbere in Èhe age grouP in Ehe category
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Participation of females, âs children of the head of

household was higher than if they were heads of househol-ds

or spouses. The status in the family of a large majority of

persons in the 15-L9 and 20-34 age groups was as the

chil-dren of the head of the household. They were largely

never-married and participated in unemployment. Females had

a total- participation of 47 per cent when they were heads of

households and 37 per cent in employment as spouses, while

Lhey had a participation rate of 53 per cent with half of

them participating in unemployment when they were chíldren

of the head of household. Even for the 35 plus age group,

participation of females aS head of households was l-ess than

when they participated as chitdren of the head of the

househol-d. The total numbers, âs well- as participation rates

of those whose family status was parents were comparatively

Iow. Almost aII of them were more than 35 years of age.

6.9 SOURCES OF SUPPORT DURING I'NEMPLOTAÍENT

Table 6.1-1 indicates the sources of support for persons

who were unemployed. Sources of Support during the period of

unemployment are a crucial factor for the unemployed to Stay

al-ive and perhaps maintain a family during the period of

unempl-o)¡ment. In most developed countries such Support f or

the unemployed is available from the social wel-fare

mechanisms prevailing in the country. In the case of Sri

Lanka, such welfare mechanisms are not availabl.11, thus

11 Since 1-990 the government had started a poverty
al-leviation programme where the Government offered a granL
of Rs 25,000 to a proportion of the poorest. families ín the
counLry. It was expected that this money should be used for
starting of a self employment project whil-e part of it was
used as a Iivíng all-owance for the poor. Even though this
wouLd have helped the unemployed in the lowest income
categories this was not a unemployment benefit scheme.
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the main Source of support musL come from the family. Table

6. LO shows that a large proportion of the unemployed

received

Table 6.1-t

Sources of Suppo rt for Members of the FamilY During
1 t SE&LFS1985 86 LFSr_990 9L

Sources: E&LFS19 85 86 Data TaPe
LFS 1990 /1991 Data TaPe

Notes: A1I members include aIl- other members in the family
** number of cases less than 10 in the cel-1
*** NO CaSeS

support from the family during the period of their

unemployment. Accord.ing to the SE&LFS1985/86 approximately

78 per cent of male children aged L5-19 years who were

unemployed had. support during unemployment and at l-east 72

Family related sources Other sources

Recipient
child

in family

Recipient
all members
in family

Number in
age group

unemployed
al-l members
in family

(percentage of total unemPloYed
SE&LFS19 e5 / 86

15-19
male
female
20-34
mal-e
female
35+
male
f emal-e
total
male
female

3.4
**

'7 .9
r-.8

23.8
6.5

11. B

19.8

8.9
2.2

853
601

L920
23s6

13.3
70 .5

7t.B
67 .a

83.7
86.2

43 .9
51.5

442
35s

32L5
331-2

64 .4
62 .6

78.3
81.5

83.8
80 .5

15 - t_9
male
f emal-e
20-34
male
female
35+
male
female
TotaI

**

LFS L99O/L99L

11.0

**
***92.3

100 .0

***
***
**
9.6

***
**
63.8
52 .4

T4
t4

240
229

52
15

1,7 4
200

78.8
r-00 . 0

64 .4
49 .0

94.9
89 .4

100 .0
r_00 . 0

94 .6
90 .4
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per cent of such support came from the family. There were

several reasons why such support came from the family.

The family status of a large proportion of the

unemployed, being the children ín the household was one of

the main reasons why they releive¿ support from the family.

It can be argued that in spite of the nucleation of the

family through declining family size, traditional values of

the family were still upheld. The family was willing to

support the unemployed children until they found suitable

means of livelihood. A second reason for supporting

unemployed. child.ren is the parental aspirations towards

employment of their children. Most of them had eíther a

junior secondary or above l-evel of education. The parents

would want to Support the children until they were able to

enter into desirable employment or realise their job

aspirations.

The argument. that there is a persistence of cultural

values of the family in transitional societies (Kannappan,

1983), is supported by the fact that family support had been

extended to members of the household who are not directly in

'the family'. Support has been extended to the 'othersl

category who were unemployed. Irrespective of their â9ê, the

'others' category which included other relatives, boarders,

lodgers and servants received support from their family.

They were the second main category who received Support from

t.he famiJ-y during Lheir unemployment however female children

seem to have got s1ight.ly more Support than mafes in this

category. This again shows the persistence of traditional

cultural values, while also adopting modern economj-c

concepts. Support and prot.ection of females in the family is
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a traditional vaLue while allowing or expecting them to make

a livelihood is a modern economic concept. In case of

females, 83 per cent had received Support and all of it came

from the family. Unemptoyed women who were spouses al-so

received. support f rom their ìami-f y. Nearly three f ourths of

married women of this category received support from their

family and parents during unemployment.

6.10 OCCUPÀTIONAL PREFERENCES OF THE T'NE¡IPLOYED

Table 6.11 indicates occupationaf preferences of the

employed. and. unemployed population and table 6.I2 indicates

the occupational preferences of unemployed persons by

duration of unemployment and their level of education.

Occupational preferences indicate the effect of economic

modernisation on the job aspirations of the potential

workers. Occupational preferences of mal-es and females in

the younger age group L5-19 years seem similar in their

desire for production and related occupations. Approximately

two fifths of males and females in this age group preferred

this type of occupation. However in the 20-34 age group, t.he

proportion of males preferring production and rel-ated

occupations was more than f or f emal-es.

older age groups, particularly females opted for white

collar work. This is a lagged effect of education on labour

force entry. These persons have been retained for a long

duratíon in education and are older when they enter the

labour force. The arts based education avail-able in most

schools increases aspirations for white collar work (see

section 5.7.3). The proportions of more educated females

opting for white collar jobs was distinctly higher than for

males. This is a result of increased participation of
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Table 6.11
Occupations of
Unemployed as
1985 /1,986 and

Employed and Occupational
Proportions of Working Age
LFS r-990 /]-gg]-

Preferences
Population:

of
SE&LFS

WhiÈe Scryicce Agriculturc Product'ion

collar

Totsal PopulaÈíon
agcd 15+ ycare

15-19
males employed

preferred
femal-es employed

preferred
20-34
mal-es employed

preferred
femal-es employed

preferred
35+
males employed

preferred
females employed

preferred

15-19
males empl-oyed

preferred
females employed

preferred
20 -34
males empLoyed

preferred
females employed

preferred
35+
males employed

preferred
females employed

preferred

SE&LFS19 8s / 86

1,.2
**
1, .1
**

3.2
**
1_ .5
**

1_ 1-

0
3
0

16 .6
0.3
7.3
0.2

L7.5
r- .5
7.7
0.8

5.3
0.5
l_ .5
0.2

3.1
0.2
0.s
**

75.44.2
L.2

r-6 .3
o.7

75
0

28
0

7
4
3
4

3818 .5
0.r-
7.2
**

3L.2
5.9

16 .3
7.4

6.6
***
**
***

16 .0
2.5
1, .7
**

47 .0
3.4

15 .8
2.L

5.5
**
2.5
**

7
5
6
4

27 .1,
2.3

11. 3
1.1

,l

28.
1_.

6753

6s83

1,4L45

L557 6

177L7

1819 6

5L5

618

909

828

413

I
0
7
3

0
7
1
6

***
6.4
**
r.7

3 .6 ]-4.3** o.2
L.6 3.9
** 0.2

LFS L99O/L99L

5.2
**
***
***

2.7***
t.6***

0.
l_5 .

0.

1_0.9
2.9

1r-.3***

18.8
10.L
13.8
2.4

19.
29.
24.

6.'7
L0.7
t0 .7
15.8

60 5
1
7
2

6.8 7 .3 27 .4
**

***
2.L 2.1- 9.2

*** **

*** **

Sources SE&LF 7985/L986 Data TaPe
LFS 1990/L99r Data TaPe

Notes: hlhite collar occupations comprise 0-4 main
occupational categories of ISCO: ie. Professional,
Adminj-strative, Clerical and Related and SaLes Workers

Servj-ce occupations comprise ISCO main category 5

Àgriculture comprise category number 6 of ISCO includes agriculture,
animal husbandry, hunting and fishing

Production comprise categories 7,8,9 of ISCO

preferred category contains occupational preferences of the unemployed
persons
The proportions are expressed as percentages of 15+ working age
population
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females in further education. In the 20-34 age group where

participation in unemplolrment was high, ât least a quarter

of males and cfoser to hal-f of females who were unemployed

opted for white collar employmerrtL2.

with the expansion of technical educationl3 in Sri

Lanka, more men and women with technical and vocational

skills entered the labour force, increasing the demand for

technically oriented production sector jobs. A larger

proportion of men and women with lower educational

qualifications as weII aS a substantial- proportion of those

with higher educational qualifications, had opted for

production and related occupations (tabl-e 6.L2) . The

LFS1990/91- shows that all men and women with a junior

second.ary or lower level of education preferred production

and rel-ated jobs. The SE&LFS1985/86 shows that most of the

men opted for mechanical jobs, precision or light electrical

jobs. The changing occupational- preferences in favour of

non-agricuJ-tural- occupations refl-ects changing occupational

structure in employment. As discussed earlier, a large

majority of the unemployed who were new entrants with junior

and senior secondary qualifications aspired for non-

traditional occupations. This is a departure from

traditional employment avenues ín the agricultural sector

which provided employment for most of the new entrants to

the labour market in the t.raditional society. The

SES.LFSI-9 85 / 86 shows relatívely l-ow pref erence f or

12 This comment is based on results of further analysis of
occupational preferences by age groups (SE&LFSI-985/86) .

13 From the early 1980's investment on technical education
had increased (NPD, a9B2-I993) . From that period it was the
policy of the government to increase the intake to the
Lechnical- colleges in order t.o export skilted workers mainly
to Middle Eastern Countries in order to increase employment
and obtain foreign exchange for the country.



Job Preferences of the Unemployed by Educational Attainment
and Duration of Unemployment (L5-34 age group)
SE&LFS l-985 /L986, LFS 1990 (a percentage distribution)

Tab1e 6.1-2

agrícultural occupations. For

agricultural jobs according

insignificant, except in the
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example t,he pref erences f or

to the SE&LFS19e5/86 was

case of femaLes aged 20-34

SOUTCC: SE&LFS 1985 1-986 Data Tape
LFS1990/91 Data Tape

Notes: The white collar occupations include service category
occupations
Row percentages add uP to 100
fn S¡Af,f'S1985/86 the Lotal unemployed includes those who had
not responded to the preference question; t,herefore the ceLl
percentages do not add uP to 100.
i* - cell number is l-ess than 10; *** - cell number is zero.

ID indicates inadequately described

White Collar Agriculture Productíon ID Total ?; Number

SE&LFS19 85 / 86
6 months and less
Junior secondary
males 21,.5
femal-es 27.4
Senior secondary
mal-es 53.7
femal-es 76.6
Total duration
Junior secondary
males 21.4
f emales 26.2
senior secondary
males 53.3
females 75.7
LFS 1990 /:-gg]-
6 months & less
Junior secondary
males **
females ***
Senior secondary
males **
females L00.0
Total duration
Juníor secondary
mal-es 58 .3
females 37 .3
Senior secondary
males 89.9
females 100.0

***
***

***
***

& remo

&

& less

68.7
61.3

4r.7
20.9

68.1
62 .5

42 .1,
2L.8

84 .6
100 .0

41, .7
62.7

97 .9
98.1_

96.3
98.2

96.4
98.2

1-00 .0
100.0

r.00 . 0
100.0

100.0
100 .0

100.0
100.0

(ts2e)
(e68)

(700)
(L259)

( 1753 )
( 1183 )

(7s0)
(r382)

(70)
(10 )

(4)
(10 )

97 .8
98.3

2.2
1, .7

3.6
1.8

2.1
1.9

Iess
7 .'7
9.5

3.'7
1.8

0.9
o.7

SS
8.3
9.6
re
0.9
0.7

l-e

& mo

&

& more

***
***

***
***

***
***

& Iess
***
***

& more***
***

***
***

**
***

***
***

(e6 )

(75)

(8e )

(8s )
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years where

(S cases),

cul-tivators

LFS19 90 / 9L

occupations.

there were 12 cases who opted for tea plucking

agricultural Iabour (S cases) and paddy

(two cases) According to table 6.1-t the

shows no preferences at all for agricultural

Prolonged waiting periods for employment of the more

educated persons are often assocíated with preferences for

white collar jobs. This is a result of the slow demand for

white collar jobs from the economy in relation to the

numbers who aspire for white collar occupations (Jayaweera,

LgTg) . The white coIlar occupations are associated with

professional and technical occupations (mostly teaching

jobs), clerical, sales, and service related occupations. In

the case of Sri Lanka, the t.wo surveys show that while the

job preferences of the more educated are simiLar in their

opting for white collar work, the duration of unemployment

is dif ferent. The former "rrt-r"y 
(SE&LFS1g85/86) shows that a

Iarger proportion of the more educated who opted for white

collar jobs had been waiting for less than six months. The

l-at.ter survey shows that the more educated opted mostly for

white coll-ar occupations and al-I of them were waiting for

more than six months. According to the LFS1990/91-,

approximately 90 per cent of mal-es and aII the unemployed

females with a senior secondary or higher education level-

opted for whit.e co1lar occupations. These aspirations were

not met because the economic growth trends since t.he late

1980s were more in the manufacturing Sector than in service

sector (see Chapter Four) .
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Table 6.13 provides a summary of

investigated and t.he variabLes used for
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the characteristics

the regression

A MULTIPLE REGRESSION À}IÀLYSIS ÀPPROACH:
I]NEMPLOT-IÁENT ÀÀID ITS RELÀTIONSHIP TO THE
CIIARACTERISTICS OF THE II{DIVIDUAL

Table 6.13
Variables Used For the Regression AnalYsis

Dependent variable: - Unemployed (currently not workíng
and seeking work)

Characteristic
Investigated

Independent Variables

Demographic

Cultural
Family Rel-ated
Background

Economic

â9ê, sex, marital- status

ethnicity, religion, sector

household size, support durj-ng
unemployment, household status

Education level, occupational
preference, Duration of search
for employment

Source: SE&LFSt9B5/86 Data TaPe

analysis and table 6.I4 indicates the results of the

regression analysis. A multiple regression analysis using

the logit method was und.ertaken to understand the nature of

the relationships of the independent variabl-e to the

dependent variabl-es. The analysis seeks to identify the

subset of independent variables that have a strong

rel-ationship to a person's unemployment. The proposition

examined is t,hat the unemployment situation of a person

could largely be explained by that person's demographic,

cultural- and family related characteristics. The selection

crit.eria for the variables in this Study and t,he reasons for

using the multiple regression Iogit probate method were
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discussed in Chapter Two. Chapter Two al-so examines the

dichotomous attributes of the dependent and independent

variables where it is appficable.

6 . 11. 1 DEMOGRJA,PHIC CIIARACTERISTIES

6 .11.1.1 ÀGE, SEX AI{D MARITAL STATUS VARIÀBLES

For all combinations of variables there was a strong

likelihood of unemployment for the 1-5-l-9 and 20-24 age

groups and the resul-t was significant at 95 per cent

conf idence l-eveI . There was a l-ikelíhood of unemployment f or

the 25-29 age group but the result was not significant.

Unemployment was l-ess likeIy among the 30-34 age group and

the resul-t was significant. This means that there was a

strong l-ikelihood of young adult.s being unemployed. Persons

below the age of 25 years in the l-abour force enumerated in

the SE&LFS1985/86 are from birth cohorts of the early

transition period commencing from the l-ate 1950s, when

mortality decl-ined greatly and f ertility Ievel-s remained

high and constant. The lagged effect of such population

growth patterns of the early transition period in Sri Lanka,

on the l-abour force is Seen with an increase in the labour

force participation and the strong likel-ihood of

unemployment for the young age groups show that such

participat j-on is in unemployment. The resul-t supports the

theoretical- stance taken in this study, that due to the

lagged effects of the high and persistent fertility regime

of the early demographic transition and al-so to the

decl-ining fertilit.y regime of t.he first phase of fertility

transition, the incidence of young persons entering the

Iabour force has been high and because the economy has not

been d.eveloped enough to receive this increase in l-abour



Females
B Coeff

Both genders
T VaI Sig B Coeff T VaI sigVariable Name

InLercept 3.920
AGE 15-19 .066

20-24 .]-01
25-29 .014
30-34 .163

(SEX) females
(MST) Marital status status
Never married .097
wi-dowed/divorced/seP -.058
Currently marrj-ed - .305
(HSIZE) Househol-d size
Less than or equal 5 - -223
More than 5 .264
(HEH) Househol-d status
head of house - .1-69
Spouse - .133
child .100
(FAS) Support in unemPlo).ment
from family 2.038
(RCE) Race
sinhala -ot2
Tamí1 - .240
Indlan Tamil -.283
Mustim .468
(REL) Religion
Buddhist -.246
Hindu - .101
rsl-am - .368
christían -L44
(SECT) Sector
rural - .282
urban -21,3

estate -.L27
(EDUC) Education
no schooling .3I4
primary - .264
junior secondarY -.074
senior secondarY .1'84
degree and above .330
Duration of UnemPlo)¡ment
6 months or less _.106
more than 6 months -.084
(v51R) Occupational Preference
professional & Related -1-66

cler ical . L.7 5

sales .153
production - -I27

NS

4.2]-6
.235
.133
.061
.094
.5/3

64 .61,2
11. b3J

r .648
-1.758

- 951
s.498

29.07L
J.974
1.883

.31-1
-3.092

r.278
-.744

-5.710

-3.298
3.675

-2.1,r9
-1.935
1.361

.7 99

.77 7

.2L4

-2.496
-1.095

104 2.434

.569
5.117

-4 - 318

3 .058
3.544

-3.875
2 -403
1.553

2.964
2.823
L.782
2 -286

-10.820
-2 .077
-7 .7 48

2.599
33 .240

.686
-4.181

NS
***

***
***

**

NS
***
***
NS

***
NS

NS

**

*

***
NS

1l- 1

375
336

106
1,23

***

**

***

***

- .209
.169
.063

**t(

28 .67t *** 1.811 52.9I4

.159
-2.559
-4.845
1.200

-238
- .286
- .L96
- -364

518
450
830
841

336
r41
191

***
***

**

**

3

-2
-4
-1

=2 .668
- .978

- r- . 006
1.355

. r1,7

.188

.347

.247

-4
3

1
I

-1
3

1

.99r

.97 B

.463

. 111

.239

- .IUb
- .3s0
-.074

.061

.047

-I.¿¿J
-16.t20
-2.6l-8

.197

. 615

NS

NS

NS

***

1.340
2.384
-.978

-2.21,4

.2'7 4

.97 4

.044
- .L26

*

NS

***

ns
***
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Table 6.14
Likelihood of UnemPloYment in Sri Lanka
Results of ression anal is)

Source: SE&LFS )-985/1986 Dat.a Tape
Notes: significant at foltowing confidence levels
* -at 90 per cent; :k* -at 95 per cent ' tr** -at 99 per cent
ns - Not Sígnificant
B coeff - Beta coifficient
T Vaf - T value; Sig L - Significance Levef
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Supply, large numbers have ended in unemployment. Therefore

in this situation, the age of the unemployed person is an

important characteristic. thl likelihood of unemployment was

positive, but not significant for the 25-29 age group but

negative and significant for the 30-34 age group. This

result further confirms t.hat involuntary unemployment is

primarily a problem for the younger age groups in Sri Lanka.

The likelihood of women being unemployed was highly

significant at 99 per cent for all combinations of

variables. This finding is al-so in accordance with the

hypothesis tested that the demographic characteristic of

gender, ie. in this instance the fact of being a femal-e, íS

important to explain a personrs unemployment. situation in

the transitional- society.

lrlhen tested f or marital status, Ehe likelihood of

never-married females in the 20-34 age group being

unemployed was positive and strongly signíficant. The result

was equally strong when tested for never-married females

(significant at 9O per cent confidence level-) and for aIl

combinations of variables. The magnitude of the regression

coefficient for currently single women declined slightly

when the level of education changed. It was shown in the

previous chapter that an important characteristic of

fertility decline in Srí Lanka was the delayed age at

marriage. The potential for labour force participation of

never-married young female increased due to the immediate

effects of the early fertility transition on labour force

participation of young adult women. As there were not enough

employment avenues to absorb these addit,íonal entrants to
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t.he labour f orce, such increases in part,icipation had

resulted mostly in unemployment. These findings support the

propositj-on examined in this chapter that the demographic

characteristics, ie. age, Sex and marital- Status of an

individ.ual are important to J*pfain the current unemployment

situat.ion of the individual .

6.LT.2 CULTT'RAL CIIAR,ACTERISTICS

6.11 .2.L ETHNICITY

One of the variables tested to examine the relationship

between unemployment and Lhe cultural characterj-sLics of a

person was ethnic background. It was assumed that each

ethnic community in Sri Lanka has its own cultural identity

and value systems which could affect labour force

participation, particularly that of young adul-t women. Due

to exposure to rwesternization'(Ca1dwe11, 1-982) brought in

by modern education and modern communícation SyStemS, the

values and attitudes of younger generations have changed

(Wickramaratne , I977 :1-65-l-86; Jayaweera, 1,9791.t3t-1-54; 1-993 ¡

Samarasinghe, L989) . For the three major ethnic communities

the effects of ethnicity on Lhe likelihood of being

unemployed were different. The likelihood of a Sinhala

never-married. f emales in the l-5 -34 age group being in

unempl-o)rment was posítive, but not significant. l'lhen tested

separately f or t.he 15-19 , 20-24, 25-29 and 30-34 age

groups of the same ethnic community, the likelihood

coefficient was stilI positive and significant at 95 per

cent confidence for all age groups. This result is

compatible with the anaLysis in Section 6.7 of this chapter.

The probability of Tamil women being unemployed was negative

and significant. This is partly because of the small
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proportion of Tamil women in the sample and the higher

proportion of Tamil women employed in the estate sector.

This result is in accordance with the resul-ts indicated in

cross tabulat.ions which poínt out t.hat participation in

employment v¡as higher for Tamil women than for Sinhala

women. When checked for Sri Lankan Tamils in the 15-34 age

group, the coefficient was still negative and strongly

significant. For Musl-im women the likelihood of unemployment

was positive but not significant and thj-s is an indication

of the increased participation of Musl-im women in economic

activity. Neverthel-ess, cross tabulation analysis showed

that Eheir participation was comparatively lower when

compared to other et,hnic communities. This is consiStent

with the analysis present.ed in Section 6.7 of this chapter.

The findings from the regression analysis provide an insight

into understandíng differences in unemployment among ethnic

communities.

5.11.3 FAI{ILY RELATED CHARACTERISTIES

The availability of support from the family for

survival during t.he period of unemployment (FAS) was the

first variable tested in this regard. FAS was strongly and

positively related to an individual's unemployment situation

and. significant at 99 per cent confidence ]eveI. Family

Support came from the parents, relations and other members

in the family. Such family support was very significant for

unemployed women of junior secondary, Senior secondary and

higher l-eve1s of education. This finding confirms the

theoretical stance that during the course of the educational

transít,ion parents will be persuaded to educate their

children more, and that along with higher levels of
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education the expectation of parents for their sibl-ings

increases. Thus the family support is available,

particularly for the more educated children.

A second family related variable tested was the

relationship of a person's hJusehold size (HHS) with his/her

unemployment situation. The Iikel-ihood of women from

households with less than five members being unemployed was

less and significant at 99 per cent confidence level, while

there was a strong lj-kel-ihood of women from more than five

person households being unemployed. However, household size

may not have been an efficient measure of nucleation of

family or fertility decline among women and the consequenE

increase in labour force participation of women.

A third family related variable to be tested was the

status of the unemployed person in the family, ie. the

likelihood of being unemployed for different members of the

family. The coefficient was negative and significant at. 95

per cent confidence level for 'head of the household' or

'Spouser, but positi-ve and significant for 'children'- When

the Status of the unemployed individual was ta child'of the

head of the househoLd, the educational- level- was junior

secondary or senior secondary and the preferred type of

employment was production, professional or technical type of

work, the likelihood ratio \^Ias positive and was

significant. This result is in accordance with the previous

finding that the likelihood of unemployment is higher for

younger age groups and is due to the higher participation of

females in the younger age group who were unable to find

employment. Jayaweera, (L979:151--1-52) argued that the strong

Iink establ-i-shed between educational achievement and
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emplo)¡ment had. been a barrier to flexibility in occupational

choice. Since the 1970's when Jayaweera made this comment,

the flexibility in occupational choice has expanded due to

various technical- and vocational- educatíon programs, as wel-L

aS evaluation techniques introduced into the education

System. Nevertheless, rthe education has outpaced economic

development and has become dysfunctional- in a tagging

economy' which is experiencing t,he lagged effects of

previous high rates of populat.ion growth and there is stil-I

a crítical unemployment problem for educaLed young persons.

6 .LL.4 ECONOMIC CIIARÀCTERISTICS

The l-evel- of education of the person was one of the

economic variabtes chosen to test the hypothesis that

'demographic, cultural and familial characteristics are more

important to explain a person's unemployment situation' . The

l-evel of education of a person denotes the potential- I^lage

income (ie. the income that the person is capable of

earning, if that person enters wage employment)

(Hinchilif fe , L9B'7 1-41'-146) . An educated person aspiring to

enter employment is largely influenced by the occupations of

those who have the same leve1 of educatíon and their income.

The analysis in this study shows that the likel-ihood of

being unemployed for persons with a junior and senior

secondary tevel of ed,ucation was positive and significant.

The resul-t \^IaS also positive and significant when tested for

preference for white coll-ar jobs among the age groups 25-29

and 30-34 years and the familial- support for the unemployed.

These two age groups comprise the smal-ler proportion of the

'hard core unemployed' who prefer to wait for a longer

períod than others unt,í] they are abl-e to get their
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preferred occupation L4. The resul-ts shown for the younger

age groups who comprise a larger proportion of the

unemployed, support the proposition that demographíc

characteristics are important to understand the unemployment

situat.ion of a person. For In.=" age groups more important

than a potential income, the supply of labour without a

parallel demand for such labour is an effect of a lagged

effect of high population growth period. such high growth

had been determined by demographic factors associated !,¡ith

the several stages of the demographic transition which has

taken place in Sri Lanka.

Anot.her economic variable that was used was t.he j ob

preferences of the unemployed females. The likelihood of

unemployment for women aged L5-34 years who preferred

occupations in professional, clerical and production rel-ated

work was posit.ive and significant for all combinations of

variables. The likelihood oi unemployment was positive and

highly significant at 99 per cent confidence level for

femal-es who preferred professional, technícat and related

occupations. In addition, the result was the Same for

production and related occupations. These results suggest

that while d,emographic, cultural and f amilial

characteristícs of a person are more important, to explain a

perSon' s unemployment situation, economic characteristics

also are equally important to explaj-n the current

unemployment situation of a person.

These results support the t.heoretical stance taken in

this study that the transitional- nature of the society is an

14 This comment is based
preferences, educational
Data iLl-ustrated in table

on detailed analysis of job
level- and duration of unemployment-
6.12 also support this contention.
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important consideration to understand the problem of labour

underutilization due to unemployment. The supply of l-abour

to the economy has been irrespective of the demand for such

Iabour from the economy. tl"n a supply is due more to a

lagged effect of the early phase of the demographic

transit.ion which is associated with high population growt,h,

and the early phase of the fertility decline which is

related to increasing age at marriage. These demographic

characteristics are more important in explaining the current

employment and unemployrnent situations of young adults. In

transitional societíes where the economy has expanded

adequat,ely to meet the demands of the growing labour force,

Iabour underutilization due to unemployment is lower

(Oshima , 1987 ; 1991-) . However with an unmet demand for

employment, a substantial proportion of the potential labour

force will end up in unemPloYment.

6.L2 CONCLUSTONS

This chapter has shown that the unemployed population

of Sri Lanka have unique identífiable characteristics that

can be related to a transitional society caused by

demographic, and education transitions that had taken place

in the country. The unemployed were largely young' never

married, educaLed femal-es who came from less than five

person households and who had strong family support. A large

number of young people has entered the labour force as a

result of the lagged effect of population growth caused by

initial- stages of demographic transition on labour force

participation of females. However in a situation where

economic development had not occurred paralIeI to socio-

demographic changes, unemployment rather than employment has
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íncreased. The anatysis focussed the necessíty of

understanding the effects of socio-demographic changes on

the investigaEed populatíon in order to comprehend clearly

the supply side of the labour underutilization problem in

Sri Lanka if acceptable solutions are to be proposed.

Further investigation of l-abour underuÈilization is carried

out in Èhe forth coming chapters. Chapter Seven investigates

labour underutilization d.ue to underemploymenE in Sri Lanka.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

UNDEREMPLOYMENT IN SRI LANKA

7.L INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses a further aspect of labour

underutilízation, that caused by underempJ-oyment.

Underemployment has been id.entifíed as a major problem in

the Asian economies which are currently in transition

(oshima, L987 ¡ Lggt; Hugo, !993) . HOwever in most of the

available analysis the ínvoluntary nature of underemployment

had not been established (Oshima, I99t¡ Hugo 1993) . This

chapter proposes to est.ablish clearly that there is

involuntary underemployment in Sri Lanka. In Chapter Three

(section 3.5.6) of this study, the operational definition of

an underemployed person used in this study was establ-ished;

ie. as a person working less than 35 hours per week and

seeking add,itional or alternative employment. Causes for

female underemployment are investigated in thís chapter

along with their employment characteristics and occupational

Structure. The relative importance of demographic, cultural,

family related and economic characteristics of underemployed

females will be examined in a single model in which the more

important characterístics of the underemployed femaLes will

be identified.

7 .2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERÀTIONS

critiques of the classical model of t.he demographic

transition theory assert that Socio-economíc change in the

socíety had been consid.ered as a prerequisite for

demographic change (Hugo , L981-:I-4; Blanchet , !9 91 : 1-05 - 113 ) '

Cald,well- (1982:LL}-I22) and' Jones (1-990a:507-537) point out
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that the Asian experience is an example which shows that

demographic transition can occur without massive economic

growth and Structural change. Caldwel-l (L982) , examining

the d,emographic transition in the Af ro-Asian region,

contend.ed that such tt".t=ftiorr" had taken place when

d.ramatic social changes occurred due to 'westernization',

even though substantial economic development had not taken

place. As has been poj-nted out several times in this study,

an important aspect of the Asian demographic experience is

the effect of rapid, population growth in the early phase of

the transition on labour supply. The lagged effects of rapid

population growth without comparable economic development

have caused labour underutilization problems such aS

unemployment and underemployment in transitional- societies

(Godfrey, a986) . A large body of evidence has been

d.ocumented regard.ing the Iagged ef f ects of acceLerated

popuration growth, and th; momentum of such popuration

growth on labour supply (Jones, 7990b:2L9-236; L992:23-49;

ogawa, Jones and williamson , a993:1--1-7 ¡ Bauer, L990:61-5-645;

Bloom and Ereeman, 1986).

However the effects of fertility decline are

especially important for the female labour supply and an

appreciation of this is ímportant to the understanding of

current levels of underemployment. Increasing Levels of

female labour force growth are due not just to previously

high levels of fertility and 1ow mortality, but aLso to

increased participation. The latter is due to the favourable

effects of the demographic transit.ion on the status of women

in transitional societ.ies (Hugo L993:47-57; Jones and

Manning, L992:363-4LO ; JoneS, A99Obz223 ; Mahadevan, 1-989 ;
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Mahadevan and Sumangala, L987; Lim, L984:6L7-636). Hugo

(1993) ident.ifies demographic transition impacts as being

most important in shaping the current labour supply in

Indonesia. Jones (l-990b) predicted that l-abour

underutilization woul-d occur in transitional ASEAN

societies, if not enough emptoyment is generated to absorb

the increases in the potential Iabour force that results

from demographic change. In this scenario the worst affected

are the females, because a disproportionate Share of the

increase in labour supply comes from them.

The capacity of a country to absorb a constantly

increasing supply of labour in productive employment depends

upon the level and pattern of the growth in the economy

(Farooq and. Mackellar, L99O:301-305) . Oshima (1987 ,31,5-342)

emphasises the importance of recognising the interrelated

nature of agro-industrial and demographic transition in

Asian societies in order to unaerstand the labour absorption

patterns in these countries. Oshima (1987 ) observes that in

societies undergoing the demographic transition, structural

changes in the economy are taking place along with

simul-taneous economic growth. He describes the initial

changes in the economy aS the agro-industrial transition,

that is when the proportion of the labour force employed in

the agricultural sector decLines and that. of the

manufacturing sector increases.

An important manifesLation of the agro-industrial phase

of the economic transition in the slower growing economies,

is the growth of an informat Sector with a high proportion

of the underemployed (oshima, a987) . Thus, labour

underutilization due t.o underemployment may be an inherent
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aspect of the economic transition in 'transitional

societiest. Jones(1990a:507) agrees with Oshima that some of

the Asian countries experiencing rapid declínes in fertility

r^rere simultaneously underqoing economic growth. Labour

absorption in productive emplo)¡ment becomes a probLem in

countries where popul-ation growth has occurred without the

accompanying economic growth to sustain additions to the

potentiat labour force. Such countries have experienced high

levels of labour underut,lization (Oshima, A991) . The

rnternational Labour of f ice (1-971-a:90) , oshima (1-987; 1-991)

assert that even though considerable progress has been made

with regard to social- welfare in Sri Lanka, the economy has

lagged behind. The sluggish nature of the Sri Lankan economy

became obvious in the l-970' s (ILO , L9'71-) when it had to cope

with an increased Labour supply due to an increase in the

population, resutting from the demographic and education

transitions that r^¡ere occurri.tg in the country (Caldwell,

1982,' Jones , lg92 , Selvaratnam, l-988 : 165 - 242) - It is argued

in Ehis chapt.er bhat explanations for the current patterns

of underemployment observed in Sri Lanka and other such

transitional societíes are found in the augmented labour

supply, due t.o a lagged effect of the demographic transition

t,ogether with the Iabour absorption patterns inherent in

these transitional societies.

7.3 I'IIDEREMPLOT-MENT IIEASURED IN TERMS OF HOURS OF WORK

Visible underemployment of a person can be measured in

terms of hours of work (ILO, 1-97]-:53 -54 ) coupled with the

desire indicated by Ehat person to work more. Such a desire

can be demonstrated by looking for additional or alternative

work (ILO, A9B9) . Each country shoul-d use its o\¡tn standard
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of 'normal hours of work' that an employed person is

normally expected to perform. Such work can also vary by

occupation or industry. Each country should try to ansl^ler

the question rBelow what number of hours of work should the

government be concerned anA Ìeet an obligation to generate

more work in its program for economic development and

increasing level-s of living?. ' The answer t,o thís question

constítutes a good cutting off point for hours of work for

national policy purposes (Hauser, 7-977:10). Accepting the

Sri Lankan country norms that have been Set in this Study

(see Chapter three, Section 3.5.8), a person who performs

Iess than 35 hours of work and seeks additional or

al-ternative employment is considered to be an underemployed

person. Nevertheless, there may be persons who work more

than 35 hours but seek additional or alternative work. Such

work patterns will also be examined. Even though the level

of underemployment, is as extensive as the problem of

unemployment, focus on underemployment in Sri Lanka is

recent and published information on this issue is limited

(Department of Census and Statistics, L983a:298).

7 .4 DEMOGRÀPHIC CIIARÀCTERISTICS

7 .4.1 AGE A}TD SEX

Tabte 7 .L ind,icates the percentage share of .*p]oy*errtl

for broad age groups of males and females in 1-9'71, 1986 and

1-ggl- Figure 7.1- indicates the proportion of employed males

and females in t.he potential work force in 1-986 who were

working less than 35 hours and seeking additional or

alternative work. Table 7.I Shows that the percentage share

1 It is to be noted that. comparison is only with regard to
trends. A comparison of numerical increase is not attempted
here becauSe CensuS data are enumerated t.otal numbers and
1985 /L986 data are sample numbers.
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Table 7 .L
Percentage Distribution of Employed Population

Source: SE&LFS 1985 1_ 6 Data Tape
LFSl-9 90 / 91 Data Tape

Total* Numbers for L97l are in thousands, for SE&LFS 85/86
and LFSI-99O/9L the figures are sample numbers.

of employed women in atl the age groups had increased over

t.he period while f ignrre 7 .t shows that in 1986

underemployment was largely- prevalent among the 20-44 age

group. Most of the underemployed were concentrated around a

20-34 hour working week, while at Ieast. L4 percent women and

7 percent men were employed for less than t9 hours per week

(figure 7.2) . The high incidence of underemployment among a

wider range of the prime working age population suggests

that high underemployment should be attributed to the rapid

demographic and slow agro-industrial transitíon that

occurred in the country.

Table 7.2 Shows underemployment rates by hours of work.

Underemployment is high among: both genders, but femafe

rates are lower than mal-e rates for all age groups and for

at1 categories of 'hours of work' The gender dístribution

of underemployment. shows that the sl-ow process of economic

growth and Iabour absorption has affected both genders. The

Age
groups
years

1-97 L

Census
mal-e

Le85 / 86
SE&LFS
mal-e f emale

L990 / 9t
LFS
male f emal-efemale

15-19
17.0
20 -24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55+
tot,al *

13 .9
13 .5
11 .9
t2.t
10 .3
9.6
7.3

1-3 .2
2l-32 .6

1,4.L
L4.5
10 .6
8.8
6.3
8.7

10611

5
I
4
B

2
5
t_

t_

t_

l_3 .

1-2 .

9.
B.
5.
5.

686.

0
1
0
5
5
5
0
3
3

7
3
6
4
1
5
3
2
2

0
'7

3
2
2
1
6
6
6

7.9 fs 8.1- rt .47 .7 13.0

l_8
15

3.
6.
9.
3.
7.
64

22.
r_5 .

15.

1-4 .0
L4 -9

9.
3.
6.
2.
5.

105

32.
15.
14.

9.
8.
7.

13.
2608

L4.
L4.
L4.
1,2 .
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Age
Group

hours worked
20-34 0-340-19 35+ All hours

underemployment-rates Per cent
63.7 65.8 6s.1 s2.9
(262) (506 ) (768 ) Q'292)
47.9 61-.5 56.0 48.7
Í46) (218) (364) Q4L)

15 - r_9
male

female

20-29
male

female

75.2
(1s31)
s9.5
(738)

70.5
(3e7)
52.7
(42]-)

63.0
(27 0)
49 .8
Qea)

59.3
(s48 )

48.L
(2Be)

57 .5
(2060)

51.8
(8se)

6L.2
(7 347 )

56. s
(3068)

56 .3
(6752)
50.3
(3043 )

52.9
(410r)
47 .9
(2054)

50.1
(s223)
47 .8
(1s87)

55.7
(s337)
53 .4
(te46)

52.3
(s]-24)
47 .7
(1738)

49.9
(35s6)
45 .5
( 1-r-3 3 )

46.2
(3 s 01)
45 .5
(7 65)

76.0
(2010)
62.O
(rL22)

68.6
(162e)
53.8
(L30s)

62 .4
(1-145 )

50.8
(e2t)

58.0
(r722)
49.9
(822)

30-39
male

female

40-49
male

female

50+
maLe

female

68.0
(L23L)
54.3
(884)

62.2
(B7s)
51.3
(630)

57 .4
(Lt74)
50.8
(533)

78 .5
(47e)
66 .9
(384)

female

5s.9
(26083 )

5r .4
(10 61-1)

67 .4
( 1es6 )

54 .4
(1_s31)

67 .8
54.5

total
male

total-*
male
female

5L.7
( 18810 )

48 .9
(6077 )

5r-.6
48.7

66 .6
(5317)
54. I
(3003 )

66.3
ss.8

66.8
(1273)
54.1
(4534)

66.7
55.2
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Table I .2
Underemployment Rates by Hours Worked and Age group
19 85 1986

Source: SE&LFS 1985/1986 Data Tape
Notes: The rates indicate proportions of underemployed expressed as a

percentage, of the total employed for the respective age sex and hours
worked groups.
* - i-ndicates no cases
total* - indicates age standardized rates: the standard used was Eotaf
population aged 15+ Years 1985/e6

highest rate of female underemployment was in the 20-29 age

group, who worked l-ess than 1-9 hours per week . Delayed

marriage or 1ow marital fert.ility have enabled these women

to enter emptoyment. The high underemployment rate indicates

that a large proportion of females who worked less than
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normal hours desired to use and receive optimum returns for

their work time. The unmet demand for fuII-time employment

seen in terms of high levels of underemployment for all age

groups and for both genders is a result of the

incompatibility between the f.abour force growth during the

last three decades and the slow pace of job creation in the

economy. The high proportion of young persons working 0-34

hours (tabl-e 7.3) suggests that the situation has further

deteriorated in the l-990's.

Table '7 -3
Percentage Distribution of Employed Population by Hours
Worked LFS199O 91_ .

ource: LFS1990 1 Data Tape

The data available from LFS1990/9L does not give us a

cl-ue to the proportion of currently employed persons who

were seeking additional or alternative employment.

Nevertheless, it does provide information about the

currently employed persons who are in secondary employment

(table 7.4) . The low proportion of currently employed who

are working 0-34 hours, in Secondary employmen12, Suggests

2 The definit.ion of a secondary occupation was discussed in
chapter three (section 3.6.1-3) . ff a person is working less
t.rran ¡s hours in the principal occupation, and is also
working in a secondary occupation t.hat is evidence to show

Hours Worked

3 5 + Tot.al TotaI
FemaIe

0-34 35+
male

0-34
Age
Group

1-5 - 19
20 -24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55+
TotaI

26.
8.
7.
2.
5.
2.
9.

3
I
0
6
7
z
6
0

)

3.
6.
9.
3.

100.
(6+

4
0
7
3
2
a

1-

6
6
0
6)

9.-3.
6.
2.
5.

r_00.
(t_0s

9.
3.
6.
2.
4.

100 .

(az

7
2
I
I
I
4
2
7
5
0
8)

12.2
22.4
]-6.7
9.0
6.4
7.1
'7 .L
7 .'7

11 .5
100.0
(1s6)

l_8 .5
22.8
]-4.8
t7 .7
2.5
5.8

10 .3
L.9
5.8

100.0
(486)

0
7
3
7
4
1
5
3
2
0
2)

13.6
24.1

100.
(228

L7.
22.
15.
15.

r-0 .

34.
t2.
15.

11.
32.
15.
L4.
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that even secondary employment is not easy to come by. Thus

a hígh incidence of persons seeking additional or

aLternative work, irrespective of their number of hours of

work, iS observed, right acrosS the Spectrum of all age

groups and for both genders.

Table 7.4
Proportions
Employment

of Currently Employed Persons In Secondary
by Hours of Work LFSI-990/9I

Age
group

MaIe
0-34

Hours of Work

35+
Femal-e
0-34 35+

15-19

20-29

30+

TotaI

*
(31)
15.6
(11s)
19 .8
(82 )

1,L .4
Q2e)

Proportions per cent
6.1- 11-.5
(8e) (1e)
4.1 **
(3e2) (40 )

4.0 9.0
(3s0) (76)
4.6 8.8
(828) (1s6)

4.5
(e0)
5.8
(183)
3.3
(213 )

4.r
(486)

Source: LFS1990 /gt oata TaPe:

Notes: * - No cases,'
** - Iess than 10 cases,'

Numbers in parenthesis indicate the numbers employed in
respective groups.

In situations where there is not enougth employment

generated in the economy to absorb t.he large number of

persons seeking employment, the traditional agricultural'

economy absorbs such excess labour supply by sharing

available work. Mazumdar(1989:8-9) argues that 'the social

mores of rural families ensure that all family members get a

share of what the family produces and that they enjoy an

income (or consumption level) approximating the average

prod.uct,ion of the farm' Tradit,ional values and attitudes

that such a person has taken a step to rect,ífy
underemployment situation.

an
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of sharing income and work among rural famil-ies, ensures

that al-1 family members get a share of what the family

produces so that they enjoy an income and nobody is openly

unempl-oyed. Kannappan (1983 : l-91- -I9'7 ) argued that in

developing economies 'ethnic- ties', family ties, kinship,

and neighbourhood relationships cause the absorption of

Iabour in unproductive employment in urban labour markets.

Thus even in the urban informal Sector, a large number of

people work much less than the normal number of hours.

According to figure 7 .2, a large proportion of men and women

in Sri Lanka were working less than 20 hours per week, most

of them working between 5 and L9 hours. The incidence is

higher for males t.han for femaLes and a similar pattern of

underemployment was observed in the Philippines (Standing

and Szal- , !979:132-1,33) where underemployment seemed to be

more acute for males. The underemployment of females in

comparison to males ís higher in Indonesa (Hugo , a993:91-

94). Hugo(1993) comments that there is a substantial gender

d.ifference in und.eremployment in Indonesia with more than a

half employed females (52.8 per cent) compared to less than

a third of employed males (30.7 per cent) being

underemployed. The wide expansion of informal- activities in

the transitional economy of Indonesia has created employment

avenues for women. Jones (L977: 11--93) examining the regional

patterns of female participation in Indonesia, commented

that age standardized, high participation rates in certain

regions is due to females engaged in market trading

activities. wid'arti (]-992) agrees with Jones that there is

increased participation of women in non-traditional work in

Dj akarta.
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Und.eremployment is closely related to t.he prevailing

underdeveloped economic conditions and poverty (Gorden,

L972; Oshima, 1990) . The generally 1ow wage and salary

structure that operates in t:t Lanka and in many developing

countríes is another reason why Some people are looking for

additional or alternative work t,o augment their income, in

spite of the fact they are working more than 35 hours. When

wages or salaries for the number of hours that a person had

performed is not adequate, additional work is sought in

spite of the fact that already the person is supposed to be

working full-time. However, the proportion of fuI1-time

workers who looked for additional or al-ternative empJ-oyment

was less than those who were underemployed. Szal and

Standing (1,979:1-32-1-33) analysing the Philippines data found

that visible underemployment for males working more than 40

hours or more was aS acute a problem aS underemployment of

males working less than 40 frorrt=.

Even though underemployment is rampant among both

sexes another explanation for high level-s of

underemployment, partj-cu1arIy among women in developing

countries, is the various forms of discrimination and Sex

segregation patterns in l-abour absorption. Lim (1,984: 6l-8 )

notes that twomen'S actual and potent.ial contributions to

economic development have generally not been accorded their

due recognition' In employment their rol-e and Status are

not equal to those of men (prasith-Rathsint., 1989:70). Even

the introduction of Inew technology such as multinational

electronic factories that favour women are based on their

d.ocility and willingness to subj ect t.hemsel-ves to rigíd
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d.iscipline and tedious monotony of assembly Iine' (Lim,

]-9B4: 6l-9 )

7 .4.2 I'IIDEREIIPLOTAÍENT AI.ID MARITAL STATT]S

Societal- values and traditions, aS well aS norms of

behaviour affect married men and women differently,

particularly in the traditional societies (Mahadevan, L989;

Mahadevan and Sumangala, L987; Lim, 1984; JoneS, 1984). In

transitional- societies the traditional values tend to change

or become relaxed due t,o twesternization'. In most Asian

societies where pat,riarchal- society dominates, a male is

consid.ered as the head of Lhe household and the 'bread

winner' of t.he f amily (Standing, ]-978; Mahadevan, 1989;

Shah, a989:1-53). This responsibility is shared among all the

adult males in the family, therefore participation is higher

for the adult male age groups and usually full participation

is observed.

In an analysis of underemployment, marital status

becomes an import,ant variable to understand how women

participate in employment (Grossbard-Shechtman and Neuman,

1988; Oppenheímer, A994:293-312). At the married stage of

the life cycle of a woman, with the commencement of

effective fertility, how She uses her time for productive

and reproductive purposes becomes important.

Stand,ing (L978:67) asserts that the sexual division of labour

is affected by the chil-d care consLraínts placed on the

f emale labour f orce and t,hat the dictat.es of comparative

advantage encourage men to take wage emplo)¡ment and women to

concentrate on domestic duties. Sri Lankan data on the

activity status of t.he population analysed in thís study

(presented in chapter six, tabl-e 6.1) show the same trend.
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Table 7.5 indicates the percentage distribution of the

emptoyed population and those who seek additional or

al-ternative employment by thej-r marital status and the hours

Tab1e 7 .5
Percentage Distribution of
Worked and Marital Status,

Underemployed Persons by Hours
1985 /1986

Hours Worked
0-19 20-34 0-34 35+ total

Never Married
male 35 .2 34.5
female 24.8 26.0
Currently Married
mal-e 62 .5 6]-.9
f emale 65.7 66.0
Widowed/Div >rced/ S eparated
male 2.3 3.6
femaLe 9.5 I.0

4
5

3
2

Marit.al- Status of Employed

7
6

33.0
27 -L

64.2
56.4

62.L
65.9

3.2
8.5

3r_.6
31_.3

65 .7
56.5

2.7
L2.2

2.8
16.5

Total
males Percent 100.0

Number 1,956
100.0
26083

100 .0
531_7

100.0
106r_1

1_00.0
3003

100 .0
7273

100.0
4534

100 .0
188r_0

1_00 . 0
6077

f emale Percent 1-00 .0
Number 1531

Marital Status of Employed Seeking Work
Never Married
males 38.2 31 .4 37.6
f emales 27 .2 28.2 27 .L
Currentl-y Married
males 59.5 59.3 59 .4
females 6I.4 64.4 64.4
Widowed/Divorced/ Separated
males 2.3 3.3 3.0
females 1-1.3 7.4 8.5

1_

7

3s .3
31.9

2.6
r_0 .4

34 .1
3s. B

63.5
52 .4

62
57

2.4
l_1-I

TotaI
males 100.0

(14s36)

100.0
(5454)

100.0
(3s3e)

100.0
(L647 )

100.0
(4857 )

1_00.0
(2480)

100.0
(e679)

r_00.0
(2e7 4)

Percent 100.0
Number (13l-8 )

f emale Percent 1-00 .0
Number (833)

Sources: SE&LFS 1 5 1 86 Data Tape
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worked per week, and Table 7.6 shows the percentage

distribution of the employed population by maritaL status in

1990. In the previous chapter it was seen that during the

last quarter of a century the participation of never married

women in employment outside the home had increased. Table

7.5 Shows that the share of underemployment in comparison to

the Share of employment was higher for never married women.

According to the 1,990/9t survey (tabte 7.6) approximately

Table 7.6
Percentage Distribution of Employed Persons by Marital
Status and Hours worked, LFS 1990/tggt.

ource: LFS1990 1 Dat.a Tape
Notes: ** - Numbers less than 10

two thirds of never married women worked less than 35

2
hourst. This is due to the larger number of never married

women entering the labour force and acceptíng whatever job

that is available.

3 rn LFS 1990 /]-gg]- 54 percent
aged less than 35 years (LFS,

of the employed population was
1990 /gt oata Tape) .

0-34 35+ Total Hrs
Hours Worked
0-19 20-34

9
0

1
7

TotaI

79.O
76.7

'77 .r
75.5

50.0
63 .3

83.9
66 .4

70. B

65 .4

22.9
1,7.3

2L.0
23.2

3.0
7.2

Never Married
MaIes
Female

Ever Married
MaIes
Females

Widowed,
Males
Females

50.0 16.1 28.2
36.7 33.6 34.6

Divorced & Legally Separated
** ** 1,7 .O
** ** 7.7

100.0
( 1071)

100.0
(642)

r_00.0
(e4)

100 .0
(4e)

100 .0
(149)

1_00 . 0
(107)

100.0
(243)

100 .0
(156)

100.0
(828)

100.0
(486)

MaIes
Percent
Number
Females
Percent
Number
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similarly the share of underemployment of widowed,

divorced and IegaIIy separated women was higher than their

share of employment. The never married women and currentl-y

single women have the potential t.o participate more for

d.if f erent reasons. Whil-e the f ormer group entered employment

to use lifecycle reproductive time in the production of

economic goods and services because of delayed marriage, the

Iatter group participated for employment income because

being divorced, widowed or IegaIly Separated they woul-d not

have the income support of a Spouse. Thus it is a maLter of

concern that a large proportion of widowed, divorced or

Iegally separated women are underemployed.

Figure 7 -3 shows that accord,ing to SE&LFS]-9 85 / 86 the

largest proportions of employed and underempfoyed population

were among ever married women. The Status of being currently

married having an adverse affect for women to be

underemployed may not be tr, "*pf.nation 
in the case of Sri

Lankan because a large proportion of married males were aISo

underemployed. When shares of employed in relation to

underemployed are compared, the Share of employed married

women was higher than the share of underemployed married

women. One explanation is that the married women who are

working less than normal hours are not keen to Seek

additional or alternative emplolrment. Voluntary part-time

work wiII be examined in greater detail- in the forthcoming

chapter.

A popular argument is that women engage in part-time

employment voluntarily due to child care and family care

constraj-nts. Hugo(1993) notes that it is a typical pattern

among many nations for femal-es to have a greater degree of
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und.eremployment, because many opted for part-time employment

in order to fit into other family based responsibilities. In

the case of Sri Lanka this chapt,er shows that invoJ-untary

underemployment is prevalent among married women, âs is

voluntary part-time employment which will- be presented in

chapt.er eight.

The age Sex patterns of never married and ever married

persons participating in employment and underemployment

(figures 7.3 and 7.4) show that among women, emplo)¡ment as

well as underemployment is substantialty higher for never

married young adult women. Chapter six established that

there was an increase of never marri-ed females into the

labour market either aS employed or unemployed. Tab1e 7.7

shows that among the never married females who are employed,

at least t\^/o t,hirds are working less than 35 hours and seek

emplo)¡ment and that at least 7 per cent of total employed

women are working less than 20 hours. The age Standardized

underemployment rate is less than the calculated rate, which

supports the hypothesis that underemployment is concentrated

more among prime age persons. This pattern of participation

further supports the theoretical Stance adopted in this

chapter that increased female participat,ion due to the

J-agged effects of population growth and the immediate

effects of fertility decl-ine are manifested either as

unemployed or partly as underemployed.

Fluctuating patterns of female participation in

employment and underemployment as shown in figure 7.3

reflect the life cycl-e changes with changing marital- status.

However such changes have not particularly affected female

participation in employment as the declines in partj-cipation
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Table 7 -7
Total- and Age Standardized Under Employment Rates (Per cent)
by Marital Status and Hours Worked; SE&LFS1-985 /86 -

source: sE&LFS a985/1'986 Data Tape
Notes: Rates indicate employed persons seeking additj-ona1 or afternative
empJ-olrment by the number of hours they worked, expressed as a proportion
of total employed persons in each marital- status category and by the
number of hours worked.
* - indicates no cases
** - indicates less than 10 cases
The standard used was population aged 15+ of SE&LFSL9B5/86

Hours
0-19

Worked
20-34 0-34 35+ TotaI

Marital Status
Underemplo)¡ment Rates Per cent
(Total and Age Standardized)

73.1
(688)
72.9

65.2
(348)
62.2

72 .4
(2522)
68 .4

65.2
(l_033 )

60 .1

60 . s
(847]-)
60.5

57 .5
(3026)
57 .5

s3 .3
(r7 652)
s3 .3

49 .0
( 7s8s )

49 .0

48. B

(600)
54.0

(1,37 7 )

55.6
(26083 )

s5.6
51, .4

( 10611 )

51, .4

Never Married

MaIe Total Rate
Number Employed
Standardized Rate

Female Total Rate
Number Employed
Standardized Rate

72.L
( 1834 )

66.3

55 .5
(5949)
52.3

Ever Married
Male TotaL Rate 64.3
Number Employed (1268)
Standardized Rate 55.1

Female Total Rate 5I.2
Number Employed (1183)
Standardized Rat.e 53 .3

65.1
(68s)
59 .7

51_.8
(2318)
51 .6

63.6
( 3483 )

53 .8

63.8
(475a)

54.L

49 .5
(r-2e01)

4l .4

46.7
(4084 )

47 .2

53.5
( 1ee3 )

48 .1,

45 .5
(3es)
51.6
(7 6s)

5r_.3
(18810)

51.6
48 .9

(6077 )

48.7

Widowed /Divorced/Separated
MaIe Totaf Rate 58. B 54.7
Number Employed (68) ir¡z)
Female Total Rate 59.5 55.6

(222) (3 90 )

Total
Male Total Rate 67 .4 66.6
Number Employed (L956) (5317)
Standardized Rate 67 .B 66.3
Female Tota1 Rate 54.4 54.8
Number Employed (1531) (3003)
Standardized Rate 54.5 55.8

51.6
(3501)
52.1,

ss.6
(20s)
57.0
(6]-2)

66.8
(7273)
66.1
54.7

(4s34 )

55.2
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of never married women from the age groups 30-34 years

onwards are counterbal-anced by increases in the

participation of married women. This is because a larger

proportion of women are married by this age (Department of

Census and Statistics, 1986b) However the increase is

somewhat at a reduced Ievel (see figure 7 -3) because married

women have other time consuming work but not recognized aS

economic activity or child bearing and other conjugal

responsibilities (Mahadevan and Sumangala, 1'987; Lim,

1-984:627) . Numerically, ever-married females in employment

comprised the largest category in SE&LFS1985/86 but the

proportions seeking additional or alternative employment

were less than for never married women. Figure 7.3 shows

that the change in marital Status from never married to ever

married has brought down the underemployment rates of

married women of younger ages. The number of married women

who sought additional employment decrease, because of their

added familial- responsibilities (Hugo, 1993) .

The income status of married women may improve through

their husband's íncome. Therefore females who have married

high income earning husbands may choose part-time jobs or

tend. to faII out of the labour force. According to

Standing(1978) Iabour force participation of educated women

may depend on the income of their educated husbands.

Standing (1,978) argues that. híghly educated men usually end

up in good salaried positions and that usually educated

women marry educated men. This proposition may not be

relevant to Sri Lankan educated women whose educated spouses

earn l-ow income because of the prevailing low salary

structure. In such a situation educated women have a
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potential to be employed and earn an added income to the

family. Analysis of salaries and wages in Sri Lanka show

that a large proportion of wage and salary earners received

an income closer to or below the poverty level (section

7.6) .

When underemployment rates (proportions of employed

persons working l-ess than 35 hours and seeking additional

work) for females of different marital Statuses are analysed

by age and the size of household as shown in table 7 .8, the

Table 7.8
Underemployment Rates by Househol-d Size, Marital Status
and Gender SE&LFS ].9 8 5 86.

198 ta TapeSource
Notes:
Size 1
Size 2

E&LFS ].985
No cases *

households
househol-ds

* Less than 10 cases
with persons less than or equal to 4

with persons more than 4

Never Married
Household Size

Sizel Size2

Ever Marríed

Sizel Size2Age group

15 - l-9 Males

Females

20-29 MaIes

Females

30-39 Mal-es

Femal-es

40+ Mal-es

Females

(Rates per cent)
56 . r- 60.1
(1316¡ (731)
52 .9 50 .3
(4e0) (302)
62.0 63.2
(3936) (10s3)
64 .2 ss .6
( 1165 ) (430 )

60.2 59 .2
(e07 ) (]-42)
58 .6 44.2
(4oB) (77)
53 .8 58.1
(312 ) (7 4)
44.0 44.7
(116) (38)

**
(**)
44 .4
(s4 )

s9.3
(2t23)
51.1-
(136r_)
55.8
(54e2)
49 .L
(2488',)
51, .4
(9363)
48.2
(33e8)

(**)
**
(10 )

57 .0
(23s)
48.2
(rr2)
50.7
(2Lr)
52 .9

(70)
45.7
(17s)
40 .4
(Be)

60.2
(6471')
59 .5
(2L7 e)

61,.6
(2000)
52.2
(847 )

53.8
( 16e87 )

49 .0
(7301)

5r.7
(625)
48.2
(284)

tot,al Males

Females

*
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rates are higher for the 20-29 age group of females who come

from less than 5 person households. The smaller family size

enabl-ed more women to participate even if they are in the

potential reproductive age groups and a large proportion of

these women are participating in involuntary underemployment

because jobs with adequate remuneration were not available.

A larger number of employed females in SE&LFS1'985/86 were in

Iess than five person households. Standing and

Sheehan(L978:235-246) analysing Labour Force Participation

Survey 1-973 data of Sri Lanka, and Lim(t984) referring to

Asian count.ries state that the participation of females from

small famities was high. Another explanation is that

generally employment in developing countries is low wage

which compels women who are already employed to look for

further work. As shown in previous sections this is a third

dimension of the problem. Previously it was seen that the

people who worked more t.han 35 hours sought alternative or

additional- employment (tabte 7.6) . One obvious explanation

is that a large proportion of these females are poor.

Lim(1-984:635) notes that rel-ative to men women in developing

countries are poorer. Underemployment ín developing

countries has been recognized by most researchers as a

poverty problem (Lockwood, 1-971-26-23; Standing and Szal,

1-979; Oshima l-990 44-70) and the inadequacy of wage income

is associated with the general poverty prevailing in most

developing countries.

7 .5 T'IIDEREMPLOYMENT AIÍONG DIFFERENT ETHNIC GROUPS

Table 7.9 indicates the toLal- and age standardized

underemployment rates by ethnic groups. Underemployment. is

equally high for females of the majority community who are



Table 7 .9
Tota1 and Age Standardized Underemplolrment Rates by Ethnic
Groups

SOUTCC: SE&LFS].985 6 Data Tape
Notes: NHW1 Number of Hours l¡'lorked 0-34

NHW2 Number of Hours Worked 35+
The Standard used was 15+ age distribution of
male and femal-e population (SE&LFS1985/86)
Numbers in parenthesis are total employed in
sex groups
** St,andardizat.ion was not attempted because
most age groups were less than 10.
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total- employed

respective age

numbers in

Sinhalese as well aS for Moor women who are a minority

community. The result Supports the proposition that

exposure to 'westernization' has resulted in the increased

participation women in economic activJ-ty, most of females

irrespective of their ethnicity were in underemployment.

Whil-e the high participation of Indian Tamil women has been

observed in previous studies (V'Iilson , I9B1- ¡ Kurian, l-985;

UNICEF, 1985), the trend for Moor women shows that women of

this community are íncreasingly an active Segment in the

Age Standardized Rate
NHW 1 NHW 2NHV'I 2-

Tota1 Rate
NHW 1

** 69 .9
**43.2

4
1

1z
0

15 .8
54.9

70.9
59.1

]-5.7
54 .6

( l_310s )
(4s00 )

46 .8
31.9

25 .5
32.2

25.3
31.9

(2738)
(722)

17.0
29 .5

1,6.9
31, .4

(187)
(140)

(286)
(238)

67 .5
49 .6

45.3
38.9

45.7
38.4

67 .5
50.8

(371)
(100)

(ss0)
(te7 )

**
**

(25)
(37)

(37)
(17)

SÍnhalese
MaIe 70.1 (5490)
Female 58.7 (3508)

Sri Lankan Ta¡rils
Mal-e 46 .7 (910 )

Female 30.3 (574)

Indían Tamils
MaIe **
Female **

65
54

Moors
MaIes
Females

Others
MaIes
Females

45
42
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transitional society. The result for Sri Lankan Tamil women

is questionabfe, because SE&LFS1-985/86 had not been

conducted in some Northern and Eastern dístricts.

7.6 I'NDEREMPLOYIÍENT BY LEVEL OF EDUCÀTION

In chapter six it was established that there was an

increase in persons entering into employment with increased

educational qualifications during the last quarter of a

century. Tabte 7.1,0 shows the underemployment rates by the

Ievel of education and indicates that in the absence of a

specific demand for educated manpower, a large proportion of

such persons with different educat,ional- qualifications were

actually in underemployment.

Oshima (1-987 :237 -239) and the United Nations (1986 : 69 )

attribute the increase ín the underemployment of educated

persons in Sri Lanka to it'S welfare policies, particularly

its free education poticy which has necessitated current

expenditure and investment in favour of education Services.

Oshima (L987 :256) notes that 'higher and secondary education

need not be free if a system of schol-arships to deserving

students from low income famil-ies is established'. Instead

of non-selective secondary educational- expansion, such

investment could have been used for infrastructure

development (Oshima, !991-:82-84) which would lead to direct

job creation. Oshima says that the Sri Lankan experience

points to the need f or a balance in the al-l-ocation of

resources for human and material investment which must

change with the stages of development, as much of the

investment in developing human resources must be put to work

to earn food, housing and transport (Oshima, t9B7; L99L) .

Educational investment in Sri Lanka in the l-ast decade had



Table 7 .L0
Underemployment Rates By the Level- of Education
SE&LFS19 85 / 19e6
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1985/86 Data Tape
in parentheses are total employed in respective age-sex

Source:
Notes:
groups
Level- 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

SE&LFS
Numbers

No Schooling
Primary Level, Includes grades 1-4
Junior secondary level-, includes grades
Senior secondary level, includes grades

5to9
10 and above

been in favour of expanding technical and vocational

ed.ucation (National Planning Division/Department, 1983-1-993 :

Series), an area which had been hitherto neglected-

Age
group

Level 1

0-34 35+

Level of Education
Level 2 Level 3

Hours Worked
0-34 35? 0-34 35+

Leve1 4

0-34 35+

15-19
mal-e

female

20 -29
male

female

30-39
male

female

40-49
male

female

50+
male

female

'74 52 74 51- 76
(120) Q4e) $72) (1-082) (1010)

s9 46 60 45 59
(126) Q27) (2eo) (411) (41-6)

8s
(t 4)
3s

(47 )

62
(102)

60
Í7 6)

70
(e2)
51

(233)

59
(20e)

54
(31s )

49
(114)

43
(a29)

45
(2te)

46
(26]-)

46
(320)

46
(287 )

55
(2656)

54
(67s)

54
(2359)

48
(s07)

53
(681)
53
(182)

51
(]-484)
48
(302)

47
(13e0)
44

(171)

60
(43 )

54
(37)

50
í7 e)

4L
(e7 )

63
(291)

52
(32e)

6T
(7 4)

69
(32)

54
(1s31)

53
(552)

48
(482)

52
(84 )

(Rates Percent)
7L 52 58

(234) (423) Ø17)
6s 43 49

(e6 ) (L52) ( 1_84 )

68 48 72
(4er) (101s) (738)

56 42 52
(321) (418) Ø7e)

59 4s 59
(764) (130e) (s70)

47 43 52
(2se) (223) ( 151)

'79 62
(308) (13s0)

69 6t
(2e0) (633)

49 62 48 64
(183) (4]-7) (e78) (415)
42 53 44 51

(262) (234) (3 03 ) Qst)

56 s0
(22!) (911)
47 49

(203) (266)

total-
male

female

4B
( 10Bs )

45
( 1166 )

67
(se7)

56
(897)

66
(247 B)

55
(1200)

4B
(4807)
43

( 1s07 )

6B
(31s0)

53
(1481)

52 64 55
(8570) (rO¿8) (4348)
50 s5 56

(1837) (9s6) (1567)
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High underemployment rates irrespective of education

Ievel-s (indicated previously in table 7.tO) are shown in

^the public-, âs well as in the private sector employment.

Table 7.LL shows the percentage distribution of the employed

population by hours of work in 1-990 and indicates that even

Table 7 .1-1-
Percentage Distribution of
Work and Educational Level

Population by Hours of
91.

Employed
LFSr_990

Source: LFSl-990 L Data Tape
Notes: Numbers in parentheses are totaf numbers without
those persons whose educational l-evel is unspecified.
The percentage distribution excludes unspecified

by the l-990's the underemptoyment. situation had not

improved. Job competition and screening (Hinchiliffe,

1,987 :L4!-1-46, Blaug 1'974) , which may be al-ternative

explanations for the absence of a normally functioning

labour market for educated labour,

4 The government is an important employer in Sri Lanka for
ed.ucated persons who aspíre to enter professional technicaf
employment in sel-ective services such as education, health,
and administration

Hours
male

0-34 35+

Worked

35+
male

Al_1
f emal-e

Hours
Level- of
Education

female
o-34

No Schooling
15-39 years 1.0
40+ years 1.0
Primary
l-5-39 years 13.6
40+ years 1-7 .3
Junior Secondary
15-39 years 37 .'7
40+ years 6.8
Senior Secondary
15-39 years 22.0
40+ years 0.5
Al-L Educational- Level-s
15-39 years 74.3
40+ years 25.7

1
5

27
3

1
9

4.7
2.6

6.8
8.s

E .-l

3.0
7.3
6.8

1-2.O
16 .5

9.6
9.9

8.6
8.0

44.3
3.9

26 .4
2.3

'71-.2
28 .8

B0. s
19.5

5
1,4

0
3

7
L

2s.3
4.8

1.
1_5.

r-9.3
9.2

24 .8
2.0

42 .9
4.5

23.2
2.5

23 .5
3.0

82.I
1-7 .9

3r-.9
3.4

sB.0
42 .0

6B
31

9.7
1,6.2

Total- Per cent
TotaL Level-
Unspecified
Grand Total

r_00.0
( 1e1)

(s2)
(243)

100.0
(730)

(eB)
(828)

100 .0
(11_e )

(37)
(1s6)

100 .0
(3ee)

(87)
(4e6)

100.0
(e2a)
(1s0)

(r-071_ )

r_00 . 0
(s1B)
(!24)
(642)
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suggest that as high productivity jobs become scarce'

competition to get to the head of the labour queue

intensifies and the amount of education required increases

(Hinchitiffe, 1985: r42-tn:) . A leap-frogging process

develops, whereby the demand for education by indiwiduaLs

increases and, it becomes more difficul-t for each educated

job seeker to find a suitable job. What results is that

education qualifications for jobs Lower in the hierarchy

rise and the more highly educated are then recruited to jobs

that woul-d have been filted in the past by the less

educated. Table 7.1-L show that the most educated categories

constj-tute approximately a quarter of, those working less

than normal hours. Underemployment is observed for all age

groups, and both genders, particularly for the 20-29 age

group. At each level of education and in most age groups

more males than females worked 0-34 hours and were seeking

addi-tional- or alternative totO.

As pointed out earlier, table 7.L2 reflects the

dominant poverty that cuts across the whol-e wage earning

population. A monthly income of Rupees 7oo or less is

considered to be below the poverty line in Sri Lanka

(National Planning Division, L989) . In spite of the

educational and training programmes, a large proportion of

persons could not find jobs that coul-d provide them with an

adequate income. Other sources substantiate t.he l-ow level of

income from wages and salaries and persistent ínequality of

income (Central Bank Series, Ig83:97-I2O; t9B4:1"99-2a7) in

the current l-evel of economj-c development in the country.

Providing education and training has not been adequate to

overcome the poverty in the society.
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Tabl-e 7 .L2

Percentage Distribution
the Level of Education

of Wages and Sal-aries Received by
SE&LFS19B5 86

4 Number Percent
Educational
12Wages leve1s

Rupees

LeveIs
3

1-300

30r_-500

50r_-700

'7 01,- 999

Total-

mal-e
female

mal-e
female

male
female

male
female

male
female

61, .4
56.4
61, .6
s0.9
37 .7
64 .4
40.5
56.2
51_. B

56 .6

37 .7
28.2
32.2
35 .5
53.5
31.1
44.0
]-2.5
39.s
29 .6

1-0 0
100
100
1-00
r-00
100
100
1_00
100
100

153
78

1,46
57

1,1,4
45

1,1,6
't6

529
196

28.9
29.r
27 .6
29.r
21,.5
22.9
21, .9
8.2

1_00.0
100 .0

9
4
2
0
I
4
5
2
7
B

6.
1,4 .

B.
4.

1_5 .

5
1_5

31
I

13

Sal-aries
500

501-700

7 01,-999

1000-l_500

1500+

Total-

Rupees
male

f emal-e
male

f emal-e
mal-e

female
mal-e

female
male

female
male

female

59 .3
30.1
40.2
29 .3
44.7
t9 .1,
26.5
7.7

25 .4
10.0
37 .4
20.9

1_00
100
100
1_00
100
100
1_00
r_0 0
100
100
100
100

64
63
82
B2
76
47

r_3 6
65
59
30

41,7
287

15 .3
2'1 .9
]-9.7
28.7
1,8 .2
1-6.4
32 .6
22 .6
L4 .1,
r0 .4

100.0
100.0

0
5
1
I
5
9
3
B
'7

3
3
0

7
9
2
5
9
7
3
1_

55.
45.
59.
1_0 .

31_ .

25

7.
13.

l_.
13.
L7.
39.

66
78
72
76
45
40

15 .6
]-4.3
14 .6
11.0
44.
48.

Sources: SE&LFS 1986 Data Tape Part 2 (Income data)
Notes: Educational Levels
1 - Level less than Primary 2 - Levef ,funior Secondary
3 - Level Senior Secondary, 4- Al-l- Educationaf Levels
Tota] - Total row percent,
Percent - percent in the wage bracket out of the total.

An inevitable result of a surplus of educated labour

competing for employment bel-ow their level- of education is a

deval-uation of the wage Structure f or that l-evel- of

education. The surplus of a particular educated labour group

woul-d result in the average wage for Lhat education group to

being lowered. The multiplier effect of such an averaging

process woutd extend right down to the lowest level-s.
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According to table 7.L2, within the salary structure a very

Iarge proportion of higher salary recipienCs were the more

educated groups. Nevertheless, high underemployment rates

for those with higher educational qualifications/ suggests

that even those with higher ìualifications failed' to obtain

high income jobs. This is a result of'bumping'5 which is

more visible in service originated jobs, because such jobs

require a higher level of education of which an ever

increasing supply has been avail-able in Sri Lanka. Such

bumping could be effectively done by the government when it

hol-ds a monopoly of service f or education and heal-th and

certainly the private sector would fol'low suit '

Table 7.L3 Shows underemployment rates by the level of

education and broad occupational groups. The transition from

a predominantly agricultural employment Structure to an

ind.ust.rial structure occurred. by several stages of economic

development (Oshima , L987:Sá-rtl . Such a change may come as

a result of the infusion of technology in the production

procedures and a better qualified work-force (Oshima,

1981:23-25; Jones, L992:4I-43). Table 7.L3 shows that a

large proportion of the emptoyed population with higher

educational qualifications were in non-agricultural

employment. The fact that a large proportion among them were

in underemployment Suggests that a bias towards non-

5 The term'bumping' is used for 'the leap frogging process'
whereby when the demand for education by individuals
increaêes the more difficult it becomes for each education
group to Secure jobs. The effect of educational expansion is
ñeitñer a fal1 iñ occupational- wages nor an increase in
jobs. The educational qualifications for jobs lower in the
irierarchy ríse and the more highly educated are then
recruited to jobs that would hàve been filled in the past by
the Iess educáted. While the surplus of a particular
educated labour group does not affect occupational vlage
level_s it does result in lower average wage levels
(Hinchcliffe, !987 :]-43) .
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Table 7 .L3
Underemployment Rates by Occupation and EducationaL Level'
SE&LFSt-9 85 /86 .

Source: SE&LFS1985/86 Data TaPe
Notes: ** less than 10 cases in the cell

agricultural employment had occurred in the informal

activities. Such a change can occur due to the acceptance of

western concepts in the employment aspirations (Jayaweera,

1-979:l-50-1-51) without infusion of technological change into

production systems. Underemployment among production related

occupations, and. the high level of underemployment for alI

Ievels of education, confirms this fact.

Educat ional
l-evel

White
Col-l-ar

Services Agriculture Production Total

Primary
mafe 61.8

(110)
female 30.9

(ss )

Junior Secondary
male 63.8

(318 )

female 43.8
(128)

Senior Secondary
male 55.5

(378)
female 48.0

(4s6)
Degree and Above

male 59.1
(e3 )

female 49 .2
(118)

(Underemplofrrent rates Per cent)

**
(**)

** **

**** **
(**)

(**) (**)

(**) (**)

female

No Schooling
male 67 .6

(5es)
56.l-
(8e3)

65.9
(24s4)
55 .1
( 1188 )

68.2
(3104)
53.2
(]-47L)

64 .6
(e02)
56.4
(825)

59.2
(e8)
48 .8
(L23)

66 .6
(410 )

56.5
(6s3)

62.9
( 1s97 )

55.s
(8s4)

62.5
(1,718 )

50.1
(937)

69 .2
(351-)
62.r
(243)

68.9
(1s1)
51, .7
(t7 6)

73.5
(7r7 )

59 .5
(252)

78.9
(t-025 )

64.2
(36e)

75.8
(1_s3 )

75 .4
(114)

65.2
(23)
51.5
(33)

90.9
( 11)
77 .4
(31)

60.0
(30)
5r-.9
(27 )

74.4
(43 )

54.L
(37)

75.0
(20)
**
(a2)

All Educational- Levels
male 59 .7 72.

(e22) (ro
f emale 46.5 63 .

(7eo) (10

4
s)
0
B)

63 .6
(4079)
54 .4
(269r)

76.0
(2047 )

6L.9
(911)

66.8
( 71s3 )

54.7
(4s00)
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While measurement of the number of hours worked is a

measure of underutilization by underemployment and the

remuneration in terms of wages or salaries is a measurement

of productivity, utilization of labour can also be measured

by mat,ching oners level of education and occupation. For

measurement of such underutilization, a minimum requirement

of the educational- 1evel needed for each occupation should

be established. (Hauser, L977 zL0-25) . In a labour surplus

economy such as Sri Lanka, with highly qualified labour

where the employers adopt job ="t."rring6 in hiring labour,

such a measurement may be fruitless except perhaps for the

highest educational levels. Hauser (1-974: ând 1-977 ) suggested

that underutilízation can be caused by a mismatch between a

person' s educational level and his/her occupation. Such

situations create psychological dissatisfaction and lead

people to seek further employment (Standing 1978). Even

though the psychological aspect of the problem has not been

j-nvestigated in the surveys used in thís analysis, table

7.13 shows that a large proportion of persons in current

employment who had high educational qualifications even if

they were working normal hours, were seeking alternative or

additional employment. Evidence for such underemployment

will be revealed further in the forthcoming sections.

7 .7 I'IIDEREMPLOY-MENT IN OCCUPATIONS

Tabl-e 7 .1-4 indicates the percentage distribution of

employed persons by broad occupation group and gender and

6 The screening devíce is used by employers to choose
between people. School-ing merely acts aS a screening device
which helps employers to choose (Hinchcl-if fe , A987 :1"43) .
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persons rn
shows the percentage distribution

1-991- by broad occuPational group,
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of employed

gender and

Table 7 .1'4
Percentage distribution of
and Gender.

Employed Persons by OccuPatj-ons

Sources:
Department of Census and Statistics, 1951:Table 8-2 pBB;

Department of Census and Statistics, 19'71'z Table 6 P57;
t9B5/:-986 Socio Economic and Labour Force Survey Data Tape

Notes: (1) For 1946 and 19?1 the numbers are in 10,000
For 1985/1986 the numbers are from the sample
The White Collar Workers contain ISCO (00, 7-4), Professional- and

Technical Occupations, Administrative and Managerial-, Clerícal and

Re1ated, Safes and
Service Vitorkers ISCO Category 5. Agriculture Workers contain ISCO (6)

Agriculture Animat Husbandry Workers and Forestry and Fisherman
Production hiorkers contain ISCO 0 -9) categories of Production and

Related Workers. Not Cfassified by Occupation afso contain armed

forces.

Table 7 .1-5
Percentage Distribution of Employed By OccuPation and Hours
Worked LFSl_990 91- .

Sources: l,FS: 1-990/1991 Data TaPe
NOteS. *** NO CaSeS

r97t
male female

1946
male female

198s / 1986
male female

Workers by
Occupat ion

White CoIl-ar
Services
Agriculture
Production
NEC by Occupations
All Occupations
Number (1)

23.7
4.0

50.6
\0 -2
11.5

100.0
204.7

9.3
11.0
61.3
r-0.6
7.8

100.0
57.0

15.0
5.4

4s.3
27 -8
2.5

100.0
283.8

q

6r.
16.
2.

100.
81.

22.8
4.7

43 .6
28.9

0.0
100.0
25L78

22.1
6.2

50.6
20 .4

0.1
100.0
1-047 3

6

6

4

6

I
0

0

13.

Hours Worked

35+ totalOccupation 35+ total
Femal-e
0-34

Male
0-34

Professional
Clerical-
Sales
Services
Agriculture
Production
Total

20.7
***
3.0
6.3

24 .5
45 .6

r-00 . 0
(237 )

2.9
3.8
2.7

26.3
10 .5
53.7

r-00 .0
(886)

0
4
2
8
3
4
0
0)

6
4
B

7
7

66

6.7
3.0
2.8
2.r
3.4
2.0
0.0
1,23)

3
6
3
4
9
5

(166)

28.9
L.2

***

r_00.
(ss

5
10
(r

2
1

11

1_00 .0
(7L6)

2

6.
8.

10.
59.

t_

2
3

10

0.2
?o
6.7
0.0
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hours worked. The Table 7.L4 shows that agricultural-

occupations predominate in the occupational structure of

employment. However, during Lhe last quarter of a century

the pattern of occupational distribution has changed and the

proportion employed in agriculture has declíned. This

pattern of structural- change f rom agricultural t.o non-

agricul-tural occupations has been observed in surveys

undertaken in other developing countries (Gregory, l9B0:684;

Oshima, 1-987; 1'991; Lim, 1-988;L993) . The proportion employed

in non-agricultural occupations has more than doubled

between the years Lg46 and 1-971,. The proportion in the white

collar category was high in 1946 because those empl-oyed in

defence had been categorised as administrative and

managerial. The change in proportions employed from

agricultural and non-agricul-tural- occupations is more

evident for women (Lim, 1993). Oshima(1-987:51-56) asserts

that with substantial increases in productivity in the

agricultural Sector, Structural- changes in the occupationaf

composition of the labour force shoul-d occur. AS development

proceeds the work- f orce moves f rom agricul-tural- to noû-

agricultural occupaLions, whiLe within each sector

productivity is increased by new technologies, greater

division of labour and the accumufation of capital and

skil-Is . Oshima ( 1-991) asserted that the sectoral

transformation of the labour force in Sri Lanka has

historically lagged behind, partl-y because indust,rial

development was capital intensive. Do the changes from

agriculture to non-agriculture observed in Lables '7.L4 and

7 .'L5 reflect the slow pace of change in the employment

structure from predominantly agricuLtural- to industrial
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occupations? The ans\^Ier is sought by further investigation

of the occupational structure of employment.

Table 7.1-6 indicates the underemployment rates by

occupation, age group and hours worked. An indicator of the

agro-industrial- transition i; the increase of productivity

in the agricultural sector, partly due to a shift of

employment from agriculture to industry and partLy to the

adoption of modern practices of agricultural production.

with an increase of productívity, the number of

underemployed in the sector should decline because fuIl-time

employment in the non-agricultural Sector would increase.

Data presented in Table 7 .1-6 enables one to raise

several- pertinent questions useful for this study. According

to tabl-e 1 .1,6, approximatefy half of employed males and more

than half of employed femal-es in the agricultural sector are

underemployed. Numerically agriculture was the single

largest Sector, providing emptoyment for at least half of

females in emptoyment and cl-oser to half of males. Of every

ten persons employed only four were women, but one out of

every two women in agriculture were in underemployment. Even

for the lesser proportion employed in the production sector,

high rat.es of underemployment for males and females

occurred (tab1e 7.16) . As with agriculture in production

related occupations, numerically there were more persons in

the younger age group. Table 7.L6 Shows that close to three

quarters of males and nearly two t,hirds of females in the

15-39 age group, who were employed in production Sector

occupations, were working less than 35 hours a week. During

the last quarter of a century the proportion employed in

productíon occupat,ions had more than doubled due to a
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Table 1 .L6
Underemployment Rates (Percent) by
Category and Hours !{orked, SE&LFS

Age Group Occupational
198s /L986.

ISCO NO:
Age
group

& occupation
male

0-34 35+

Hours Worked
femal-e both genders

0-34 35+ 0-34 35+ total

1 Professíonal & Related
15-3 9 56 .9 54 .8 50 .3

(153) (312) (328)
40+ 54.9 41.0 45.5

(2ls ) G02) (224)
2 Àdninistrative
15-39 * 47.5 *

(**) (99) (*)
40+ ** 46.2 *

(1-7) (143) (**)
3 Clerical & Related
15-39 64.2 55.6 57 .L

(67) (631) (28)
40+ 42.2 49 .0 50.0

(4s ) (420) (** )

4 Sales
15-39 68.5 50.3 4t.2

(27 6) (l.771,) (102 )

40+ 59.5 45.4 38.6
(148) (eBs) (101)

5 Services
15-39 78.8 56.4 61.1-

(52) (6s1) (54)
40+ 66.0 46.4 64.8'

(s3) (418) (54)
6 Àgriculture
1s-39 67.5 50.8 57.2

(2465) ( 4274) (1683)
40+ 57 .6 46.4 49.7

(1-614) (2634) (1008)
7 /8/9 Production
15-39 80.7 s9.1 64.3

(1-32]-) (3482) (s7s)
40+ 67 .5 53.5 57 .7

(726) (1,743 ) (336 )

51- .7
(472)
44.7

(226)

**
(20)
**
(t2)

52 .4
(481)
50.1

(43e)

**
(**)
**
(18 )

42.4
(628)

44 .5
(119)
45 .8

(15s)

s6. B
(e3s)
44.L

(ee)

s0.0
(2 0s 1)
44 .9

(1208)

s3.0
(1_011)
45.3

(601)

52 .8
(132s)
45 .5

( 1067 )

44.2
(120)
44.5

(173)

57 .3
(1030)
48 .6

(525)

54 .6
( 1117 )

48 .3
(708)

54.8
( 10176 )

49 .7
(6112)

88 .5
(62e6)
56.I

(3116)

53.1
(844)

59.2
(304)
s0.0

(s4 )

47 .9
(280)
42 .6

(223)

46.9
(360)
42 .6
(183)

44.r
(]-7s4)
45.1

(856)

62.1,
(es )

43.1
(s 1)

6L.1,
(378)
51.0

(24e)

69.8
(105)
65 .4

(107)

63 .4
(414 8 )
54 .6

(2622)

75.7
( 1Be6 )

64 .4
( 1063 )

5]-.7
(242e)
45.9

(1,4s7 )

60.8
(918)
48.9

(311)

48.9
(6028)

46 .1,
( 34e0 )

59 .4
(4400 )

52.8
(20s4)

Atl
1s-39

Occupations
71-.3 54.0

(433s) (11280)
59.8 47.9

(281,8) (67 4s)

57 .4
(277 0)
s0 .5

(1730)
40+

57 .L
(22493)

50 .4
(L31sI)

45.3
(1_865 )

6s.9
( 710s )

56 .3
(4s48)

47 .4
( 8610 )

s3.0
(1s388)

z
(4108)

50

Source: SE&LFS :-985/]-986 Data Tape
Not.es: ** less than ten cases * No cases
ISCO No: International Standard Classification of

Occupations (single digit) 1 Professionaf
Technical- and Related 2 Administrative & Managerial
3 Cl-erical and Related 4 Sales 5 Services 6

Agriculture Animal Husbandry Forestry and Fishing
7 /8/9 Production and Related
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rapidly expanding manufacturing sector (Rodrigo, l'988:18;

Jayatilaka, 1989). Has the production sector absorbed a

section of the alienated labour from agricufture mainly aS

underemployment in an expandì.ng informal- sector? Table 7 ':16

also indicates that more than half of those employed in

white collar emplo]¡ment are underemployed. Is such

underemployment largely due to the nature of work patterns

in the professional- services such as teaching? Previousl-y it

was Shown that at least one fifth of all employed were in

white coll-ar occupations (section 7 .7 , tabte 7 .L4) .

Professional-, white collar occupations in education and

health generally guaranteed regul-ar hours of work, income,

occupational rights, and. Security of emplo)¡ment because Such

employment is largely created in the government sector

(Jayaweera, L97g; Department of Census and Statistics,

f9B7c). Thís category of åccupations generally attracted

more educated labour.

Rodrigo and Atanayake(1988:53) point out that there has

been a long term compression of the wage structure in Sri

Lanka/. Another indication of underemployment that is caused

by l-ow wage income ís the Substantial proportion of

employed who are currently working 35 hours or more and who

seek additional or alternative emplolrment. What factors

d.et.ermine Such work patterns? Generally underemployment

rates were higher among younger age groups in all-

occupational groups. IS this a result of the influx of

younger age persons into labour force and sharing available

7 Government had to take steps from time to time to protect
it's own employees from effeèts of inflatíon by issuing
supplementaiy ii-ting al-lowances from time to time (Rodrigo,
L988:52-57) .
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empLo)rment with already employed during the l-ast quarter of

a century?

7 .7 .L I'IIDEREMPLOY:DÍENT IN AGRICULTURE

Seasonality of work in monsoon paddy agriculture in

Asia creates und.eremployment in the slack seasons (Oshima

1-981 :7 -L5; 1-990:44) . Underemployment in paddy cultivation

and in tea and rubber plant.ations is due partly to such

seasonal variat.ions. According to the ILO (1-971-b:86) in the

case of Sri Lanka, Seasonality is l-ess acute than in most

Asian countries, especially in the wet zone where over two-

thirds of farmers live, and the average size of land holding

ís smaller (Department of Census and Statistics, r983a) .

However, there is almost always something that a farmer can

do in the slack Season, but income received from such work

is too little to tempt him (ILO, a97t).

Tabl-e 7 .L7 shows that while underemployment was high

among all types of workers in the agricultural occupations

the bulk of these employment seekers irrespective of the

hours they worked, were young adul-ts. High rates of

underemployment were observed for estate labourers, other

agricultural workers and paddy cultivators. In a situation

of rampanL unemployment, a large majority of young persons

entering the labour force and looking for work had joined

the agricultural sector which is already in labour surplus.

UnderempJ-oyment is created by the scarcity of the most

important factor of production for farmers, ie. l-and. An

important implication of such scarcity is the declining

extent of marginal sized holdings. The process of

fragment.ation invol-ves large farms spl-itting up into middl-e

sized farms and middle sized farms into smaLl farms. Thus,
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TabIe
Under

7 .t7
1

nhwl-
nhw2

**

t Rates (Per Cent an riculture

sE&LFS1985 86 Data Tape

19 85 86

Source:

Notes: 0-34
35+

Number of Hours Worked
Number of Hours hlorked
Less than l-0 cases

Age
L5-39 years

nhwl- nhw2Agricultural OccuPat j-ons
40+

nhwl
years

nhw2

63.0
(41e )

69.1
(139)
67 .0
(t7 9)
63 .8
(47 )

78.1,
(138)
6r.7
(e1)
67 .7
(414)
79.4
(206)
41.0
(r-34 )

62.3
(s3 )

67 .5
(2465)

54.'7
(37 4)
52.r
(L42)
s6 . s
(2ee)
55.0
(80)
66 -4
(43 )

58 .1
(34 )

41.3
(860)
49 .7
(236)
42.L
(3e7)
46.9
( e0)
s0.8
(427 4)

52.5
(243)
67 .2
(64)
65.4
(78 )

53.2
(111)
59.2
(10r_ )

15.0
(80)
54.9
(264)
78 .8
(111)
4r.2
(bð/
63.6
(33 )

57 .6
( r.614 )

46 -3
(2r6)
36.0
(86)
45.5
(143)
54.8

(13s)
49 .5
(42)
44 .1_

(20)
46.2
(347 )

46.5
(117)
37 .5
(]-921
59. L

(66)
46 .4
(2634)

613

Cultivators of mixed crops

615 -
6]'7
618

620 -
629
630-
632
636-
637
64r

Other agricultural-
labourers
Fishermen

639- Other agricultural-
workers

ToEal agriculture

¡rales
ISCO CODE & Occupation
611 Paddy cultivators

612 CuItj-vators of vegetables

Cultivators of
Other food crops
Other cash croP cultivators

Poultry & animal
Husbandry farmers
Estate labourers

50.1
(s16)
64.7

(e6 )

58.9
(120)
39.1
(30)
59.4
(143)
45.1
(2e)
5'7.2
(2s4)
73 .8
(386)
5r.4
(33)
57 .2
(166s)

50.0
(718)
55.3

(7 4)
42 .4
(16e)
**
(44)
65.1
(r42)
61.8
(43 )

38.7
(27 6)
44.5
(464)
68.4
(4s)
44.r
(217 0)

45.3
(338 )

50. B

(43 )

60 .4
(s 1)
s0.0
(5e)
49 -5
( e3 )

**
(*'*)
54.2
(]-24)
57 .7
(160)
59.4
(27)
49 _7
(e30)

4r.2
(465)
4t .4
( 31)
58.1
(6s)
63.0
(7 4)
52.4
(e0)
65.0
(1s )

43 .8
(L72)
41.0
(168)

(3e)
45.1

(1223)

613

Cultivators of mixed crops

TotaI agricul-ture

615-
61-7

618

fenales
611 Paddy cultivators

612 Cul-tivators of vegetables

Cultivators of other food-
crops
CulEivators of cash croPs

Poultry and anj-mal-
husbandry workers
Estate labourers

Other agricultural-
l-abourers

Other Agricultural-
workers

620
629
630-
632
636 -
637
639
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the availability of l-and as an income earning asset for the

poorer segments of the population decreases (Ah1uwa1ia,

1990;L1-7) . The percentage of paddy holdings of less than 1

acre in size increased from 43 to 65 between L962 and 1-970

(Lee, L977a: l-70- L7]-) . According to the 1'982 Census of

Agriculture (Department of Census and Statist,ics, I983c:14),

at least 42 percent of operationat smal-l- agricultural

holdings were less than one acre. High underemployment rates

for ful-I time workers in agriculture who are largely own-

account workers, âS Shown in table 7.1,8, Suggests that

returns to farmers working in smal-t holdings are low and

that they have to look for additional means of emplo)rment.

substantial_ proportions of underemployment among

agricultural l-abourerS and other agricultural workers who

were mostly casual labourers (table 7.1-g) are a resuLt of

landlessness among persons whose chief occupation is paddy

and other f ood crop cuttivátion. Due to l-andl-essness they

are forced. to Seek wage employment (Hewavitharana, 1991-) .

Even though increased demand for wage empl-olrment is a sign

of flexibility in the rural l-abour force, the rural economy

has not diversified, adequately to offer alternative full--

time wagie employment to these landless cultivators

(Hewavitharana, 1991,) . In Sri Lanka, more than 80 per cent

of the popul-ation (Department of Census and Statistics,

1_974:98-100; 1986b :67 -68) live in rural areas and are

engaged predominantly in agricultural employment, and

landlessness is high (Hewavitharana , !986;t-4 ¡ 1-991': l--9) .

The distribution patterns of the popuJ-ation is such that

four fifths of the population is concentrated in the south-

western quadrant of the island in only one fifth of the land
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Rates in Agrícul-ture by Employment Status
and Hours of Work SE&LFS 19 8 5 86.

Table 7 -1-g
Underemployment

Sources:
Notes:
Numbers

SE&LFS1985/86 Daca Tape, LFS1990/91 Data Tape
Iess than 10 cases in the cell. *** - No cases

0-19
Emplolrment Status

0-34 35+
Hours of ltork

20-34

Regul-ar Employees male

female

60.0
(40)
46.2
(6s )

57.0
(230)
48.2
(257)

57 .4
(27 0)
47 .8
(322)

37 .5
(e22)
2tr I

(863)

Casual employees
mafe 77 .0

(23s)
65 .4
(156)

73.0
(8 81)
68.6
(4s8)

73 .8
( 1116 )

67 .8
(614)

50.5
(\952)
48 .4
(707)

f emal-e

Employers
male 44.4

(4s )

44 .4
(27 )

37 .7
(e7 )

64.7
(17 )

44.2
(r42)
52.3
(44)

39.4
(204)

(20)
female

Own Account Workers
male 61.3

(6s4)
51.8
(27 6)

s9.8
( 1084 )

5r-.9
(231-)

60.4
( 1738 )

51.9
(s07)

49 .7
(27 68)
58.7
(2r.3)

female

Unpai-d Family Workers
maLe 63.1

(2e3)
5r.2
(s63)

63.4
(s14 )

56 . s
(641)

63.3
(807)
54.4
(1204)

5s.5
(r-062 )

44.4
(807)

female

Total in AgricuLture
male 64 .0

(L261 )

( 1087 )

63.6
(2806 )

56 .5
(1604)

63.7
(4073)
54 .4

(26e1,)

49.1
(6908)
44 .4
(2618)

female

Percentage Distribution of Employed in Àgriculture by Employment
Status LFS 1990

MaIe
0-34

Female
0-34 35+ total-35+ total

Employees ***
Own Account 20.7
Unpaid Family Work 75.4
Total Percent 100.0
Total- Number (58 )

As a Proportion of All
Occupations Z 24.7

(235) (882) (1117) (166) (sso) (716)

10.3 13.5 22.9 7 .3 10.9

Number

7.3
23 -8
64.2

100.0
(1s1)

2.6
21- .8
75.6

100.0
(78)

11.8
25.8
58 .l_

100.0
(e3 )

5.3
21, .0
73.7

100.0
(38)

22.5
77 .5

100.0
(40)

in parentheses are numbers of total employed
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area, with very little land for cul-tivation. Therefore in a

situation where Iand. is already Scarce and demographic

pressures are mounting, one would expect to see continuing

fragmentation for most categories of landholders with a

consequent increase in landlessness.

The problem of landlessness and fragmentation of land

has been observed in other Asian countries . l,ee (19'77b-: 196 )

refers to the problem of landlessness and fragmentation due

to population growth for the poverty stricken groups in

Malaysia even though on the average the rural land holdíngs

are fairly Iarge. Leiserson (L914:333-357) commented that

Javanese agriculture has adapted to acute population

pressures by employing increasing numbers in the intensive

cultivation of irrigated rice lands. According to

Manning(1989 ;L-L4) at least 73 per cent of femal-es and 44

per cent of males employed in agriculture in West and

Central Java worked less than 35 hours. He contends that

this is indirect evidence of the invol-vement of secondary

workers in agriculture and that an excess labour supply has

re-emergied as a ma j or problem in Java . Palmer (1'971 : 2l-0 ) also

ref ers to und.eremplolrment originating f rom landlessness in

Indonesia. According to her, in Java the bottom 20 percenE

of aII farmíng households averaged less than 0.1 hectare,

while the bottom 60 percent averaged 0.2 hectares (Pal-mer,

1977:2IO). 'Land reform is a potentially powerful direct

instrument for improving access to land for the poor and

creating a set of favourable initial conditions for growth'

(AhIuwaIia, 1990:1L6) .

In Sri Lanka and in most other countries j-n question,

laws pertaining to land ownership and land tenure Systems
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have been reformed, but sti1l the problem persists because

such reform has not been effective (Lee, t977a). In the case

of Sri Lanka, t.he ceiling on the individual ownership of 25

acres of paddy land and 50 acres of land under other crops

was too high ín relation to the existing size distribut.ion

of holdings (Lee, L977a).

High rates of underemployment among estate Iabourers

originated from the organized estate Sector. Employment such

as tea plucking and rubber tapping, in tea and rubber

estates is highly Labour intensive work that involves only a

part of the working d.ay. Rubber tapping and tea plucking are

affected by the seasonality of work, âS well as by routine

maintainence of the estates. On wet days rubber trees are

not opened up to collect latex. Such involuntary part-time

work is mainly associated with femal-es. Some part-time jobs

j-n estates are allocated mainly to males including Ehe

pruning of tea crops, weeding and fertilizing tea, rubber

and coconuL plantations, coconut plucking and toddy tapping.

These occupations are mainly seasonal and do not provide

continuous work (Gooneratne and Wesumperuma, 1-984:87-110) .

In the estate Sector, underemployment is al-so due to the

Iimited amount of work available in a particular estate, and

also to the lack of mobility for daily paid labourers to

travel out of t.he estate to find employment, resulting from

t.he nature of terrain of the estate sector.

Underemployment is high even among cash crop

cul-tivators. Cash crop cultivators among women are only

smal-l in number because commercial cropping is StiII not

accepted aS a woman' S domain in Sri Lanka. Problems of land

ownership, effects of seasonality and obtaining credit for
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further investment due to the l-ack of necessary collateral

for banks, have adversely affected effective cash crop

cultivation among women. High rates of underemployment

observed for men and women who engaged j-n t.he cultivation of

cash crops suggests that their cultivations were not

economically viable.

7 .7 .2 PRODUCTION ASSOCIATED OCCUPÀTIONS

Table 7 .Ig and 7 .20 ref l-ects the compl-exity and the

heterogeneous nature of the activities and skills that

const,itute the employed and the underemployed males and

females in the productj-on Sector. The activities are largely

unorganized while the ski]Is, as shown in table 7.19, are

Iargely of a low or middle Ievel. As shown earlier (table

7.I7) , production sector activities have expanded during the

Iast 25 years, bu! the nature of expansion shows that such

employment was largely in the informal sector and

underemployment. Manning ( iréeg) points out that, micro

studies have constantly shown that the informal sector in

Indonesia is extremely heterogeneous in terms of ski11,

capital, inputs and earnings. The presence of a large

proportion of informaL activities in the production sector

have also been noted by (Manning l-989 :1--L4) and

widarti (1991) in Indonesia, where the lagged effects of high

population growth on labour supply have also been observed

(Jones , a990b) .

Table 7.Lg shows that underemployment was prevalent

among all- types of male skill-ed workers. While the

heterogeneity of skil-Is involved in the production secLor

shows the expanding economic activity, (Korale and Gunapala,

1981:30-34) contend t.hat most of the underemployed in the
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Tab1e 7 .1-9
Underemployment
Related Workers
1985 /1,986 .

Rates (Percent) among
(selected occupations)

Production and
Males, SE&LFS

Category of
Production Sector
Occupations

Age GrouPs
15-39 Years 40+ Years

Hours of Work
0-34 35+ 0-34 35+

ISCO CODE
(¡ disit)
711-- Miners and Related
7 1,9
73I- Wood PreParation
734 Workers
771- Food & Beverage
779 Processors
78L- Tobacco Preparers
789 and Related
79I- Tailors & Dress
799 Makers
B0l,- Leather Goods &

819 Furniture Makers
831,- Blacksmiths & Tool-
839 Makers
84L- Machinery Fitters
849 & Related
851- Electrical Fitters
859 & Related
871-- Jewellery makers
883 & Related
891-- Tile & Brick
899 Makers
92I- Book Binders &

929 Printers
94I- Basketry & Coir
949 Weavers
951-- Construction
959 Workers
97L- Transport &

989 Heawy-duty Workers
999 Labourers NEC

79.0
(100)
83 .3
(24)
8r-.3
(32)
**
(13 )**
(10 )**
(10 )

7L .4
(14 )

74.4
(3e)
83 .3
(24)
63.6' (22)
92 .6
(27 )

83.3
(]-2)
B9 .3
(28)
80.0
(260)
79.6
(4e)
82 .4

50 .3
(r47 )

53.2
(47 )

60.2
(a23)
56 .3
(32)
54.3
(e2)
60.7
(s6)
65 .0
(117)
54.3
(280)
s9 .3
(140)
5L.2
(86 )

76.2
(63 )

81.l-
(37)
68.9
(45)
59 .4
(465)
61_.3
(37s)
59.1

55.2
(2e)
67 .'7
( 31)
**
(11)
**
(**)
83.3
(r2)
84 .6
(13 )**
(**)
77 .8
(18 )**
(**)
**
(16 )**
(**)
**
(**)
5L.'7
(2e)
7L.6
(1ss)
70.5
(61)
68.2

50 .0
(68)
62.5
(32)
s3.0
(66 )

45.5
(22)
49 .2
(5e)
65 .5
(2e)
63.0
(46)
51.5
( 101)
58.2
(ss )

42.9
(3s)
96.3
(28)
48.0
(2s )

65.2
(23)
48.8
(254)
55 .1-
(323)
52.7

Total
Production &

Related Workers

(652) Í342) (308) (56e)

54.0
('J,7 43)

59. L
(3482)

7t.3
(726)

80.7
(L32L)

ources: SE&LFSL 5 86
Notes: ** No of cases
Numbers in parentheses
groups.
The t.otal number of oc
with the addition of i
are selected.

Dat.a Tape
less than l-0
are total employed in the respective

given in t,able do not ta1ly
occupations because those

cup
ndi

ations
vidual



Table 7 .20
Underemployment Rates (Percent)
Workers (selected occupations)

31,2

among Production and Related
Females , SE&LFS 1-985 / BG .

Age Groups
15-39 Years

Hours of
0-34 35+

40+ Years
Work

0-34 35+

Category of
Production Sector
Occupations

ISCO CODE
751-- Spinners Weavers
759 and Dyers
77L- Food & Beverage
779 Processors
78L- Tobacco Preparers
789 & Related
79L- Tailors and
799 Dressmakers
94I- Basketry and Coir
949 Weavers
999 Labourers NEC

62.5
(48 )

54.3
(70)
57 .3
(82)
70.1,
(r27 )

68.7
(16 )

72 -9

48.9
(e0 )

57 .6
(se)
70 .0
(60 )

67 .8
(314 )**
(r_0)
ss.6

41, .4
(2e)
58.1
(85)
**
(**)
67 .6
(37)
**
(**)
75.4

**
(22)
45.7
(46)
**
(1_4)
61. 0
(41)
**
(**)
50.7

Total
Production and
Related Workers

(107) (1e8) (61) (7s)

64.3
(s7s )

60.8
(e18)

57 .7
(336)

48.9
(311)

sources: SE&LFS 1985 /1'986 Data Tape
Notes - ** less than ten cases
ISCO (3 digit) - Internat.ional Standard Classification of
Occupations 3 digit classificat.ion

skilled and craft level-s had entered their occupations as

assistants, helpers and apprentices under smal-I contractors

and craftsmen and have limited experience in the trade. Such

persons do not get full-time work because they are semi-

skilled. Some of the actívities involved are largely

craftsmen level skills and unsophisticated services required

at the village or semi-urban level that require a sma1I

amount of capital to set-up (Korale, and Gunapala, 1981:30-

32) .

During the l-980's the country saw the rapid expansion

of construction sector activities (CentraL Bank of Ceylon,
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1980 -L991: Series; National Planning Division, a980-1-990:

Series). In the case of underemployment among construction

Sector workers, one could comment that other than in the

large construction projects organized by the government

(National Planning Division, 1985), employment in the

construction Sector is largely private (Employment and

Manpower Planning Division, !981:1-9), and irregular,

depending on the nature of demand for Such work (Korale and

Gunapala, l-981-) . Therefore among bricklayers, carpenters and

other construction industry workers, the problem of

und.eremployment is created by the unpredictability of work

assignments (Koral-e and Gunapala, 1981) or the inadequate

work assignments in the sector.

Over-supply in relation Lo a timited demand may be

another reason for the high leve1 of underemployment among

skil-Ied workers. In most of the trades the SkiIlS are either

traditionatly imparted by *t"a.t craftsman or through the

education system with vocational training skilIs being

imparted by junior technical colleges or vocational training

institutions (Korale and Gunapa1a, a981) . In 1986 the intake

to the technical colleges was increased by the government

(NpD, 1986; Employment and Manpower Planning Division,

1-982:31--42) so that skilled workers in construction

activities, carpentry and motor mechanism could be exported

to other countries that demanded Such services. Those who

received short term vocational SkilI training and the

dropouts from such courses flooded t,he domestic market

(Korale and Gunapala, 1-981-) and a rarge part of such

underemployment coul-d be related to such dropouts who had
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established their o\ÄIn account work (Korale and Gunapala,

L981) in the sector.

The incidence of those who worked 35 hours or more and

sought additional jobs in the production sector as indicated

in table 7.Lg suggests that. Jn" remuneration for this sector

employment is low. As was poinbed out earlier, the problem

of labour underutilization in developíng countries is also

one of poverty and. Iow income (Lee, L977a21-73-L82¡ Myrda1

L96B:!21-7-1,225¡ Blaug, L974; Standing, t978; oshima 1990) .

Nevertheless Some of the skilled own-account workers wit.h

entrepreneuriaL ability, probably have a better earning

capacity many times more than the other unskil-led workers in

t,he sector (Manning , a989: l- -t4) . These people seek more work

in order to have a better earning capacity for their skills

and they may work more than thirty five hours and still seek

work.

Underemployment of females in the production Sector was

as high as for males, but the skill profile is much more

narrow. The empl-o]¡ment is mostly in off-farm activities or

home-based informal- activity. Generally on small farms, all

the members of the family who are at work are also engaged

in non-farm employment with low productivíLy/ income

(Mazumdar, 1981- 225) . Muqtada (L986:38) notes that in Sri

Lanka most of the economic activities in the rural

households are undertaken aS family concerns. In the south

western quadrant of Sri Lanka, there has been a tremendous

growth of non-farm employment since 1-9BL (Hewavitharana,

Lggt 19-22) caused by an increased labour suppJ-y.
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IAmong the women, approximately 77 per cent of those

underemployed in tobacco product.ion occupations were working

as beedi makers. geedi9 making among women is a popular

part-time employment in rural- and urban areas and such work

is d,one mostly on a contract basis and at home. A great deal

of education or skills are not needed for t,his type of work.

The work is entirely l-abour intensive, but the remunerat.ion

that these people get for such work is very small

(Dharmalingam, 1993 ) .

Similarly basket weaving, coir weaving, brush and broom

making and coir rope making are popular home based non-

agrícultural- emplo)¡ment, that are highly Iabour intensive.

Ahmed(1987:33) says that coír production j-s female selective

employment and that poorer women are usually engaged in the

dirtiest and hardest jobs in the coir making process as they

cannot afford. even the simplest of manually operated

machines to help them in these tasks.

Home based informal workers mostly work on an own-

account basis and are unorganized, using traditional methods

and do not have capital. Even though a certain amount of

skill is involved in these activities they face the problem

of marketing their product. They have the additional- problem

of getting and preparing the necessary raw material-s

required. Such activitj-es demand intensive manual labour but

it is difficult for them to get adequate remuneration for

their effort.

8 There were 82 women less than 40 years of age in
making occupations out of 107 women in the same age
production occupations .

9 Beedi is a hand manufactured mini cigarette which
popularly known as the poor manrs cigareLte.

the beedi
group in

r-s
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7 .7 .3 IIIIDEREMPLOT-üENT AIÍONG WIIITE COLLÀR OCEUPATIONS

7 .7 .3.L PROFESSIONAL TECHNICAL A}ID RELATED OCCUPÀTIONS

Tables 7.21 to 7.23 show occupational details and

occupationaL Status of underemployed women in professional

Table 7 .21
Under Employment Rates in Professional Technical and Related
Occupations, SE8.LFS19 85 / g6 .

Sources: SE&LFS 1-985 /L986 Data Tape
Notes: * - No cases ** Less Than l-0 cases
ISCO (¡ digit) - International standard classification of
occupat,ions (g digit classification)

Professional and
Technical Rel-ated
Occupations

Age GrouP
L5-39 Years 40+ Years

Hours of Work
0-34 35+ 0-34 35+

ISCO Code
(¡ digit)
021-- Architects
029 & Engineers
031- Engineering
039 Technicíans
061-- Doct,ors, Medical
066 Dental,VeterinarY
067 - Other Medical-
079 Workers
1-l-3 - Accountants
1,14
L32 School Teachers

**
(**)
**
**
**
(**)
**
(**)
**
(**)
s6.b
(84 )**
(r_7)

60 .0
(30)
61-.7
(60)
61. s
(3e)
57 .7
(26)
s2 .6
(1e )

42.2
(64)
**
(22)

**
(**)
**
(**)
**
(11)
**
(**)
**
(**)
57 .8
(102)
**
(1e)

43 .5
(23)
37 .L
(3s)
3s.0
(50 )

33 .3
(48 )**
(**)
45.5
(ss )

23.s
(s 1)

Males

131-- University &

L34 Special Teachers
Total
Professional
Technical & Related

41_.0
(402)

54.9
(21s )

s6.9
(1s3)

54.8
(372)

067 - Other Medical
079 Workers
L32 School Teachers

**
(**)
45.7
(164)
47 .6
(2r)

Females
** 55.1
(**) (89)
48.L 47 .9
(216) i]-44)
63 .5 77 .8
(s2) (18 )

46 .6
(s8)
54 .8
(e3 )**
(13 )

139 Teachers NEC

TotaI
Professional
Technical & Rel-ated

4l..0
(226)

54.8
(472)

54.9
(224)

56.9
(328)



Table 7 .22
Underemployment Rates
Technical and Related

by Emplo)rment Status in Professional
Oc ations

source: sE&LFSl-985 86 Data Tape
Notes: Numbers in parenthesis are total employment numbers
** - Less than 10 cases

Table 7 .23
Underemployment Rates (for those
hours) in Professional Technical
The Level of Education

31,7

who worked 35 or more
and Rel-ated Occupations By

Sources: SE&LFS L 5 1-986 Data Tape
Notes: * - No cases ** Less Than 10 câsês;
,Junior Secondary Level - Grades 5-10;
Senor Secondary Level - GCE OL up to Less than Degree
ISCO (¡ digit) - International Standard CLassification of
Occupations (¡ digit classification)

Femal-eMale

35+Employment Status 0-34
Hours of Work
35+ 0-34

(Rates per
52 .9
(26L)
72.7
(33 )**
(*)
54.O
(63 )**
(**)
55.2
(362)

44 .0
(430)
73.2
(4a)
**

(**)
60 .0
(s5 )**
(**)
48 .1,
(534)

46.7
(461)
7r-. B
(3e)
**
(**)
57 .9
(1e )**
(10)
49 .7
(s37)

cent )

44 .4
(szt )

67 .2
( 61)
**
(22)
50.0
(100)
**
(**)
47 .3
(71s)

Regular
Employees
Casual-
Employees
Employers

Own Account
Workers
Unpaid Family
Workers
All Statuses

Number

Category of
Prof essional-
Occupations

Educational
Junior
Secondary

Level
Senior
Secondary Degree

ISCO CODE
(three digiL)
O2t- Architects
029 & Engineers
031- Engineering
039 Technicians
061- Doctors, Medical
079 & Related
113- Accountants
TL4
l-31- Teachers
139

*
(*)
**
(18 )

60.0
(20)
*
(**)
**

60.0
(2o)
60.0
(60)
43.2
(44)
48 .6
(3s)
40 .4
(]-4L)

48.5
(33)
**
(r7 )

4L.9
( 31)
50.0
(20)
45.3
(s3 )

MaIes

06'7 -
0'7 9
13r_-
1,39

Other Medical-
Workers
School- Teachers

Fenales
38.2
(3a ¡**
(10 )

55 .4
Q2L)
48 .8
(244)

**
(**)
54.5
(5s )
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and relat.ed occupations. In the prof essional- group of

occupations those who were underemployed, ie. those who

worked l-ess than 35 hours and sought additional- or

al-ternative employment were largely insignificant, except

for the teaching category (Table 7 .21-) . Professional-

occupations are generall-y aSsociated with formal working

hours in both government and private Sectors. A large

proportion of regular and casual employees are concentrated

in the government Sector and are largely concentrated in

teaching and heal-th related occupations. This is a result of

the nature of the expansion of the services sector in the

country from the time of independence in 1,948. Since t.he

1940's, the Service delivery from these two Sectors has been

almost a total- government monopofy.

A large proportion of casual and regular employees were

teachers of various categories. High rates of

underemployment are evident for all types of teachers when

compared to the other professions in table 7.21, and this is

due to the Service requirements of formal- teaching as weLl

as preparation at home, associated with the teaching

profession (ILO, 1994) . The duration of the school time is

usual-l-y f ive and hal-f hours and a teacher is expected to

engage in formal teaching during this period of time. Wages

and. salaries for government sector empl-oyees are through the

machinery of the government pay commissions periodically

appointed for this purpose and by Cabinet decision (Rodrigo,

1988:25) and in the private sector by the regulations of the

wages board. Due to the sluggish movement of wages during

the last t,hree decades, these empl-oyees are wulnerable to
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the f luctuations of inf l-at.ion rates that have been on the

rise in the 1980's. Rodrigo(l-988:34) noted that the wage

performance of the Sri Lankan economy over the quarter of a

century since 1-960 is not suggestive of a phenomenal growth

in the real- wage levet. A large proportion of teachers are

government Servants and draw a low salary when compared t,o

other own account professionals whose earning potential is

higher. The need for additionaL income may be an important

reason why a targe number of teachers are seeking additional

employment.

The professional-s are the most educated in the labour

force and of them, those who are own account workers (tabte

7.22) have the highest earning potential and hence, a higher

economic value for their working time. They tend to use more

of their working time to earn more. A high proportion of

persons who are seeking additional or alternatj-ve employment'

even if they are working *át. than 35 hours (tabte 7 -23) ,

actually indicates the potential value of their earning

capacity. Therefore in the case of most of the occupations

in this group, the proportion of those who are in the own

account category, working Iess than normal- hours is

relativelY 1ower.

7 .7 .3.2 T'¡IDEREMPLO}AÍENT IN CLERICAL A}ID RELATED
OCCUPATIONS

The occupational profile among female clerical workers

(rabLe 7 .24, table 7 .25, and table 7 .26) is mainly

associated with cl-erical services demanded by the local and

central government agencies and employment in the sector is

comparatively smaII. Since the private sector had played



Age Group
Cl-erical and Related
Occupations

15-39

0-14

40+
Hours of Work
35+ 0-34 35+

MaIes
ISCO CODE

3l_1-
319
352

Bookkeepers

Postmasters

*
(*)
*
(*)
**
(**)
80.0
(20 )

5]-.4
(26)
64.2
(67 )

s3.8
(3e)
**
(10 )

59 .3
(5e)
79.2
(72)
55.7
(264)
55 .6
( 631)

**
(**)
*

(*)
**
(**)
**
(**)
**
(**)
42.2
(4s )

60 .0
(20)
48 .0
(25)
60.0
(4s )

64 .6
(48)
49.3
(47 )

49.O
(420)

361- Transport
369 Workers
37L- PostaL
379 Workers
391- Clerks
399
Total Clerica1
Services

Fenales
32t- Typists
322
391- Clerks
399
Total Clerical
Services

**
(14 )

53.8
(26)
57.r
(28)

50.0
(132)
60.2
(264)
59.2
(304)

(**)
**
(**)
s0.0
(**)

(18 )

48.9
(47 )

50.0
(54 )
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Table 7 .24
Underemployment Rates (per cent) in C1erical and Related
Occupations, SE&LFS19 85 / 86 .

Sources: SE&LFSL995/86 Data TaPe

Table 7 .25
Underemployment Rates in Clerica1 & Related Occupations
By Emplo)rment Status, SE&LFS1985 /86.

SE&LFS19 85 86 Data Tape
- No Cases
- Less than l-0 cases

Source:
Notes: *

**

47 .8
(e2)
'73.L
(26)
*
(**)
**
(**)
*
(*)
54.0
(124)

51.6
(e3s)
63.1
(t-s7)
*
(**)
**
(**)
**
(**)
s3.0
(r-1-10 )

5r-.3
(3e)
**
( 11)
*
(*)
**
(**)
*
(**)
55. B

(52)

5r_.9
(445)
72.9
(70)
*
(*)
**
(**)
**
(**
54.9
(51e)

0-340-34Hours of Work
Female

35+
Mal-e

35+

Regular
Employee
CasuaI
Employee
Employer

Own Account
Worker
Unpaid Family
Worker
Total- Clerical
Occupations
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Table 7 .26
Underemployment Among Clerica1 Workers by Leve1 of
Education, SE&LFS1985 / 86 .

ISCO Code &

Hours Worked Junior
Secondary

Lqvel of Education
Senior Graduate
Secondary

All
Education
Levels

MaIes
rsco- 300-369
0-34 hours **

(**)
46.9
(81)

86.7
(1s )

59.1
(1s4)

* 73 .1,
(26)
56.1
(260)

(*)
35+ hours **

(10 )

rsco- 371-399
0-34 hours 57 .L

(28)
46.7
(25e)

49.L
(57 )

54.7
(ss4)

(**)
57 .9
(1e )

52.2
(e2)
52.0
(850)

35+ hours

TotaI
Cleríca1 &
0-34 hours

Related
5s.9
(34 )

46 .8
(340)

s6.9
(72)
55 .6
(708)

(**)
65 .5
(2e)

s6.8
(118)
53 .0
(1r-1-0 )

35+ hours

Fenales
rsco- 300-369
0-34 hours

35+ hours

rsco- 37L-399
0-34 hours

35+ hours

(**)
55 .0
(20)

**
(17 )

48.0
(a7e)

** 55 .0
(5s )

48. B
(205)

(**)
**
(**)

(**)
68 .4
(1e )

51.I
(27 )

57 .9
(27]-)

(**)
6L.9
(2L)

62.L
(32)
s8.9
(4r4)

TotaI
Clerical and Related
0-34 hours **

(**)
35+ hours 61'.5

(3e)

s2.3
(44)
54 .0
(4s0 )

(**)
61.5
(26)

s6.9
(s1)
54.9
(51e )

Source:
NoLes:

SE&LFS1985 /86 Data TaPe
Junior Secondary Levet indicates education levels
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only a minor role in the economic development of Sri Lanka

til_I 1_g8o' (MeI, 1980 ) the employment creation in clerical

services was mainly in public Sector (Department of Census

and Statistics, L987c:VII) .

The underemproyed in Jnt= group of occupations were

regular employees (tabte 7.25) who already worked full-time

(Department of Census and Statistics,1987c). The l-ow wage

income generally associated with the government employees

and clerical services in particular, (Department of Census

and St,atistics, 1987c) has driven more than half of t,he

employed in this sector to seek additional employment. At

least 95 percent of cl-ericat workers had senior secondary

qualif icat,ions or higher level- educational qualif icat,ions

(tabLe 7.26) . Government clericaL services was a popular

avenue of employment for persons with a senior secondary or

above gualification to enter public sector emplo)rment (ILO,

197]-a) .

Tables 7.27 and 7.28 show a high incidence of managers

and working proprietors in whol-esal-e and particularly in

retail trade, working on an own account basis. Such a

pattern suggests signs of the development of internal trade

in the private sector. The sales occupations are said to

Serve an absorptive function for excess labour that cannot

find employment in a preferred wage category (Gregory

1980 :686). Establishing retail enterprises on a self

employment basis has been a means for persons without work

to enter the informal labour market. A substantial number of

the younger age group have turned to their own

entrepreneurial ability aS an answer t.o the unemployment

problem. At the village level, for a person to become a
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\Á¡orking proprietor one needs a relatively Iow Ievel of

investment (Jones, L984) . The variety of goods traded depend

on the demand for Such goods at that level. For a street

hawker to put up a sales point requires even less capital

Table 7 .27
Under Employment Rates in Sales Occupations (Selected
Occu tions sE&LFSl-9 85 86.

Sales Sector
Occupations &

ISCO CODE (¡ dígit)

Age GrouPs
15-39 40*

Hours Worked
0-34 35+ 0-34 35+

Managers
Retail Trade
Working Proprietors
Wholesale Trade
Working Proprietors
Retail Trade
Brokers

(**)
**
(**)
66.5
(1s8)
66.7
(24)
69 .2
(3e)
85.3
(34 )**
(*; )

68 .5
216

38.l-
(42)
59 .5
(37)
48 .1
(e04)
6r_.0
(41)
54.7
(4e7 )

49.5
(103)
46 .6
(10s)
s0 .3
1,77L

*
(**)
**
(**)
59.2
(e8)
**
(10 )**
(14 )**
(10 )**
(**)
59 .5
r48

35.7
(28)
**
(20)
44.8
(67 e)
4]-.7
(24)
46 .6
(118)
55.6
(4s )

37 .9
(2e)
45 .4
985

Tota] Sales Workers

45L Salesmen ShoP
ASSiSTANTS

453 Street Vendors &

Hawkers
490 Sal-es nec

402

4]-].

41-2

444

Fenales
4I2 Working ProPrietors

Retail Trade
452 Salesmen ShoP

Assistants
Total Sales Workers

44.r
(68)
45 .8
(24)
41-.2
(102)

37.7
(6e)
**
(18 )

38.6
(101)

43.3
(]-64)
38.7
( 31)
42 .6
(223)

49.3
(136)
46.L
(Be )

47 .9
(280)

Source:
Notes:

SE&LFS1 B5 86
** - Less than

Data Tape
10 cases- *** no cases

investment.

structure

activity.

These patterns indicate a changing

paving the way for the exPansion of

economac

informal
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Whil-e the incidence of commercial activities associated

with various safes categories of occupat.ions suggests that

the private commercial sector is growing fast1o, the high

levels of underemployment among these categories may be due

to the inadequacy, of trre gr;wth momentum in commerce and

Table 7 .28
Underemployment Rates By Emplo)¡ment Status in Sales
Occ ations SE&LFS1985 86.

SE&LFS19 85 I Data Tape
** - Less than 10 cases- No cases;

trade in t,he transitional economy. Hence it seems that the

situation in Lge5/86 when this survey was conducted did not

provide an adequate business environment to utilize fully

the management and entrepreneurial skiLls of the work force.

For a strong private sector to function it is important that

such skil-ls should. be utilized fully. This situation

10 Growth of the private sector is new in Sri Lanka.
Government intervention in internal trade has taken place
using subsidies, price controls etc. Private sector
commercial activity came to be emphasized only after 1-971

change of Government.

Source:
Notes: *

35+35+
Mal-es

0-34
Females

0-34
Employment
Status

Regular 80.0
Employee (10)
Casual 67 .3
Employee (52)
Employer 50.0

(34 )

Own Account 66.4
worker Q68)
Unpaid Family 65.0
Worker (60)

40.1_
(33e)
60.8
(44e)
50.7
(223)
46.7
(L472)
46.9
(273)

**
**
**
10
*
**
4t .5
(s+¡
37 .9
(e5 )

39 .6
53
48 .8
4L
**
15
44.3
(22r)
48 .6
(173)

65.3
(27s6)

39.9
( B1)

45 .5
(22e)

Total Sales
Occupations

s0.8
(424)
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reflects that there is still a Iot of scope for the private

sector to expand (Fernando, L993) in the country.

The income received from sma]l retail trading units,

hawking or street vending depends on the capacity of the

market and the affordabil-ity of the consumers, as well as

demand for the commodities vended. According to the data

presented, while the proportion of persons underemployed is

relatively low, high rates of emplo)¡ment seekers are

observed among t,hose who worked 35 hours or more. This

Suggests that the income received from such trade has not

been adequate.

The large number of male and femal-e workers employed as

Shop assistants shows that the development of commerce and

trade on a larger scale is also taking pIace. In the initial

Stages of development, commerce is concentraEed more on

StreeE hawkers, market and street venders and Sma11 shop

owners and with developm.rrr, the centre of gravity changes

to department Stores and emporiums (Jones, L984:48) . The

fact that wage income received by employees in the Sales

sector is not ad.equate to make ends meet has caused high

rates of underemployment among sales sector employees.

7 .7 .4 I'NDEREMPLOTIIENT ÀIÍONG SERVIEE OCCUPATIONS

Table 7.29 shows the underemployment, ratesll among service

Sector occupations. Rates are generally high for workers who

performed menial and l-abour intensive work. These emplo)¡ment

categories generall-y fall to the lower segments of the wage

and salary structure and are largely located in the private

sector (Department of Census and Statistics, a986b) .

11 Underemployment rate denotes the percent of employed
persons who are seeking additional or al-ternative
employment.



Age Group

35+ 35+
40+

0 -34
15-39

0-34

rsco coDE
MaIes
500- Proprietors
510 Catering & Lodg
520- Room boys
533
54L- Housekeepíng
549 Service V'Iorkers
551-- Cleaners
562
571,- Barbers and
579 Hair Dressers
58L- Protective
589 Service Workers
599 Service

Workers nec

**
(**)
**
(**)
**
(**)
r-00 . 0
(10 )**
(**)
**
(**)
90.9
(11)

28 .6
(3s)
67 .r
(7e)
52.7
(e1)
s0.0
(38)
52 .9
(34 )

57 .3
(30e)
65 .6
(32)

(**)
**
(**)
**
(**)
100.0
(10 )**
(**)
64.1
(17 )

7r.4
(14 )

4L.7
(24)
70 .6
(17 )

42.L
(s7 )

50.0
(38)
**
(16 )

44 .8
(223)
45.5
(22)

Total
Service Occupations 46 .4

(r94)
56.4
(361)

66.0
(3s)

78.8
(41)

54L- Housekeeping
549 Service Workers
561- Cleaners
562

Fenales

4L.8
(t-41)
**
(16 )

49 .7
(302)
**
(**)

73.1
(26)
**
(11)

64.7
(17 )

61.1-
(18 )

Total
Service Occupations 42 .6

(183)
64 .8
(s4 )

61.1
(s4 )

46 .9
(360)

Table '7 .29
Underemployment Rates Among

326

Service Occupations

the process of develoPment

of labour that occur with an

leveLs in professional and

also observed f or women i-n

SE&LFS19 85 86

Source: E&LFS]-985 86 Data Tape

Jones (L984:a9) points out that

entails changes in the qualitY

internat shift towards higher

technical rel-ated occuPations.

Underemployment rates are

house keeping services which are mainly in labour intensive
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L2\^JOrk, such as cooks, ayahs maids and domestic servanLs

(tabl-e 7.29) . Low wages, unsatisfactory work practices in

the private sector and t.he desire for occupational mobility

result in a large proportion-of the workers in these Sectors

seeking further employment. The domestic Servant service is

still considered. to be a menial service in Sri Lanka and

within the country the very poor, without any resources for

existence to enLer into such work13. Cleaning services

associated with dhobies is also considered a menial

occupation associated with the Ano¡y14 caste which is the

Iowest caste in the hierarchy of castes in Sri Lanka. Dhoby

occupation is stil-1 handed down from the parents to the

children. Even though adoption of v¡estern concepts of the

rule of law and social integration brought about by the

modern education system, have eliminated much of these

feudal practices, some of these practices Still prevail at

the remote village level-. MoSt of the und.eremployed in

these occupations are in the private, household service

sector. Wages for these occupations are not regulated and

due to the lack of a minimum wage leve1 they are

traditionally very 1ow. A high incidence of domestic service

worker categories is al-so an indication of the lack of

empl-ol¡ment opportunities f or women generally and the low

wage levels associated wíth the excess supply in a situation

of low demand, especially for less educated v¡omen.

Jones(1"98a:ag) notes that domestic service as a major avenue

12 Ayahs are domestic servants whose specific job is to look
after the children
l-3 However among migrants who go as housemaids to foreign
countries there are well educated persons (Días, 1989)
L4 Dhoby is a t.raditional meniat caste who washed clothes
for the gentry. The occupation is handed down from one
generation to the next.
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of emplo)rment for women declined rapidly when real wages in

the ASEAN countries increased.

7 .8 A REGRESSION AI{ALYSIS OF T'IIDERE}ÍPLOIAÍENT

Table 7.30 shows the_ characteristics examined and

choice of variabl-es for the regression analysis and table

7.3L indicates a regression analysis of a1l employed persons

and, employed females who are seeking additional or

alternative work. The proposition examined in this chapter

Table 7.30
Characteristics Examined and Choice

sis
of Variables for

ession Anal

is that the underemployment situation of a person could

Iargely be explained by that person' s demographic, cultural

and family related characteristics. Multiple regression

analysis is used to see the relationship between the

underemployment of a person and his or her characteristics

by using a set of identified independent variables to denote

these characteristics. The analysis envisages to identify

the sub-set of characteristics that, have a Stronger

relationship collectively and individually with a persont s

underemployment siEuation .

The dependent variable is 'underemployed persons',

measured in terms of those who are seeking additional

Charact.eristics
Examined

Variables
Selected

Demographic

CuLtural-

FamíIy Related

Economic

Age, Sex, Marital Status;

Race;

Household Status, Size of Household;

Education, Occupational category

Occupational Status, rndusLrY;
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employment even if they are employed. The question asked in

the SE&LFS19 95 /86 was rare you lookíng for additional

emplolrment' This question was asked of those who were

employed and the answers giv-en were either yes or no. Thus,

the depend.ent variable is established aS a dichotomous

variabl-e. The independ.ent variables used in this anafysis

are: (1) age (2) sex (3) marital status (4) education (5)

ethnicity (6) religion (7) síze of the household (8) sector

(9) household status (10) occupation and (11) employment

status. These índependent varíab1es are selected to reflect

the different characteristics of an underemployed person.

Why these variables are chosen and t,he choice of methodology

was discussed in detail in chapter Two sections 2.4.6 and

2.4.7.

The results in table 7.3t show the Iikelihood of an

employed person seeking additional- work in relation to his

or her characteristics. The t"gt""=ion results aISo show the

nature of the rel-atíonship between the dependent variable ie

underemployment and the set of independent varj-ab1es

denoting demographic, cultural, family related and non

demographíc characterist,ics .

When aII the characteristics were examined j-n a single

model, the likelihood of underemployment for the 20-29 age

group females was positive and significant at 95 per cent

confid.ence level, whereas the likelihood of the 15-19 age

group femal-e being underemployed was positive, but not

significant. This means that t,here was a strong likelihood

of the young adult population being underemployed, even when

all the other characteristics are taken into consideration.

In addition, young adult females were more affected by
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Table 7 .3L
A Regression of

I ed Re
Labour Underutil ization :

on Selected Variables
Femal-e
ressed

Females
SigL RC TVal-ue Sig L

Both Sexes
RC T Va1ue

IndependenL
Variables

*** 4 .380 33 .430Intercept 4.469
Age
15-19 -.016
20-29 .106
30-39 .01-7
40-49 -.022
Sex
male .1,87
female .163
Marital Status
Never Married .037
Ever Married -.049
Sector
Urban - .021'
Rural .036
Estate .066
Race
Sinhala .439
Tamíl - .524
Indian Tamil
Sri Lankan Tamil
Muslim - .285
Education Level
Junior Secondary (JS)
Senior Secondary (SS)
JS & Less .L20
SS & More .063
Primary and Less
Occupations
white CoIl-ar - .1-77
Agriculture -.002
production .181
Enploynent Status
Casual .]-0'7
Own Acc Wker -.034
Unpd Fam Wk -.065
Employers
Size of House HoId
Less than 5 -.O2'J'
5 & more -.015
Household Status
Head of HH -.083
Spouse .065
Children .040

_3 .856 ***

5t .464

- .239
2.56'7

.437
- .502

5.1,49
4.571,

.684

.904

- .527
.98'7
.944

l.1-.263
-9.877

2.898
I.L46

-4 .496
-.065
4.579

3 .054
- .878
1.307

-L.723
-1-.2L0

-L.466
1.061

.584

.61,4
2 .026

-1, . O66
-1.895

-.501-
.4L4

-.638
-.485
4.252

4.L2]-
-4.468
-6 .47 6

-14.005
- .357

***
***

NS
***
NS
NS

.075

.139
- .o72
- .]-46

.03s

. 026

- .050
- .037

.324

.343
- .473
- .260
-.47L
- .042

***
NS

***
NS
***

***

**
NS

*
NS
NS

- . o41,
-.048

.1,2L
-.058

.07 7

.]-97

.064

.260

.1,52

.074
- .126
- .196

- .018
-.01_1

-.0s0
- . o1-7

.088

- .61-7
-.576
1-.430
-.682
L.1,45

-2.1,56
.920

2 .658

2 .029
.868

-1-.722
.426

-L.202
-.648

- .513
- .243
1.109

***

ns
**
ns
**

NS
NS

NS
NS
***

***
***
***
***
NS

NS
NS
*
NS
ns

**
NS
***

**
NS
**
NS

NS
NS

ns
NS

NS
NS
NS

***
***

NS
*

NS
NS
ns

Source: E&LFS19B5 86
RC - Regression Coefficient SigL - Significance
* - Significant. at 90 % confidence level **
at 95 + confidence level- *** - Significant at
confidence level

Level
Signíficant
99+
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l-abour underutilization. The younger age groups of the

population indicated that they are from the birth cohorts of

t.he transition period commencing from the 1960's, when

mortatity decLined quickly and fertility levels remained

constant, creating a boom period of population growth

(section 5.5). The lagged effects of such growth are seen in

the participat.ion of this group in underemployment, because

adequate employment opportuníties were not available when

they joined t.he labour force. For the 30-39 and 40-49 age

group females to be underemployed vTas l-ess like1y and the

result for the 30-39 age group was not significant. Employed

femal-es of this age group would have famiLial and conjugal

responsibilities, because the majority would be married by

the age of 40. When all the age groups were taken together,

there was a strong l-ikel- j-hood of both mal-es and f emales

being underemployed and the resul-t was signíficant at 99

percent confidence level. The likel-ihood of never married

females tooking for additional work was l-ess, while there

was a likel-ihood of ever married women being underemployed;

however these results were not significant. Being married

hras not a deterrent for females who wanted to work for

additional hours to seek additional- or alternative

employment. The results for the demographic variables

suggest that one should look beyond demographic explanations

to identify the causes of underemployment among femal-es.

The cultural variable tested was the ethnicity of

the employed person seeking further employment. The three

ethnic groups tested \^Iere Sinhala, Tamil and Mus1im- The

likelihood of a Sinhala women being underemployed vlas

strongly significant. aL 99 percent confidence
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tevel, while the tikelihood of a Tamil or a Mus1im women to

be underemployed was less. For TamiL females t.he result

was sígnificant at 99 percent confidence and for Musl-im

women the result was not significant. This may be because of

the l-ow participation of Musl-im women in employment.. The

findings for cultural characteristics do support the

proposition that the cul-tural characteristics of a person

are important to understand underemployment and that there

are dictates based on cul-tural- va1ues which defíne a woman's

employment in relation to her other roles performed.

Of the family related variables, a person who had the

Status of a spouse or child in the family was more IikeIy to

be und.eremployed, but the T vafues were not significant.

This result can be accepted as logical because most of the

child Status groups were younger. For heads of households

the coefficient was negative and significant.

Of t.he non-demographic variabfes, the likelihood of

prod.uction Sector workers being underemployed was positive

and very significant at 99 percent confidence l-evel. Higher

rates of underemployment were observed for this group. The

likelihood of workers in white coll-ar occupations to be

underemployed was Less and significant at 99 percent

confidence l-evel. This is because a larger proportion of

white col-1ar workers were in public sector professional

occupations and were already working full--time and could not

work any more hours. The likelihood of underemployment for

casual workers was Stronger than for other employment

statuses. The result for casual workers was positj-ve and

significant at 95 per cent confidence IeveI, while for own

account workers the l-ikelihood of being underemployed was
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positive but not significant. The prospect of

underemployment for those who had a junior secondary

or lower leve1 of education was positive and at 95

per cent confidence level. For those who had a senior

Secondary level or higher education, the resul-t was

still positive but not significant. It was l-ess likety for

unpaid family workers to be underemployed, and the

likel-ihood of being underemployed was negative and

significant aL 95 per cent confidence level. These

resul-ts show that economic variables are aS important

âS, or even more important t.han demographic and f amilial-

variabfes, in explaining the underemployment of a

female.

The regression analysis did not indicate

exclusively that demographic, family rel-ated or

cul-tura1 characteristics were the more important in

explaining a persons labour underutilization situation.

The outstanding characteristics of underemployed persons

were mostly their economic characteristics. Of these,

the educational level of a person, the occupation and

the employment status were the most important in

understand,ing the underemployment situatíon of a female.

7.9 CONCLUSTONS

This chapter established clearly that underemployment

among women was high and that economic causes of

underemployment are important in explaining a persons

underemployment situation. However the proposition that

demographic, culturat and family related variabl-es are more

import,ant t.han non-demographic variables t,o understand a
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persont s l-abour underutilization situation due to

underemplolrment cannot be completely rejected because Some

effects of demographic and educational transition are al-so

observed. For example there was an excesS l-ikelihood of

women in the 20-29 age group, âs welt as women in the

Sinhala community being underemployed. Thus the evidence

leads to the conclusion that explanations for femal-e labour

underutil-ization due to underemployment are found more in

the level-s and patterns of labour absorption and economic

development. in the country than in the demographíc, cultural-

or family rel-ated background of the underemployed. Chapter

Eight investigates further, the voluntary part-time

employment patterns of females.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

VOLUNTARY PART-TIME I,IORKERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter investigates female part-time employment

defined as females voluntari-y working less than 35 hours

and not seeking additional or alternative employment,. Part-

time employment among women is d,eemed to be a characteristic

of developed economies where women choose to work on a part-

time basis (ILO, !994) . The objective of thís chapter is to

establish the extent to which voluntary part-time work

occurs among females in Sri Lanka, examine it's causes and

invesCigate whether voluntary part,-time employment

contribut.es t.o the labour underutilization problem. The

theoretíca1 exptanations for existence of part-time work

among females in developing economies are firstly examined,

atong with considerations of how such work could be

understood in the cont.ext of female labour underutilization

in developing economies. Explanations are sought for the

existence of part-tíme working women in t.he currently

transitional, leSS developed economies and in Sri Lanka in

particular. Finally, a multiple regression analysis examines

al-l of the characteristics of voluntary part-time workers in

a single model, in order to understand the extent to which

voluntary part-time work occurs among women, when all of the

characteristics and interrel-ationships between these

characteristics are considered.

8.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERÀTIONS

Substantial economic development, either had occurred or

is occurring paralle1 to the demographic t,ransition taking

ptace in some of the Asian Countries (Mcnico]I and Nag,
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Lg82:130-L35; Hugo, 19B6:49-52; 1990; Oshima, 1-987 249-61;

1990; Jones , L990b:224-226¡ Caldwell , L990:21'5-22L) . On the

issue of economic development in relation to demographic

transit.ion, Sri Lanka is deemed to be an outlier (McNico11

an¿ Nag, Lg82:135-138; CJI-Awef f , L990: l-9 9-2I4; Oshima,

1,ggL:g2-87) because the country experienced substantial-

declines in mortality and fertilit,y without a parallel

improvement in economic devetopment. AS Shown in previous

chapters an important oulcome of Such demographic

transitional experience is the increased labour supply of

females, which in turn influenced Iabour utilization

patterns in transitional Societies. It is argued in this

chapter that the existence of vol-untary part-time emplo)¡ment

is partly an outcome of the transitional economy and its

production systems and partly the socio-demographic changes

among the working age poputation in the t.ransitional

society.

By definítion the distinction between voluntary part-

time work and involuntary part,-time work is that the latter

amounLs to underutitized labour (Hauser , 1-974:1-15;

Standing, !978:43-47). Usually in developed countries, part-

time emplo)¡ment of women ís by choice, based on the

all-ocation of the individualrs time between market and non-

market uses (Becker , 1-gg2: l-98; LOng and Jones , a981-:41-4;

Heckman and Wills, 1,977:30-31). Housewives more than other

groups tend to have more non-market uSeS of their time

because of t.heir f amilial- and conjugal responsibilities

(prasith-Rathsint, 1-989 :71; Lim, 1984: 631-) . If married \Ätomen

in d.eveloping count,ríes choose to work, Such a choíce may

also depend on the family income, husband's income and
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perhaps the educational level of the woman. Often though

even in developed countries, the women themselves do not

make the decisions (Lim, l-984) .

Oshima(1987¡]-991) argued that the changes that resulted

in increased agricultural f,roauctivity were in fact the

principal causes of agro-industrial transition in

predominantly agricultural Asia where a demographic

transition is also occurring. Caldwell (1982:344-349) noted

that. a feature of the demographic transítion in Asia is the

changing production patterns and value systems of

patriarchal society.

The patriarchal family structure had been the

historical- norm of the west as well- aS of Asia (Jones,

1984:5; Caldwell, A982:346). The dominant feature in such a

social structure is male domination of the production system

and sex Segregation of females where the functioning of the

system is based. on men,; control of woman's rabour

(Mahadevan, 1989 z]-9-2]-) . At the lowest ]eve] there would be

a division of labour in the household activities where men

may take up income earning roles and women t.he reproductive

roles. Education played an important role in breaking down

the rigid.ities of the patriarchal system (Caldwell,

Ig82:344-349), but still the norms and traditions associated

wj-th such a system persist in the transitional society

(Samarasinghe, Lg89 z66-74) . Ahmad and Loutfi (].982 :a9) note

that for women 'entering into wagie employment often meant an

assumption of double or even triple workload (in home, or

the subsist,ence farm and in wage employment)'. In Sri Lanka,

a womenrs responsibility towards household and familial

d.uties may be independent of her employment because
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traditionally such duties are considered to be a women'S

domain and must be performed by her (Kurian, l-985; Lim,

1984; ILO, 1-993d). Thus in most Asian countries women have

to accept part-time work because of the household all-ocation

of work based on patrj-archal social values.

8 .3 DEFINITION OF PART-TI¡IE WORK

In this chapter the persons who worked less than 35

hours and did not seek additional or alternative work are

defined as voluntary part-time workers and where ever they

are referred to âS, 'part-time wOrkerSr denotes the Same

meaning. This definition differs from the ILo (L994)

definition of part-time work in many ways. The ILO

definition of part-time work 'as regular wage employment

with hours of work substantially shorter than normal j-n the

establishment concerned' (ILO, 1-994:3, 34-37) suits workers

in developed and. highly industrialized economies dominated

by wage emptoyment. Thurman and Trah(1990:23-24) cast doubt

on the general applicability of this definition to al-1

countries. In a developing country like Sri Lanka where the

economy is in transition, non-wage employment constit.utes a

substantial proportion of the total employmentl and

employment ís dominated by tnon-standard work' such aS

temporary, non-established, casual, seasonal and unpaid, the

1 For example the 1971 Census indicated that only 67 pelr cent of the
totaL employed were in paid empJ-oyment and more than 30 per cent of the
employed were either own account workers or unpaid famì-ly workers
(Department of Census and Statistics, 1976:7 Tabl-e 2). The 1981 Census

indicated that 66 per cent of employed were employees and that 32 per
cent were either own account workers or unpaid family workers
(Department of Census and Statistics, 1983b:ix tabl-e F). SE&LFS1985/86

shows that 58 per cent were employees and 39 per cent were own account
or unpaid workers (Department of Census and Statistics, a987a:44 table
3 ) . The more recent data indicate the same trend as the Labour Force
Survey 1990 shows that 56 per cent were employees and 42 per cent were

either own account workers or unpaid workers (Department of Census and

statistics, 1991c:3 table 5) .
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ILO definition of part-time work cannot be applied (ILO,

1994:7) . Al-so ILO definition cannot be applied to public

sector part-time wage employment where flexible working hour

schedules and enterprise flexibilíty exists or where part-

time work is permitted for Lfte operational requirements of

the firm (ILO, 1989:17-25) ; and when there are high and low

points in staffing requirements during the day or week

(Thurman and Trah, ]-990 25-25) .

8.3 .1 RE.ASONS FOR PART.TIME WORK

The percentage distributj-on of part-workers by reasons

for such part.-time work in Table 8.1 shows that close to

half of women in SE&LF:-}B'/86 had either not given any

Table 8.1
Percentage Distribution of Employed
than 35 Hours by Reasons for Working

Persons Working
Less SE&LFS85/

LesS
86.

Reasons MaIe FemaIe

IlI-ness or Injury
HoIiday, Leave of .Absence, Strike
Other Personal Reasons
Reasons Associated With Work
Bad Weather

7.2
4.5

22.3
47 .5

z-z

3.8
3.9

13.0
45.5
3.1

Total Given Reasons
No Reason Given

83.8
16 .2

7r.6
28 _4

Total
Number Working less than 35 hours

100.0
tzt3

100.0
4534

source: sE&LFS1985/e6 Data Tape

reason for

associated

who worked

working less or had worked less due to reasons

with work. The larger proportion of men and women

l-ess than usual hours due to reasons related to

because of the reduction in economic activity,work did so
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mechanical or el-ectrical- breakdown or shortage of raw

material-s.

8.4 AGE PATTERNS OF PÀRT-TIME WORKERS

Table 8.2 and, f igure 8.1 indicate part-time ,oork2 rates

by hours worked and figure 8.2 presents part-time work of

each age group in relation to total employment of that group

so that a total picture is shown. Figure 8.1 shows

Table 8.2
Part-time Work Rates by Hours I¡'lorked.3

Source: S ocr_o- Economic and Labour Force Survey 1-985 r_986
Data Tape.
Notes: Part-time work rate is defined as the proportion of
employed population in the age-sex group who are working
]eËs than 35 hours and do not seek addtional- or alternative
employment.

that among those who work less than 35 hours, between

and eighty per cent of persons in the prime age groups

not seekj-ng add,itionat or alternative employment with

sixty

are

rates

increasing to reach close to a hundred per cent at the age

2 A part-time worker is defined as a person who works less than 35 hours
per week and does not seek additional or alternative employment.
3 The age sex specific part-time work rate is caÌculated as fol-fows:
persons working 0-34 hours & not seek additional or alternative
emplolrment in the age-sex group divided by
persons working 0-34 hours in the age sex group;
Simifar part-time work rates are cafcufated for those working 0-19 hours
and 20-34 hours.

Hours üIorkedAge Group

l.5-1_9
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55+

0-19
77 . B (262)
s8.6 (268)
63 . s (2a]-)
77 .7 (193 )

80.9 Q04)
84.8 (138)
90.1 Í32)
93.8 (113)
98 .2 (435 )

20-34
(506)
(7e3)
(738)
(634)
(se7 )
(463 )
(4a2)
(360)
(814)

9.6
6.7
4.7
5.9
8.3
2.5
6.7
7 .7

6
7
I
B

B

9
9
9

Females
0-L9

84.2 (L46)
77.L (1-79)
81.0 (20s)
89.8 (a97)
B9 .3 (224)
92.9 0-42)
97 .3 Q-49)
ee .0 (e7)
99.5 (L92)

20-34
4 (2ts)
s (34e )

1 (389)
8 (43e)
4 (44s)
4 (348 )

9 (282)
5 (221)
7 (306)

79.4

MaLes

93.
94.
97.
98.
99.
98.

84
80
87

Total- 80.7 (l-956) 84.7 (s317) 89.3 (1531) 92.6 (3003)
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of fifty. However when part-time work is examined aS a

proportj-on of total empl-o)¡ment (figure 8.2), between thírty

five and fifty per cent of total employed females work part-

t.ime and 10-15 per cent are working less than 20 hours per

week.

Evidence from longitudinal Surveys in North America

(Leon and Bednarzik, 1'978:3-7-2) support a l-if e cycle

hypothesis of part-time work for women. Loomis (1936) and

Gl-ick and Park (1-965 ) model-Ied the f amily lif e cycl-e taking

the nuclear family as the unit of analysis. Kwong(1984:567-

6t-3) examined the application of this hypothesis and the

family l-ife cycle model4 to the family structure in East

Asia and noted that such an applícation is relevant t,o

explain the behavioural changes of married women in Asian

countries where demographic transition is occurring.

Becker (I961) suggests that certain personal charact.erist,ics

of a wife and her obligations to her young family would

determine her working hours. Long and Jones(l-981:413) based

on evidence from North America note that part-time work is

mostly a phenomenon of younger and oLder ages. In the case

of married Sri Lankan women, the work patterns are

determined by the marital obligations and the expected role

of a married women in a patriarchal society in which females

tend to be employed part-time when they are in t,he child

bearing ages or having a young family to look after. Due to

4 The famil-y life cycle (FLC) mode] takes the marriage of a couple as

the beginning of their family life cycle and the death of the wife as

the end. The phase 1 of FLC is the family formation and the duration of
this phase is the mean age of wife at. first marriage to mean age at
first birth; the second phase is the family extension, the duration of
this phase is the mean age at first birth to the mean age at last birth;
the phase three is the mean age of the mother when the first child
Ieaves home; phase four is the contraction phase whj-ch begins with the
leaving home of the first child and ends with the leaving home of the
Iast chiId.
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detayed age at. marriage in Sri Lanka, most women in their

Iate twenties to early thirties have young families and

therefore 24-39 age group women have opted largely for part-

time work (see figure 8.3).

The age disLribution; female part-t.ime workers in

relation to the total- employed (figure 8.3) shows that part-

time work is clearly more prevalent among the prime age

groups with an emphasis on the 30-34 and 35-39 age groups

gradually reaching a peak at the age of 39 and then

decreasing gradually up to age 54. The age distributíon of

currenL part-time working women is largely explained by

chang'es in their marital status and the commencement of

marital fertility at the early stages of their working life.

The age distribution of married women (Department of Census

and Statistics, !986b:98, table 8.9) and the singulate mean

age at marriage for women in Sri Lanka since 1981 being

around age 24 (Department of Census and Statistics,

1-g}2b:vii), shows that by the age of 29 aE least two thirds

of working age women tend to settle down and raise a family.

During t.he early aduLt ages (15-34 years in the case of

Sri Lankan femaLes and L5-28 years in the case of males) a

large proportion of working age population terminate their

formal education and Start entering the labour force.

According to Wilson (L975:6L-62) only 5 per cent of femal-es

aged. the 20-24 years were in schools in L971, while 42 per

cent were in the labour force. In the case of males,

(WiIson, a975:47-48) while the numbers in schools were

approximately the Same, those in the labour force were very
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E
much higher-. Table 6.1 in the previous chapter show that in

1990, ín the 20-24, and 25-29 age groups proportions in

labour force (ie. employed and unemployed) as wel-I as

student category have increased.

The distribution of mal-e part-time workers shows a

uniform pattern in all- age groups, except the youngest and

the oldest age groups (figure 8.3), which suggests that the

reasons for part-time work among mal-es has been determined

by factors different from that of women. A higher incidence

of part-time work observed for males in the 15-1-9 age group

show that a substantial proportion initially entered the

l-abour force as part-time workers. Deutermann and

Brown(1,978:1-9) observe that in North America, many youths

of (baby boom cohorts ) of post worl-d war II began their

working life as voluntary part-time workers whil-e stilI

being enroled at school. In the case of Sri Lanka, the 15-19

age group surveyed by SE&LFS1985/86 are birth cohorts

associated with the hígh population growth period of 1-965-

l9'70. The youth who entered the labour force in large

batches may have accepted whatever jobs (which needed less

than 35 hours per week) that were available because of the

existing high unemployment situation and did not seek

additional- or alternative work because they \^/ere getting

adjusted to the job. For the younger age groups getting a

part-time job initially woul-d be a way of combining work

with Studies. Students may wish to use their Spare time to

help pay for their educational or personal expenses. They

may work part,-time on family farms or family enterprises in

5 The age specific participation patterns for students and economically
active persons (Department of Census and Statistics, 1986b:.L70-171 table
11.10) for the years 1'963,1971 and 1981- show the same contrast.
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their spare time or during the vacations. For example, the

Labour Force and Socio Economic Survey L981-/82

(LF&SES198L/ 82) def ined students who worked more than 1-2

hours per week as employed (Department of Census and

Statistics, L982b:4) and found that a substantial number of

persons aged 15-19 were economically active (Department of

Census and Statistics, 1983 :1-'7) . Workers re-entering the

labour market may also wish to onJ-y work shorter hours.

The approach of retirement can often trigger changes in

the patterns of Iabour force behaviour, especially among

women (Peterson, L979:22-2'7 ; Clark and Anker, 1990 :255-27]-) .

Figures I .2, I .3 and t.able I .2, show that a higher

percentage of males and females who were aged more than 55

years were concentrated in part-time work. Most mature

persons cLose to retiring age, and already working less than

35 hours may not seek additional or alternative employment

because of the need for a fess hectic work style. Clerk and

Anker (1990 ;255-271-) and Hurd and Boskin (198a: ) f ound that

increases in the size of Social security benefits and

decreases in the age of eligibility have reduced the

tikelihood of older persons remaj-ning in the labour force.

This observation is true of regular government employees in

Sri Lanka. A series of government regulations facil-itated

early retirement, from the government service without any

loss of pension benefits (Government of Sri Lanka Treasury

Circulars and Public Administration Circulars enacted during

the period 1981 to 19896). An early retirement package was

offered. as a part of the restructuring process of the public

6 public Administration Circufars that had been enacted in 1980 and of
3O/gB of 1988 and even later in 1990 that brought down the age of
retirement or compl-etion of 15 to 20 years of service.
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service. The provision of this facility resul-ted in a number

of highly qualified teachers and other professionals opting

for earty retirement. Nevertheless, Such premature retirees

could. work part-time to supplement their retirement íncome

(Thurman and Trah, LggO:23-39) . The expanding private sector

seen after the mid L980's in Sri Lanka has created a large

number of opportunities for such premature retirees from the

government to work in the private Sector. Thurman and Trah

(1990 23-39) argue that part-time work is j-ncreasingly

attractive to employers because it eliminates the high costs

of recruitment training and perSonnel administration.

Reduced family commitments would negatively influence the

desire for fuIl-time work and some workers may prefer

shorter hours at reduced incomes So that. they can devote

more time to other activities (Thurman and Trah, L990:23-

37) .

8.5 ¡IARITÀL STÀTT'S OF PART.TIME WORKERS

Table 8.3 shows part-time work rates by gender, the

number of hours worked and marital Status. Preval-ence of

part-time work is high among married women. Table 8-3 shows

that more than 90 per cent of currentty married \domen in

the age group 35 and above, ltrespective of the fact

thatthey worked for less than 1-g hours per week or less than

35 hours díd not seek additional or alternative employment '

The rates were universal or nearly so for married women of

al-I ages above 45 years. Voluntary participation in part-

time work is high among currently married women because of

their conjugal and familial responsibilities. They opted for

work situations in which they could be employed and also

attend to familj-al, marital and parental responsíbilities'



Currently Married Currently Single
NHW1 NHW2 NHW]. NHW2

Never Married
NHW]- NHW2

20 -24

25-29

30-34

3s-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

79.4
(s04)
67 .8
(65s)
70.5
(373)
81.9
(155)
84.7
(5e )

95.8
(24)
'78.9
(1e )

92.3
(13 )

96.8
74.4
( 1834 )

63 .1
(38)
7L.7
(113)
78. B
(1s1)
8r_.9
(182)
83 .3
(a26)
89 .2
(120)
9s.0
(100)
98 .1
86.9
(1200)

80.2
(136)
83 .3
(360)
85 .4
(47 4)
85.9
(532)
87 .9
(42e)
93 .1_
(37e)
96.6
(32e)
97 .7
89.9
( 3346 )

**
(**)

*
Males
15 - 1_9 78.2

(26L)
58.1

(229)
s3.6

(e7 )

7l .4
(3s )

83 .3
(r-2)

93.7
(16)

98.2
(s8)

87 .9
(66)

92.8
(14 )

55+
Total 94.L

(64)
9s .6
(137)

68 .6
(688)

20-24

2s-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55+

TotaI

93.0
(86 )

92.s
(133)
94.3
(1s9)
95.9
(370)
93 .6
(10e)
98.3
(120)

9s .0
(20)
97 .1"
(244)
96.5
(317 )

81-.2
(32)
97.9
(2e]-)
99 .1,
(27e)

r-00 . 0
(1s4)

100 .0
(167)
97 .5
(L928')

83.8
(136)
63.2
(e8)
59.1
(66 )

67 .8
(28)
82 .8
(35)
80.0
(20)

83.0
(1e4)
70.2
(20s)
68.8
(t2s)
87 .6
(Be)
89 .4
(189)
94 .4
(18 )

90.0
(40 )

89 .3
(28)
92 .6
(27 )

95.2
(2]-)

100.0
(e3 )

92 .8
(206)

Females
15-19

9't .7
(r2)
80.0
(20)
84.8
(33)

80.9
(2r)

94.9
(3e)
95.9
(4e )

98 .5
(66 )

96.9
(131)
94.L
(3e0)

100 .0
(1e )

'77.9
(68s)

65 .1
(384)

100 .0
(7 4\
99 .0
(e7 )

94.9
(e61)
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Table 8.3

Part-time Work Rates

Sources: SE&LFS1985
Notes:*-Nocases,
NHW1 - Hours V'Iorked

Marital Status.

86 Data Tape
** Less than 10 cases

0-19, NHW2 Hours Worked 20-34.
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Nevertheless, there is no consensus of opínion on this

issue. Anker(1978) and Clark and Anker(19901.255-271') argue

that strong extended family structures, the j-mportant role

played by older siblings in chitd care, the relatively low

costs of domestic help t.rA In" relative importance of self

help and unpaid. famj-Iy work that can be cornbined with child

care, make it easier for married women in developing

countries to take uP emPloYment.

Sobol (1973 249'7 -505) and Long and Jones (1-981:41-3-425) ,

point out t.hat part - time work is largely centred on

currentl-y married women. The high incidence of part-time

employment among married women in Sri Lanka shown in table

8.3, compares with previous studies or other empirical

evidence showing intermitt,ent participation of \Àlomen in the

Labour force. The unique feature in Sri Lankan case is that

more part-time workers (working on a continued basis) than

additional workers are present. The presence of a large

number of part-time workers among married women indicates a

Stronger commitment among Sri Lankan women to labour force

participation, even though they are married. Bowen and

Finegan (1969:I48-1-49) support t,he hypothesis that married

women would enter the l-abour force as additional workers

when their husbands were unemployed. St.anding (1978:109)

argues that in developed countries, the additionaf worker

effect is dominant among currently married women.

Generally, part-time work rates were relatively lower

for youngier age group (l-ess than 39 years) , single women who

worked O-19 and 20-34 hours. In Sri Lanka the average age at

marriage for males was 28 years and for femaLes it was 24.6

years (Department of Census and Statistics, 1986b:92-93). In
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the previous chapters it was established that a large

proportion of never married women of younger ages were

either unempl-oyed or underemployed. Compared to currently

married. women the proportion_ of young, never married women

in part-time work was less if they l^¡ere seeking additional

or al-ternative employment.

The part-time work rates in table 8.3 show that the

pattern of participation of widowed, divorced or separaLed

women was most.Ly similar Uo that of married women. A

Substantial proportion of working women were among the

wid,owed, divorced and legally separatedT. DeGraff and

Bilsborrow (1-993 : 317-335) note that female headed households

become increasingly common with economic and Social changes

in transitional societies. As singte parents the familial

responsibilitíes for these women are greater, even though

they could use an extra income from additional work. One

effect of the transitiåt"f society on women was

encouragement for them to be more liberated. Such liberation

would have come through adoption of western values regarding
,8marraagie and economic independence through empl-o)rment '

caldwel1 (:-982: 348) notes that 'imported western concept,s

of family have come with the missionaries, administrators,

educational syst,ems and the mass media. The rights of wives

and children have been emphasised'

8.6 PART-IIME WORK PÀTTERNS BY EOUSEEOLD SIZE

Nucleation of the famíIy has resulted in a break-away

7 A l-arger proportion of these women were widowed due to the existing
ethnic conflicts and related high mortality for prime age males -

I For example Guest (1990) found that in Indonesia that a high
proportion of women in Irian .Iaya were divorced. CaLdwell (1982:349)
notes that among traditional patriarchal families of the agrarian Old
World, matrifocality among South East Asian society made them fess
resistant to change and thus the posiÈion of women was stronger.
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f rom the extend.ed f amily system (Hugo , L9 81 : 1- 18 ) .

cat_d.wel-1 (1-982296-97) points out t.hat in terms of the family

income, family nucLeation resulted in concentration of

expend.iture and obligat.ions towards ones ol^/n f amily

differentiated from members outside the immed'iate family

circl-e. In the extended f amily with common househol-d income

and expenditure, the parents of spouses are readily

available for looking after the children when the mother is

working and in the nuclear family structure such services

were not read.ily availabl-e . Samarasinghe (1989 :66-73 ) point.s

out that while the better educated, highly paid female

workers rely on paid help and female relations, the less

educated low income women employed in the modern

manufacturing and service Sectors have to rely on close

family ties. Lack of child care facilities for working

mothers (UNICEF, 1987:54-80) induce young moEhers without

Strong family ties to opt for part-time work rather than

ful1-time (Lim, 1-984) .

Table 8.4 shows the participation of males and females

in part-time work by househotd size and age group. In

smal-Ier size households, ie. households with four or less

persons, almost all the women aged more than 39 years were

in part-time employment. This is because they were engaged

in occupations which were compatible with their dual roles

of housewife and a producer of economic goods and services.

Peek(1978:52-67) found that in Chile, child care burden does

have a negative influence on the mother's employment in the

modern sector. A second explanation would be that these

women who were educated opted for occupations which gave

them more Ieisure time.



HHSl HHS2
NHWl- NHW2 NHI{1 NHW2

nales
15-19 77 .4

(173)
59.6
(208)
62 .8
(1e 1)
77 .6
(183)
80 .3
(1e8)
85.2
(13s)
89.9
(r29)
9s.3
(108)
97.7
(42e)
81, .1
(L752)

77 .3
(344)
68. B
(628)
76.0
(63e)
84.7
(se6)
85.8
(s83 )

88.6
(4s7 )

92 .8
(406)
96.8
(350)
97 .7
(78s)
85.1
(479r)

78.6
(8e)
55.0
(60)
70.0
(20 )

83.9
(r62)
72.7
(16s)
80. B
(ee )

84.2
(38)
92.8
(14)

20 -24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55+

Total

85.7
(35 )

87 .5
(48 )

72.0
(204)

B0 .4
(526)

females
15-19

20-24

25 -29

30-34

35-39

40 -44

45-49

50-54

55+

Total

82.2
(e0 )

75.8
(149)
81_.8
Íe2)
89.6
(193)
89.2
(222)
92 .9
(r42)
97 .3
(148)
98.9
(e6 )

99.5
(1e0)
89 .7
(r422)

83.7
(153)
8'0.9
(288)
87 .9
(3s7)
94.t
(42s)
94.5
(437 )

97 .4
(34s)
98.6
(280)
99.5
(22s)
98.6
Qee)
93.2
(2808)

87 .5
(s6)
83.3
(30)

86.1
(6s )

78.7
( 61)
78.r
(32)
85.7
(14 )

82 .6
(23)

92 .0
(2s )
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Table 8.4
Part-time V'Iork Rates by Household Size, Age Group and Gender
SE&LFS19 8s / 86 .

Sources: SE&LFS 1985 /ßa6 Data Tape.
Notes: HHSL - Household Size less than or equal to 4

persons; HHS2 _ Household Size more than 4 persons;
NHhfl- - Number of Hours Worked 0-19;
NHW2 - Number of Hours Worked 20-34.
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Part-time work rates of younger women in both groups

were less than f or t.he older age groups. This is because a

Iarge proportion of such women are never married.

Oshima(L987) argues that Ylung girls had to stay never

married for Ionger periods to contribute to the family

income and help thej-r parents because of great.er expendíture

in larger famities9. Tab1e 8.4 shows that in households with

more than fOur members, the number Of more mature women whO

opted for part-time work was either very smal-l or

insignificant. This trend suggests that a large number of

more mature women frOm more than four person houSehold are

compl-etely out of the labour force due to discouragement or

because they are more involved in f amil-y responsibilit,ies.

Table 8.4 shows that the rates were lower for younger

and prime age group males, especially those who were working

Less than l-9 hours during a working week. The explanation is

that in a patriarchal society, irrespective of the age or

the marital status, a male is considered to be the person

who should provide for the family. In Chapter Seven it was

shown that a large proportion of younger age males were

underemployed.

8.7 ETHNICITY OF PART-TIME WORKERS

Table 8.5 ind.icates the part-time work rates by ethnic

groups, â9ê and sex. The 'others' group were excluded

because the numbers for that group were less than ten for

each individual- age group. In Chapter Five it was shown that

the level-s and pat.terns of demographic transition were

different for each ethnic group depending on their degree of

9 Caldwell-, 1982 344 asserts that in the transitj-onal- society the
parents no ì-onger controlLed the empJ-oyment of adu]t children and hence
coufd not anticipate no certain return from them.



Age Group 15-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50+ AI1 Ages

(341)
Female NHW1 84.8

(r-25)
NHW2 80.3

(L52)

69 .7
(ta]-2)
78 .5

(312 )

80.9
(53s)

^le.t(325)
84.9

(e04)
89 .5

(33s)
94.0

(666)

88.8
(223)
90.1

(63e)
94.5

(237 )

97 .6
(s04)

96.3
(46r)
97 .9

(Be5)
99 .1,

(232)
98 .8

(410 )

80.9
(1see)
83 .5

(3891)
89.0

(1241-)
91,.7

(2267 )

t_

Sinhala
MaIe NHW1 79.1

(2 01)
NHW2 71 .4

(38e)
59

94.7
(22)
90.4
(a67 )

86.8
(s3 )

93.0
(128)

78.9
(1e )

93.8
(t2e)
88.6

(32)
98.1

(78)

97 .7
(44)
98.6
,142)

100.0
(3e)
100.0
(80)

Bt.2
(]-64)
9L.9
(7 46)
89 .7

(17s)
94.7
(3ee)

Sri Lanka TaníI
Mal-e NHW1 77 .7

(3s)
NH!{2 87 .9

(e1)
Femal-e NHWI- 90 .9

( 11)
NHW2 88.5

(26)

(40)
96.6
(87)

68.2
(44)
94.2
(2r7 )

77 .5

**
(**)
88.9
(63)

r.00 . 0
(14 )

93.9
(66)

84 .6
(13 )

94 .4
(66)
89 .4
(1e )

94.s
(ss )

(**)
94 .6
(37)

100.0
(11)

100.0
(26)

91- .7
(]-2)
89.1
(46)
**
(**)

100.0
(17 )

80. B
(4e)
90.3
(237 )

96.0
(s0)
96 .8
(188)

Indían Tanil
Male NHW1 **

(**)
NHW2 84.0

(2s)
Female NHWI- **

(**)
NHW2 r-00 .0

(24)

Moor
MaIe NHW1

NHW2

Female NHW1

NHW2

67 .6
(34 )

70.0
(130)
77 .8
(18 )

93 .3
(45 )

80.0
(3s)
82.2
(e2)

r-00 . 0
(13 )

97 .0
(33)

82.3
(t-7)
83 .3
(66)
**
(**)

r_00 . 0
(20 )

92 .8
(28)
9s.3
(85 )

100.0
Í2)

100 .0
(23)

79.4
( 131)
80.7
(4ae)
88 . s
(61)
96.3
(136)

76.5
(17 )

75.0
(48 )**
(**)
93.3
(1s )

70.0
(2010)
82.3

(rt22)

81.6
(]-628)
92 .8

(130s)

89.6
( 1145 )

96.9
(e2L)

97 .3
(1,722)
99 .1,

(822)

9r_.5
(7273)
91.5

(4534)

Atl Ethrríc Groups
Male 81.5

(768)
Female 84.3

(364)
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Table 8.5

ParL-time Work Rates

Sources:
NOTES:

SE&LFS1985 1_ B6

Ethnicit and Sex

NHWl
NHW2
**

- Number of
- Number of
- Less than

Data Tape.
Hours Worked
Hours Worked
10 cases

0-19
20-34
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exposure to the determinants of the transition. Thus while

there are broad Common patternS, recent Changes are Seen ín

some of the more traditional- communities.

Part-time work rates T. lower for males than for

females among alI age groups and all ethnic communities

supporting the proposition that part-time work is more

prevalent among females, irrespective of their ethnic

differences. Voluntary participation in part-time work is

high among more mature females and rates reach close to a

hundred for the 50 years and. over age groups. This pattern

confirms the discussion in section 8.5 which Suggests that

irrespective of ethnic d.ifferences voluntary part-time work

ís more prevalent among persons cl-ose to the age of

retirement.

Patterns of participation in part-time work by females

of minority ethnic communities show that the rates are low

for t.he 20-29 age group of sri Lanka Tamil and Moor

communities rather than the Indian Tamil community. Almost

all Ind,ian Tamil women are employed in tea estates and

regulat.ed by the work patterns of tea estates. While a low

proportion of Indian Tamils are working less than t9 hours,

a larger proportion are working 20-34 hours voluntarily

because they were not available for additional- or

alternative work. Absence of child care facilities may be an

important factor which discourages women from seeking

additional or a1ternative employment (UNICEF , 1987 254-80 ¡

Kurian, a9B5:l'01-103). The workload in the estate, in spite

of low and unequal wages, (Kurian, 1985 zL25-t29) very cool

to cold climatic conditions, difficult mountainous terrain

that result in the relative isolatíon (Ho1lup, L993:69-73)
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of tea estate Sector workers from other work centres and

cultural factors which attribute a major household work load

to women are explanations for these work patterns.

An interesting deviation from the expected pattern is

shown by Muslim women of the 20-29 age group who worked 0-19

hours. It was expected Lhat a large proport.ion of MusLim

women would be part-time workers because they marry young

(Department of Census and Statistics, 1986b) and also have

high l-evel-s of f ertility (Department of Census and

Statistícs, 1986b :1-16 ; Abeykoon , 1-987 :2-28) . Women in this

communít.y have a lesser tendency to work away from home aS

they are more tradit.ional and protected (Ismail, a9B9:36-

37) . Nevertheless, the l-ower rate of part.-time work observed

for employed Muslim women of this age group is due to women

who work less than 20 hours and who are seeking

additional- employment.

The lower rates for femal-es in the 20-29 and 30-39 age

groups of the Sinhala and Tamil communities show (as

discussed in chapter seven) that they are looking for

additional or alternative employment. These age-cohorts

have been more exposed to demographic and cultural-

changes that have occurred in the society, are more

modern in outlook (Abeykoon, 1-987 :4) . Tabl-e B .5 shows

that part-time work rates were higher for women of

atl- ethnic groups than men. Is this an ouLcome of the

multiple rol-eslo (Lim, L984:619) that women have to perform,

irrespective of their cultura1 identity?

10 Some of this work is not counted in official
visible in the collected data (Lim, 1"984¡ Ware,

statistics or not
1981)
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8.8 THE LEVEL OF EDUCÀTION AIÍONG THE PART.TIME WORKERS

Table 8.6 indicates part-time work rates by l-evel of

education. The expansion of the formal- education system has

had important repercussions for employment (ESCAP, 1-976:21-0-

220; Jayaweera, 1993 ¡ I979:138-1-62; Sumatipala, 1-967). The

addit.ionaf years of schooling has increased the potential

earning capacity of woman and her potential- for labour force

participation (Bowen and Finegan, L969zLI4-115; Standing,

1978:140; Psacharopoulos and Tzannatos, 1993 :298) .

Table 8.6 shows that females who had a junior secondary

level- of education comprised the largest number among the

part.-time employed and rates for younger femal-es were high.

Those who entered the labour force with a junior secondary

level of education face competition from the more educated

or technically trained and therefore face difficul-ties in

fitting into jobs. Because of an over-supply of workers in

relation to demand at the higher leve1s of education, highly

qualified people compete with those who have lower level of

education such as junior secondary for jobs that require

fesser levels of education; and hence the latter are pushed

into accepting part-time jobs initially. Table 8.6 shows

that with advancing age those who are in part-tíme

employment do noE seek additional or alternat.ive employment.

Females who left school with low educational attainment

had to fit into employment that did not require a high level

of educatíon. Part-time work among low educated females is

related to low income or disadvantaged social classes.

Caldwell-, Reddy and Caldwell(1-988 229-51) ín a survey done in

SouLh India found that cost and work needs vrere dominant

reasons among peasant, artisan, backward and scheduled



Rates
No Schooling

Age Group

by Level of Education
Primary Junior SecondarY Senior Secondary

MaIes
l_5 - 19NHW1

NHW2
20-24NHW1

NHW2
25-29NHW1_

NHW2
3 0 - 34NHW1

NHW2
35-39NHW1

NHW2
40 - 44NHW1

NHW2
45-49NHW]_

NHW2
5 0 - 54NHW1

NHW2
55+ NHW1

NHW2
Tot.aLNHWl

NHW2

84.2
89.1
76.9
90 .4
70.0
86.7
90 .0
93 .9

1-00 . 0
89.9

100.0
96.7
86.7
94.3

100.0
97 .7

100.0
96.0
92.2
92.8

(1e )

(ss)
(13 )
(52)
(10 )

(4s )
(10 )
(33)
(10 )
(4e)
(a2)
(30)
(ls )

(3s)
(13 )
(43 )
(s2)
( 101)
(1s4)
(443)

73.2
75.5
73.8
77 .2
80.0
84.6
83.7
88.5
80 .3
87.8
77 .8
89 . s
94.2
94.9
96 .3
96.8
99.5
97 .6
77 .6
81.0

( 71)

54)
L54)
183 )

373 )

891-)
2259)

3 (]_s7)
2 (260)
6 (133)
3 (380)
s (r_07 )

I (390)
4 (106)
7 (294)
4 (91)
o (247 )

0 (s7)
0 (1s3)
2 (54)
7 (1s1)
e (33)
s (110)
7 (1s3)
B (27 4)
2 (554)
4 (e27 )

7 (]_s)
7 (28)
e (42)
7 (11r- )

4 (34)
2 (r2L)
e (28)
2 (t2s)
9 (32',)
s (112)
s (24)
s (11-8 )

0 (11)
7 (68)
6 (13)
1_ (s3 )

7 @7)
0 (66)
5 (246)
e (802)

78.
79.

86.
85.
42.
57.
29.
70.
67.
79.
7L.
87.
87.

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

1-63 )

80)
250)
60)
L82)
49)
1-82)
7a)
1_89)
4s)
162)
52)
1-58)

52.
65.
64.
73.
76.
83.
82.
83.
86.
83.
85.
90.
90.
9s.
96.
97.
89.
91.

91.
100.
89.
84.
98.
95.

1_00.
69.
81.

Females
15 - 19NHW1-

NHW2
2 0 - 24NHW1

NHW2
25-29NHW1

NHW2
3 0 - 34NHW1

NHW2
35-39NHW1

NHW2
40 - 44NHWI-

NHW2
45-49NHW1

NHW2
5 0 - 54NHW1

NHW2
55+ NHW1

NHW2
TotaINIIÍù1

NHW2

47)
]-37
47)
e8)
22)
100
15)

l-
0
9
5
3
I
0
2
5
B

9
0
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
4

94.
75.
43.
56.(123)

0
6
3
I
0
4
5
1
I
t_

0
2
0
6
0
1
2
4

82.
84.
84.
88.
90.
90.
92.
94.
91.

3
0
1
5
7
4
0
4
0
4
B

3
0
8
9
3
9
7

99

( 11)
(36)
(17 )
(4s )
(18 )
(46)
(r_B)
(s3 )
(28)
(77 )
(32)
(77 )
(4s )
(7 e)
(31)
(7 e)
(7 e)

63 .6
88.9
82 .4
97 .8
94 .4
95.7
94 .4

1-00 . 0
92.7
98.7
93.8
96.1,

100.0
98.7

100 .0
98 .5

100.0
98 . s
95.0
97 .7

90.3
86.2

(31)
(6s)
(60 )
(8e)
(4s)
(e6)
(42)
(e3 )
(6e )
(117)
(3e)
(68)
(46)
(81)
(31)
(66 )
(31)
(66)
(430)
(77 0)

82 .8
83.5

(87)
(e7 )
( 61)

(8e)
(143)
(e0)
(1s6)
(80 )
(153)
(4e)
(103)
(43 )
(56)
(22)
(46)
(33)
(s4 )

(ss4)
(e27 )

(17 )
(20)
(41)
(e2)
(53 )

(104)

93.
9l- .

91- .

88.
95.
96.
94.
96.

r_00.
99.
98.
99.

100 .

98.
98.

94.
94.

62.
79.
83.
94.
74.
91.
90.
96.
93.
98.

100.
100.
r-00.
1_00.
75.
87.

(66)
(13 )
(47 )
(13 )
(24)
(268)
(688)

)

)98.
100.

98.
r_00.

97.
97.

(133)
(27 9)
(618)

98
89
9t
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Tabl-e 8.6
Part-tj-me Work Rates by Age,
Hours Worked.

Sex, Educational Level- and

sources: sE&LFS 1985/L986 Data Tape.
Notes: NHWI- Number of hours worked 0-L9

NIIW2 Number of hours worked 20-34
Numbers in parentheses are total- numbers in age,
of education and number of hours worked groups.

sex level
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castes to explain why children were removed from school by

their parents. Two-thirds of those who were taken out for

work purposes were required to work on the family farm as

agricultural- Iabourers or in the house. Such employment is

casual, more labour intensive and provides work only for a

few hours each day. Table 8.6 shows that part-time work

rates irrespectíve of the hours worked (0-19 or 20 to 34

hours) or of the age of the worker, were quite high for

females who had no schooling or had done only four years of

schooling. Iltith a low level- of education there is only a

limited choice of occupations for an employee and those are

largely in casual- and labour intensive jobs in agriculture

or production Sectors. However, the total number of employed

persons with this level of education was much l-ess.

8.9 OCCUPÀTIONS OF PART-TIME WORKERS

Table 8.7 presents the percentage distribution of part-

time working males and femal-es by their principal

occupations and employment Status. Detail-ed occupational-

ctassifications by age group and by education are contained

ín appendices 8.3 and 8.4. Analysis of part-time employment

by occupations furt,her Supports the argument that much of

part-time work can be explained by the changes occurring in

the transitional society. Current occupational patterns of

part-time workers refl-ect t,he nature and patterns of social

and economic changes that have been occurring. The expected

changes towards an agro-industrial transition (Oshima,

1-gB7:56-61) which should have preceded or occurred parallel

to demographic transition ín Sri Lanka are occurring at a

sf ower rate. The traditional agricult.ural sector shoul-d have

improved to increase productivity, inducing a proportion of
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those employed. in t.hat. sector to shift in favour of non-

agricultural occupations. The initial changes ín the age

Structure due to the early stages of demographic transition

induced. higher participation from females, but the

t.raditional economy was not resilíent enough to absorb such

additions in fuII-time employment.

8. 9 . 1 AGRICULTURJAL OCCUPATIONS

Table 8.7 shows that part-time employment is

concentrated. largely in t.he agricultural- occupations and

agricult.ure Sector has been the principal provider of

employment (Chapter Four). Booth and Sundram(1985:L7) argue

that in contemporary, IesS developed countries in the early

stages of development there is far less industrial

specialization than in the developed countries and therefore

a person may be engaged in agriculture, cottage industry and

a servíce activity (such as transport) at different times of

the year. Investigatíons in Sri Lanka, Hewavitharana(l'986;

]-991-) confirm this content,ion.

Table 8.7 shows that a large proportíon of employed

maLes were own account workers working on small paddy or

land holding"11, voluntarily working less than 35 hours,

which suggests an inherent backwardness in the sector caused

by the declining size of the holding. Adoption of modern

methods of farming such as use of fertilízer and improved

Seed varieties woul-d increase production even in a small

holding. Such changes íntroduced in Indonesía for example,

had improved productivity (oey , L985:18 -46) .

Jayatilafa(1989:21--29) in a survey of villages to assess the

11 The census of Agriculture indicated that in 1-982, 42.4 pelr cent of
holdings were less than one acre which comprised 8.1 per cent of the
total holding area (Department of Census and Statistics, 1983c:9-10) '
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Table 8.7
Percentage Distribution of Vol-untary Part-time Workers
Working 0-34 hours by Employment StaLus and Occupations.

SOUTCC: SE&LFS19B5 85 Data Tape
Notes: * No cases,' ** Less than 10 cases
UFW - Unpaid Family Workers
ISCO No: - Single Digit Classification of
Standard Classification of Occupations.

International

impact of the 'green revol-ution' on the srí Lankan

peasantry, alleged that the changes brought about have noL

increased productivity but had pauperised the peasants.

Hettiarachchy (1989:31-41-) in two surveys examining chena

cultivations in Àrnbilipitíya in the Ratnapura district in

Sri Lanka, concluded that the chena cult.ivator \A7as a

marginalized producer in Sri Lanka and that the attitudes of

politicians and administrators had done littl-e to help them.

Employmen! statsus

Regr-rl-ar Casual Employer Own ÀccounE UFW Total- ? Num.ber Colum &ISCO NO.

& Occupat.íone

1 Professional- Technical- and Related

Female ** * *
3 Clerical and Related
Male 78.6 15.5 l-.0 4.9
Female 78.7 1-7 .0 * 2.t

4 Sales
Mal-e 2 -6 I0.2 8.5 64.8
Fema1e 1.0 5 .2 1.0 45 .0

5 Services
Male 1-8 .5 35 .4 l-0 . 8 26 .2
Fema1e 10 . 3 42 .3 2 .t 21- .6

6 Agriculture
MaIe 7 .4 25.0 3.7 46.0
Femal-e L2 .7 22 .0 I .7 l-9 . 3

7 Production and Related
MaIe 8.1 72.6 2.1- t4.7
Female 4.1 37 .L 0 .6 45 . I

TotaI
MaIe 1,2 .7 35 .4 3 .4 36 .2
Female 20 .L 22.5 1.3 24.O

*

0.0
2.t

13 .9
47 .6

9.2
23.7

L7 .9
44.2

2.5
t2 .4

1-2.2
32 .1,

**

7
7

18 0.3

8
9

348
508

5.8
t2.3

1- .6
0.7

0.0
0.0

5.9
4.6

L.4
2.3

s9.0
60.9

1_00 .0
100.0

r-00 . 0
100.0

r_00.0
*

98
30

3s2
191-

100.0
100 .0

10
10

100 .0
100 .0

r-00 .0
100.0

r-00 .0
100.0

3536
2504

L549 25.9
788 r-9 .1

s988 100.0
411-9 100.0

Male
Female

2 Admin
MaIe

6 7 .3 0.3 6.9 0.9
o 4.9 0.4 7 .3 0.4
rative & Managerial
3 0.0 1-1.1 5.6 0.0

74.
87.
ist
83.
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Oshima(1987 ¡56-62) argues that in transitional-

societies, in the course of transition from predominantly

agricultural to industríaI, the productivity in agriculture

shoul-d, increase which leads-to the emergence of more full--

time work patterns. Higher investment in the sector by

'constructing infrastructure for irrigation, drainage

transport, education, electrification and basic industry'

is the first step that,' would generate more work for peasant

families' (Oshima , a987:61) . Adopt,ion of modern technology

and cult.ivation methods flows from higher investment

because, when the income of f arm f amilies improve, t.hey

spend on 'better Seeds, fertilizets, insecticides, tools and

equipment' (Oshima, L987 :6]-) . A substantial- level of

infrastructural development had taken place largely through

the intervention of the government (see Chapter Four), but

the adoption of modern technology by the farmers was also

largely due to the rol-e played by the government rather than

t.o their own initiative. Such a pattern suggests that the

process of agro-ind.ustrial transítion is StiII not Strongly

fostered.

Traditional work share patterns in ruraf societies

(Mazumdar,!989:8) and t.he seasonality of agricul-tural work

particularty in Monsoon Asia (Oshima, A990:44-70) are also

reasons for part-time work in agriculture and large Scale

poverty. A large proportion of employment opportunities are

created during field preparation and harvesting times

(Oshima, a99O:44-70) and thus at other times the

agricultural work force working in paddy Sector is

seasonally slack (Oshima, A98l-:L2-13) . In non-harvesting

periods available work in the family holdings is shared.
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Mazumdar (1989 z4-9) suggests that low productivity in

agricultural- empl-oyment is created in areas where there is a

plentiful supply of Iabour and when available work is

rationed among job seekers. Â large proportion of males and

f emal-es in the 15 - 19 age group had entered agricultural-

empl-ol¡ment, in paddy farming, vegietable or other food crop

cuttivation. Most of the female part-time workers were in

unpaid family work (see Tabl-e 8.7) .

Those who were in wage emplol¡ment in the agricul-tural

sector had a lower tendency to be in vol-untary part-time

employment. Voluntary part-time work rates for agricultural

workers , (appendices I .1, 8 .2 give detailed

classifications), ie. paid employees who worked in tea,

rubber and. coconut pJ-antations or in casual- Iabour in paddy

Iand were motivated to Seek additi-onal or al-ternative

emplo)¡ment (see Chapter Seven) because they do not have land
12of their own-- to get an income.

Workers in agricultural occupations were the least

exposed to agents of change such as education. The

percentage distribution of persons with noschooling and

primary leve1 of schooling among occupations, show that the

largest proportions were found among agricultural

occupations particularly among agricultural workers (see

appendíces Appendices 8.3 and. 8.4) . Kurian(1985:1-09-L11)

attributes the low l-evel of education, of plantation workers

to (1) precedence given by the resídent plantation labour

l-2 Landlessness is a situation associated with the continued decline in
the land-man ratio. In 1982 11 per cent of the operators in the smafl--
holdings sector had no land and 39 per cent were aLmost fandless, having
only home gardens averaging 0.6 acres. In this context the rural hired
l-abour category drawn from the 1andless and marginal--farmers was

estimated at 15 per cent of the total labour force of the country. They
have to make a J-iving by taking on any avaj-Iable work, be it farming or
non farming (Hewavitharana, 1-991:8) .
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force to plantation activíty over education (2) the inferior

status of females in the predominantly patriarchal society,

(3) the costs involved in sending a child to school among

resident ptantation workers 
--"ttd 

poor villagers and (4) the

process of pauperisation thaL is taking place in

transitional vi11ages. Such part-time work for women was

mainly associated with agricultural, labour intensive casual

and. regutar employment such as rubber tapping and rubber

estate labour work, tea pluckíng and tea estate l-abour work,

coconut estate labour work and cattle and poultry farm work.

In the traditional society which offered higher wages

and secure employment opportunities mainly in white collar
13occupations*' for persons with higher levels of education,

those who aspired to enter the tabour force with 1it,tle

education were pushed. into agricultural- work. At Iow income

Ievels, the family members and especially females who had no

schooling or very Iittle educationl4 were expected to join

the small family farm or engage in casual employment as

general farm workers because such occupations did not

require additional skitls (ILO , L969:L40; Department of

Census and Statistics, L983b : 90-91) .

Participation in wage-earning employmerrtls was at' the

cost, of subsistence farming which woul-d be largely unpaid

13 Whj-te Coflar jobs as intended here are defined as (1) Professional,
Technical and Related, Q) Administrative and Managerial- (3) Clerical
(4) Safes (5) Services categories of occupations of ICCO codes L'2,3,4,5
respectively.
14 Kurian, (1985:109) notes that women in t.he plantation sector are fess
educated than the men; while over 98 per cent of the women who were
interviewed could neither read nor write, aLl- the men coufd read,
confirmed by a comparison of their levels and years of study.
15 Caldwell, (1982;289) states that modernization is that degree of
sociaf change which inevitably accornpanies economic change because the
new econemic order demands it. Oberai, (1978:34) in an analysis of
international cross sectional time series data concl-uded that the
process of industrialization and economj-c deveJ-opment afters labour
force Status distribution in favour of wage employment (ie., the
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famity work for women (Hewavitharana, 1991':6) . With the

monetary income that the women brought into the household,

the societal attitudes of women working outside their homes

(Jones , L984:3) tended change. Caldwell (1990 2207-253)

argues that. the economic change seen in transitional

societies is not so much t.he rise in per capita income, âs

the penet.ration of the market economy and the conversion of

most transactions to a cash basis. Female wage employment in

casual and regular Iabour intensive occupations in tea,

rubber and coconut estates and in paddy fiel-ds in Sri Lanka

enabled women to contribute substantially to the family
16cotrers r11o(1984:307-325), based on a survey done in

two rice milling villages in the Philippines, recorded t.hat

rwomen from poorer families in Gatbo tended to affect family

earnings more dramatically than those from less poor

households in Ayugan. The contribution of Gatbo working

wives for instance, accounteã 1-:or 26 per cent to 31- per cent

of family earnings' .

Part-time work in the case of Srí Lankan women employed

in plantation agrículture (for example, in tea and rubber

plantations) is due t,o the nature of the work schedul-e which

provides only part-time employment. In the process of

diversi-fying the traditional agricultural economy to a

commercial plantation economylT, the col-onia] British

government promoted the emigration of families from India

(Kurian , L985:21'-29 ) to work in tea plantations. In l-ow l-and

proportion of self and famil-y employment diminishes) in each sector as

wel-l- as in the economy as a whole.
16 Kurian (1985:109) argues that large scale poverty in the vilJ-ages
drives the wives to seek work outside the home. Since women are driven
to work outside home at an earlier stage thej-r education is also
affected.
17 The plantation economy during British rufe in Sri Lanka started with
the implementation of Colebrook Cameron Reforms in 1829.
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areas, women were Iargely employed in rubber tappíng and

other casuaf work in rubber ptantations. The incentive for

estate working women to Seek addítional work was low

because of l-ower d.iscriminatory wages paid to women even for

the same types of work as men (Kurian, L985:125) . The

division of work in the family, based on patriarchal social

values was Such that women were inferior to men and child

minding was entirely the responsibíIity of women (Kurian,

l-985 49-50, 100) and without adequate Services of creches

(Kurian, A985:101-l-03) or day care centres for working

mothers to help with child care (UNICEF, t9B7:54-55) , they

are unable to work additional- hours.

8.9 .2 PRODUCTION ÀÀID RELÀTED OCCUPATIONS

Table 8. B indicates part-time work rates and the

percentage distribution of workers who are in the production

and related group of occupations. A substantial proportion

of part-time workers were in spinning, weaving and knitting

occupations. Tabl-e 8.9 'Shows that these occupations

comprised a substantial proportion of the total production

and related occupatíons but that over the years t.he numbers

have declined. Tradj-tionally, thj-s group of occupations

provided home-based, ruraI, non-farm employment for women

(Hewavitharana, Ag9Iz27) . Low capital investment was needed

to set up a handloom machine and the government policy at

that time promoted handloom industry in rural areas by

subsidj-sing the costs and marketing t.he product.ion so that

additional emplo)rment was created (Ministry of Planning and

Employment, lg71-:60-75) . Therefore it was easier for l-ess

educated rural women to enter into emplo)¡ment aS Spinners,
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Table 8.8
Part-time Work Rates and the Percentage Distribution of
Production and Related Workers Working Less than 35 Hours

SE6.LFS19 8 5 86 Data Tape

Notes: ISCO - Int.ernational Standard Classification of Occupations, ILO

cl-assification :-968, adjusted and updated for Sri Lankan Requirements
* - No cases
** Cases less than L0
Numbers in parentheses are total employed in the group.

ISCO No &
Age Group

Part-Eime Work Rat,e %

MaIe Fenale
% DistributÍon
Male Feua1e

7.
r_0.

11_ .3
9-4

*

rsco 700-746
15-39 Minors & 79.0
40+ Wood Preparers 95.0
rsco 752-759
15-39 Spinners **
40+ Weavers & Related *
rsco 77t-779
15-39 Food & 65.7
40+ Beverage Workers 90.9
rsco 78L-799
15-39 Tobacco 87.0
40+ Preparers, 85.7

Tailors
rsco 801-839
l-5-39 Shoe & Leather 87.5
40+ Workers l-00 .0
rsco 841-859
15-39 Fitters ç 64.5
40+ Machine 69.2

Essemblers
rsco 862-897
15-39 Plumbers & 72.0
40+ Metal Workers 92.3
rsco 942-949
1-5-39 Production 75.0
40+ Workers NEC 96.6
rsco 951-961
15-39 Construction 66.9
40+ Workers 94.2
rsco 97L-989
L5-39 Transport 69.4
40+ Workers 80.3
rsco 999
15-39 Labours NEC 65.3
40+ 87 .3

6.3
3.7

(**)
(**)

0.3
*

**)
*)

1- .5
0.6

1.3
r.2

(23)
(2L)

(]-24)
(60 )

(3s)
(11)

(2a)
(2t)

(62)
(26)

(28)
(2e)

(260)
(1s5)

(4e)
( 61)

(646)
(308)

77 .r
96.6

**
**

r-. 0
0.5

4.7
3.6

20
5

(48 )
(2e)

80 .0
98.8

78.0 (

91.3 (

(70)
(86)

(22)
(13 )

(10s)
(61)

L
I

I
4

209)
46)

(**)
(**)

0.8
o.4

L.4
L.4

0 .1-
o.4

2.6
1,.2

(**)
(**)

2.2
1, .4

2.3
r_ .6

(s0 )
(26)

11.1
11-. 0

1, .4
1.8

(e7 )
(87 )

10
*

10
2.2
3.2

77 .3
84 .6

89.7
98.9

**
**

**
**

**
*

*
**

82.9
93 .4

(**)
(*)

(**)
(**)

27 .3
r7 .4

l_1_. L
7-3

TotaI
1s_39 69.1 (t-31_g)
40+ 89 .1 (726)
AII Àge Groups 75.6 (2044)
Total Part-tine Workers

58. r-

4t.9
r.00 . 0
( 1s4s )

s9 .0
41_.0

100.0
(78s)

80.8
95.8
86.4

(s73)
(336)
(e0e)
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Table 8.9
Proportions (per
and Rel-ated Occu

cent )

ations
of Spinners & weavers in Production

Trends L971- 19 81_ 1986

Sources:
Department of
Department of
Department of
sE&LFS19 85 / 86

Census and
Census and
Census and
Data tape.

Statics,
Statics,
Statics,

1976:29-49 Table
1-983 224-27 Table
L987 : 1-53 - 154 Tabl

5
6
e 9.1

18weavers or dyers in the 1970rs As an attempt to

mod,ernize the Sector and create more productive employment

(Ahmed, 1987:22-39), in the early 1980's, the government

withdrew the subsidy because of the low productivity in the

sector (De Me1, 1981:9) and promoted installation of garment

industries through investment promotion schemes. These

measures were in accordance with government policies of

decontrolling prices and liberalization of imports which led

to increased competition from imported products. The impact

of such policies \^las negative for a number of smal-I scale,

ruraL industries and one of the most severely affected was

the handloom industry (Islam and Romlin, 1988:49-74;

Hewavitharana, L986 :1-t] ; Osmani, L987 ; Arachchi, 1985 :L-

36). Is1am and Romíjin(1987: 49-74) note that capacicy

utilizatíon of handl-ooms was extremely low in the pre 1-977

18 The Five Year PIan of 1972-1976 pl-anned to creat.e additional
employment for 40,OOO persons by increasing handloom production. The
plan saw that problems relating to productivity qual-ity and marketing,
as weIl as unsaEisfactory supplies of raw materials were main
constraints in the devel-opment in the sector.

% Spinners, Weavers &
Related Occupat,ioñÈ
nale fenale
Per cent Per cent

Tota1 Number in
Production & Related
nale fenale

Number Number

1-97L
19 81_

1-e8s / 86

r-. I
1.1
o.7

40.r-
1,5.7
8.8

7 907 66
9357 43

1086157

]-35625
1,42623
334733
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era and that t.he declíne ín the number of handlooms operated

since then, can be attributed to the of rationalization

policies that came in to effect in late 1970's.

Table 8. B ind,icates Lhat part-time work was high for

production workers in the (NEC. ) category. EmpJ-oyment in

this category of occupations is associated with mat, rattan

and. coir weaving and coir rope making which is time

consuming but gives low returns. Smyt.h (l-990:1--18) notes that

home-based employment for women is Iow in productiviLy. and

that d.isorganized and unintegrated work patterns originating

from the lack of capital and resources inhibit such

employment. Low working hours allowed women to combine the

dual roles of household duties while participating in work.

The flexibilíty of working hours in the informal activities

is important for working women. The division of labour based

on tradj-tionaL patriarchal val-ues (CaIdweIl, 1-982:354- 355;

Jones , a984:4-6) meant that women fraA to attend to household

duties and took after children. Samarasinghe (1989 :66-67)

notes that. women'S role in production is conditioned by

reproduction. Smyt.h (1990:1-18) on the basis of evidence of

a Survey in the village of Rankulan in Java, argues that

marriage is one of the main mechanisms which cause women to

be concentrated in l-ow paid household based activities and

which determines the benefits they derive from such

activities. Such activities observed in Rankulan are limited

to home based work such as bamboo weaving which is

characterised by informal work organization and flexible

hours and l-ow remuneration (symth , a9 90 : L-18 ) '

A substantial proportion of women in production

occupations are poorly educated with only a primary level of
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education or with no schooling at all (see appendix 8.3).

With low education and no experience they are ilI-equipped

f or the f ormal labour market (Symth , A990:1--18) .

Amin (1,987:61-l- -622) notes that women in the inf ormal- sector

in Dhaka are less educated and less advantaged than their

counterparts in the formal- Sector. An interesting point. is

that a substantial proportion of women with a senior

secondary l-evel of education (see appendices 8.3) in Sri

Lanka are also employed in these informal occupations. This

situat.ion reflects the lack of adequate employment

opportunities for even the more educatedl9 women where they

have taken up informal part-Lime employment. Ananta and

Tj iptoherijanto (1990: 33-42) examining the Indonesian

informal- sector, observe that workers in the informaL secLor

may not necessarily be those who have lost hope of finding

work in the formal- sector, and that women might purposely

choose to work in the informal- sector because it will pay

them more than the formal sector. The employment aspirations

of the unemployed investigated in Chapter Five do not

support this hypothesis in the case of Sri Lanka. A large

proportion of senior Secondary qualified graduates aspired

to formal employment in professional- technical and rel-ated

occupations. Pettman(1-992 45-52) notes that of Korean women

in the home based occupations more than a third over 25

years of age had received a secondary education.

A certain amount of modernization in the Sector has

resulted (Hewavitharana, I99]-:34-36) partly through the

intervention of government departments and non-governmentaf

19 In Chapter Five it was seen that there is a high level of
unemployment among the junior secondary and senior secondary graduates
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institutiorr"20. The introduction of hand driven coir making

machines has infused Some technology to manual- work related

to rope making (Ahmed, A9B7 222-39) . Most women could not

afford even the simple instruments such as wooden fibre

cleaning machines that could be rented fr'om traders (Ahmed,

Lg87:33). Marketing of home-based products has al-so been

helped by the mediation of several government. departments

(Ministry of Pl-an Implementation, t98l:238-240) .

Table 8.8 shows that at l-east eleven per cent of part-

time working women in production and related occupations

were in food and beverage occupations and that part-time

work raLes were high in this group. The agro-based

occupations associated with food and beverage processing are

more aligned to formaL sector occupatio.r"2l making it

easier for modernization trends to infiltrate.

Hewavithrana(1991-:34) comments, rthus the use of tractors,

dieset operated sprayers, dusters, water pumps, rice mil1s,

sugar cane crushers, Synthetic fertj-Iiser and agro-chemicals

paved the way for some modern specialised services in the

fields of transport, distribution, operation, maintenance

and repair of equipment. Furthermore, processing, milling

pounding and grinding actívities were required to expand

when output. increased due to new technol-ogíes, but oft its

concomitant was a modernisation' Rice mil-Iers, bakers,

20 For example, The Five Year Plan (Ministry of Emplolrment and Planning,
1971:81) took st.eps to establish a Di-visional Development Council
Programme to foster small scale industrial units. A scheme was

formulated for the fndustrial Development Board, the PeopJ-es Bank and

the Department of Co-operatives to assist these smal-1-scale ventures.
21 The Census of Industries 1983 showed that important food processing
activities were in meat, dairy products, grain mill-s and bakery
products, vegetabl-es and spices employing 70,5'/6 persons in 19,530
inst.itutions and al-so the processing of black tea employing 69,931 j.n
4,298 institutions (Department of Census and Statiscics, 1985a:5 table
3).
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pastry cooks, confectionery workers and biscuit

manufacturers at the local- 1evel are Some of the main

occupations of food processing (Department of Census and

Statistics, 1986b:99-105 table 2t). When compared to food

processing and beverage industries operating at a national

Leuer22, the same level of modernization may not be

reflected in the production techniques and marketing at the

tocal- level- . Nevertheless, part-time work patt,erns in f ood

processing do reflect a changing society and changing

consumer preferences wit,h changing income l-eve1s (Central

Bank of Ceylon Series, !984:230-270, 1991). Because at a

primary level of production a low value is added to the

agricul-tural product (Shand, !991-: in Ceylon Daily News,

March 25) and t.he product is addressed to a specific

consumer demand at the village or district leve1 which

depends on the income the consumers at that level-

(Hewavíthrana , L99L:3'7) , the employment created may be

mainly part-time because of the narrowness of the market and

const.raints on expanding (Ahmed , a987)23 .

Table 8.8 shows that part-time work rates for the

younger age group in the production and retated occupations

22 For example in occupations such as bakers, pastry-cook and

confectionery makers (ISCO No.776) whose functions were, making bread,
cake biscuits, pastries, pies, macaroni and other flour products (ILO,

1-969 181 and Department of Census and Statistics, 1983b:86-95) there
were nati-onal and international companies such as MaIiban, Edna, Salgado
etc. as well as small bakeries operating at the village or district
level. In 1988 of the 84 privately owned establishments producing bakery
products, 14 establishments employed more than 25 persons (Department of
Census and Statistics, 1989:5-30). According to the Census of Industries
(1983:appendix 18 table 4) there were 19,682 establishments engaged in
processing of meat, dairy products, fruit, fish, grain mil1s, bakery
products, sugar etc. and of them 17,'792 eslablishments employed less
than five persons each.
23 Some of these constraints are the greater need for credit, modern
ùeans of production, knowledge of new technology, extension services,
participation in rural organization and the access to these factors by
the disadvant.aged, such as the rural poor and women (.Ahmed, 1987z2I-37) -
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24are 1ow, particularly for beedi makers other tobacco

preparers, taj-lors and dress makers. A survey done in South

Tamil Nadu village (Dharmalingam, 1993: 146I-1469) showed

t.hat 97 per cent of the beedi workers started work before

the age of 15 years and they are sel-f employed. Beedi

preparing, is done either on a putting-out or contract

system or on a daily wage basis and is largely part-time

work and the palrment generally yields a low income of 58-70

rupees a month (Hewavitharana , a991 : 10 ) . Availabilit.y and

frequency of such contracts depends on the demand for the

f inished product. Dharmalingam(1993 :]-46]--L46'7 ) documents the

hazards of beedi workers who work on a contractuaf basis in

South India in the context of changing socio-economic values

in the country. He notes that the workers have to work 10-14

hours daily, for a weekly wagie of 43 rupees and that the

workers are exposed to sexual exploitation and health

hazards.

Tailoring and upholst,ery are other types of home-based

part-time acti-vities which need specialised skil-1s and

generat,ed a high level- of f emale participation, where

workers are largety on own account or are casual- helpers.

These occupations generat.e 1ow income (Jayaweera, 1-979) and

the hours worked. depending on the demand for such service

are generally low. Large scale retail shops and supermarkets

are at present mostly in the capital city and in district

capitals such as Kandy, Gal1e and Matara. This is a result

of a less complex rural economy adopting western values of

24 Beedi maker is categorised under ISCO Two digit code 7-8. Tobacco
preparers and Tobacco product makers and three digit code 785 Beedi
makers (Department of Census and Statistics, 1983:92). Beedi is a crude
cigarette in which t.obacco is rofled in a smalt beedi leaf and tied with
a cotton thread. A beedi is smaller and less expensive than a cigarette
(Dharmalinglam, , L993:1461- L469) .
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consumerism in an early stage of economic transition towards

modernization.

Education and trainíng had been an important agent of

change in rural production by introducing modern methods of

production and market ftarrAfirrg25. Vocational- and technical

training centres, âs well as mobile training programmes

organized by various government department,s to promote skil-I

d.evelopment give an impetus to such production oriented

occupations. The Department of Labour, the Department of

Smal1 Industries, The National YouCh Council, the Department

of Technical Ed.ucation and the Women' S Bureau are Some of

the important providers of such skilIs. Non-government

organizations such as the Sri Lanka Jathika Sarvodaya

Mo.rement26, the Lanka Mahila Samithi27, the Redd Barna and

Save the Children Fund of the United States and the United

Kingdom are Some of the voluntary association that provide

skiIls training for women in unaer-privileged. socio-economic

cLasses who mostly engage in these part-time activities.

25 For example, this is part of the work done by the Department of Small
Industries in order to gulde the craftsmen to ensure quicker and cheaper
ways of production, improve production techniques and designs of locaf
crafts guided on the basis of market pocential- and to impart effectíve
salesmanship techniques (Department of Census and Statistics, l-987:.238-
240) . Similarly, work done by the Ministry of Rura1 Development such as

Change-Agents Pil-ot Project that promoted people's organization, self
help, self confidence and mutuat cooperation for development of the
ruraf community (Department of Census and Stati-stics, 198l-:227-232) -

26 The Sarvodaya Movement was established in 1958 and is the largest
national NGO involved ín social and economic devel-opment activities. See

Doctor Ã967:1-10) for the conception of the movement in India and a
critique of the Sarvodaya politi-cal order.
27 Lanka MahiLa Samithiya is one of the ofdest NGO's in the country and

began to sponsor programmes for women and chil-dren in the early 1940's.
It has a well equipped trainlng cent.re for its members at Kaduwela in
addition to the 29 Model cencres throughout the island where training is
provided in agriculture, needl-ework and sewing, food canning and
preservat ion .
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8.9 .3 PART.TIME EMPLOTAffiI{¡:T IN SALES OCCUPATIONS

Tabl-e B .7 (section 8.9.1-) showed that at least 43 per

cent of female sales workers-who worked part-time were self

employed persons and. that 47 per cent were unpaid family

workers. The self-employed working proprietors managing

their small business places reflect the changing society.

Jones and Manning (1,992) highlight the traditional rol-e of

petty trade in absorbing the surpl-us labour in Indonesia and

the Iow productivity in such employment. Cal-dwell, Orubuloye

and caldr^lel1 (1_992:228) note that in Àdo-kiti ín Africa where

the initial stages of fertility decline are evident' women

are engaged Iargely in trading and theír husbands mostly

provide the initial investment to set up them in business.

Usually until women had their own trading activity set uP,

they assist in their mother's trading activities. The extent

of the business and the number of hours worked in the job is

determined by the location of the business and the market

that it is catering for which in most circumstances is the

sma1l rural- village. The t.ime consumed in the activit,y or

the productivity in the job is still not. a maín concern.

Jones(1984:1-3) notes that in the south East Asian Region

which is in economic transition, petty trade whether in

hawking, market vend.ing or operation of Stores has been the

occupation of a large number of women. The fact that a large

number of women were working part-time voluntarily Suggests

that such commerciaf activity is stilI in its init,ial

stages, where the basis of time use is for subsistence

rather than for maximizing profits. Such employment patterns

suggest the under-developed nature of the Sector. Part-time
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workers in small- business ventures largely have less than a

senior secondary level of education, with most of them

having a junior secondary 1evel.

8.9.4 PART-TIME EMPLOTAÍENT IN PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL AI{D
RELATED OCCUPATIONS

Part-time work patterns of casual, informal and non-

wage workers were discussed in the previous sections of this

chapter. Part-time work patterns examined in this Section,

among professional- and related occupations are largely

related to part-time work in the public service. The weekly

hours of work that. the public Servants of different

countries of the worLd have to adhere t.o are different,

because such hours are defined by the needs of the country

and the flexibility of working hours allowed especially for

women (ILO, a994:23-26, 34-36). Part-time workers in

professional- technical and related occupations were

predomínantl-y regular employees (see table 8.7) .

The division of working hours of teachers between

cfassroom work and preparation work (ILO, 1-994) ís largely

fl-exible and may be one reason why a large number of \^Iomen

opt for the teaching profession. Employment in the education

sector is traditionally associated with part-time work (ILO,

1-994:34). Only a part of a teacher's working time is

normally fixed, either based on a lega1 requirement of a

minimum number of hours of work or an accepted norm (ILO,

L984at55, ILO, 1984a:55-69). A large proportion of women

chose teaching as an occupatíon which require only five and

a half hours of classroom teaching time daily.

,Jones Q.984:47 -5L) and Widarti (1991-) f ound the t.eaching

profession Lo be prevalent among educaLed Indonesían women.
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Table 8.10
Proportion
Occupations

5 PART-TIME EMPLOYMEMT
OCCTTPATIONS

Table 8 .1-0 shows that

377

IN CLERICAL ÀI{D RELÀTED

than one per cent of females

males are associated with
less

and less than two per cent of

of Part-tíme Workers in C1erical and Related
by the LeveL of Education L985/86.

Level of Education
No Prímary ilunior
Schooling Secondary

Senior TotaI
Secondary

Occupation &
ISCO Code

MaIe
3 Clerical-

Occupations
of which
373 -37 4
Mail Distributors
All Part-t,ime
Occupations Z
Number

*

**

1,.70.2 1. 1- 9.0

1_.10.7 6.3

100 .0
(s988)

1_00 .0
(2486)

100 .0
(7e0)

100.0
(ss 1)

100.0
QL6A)

FenaLe
3 Clerícal

Occupations
of which
373 -37 4
Mail Distributors
AIt Part-time
Occupations Z
Number

*

**

5 .1- 1 .1_0.40.1

0.70.3 3.1

100 .0
(41_19 )

100 .0
(1333)

100.0
(79s)

100.0
(B6s)

100 .0
(LL26)

SourCC: SE&LF 1-985 86 Data Tape
Notes: ISCO Code indicates International Standard
Classification of Occupations adjusted for Sri Lankan
Standards, single digit and t.hree digit classification of
occupations.* - No cases

part-t,ime work in clerical occupations and that more than 90

per cent of workers in these occupations are regular

employees. Employment trends discussed in the previous

chapter also showed that only 4 to 6 per cent of the totaL

employment are associated with clericaL occupations. TabLe

8.10 shows t.hat, part-time work in cleríca1 and rel-ated

occupations is largely associated with maiL distributors,
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ie. occupations such aS postmen and telegraph messengers,

mail Sorters, mail distributors, peons and messengers. The

work associated with ISCO code 373 and 374 occupations are

that of postmen and messengier (ILO, a969:108). Such work

entails the delivery of mail along a regular route to

private homes and business establishments after Sorting it

according to Streets and Street numbers, delivers messages,

packages and other items to offices within the establishment

or elsewhere (ILO, a969:108). The part-time work for these

employees is due to the nature of the job which takes only

part of the t.ime in most ruraf areas and is delivered

usually once, or at most twice a day, depending on the

availability of mail to t,he post of f ices through the

transportation networks. Table 8.10 shows that a large

proportion of mail Sorters had a senior secondary level- of

education. The post of peon or messenger is considered a

menial post in the professional group of occupations.

Persons with a higher 1evel of education have taken on such

jobs due to the prevailing high l-eve1s of unemployment in

the country. A large proportion of such occupations reflects

not the need for the service, but the number of created

positions in order to incorporate unemployed young persons'

mainly by politicians through the administrative system.

I .10 A MULTIPLE REGRESSION A}IALYSIS OF TIIE CEAX.â,CTERISTICS
OF PART-TIME WORKERS

Table 8.11 indicates the characteristics examined and

the variabl-es used for regression analysis. Two sets of

regressions, (1) for females separately and Q) for both

Sexes are presented. These SetS examine different

characteristics of part-time workers in a single model to
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establish the extent t.o which volunt.ary part-time work

occurs among f emales when al-1 t.he characteristics of the

person are considered.. The dependent variable was part-time

employed person; The question asked is 'are you seeking

additionaL employment? The Jt"*.t= given were either 'yes'

or 'nor. AS in previous chapters logit regression

methodology was uSed because the dependent variable was

qual-itative and dichotomous and the inilependent variables

were qual-itative or para-metric and were either dichot,omous

or could be given dichotomous attributes. The

characteristics examined and the selection of variables are

as follows:

Table 8.11
Chara cteristics Examined and the Variables Used.

8. 10. 1 DEIIOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

I .10.1.1 AGE

Table 8.1-2 presents the resul-ts of multiple regression

analysis of the characteristics of part-time workers. The

likelihood of part-time employment among the 15-19 age group

females was strong and significant. In the previous sections

of this chapter it was established that in this age group

most young people have not discontinued their formal

School-itg; while Some join vocational or technical training

programs to be more competitive or to get, a preferred job.

The results of t,he regression for the 20-29 age group

were also as expected, ie. negative and significant

Characteristics Varíables

Demographic
Familial
Cultural
Economic

Age, Marital Status
Household Status, House Hold Size
Ethnicity, Culture
Occúpation, Employment Status,
Education
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Table 8.L2
The Maxímum Likelihood Estimation
Being in Part-time EmPloyment.

(Logit Met.hod) of Women

Females
B Va1ue T Va1ue

BoEh Sexes
B Va1ue T Va1ue

5.088 99.3j9 *** 5.042 1-L3-419 ***Intercept

Àge
15-19 .l-68
20-29 - .1,62
30-39 .133
40+ .066
Marital Status
Never Married -.L08
Currently Marríed .2L9
lvid/Div/Sep .]-48
Race
Sinhala -.386
Sri Lankan Tamil .597
Indian Tamil 3.259
Moor .086
Household Status
Head - ' 091
Spouse .1-28
child - .L48
Other .039
Household Size
Less or Equal 4 .L66
More than 4 .I20
Education
No Schooling ) -.orz
Primary )
Juníor SecondarY .099
Senior SecondarY .I22
Enplolment Statsus
Employee -.023
Employer .L42
O\^¡n Account Worker .039
Unpaid Fam. grtorker .253
Occupation
Agriculture .049
White Collar .l-85
Production & - .1-88
Related

-]-.760 ** _ .Lt2 _5.51_6 ***

r-1_ .5
6.5
1. 1_

2.57L
4 .464
2 .061,
r-.948

***
***
**
**

.229
- .].97
- .057

.L46

- .L40
.206

- .004

- .331
.504

- .036

- .]-42
- . t_93
- .1-57

.494

-.036
- .007

- .004
.166

- .243
.292
.009
.28]-

.1,4r
- .21-6
- .298

-2.253 **
4.L54 ***
7 .L96 ***

_9.259 ***
88 ***
1l_ ***
33 *

-2.r05 **
3.399 ***

-2.566 ***
.027

2.566 ***
1.849 ***

3.014 ***
3.1_14 ***

_6.92]- ***
1- .025
1- . O27
6.923 ***

1-.37L **
3.880 ***

-4.786 ***

6.049 ***
-8.655 ***
_2.508 ***
6.265 ***

_3 .935 ***
11-.309 ***

- .L24

-L4.292 ***
1_6.818 ***

-.86s

-6.34'7 ***
-L .736 * *
-4.68]- ***
3.047 ***

-.820
- .202

- .250
4.402 ***

-LL.789 ***
4.697 ***

.24L
6.493 ***

6.760 ***
-8.936 ***

-L2.974 ***

ource: SE&LFS 1985 1- 9I Data Tape.
0 per cent confidence level
95 per cent confidence level
99 per cent confidence level.

Notes

indicating less likelihood of this age group being in parÈ-

time employment. The result is in conformity wíth the

bivariate rel-ationships that had been established for thís

age group in previous sections where part-time work rates

* significant at 9
** significant. at
*** significant, at
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were mostly low. The majority of women in this age group are

either on the threshold of marriage or recently married' In

the immediate period after marriage most women are not with

a large family. The younger age groups are more exposed

education (see Chapter r'ive), and. would have more flexible

attitud.es about traditional- values of familial and conjugal

responsibilities and working away from home'

There was a strong likel-ihood of the 30-39 age group of

women being in part-time employment. Generally the strong

likelihood of part-time employment among this age group can

be expected., because most women are married and have

familiat responsibilities with young famil-ies to look after.

This is in accordance with the hypothesis that part-time

work among women can be largely explained by their

demographic characteristics. However in this age category

for different combinations of variables, the sign changed to

negative. For example, when variables such âS, (i) persons

with less than primary education, (ii) household size of

more than four persons and (iii) estate sector were

introduced into the modeL, the Iikelihood of part-time

employment is less for women in 30-39 age group. The change

in the sign to negative when certain variables are

introd,uced Suggests that Some women in wage employment in

the estate Sector appreciate their earning capacity and the

monetary value of their potential labour time. Therefore the

resul-t. confirms that one explanation for part-time work is

the transitional nature of the economy. Wage employment has

effectively establ-ished the concept of monetary transactions

and a desire for full-er utilization of work time.
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The l_ikel-ihood of women aged 40 and over being in part-

time employment was posítive and significant at 95 per cent

confidence level. This result was aS expected and confirms

to findings in the bivariate analysis. When the mother

reaches forty years of age or more, the children in the

family are relatively grown up and hence, the familiaf

responsibitities of women wou1d be less. Another reason for

strong l-iketihood of part-time employment among this age

group is the prevailing high level of unemployment among

younger women which would have discouraged older women from

seeking further emPloYment.

8. 10. 1.2 MARITÀL STATUS

The líketíhood of never married young females to be in

part-time employment was less when compared to the

likelihood. of being unemployed or underemployed; the result

was significant at 95 per cent confidence 1evel. Previously

it was established that the likelihood of being unemployed

or underemptoyed was posit,ive and significant for never

married young femal-es. This result confirms the proposition

that in t.he early phase of fertility transition women who

entered the l-abour force had opted for futl-time employment.

For all combinations of variabl-es the Iikelíhood of

currently marríed, widowed, divorced and legally separated

r¡/omen being in part - tíme employment was positive and

significant. The posítive relationship between the currently

married Status and part-time employment was establ-ished in

the cross-tabulation analysis. The main reason for the

strong and significant likelihood of married women being in

part-time employment was the need for most married women t'o

combine work wiCh family and conjugal obligations in the
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Iargely patriarchal society and the traditional- roles of

husband and wife (Kurian, 1981- 46-50; Deutermann and Brown'

1,g18:3-9).Abeykoon(1987:1--28)foundthatwomeninhome

based work have a higher leve1 of fertility than those who

are not. working at al-I. He explains that this is because

women who work at home do so because they already have a

Iarge number of children. Leon and Bednarzik(1978:3-10)

found that the Iikelihood of part-time work differs for

wives with younger children and for wives with higher or

l-ower income husbands. when chítdren are young, family

responsibj-Iities direct women towards part-time jobs' The

results of the regression for age and marital status

supports the hypothesis thaE demographic characteristics can

explain to a great extent the characteristics of part-time

employment Patterns of women.

8 .10 .2 FAI{ILY RELATED VARIABLES

The likelihood of the head of the household being in

part-time employment was less and the resuft was significant

at 95 confidence l-evel. This relationship confirms the

pattern indicated in the bivariat.e analysis. In the

patriarchal system the head of the family is an important

institution and is a male (Mahadevan, L989) ' In

circumstances when the female is counted as the head of the

househol-d., she wiII give equal priority to earning

additional income for the family and to her other familial

duties. Being the head of the household (patriarch) entrusts

the perSon with economic power and reproductive decision

makíng (caldwe]l, L982 L62,L71). Even though the patriarchal

society is disintegrating due to westernizaLion and the

infl-uence of other agents of change, the head of the
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supporter and bread-winner in the family. The gradual

nucleation of the family would have registered this fact in

a stronger context. The likelihood of a female head of the

household being in part-time employment was l-ess than for a

spouse and significant at 95 per cent confidence level- -

Being a female spouse in a household means that there

is a strong tikelihood that she may be in part-time

employment. The result was strongly significant at 99 per

cent confidence level-. This result is in accordance with the

resul-ts of the bivariate analysis for currently married

women and Spouses. A large proportion of the married women

in the sample had the status of Spouse which denotes a male

dominated patriarchal society2S (rsmail , !gB9:42) . The

traditional societal acceptance is that the major role of

the femal-e spouse is with home and children. However the

tabl-e 8.I2 shows that the likel-ihood of a male spouse being

in part-time employment \,\Ias less and signif icant. This

supports the argument that Sri Lankan society is mafe

dominated and patriarchal.

The l-ikelihood of a person with chil-d

household, being in part.-time employment

signíficant at 95 per cent. Largely females

retained in the family are young, single

status in the

l-ow andwas

who

or
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are still-

recently

28 The male dominance in sri Lankan society and the dominant
patriarchal system was referred to in previous sections of this chapter.
This is a result of the Aryan system brought in by the earliest settlers
from India. Arj-yapala (1956) refers to the fow status of women in the
medievat Ceylon; and the influence of the V'Iestern system brought in
through colonia] rule. Even though patriarchal system have largely
disintegrated in the West due to economic and Social development which
have vastly improved the status of women, in Asian societies in general
and among Sri Lankan famil-ies the concept of mafe dominated head of the
househofd sti1l prevail (Kurian, I9B2z40-51; Duraisamy, t9B7 z2I-25;
Ismail, 198 9:32-33; Perera, 198 9:49-65) -
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married. They are the more exposed to education and other

social changing agents. In the changing society the family

expectations from sibtings who had more chances of schooling

wj-t1 be relatively hígh, especially if the parents are in

the lower economic st,rata. This resul-t is also in accordance

with trends Observed for never married women and l¡¡omen in

younger, prime working ages and supports the hypothesis that

familial variables are important to understand the part-time

employment. situation of a person.

8. 10 . 3 CULTURJAL CIIÀRACTERISTICS

The cultural characteristics were investigated using

the variable of race. The likelihood of Sinhal-a women in

part-time employment was less when compared to Indian or Sri

Lankan Tamil women and the result was significant.

UNICEF (1,987 :73) observes t.hat it is not possible to identify

a single profile of women in Sri Lanka, âS ethnicity cl-ass

and residence interact with gender to determine the role and

position of women. Sinhala compríse the targest ethnic group

in the country, and thus a larger proportion of never

married, more educated persons coming from less than four

person households are concentrated in this group. The

analysis in previous sections of this chapter showed that

part-time work rates were low for Sinhata women, while

underemployment among them was high (see Chapter Seven).

Sinhalese women who are largely Buddhists or Christíans have

absorbed western concepts and ideas much more than most

other trad.itional communit í"t29 . For exampfe, Jupp

29 For example, Abeykoon(1987:7-28) who examined ethno-rel-igious
differential-s of fertiJ-ity behaviour among Sri Lankan women concfudes
that Sinhalese Christians demonstrate a high level- of modernization. The

Sinhalese Buddhists exhibit less modern features than the Christians but
are more modern in their behaviour than the Sri Lanka Tamil- Hindus. The
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(1978 t2S-46) examines changes infused through westernization

in Sri Lankan society in religion, caste and socíal-

Structure. Seats of government in the country are mainly

controlled by the majority.-community. Thus, it could be

argued that Sinhal-a women wouLd have a better chance of

getting more regular jobs.

8.10.4 ECONOMIC VARIÀBLES

women who were in agriculture denoted a strong

Iikelihood of being ín part-time emplolrment. As was seen in

the bivariate analysis, such part-time work is an inherent

feature of own account work or unpaid family work in the

traditional- paddy Sector. Most of these women had lower

educational qualifications and were in the ol-der age groups.

There was a strong likelihood of persons in

professional, technical and related, administrative and

managerial, clerical, sales and services, loosely termed

here as 'white collar workersr to be in part-time

employment. The bivariate analysis indicated that a majority

of these workers were either in sales rel-ated occupations or

professional, technical and related occupations, mainly

teachers. Thus the result for white collar workers was aS

expected. These women were mostly those who had higher

l-evels of education, mostly junior secondary or Senior

secondary as generally white collar jobs are selective of

high educational- qualifications .

The likelihood, of women employed in production and

related occupations to be in part-time work was Iow. A large

proportion of women in these occupations were either casual

or own account workers with relat.ively high leve1s of

educat.ion. They \¡Iere mostly in the prime age groups, ie'
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less than 40 years and thus they represented a Segment among

the employed who were more exposed to the changing agents of

demographic transition. They may be on the look-out to make

better use of their potential labour time.

The results of the regression for economic variabl-es

show that they are important to explain the part-time

employment of a person. The f indings support t.he

theoretical stance that explanations for l-abour util-ization

in Sri Lanka and in other transitional Societíes should be

found. in the changing nature of society and economy. The

effects of demographic, education and agro-industrial or

even agro-service transitions aS documented by

CatdweIl (1,982, 1990 ) , CaIdweIl Reddy and Caldwel-l (1988 ) 
'

Oshima (L987) , .Jones (L990a , L990b) , Hugo (1-985, 1990) are seen

in current part-time employment patterns.

8.11 CONCLUSTONS

Part-time work among females demonstrates a l-ife cycl-e

pattern. The nucl-eation of family size aS well âS, the

conjugal and familial responsibilities of working women in a

patriarchal society, the changing Status of women towards a

more weSternized., modernized and 1j-berated womanhood have

af f ect.ed their part.-time working patterns. Such trends have

driven women towards wage employment and increased education

has tended to provide women wíth more occupationaL choice of

employment, whil-e the patriarchal values prevailing in the

society offered them no choice but to find compatibility

bet\^reen work and family. Exist.ence of part-t.ime employment

among women is attributed partly to the combined effects of

the changing demographic, cultural-, familial and economic

processes in Sri Lanka.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The effects of demographic, social- and educational-

processes occurring in Sri Lanka during last four decades

have produced irreversible changes on female labour supply

and absorption. The rapidly changing status of women and

their increased labour force particípation have added to an

existing Labour underutilization problem in Sri Lanka.

Nevertheless, issues of female labour underutilization due

to unemployment, underemployment or part-time emplolrment

have hitherto not been adequately addressed by policy makers

or researchers in Sri Lanka. This study has attempted to

make a contríbution toward understanding the effects of the

demographic, educatíonaI, mobilit.y and agro-industrial

transitions occurring in Sri Lanka on the female Iabour

supply and underutilization. A proper understanding of the

context of the problem makes it easier to find solutions.

Findings of t,he study are hightighted in this concluding

chapter.

9.2 MAJOR FINDINGS

It is important to return to the objectives of the

Study unfolded in chapter one and assess the extent to which

they have been fulfilled. A specific objective of the study

was to establish clearty the extent and nature of femafe

labour underutilization in sri Lanka. The investigation has

establ-ished thaE a high level of female labour

underutilization due to unempl-oyment, and underemployment

exists in Sri Lanka. In addition, part-time emplolrment among

\^romen is high. Chapter Six investigated labour
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und.erutilizat,ion occurring f rom unemployment. There were

identifiable specific patterns in female unemployment that

coul-d be related to recent demographic and Socio-economic

changes occurring in the country Chapter Seven examined

underemployment and found that incidence of underemployment,

for females is high in Sri Lanka and that labour

underutilization due to underemployment arose due to a high

female labour supply and a low absorption in non-

agricult,ural employment. Chapter Eight examined part-time

employment and found that voluntary part-time emloyment was

high among females. These findings witL be spelt out in

further detail in forthcoming sections.

9.2.T EFFECTS OF DEMOGRÀPEIC ÀI{D EDIICATIONAII CH,A}IGES ON

FEIIALE LABOI'R SUPPLY ÀITD CIIARACTERISTTCS

A second objective of this study was to establish the

characterj-stics of underutilized women. The age strucÈure,

marital Status and educational IeveI of the currenÈ

potentiaL labour force is a by-product of recenE socio-

demographic changes that have occurred in the country.

Labour supply of young never married females is high which

indicates that the female labour supply was largely

influenced by the demographic transition. Table 9.L

indicates the distinctive phases of demographic transition

in Sri Lanka and the effects of each of these phases on

labour supply. As shown in the table the rapid declines in

mortality since the 195Ors (see Chapter Five) have

contributed to the supply of labour in all age groups and

during the phases of transition observed in this study.

Bloom and Freeman (1986 :36L -41-3) Bauer (1990 :615-640)

Jones ígg2:26-28) Brander and Dowrick ( 1-994 : 18 ) Cobbe, and

Boediono(1993:5-]4) have highlight.ed thac a lagged effect of
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Dífferential Effects of
on t,he Labour SuPPIY of
the Survey PoPulations
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of Denographic Transition
Observed on Àge GrouPs of

the Phases
Fenales as

Sclcotscd IndicaÈore of TranaiÈion

obsc¡r¡cd phaec of Tra¡.eiÈio¡'
1. Dccrcagc iD MorÈality

aad Eigh FcrÈiIJ.tY

obscrvcd EffccÈs
o¡r La.bour SuppIY

ÀffêcÈGd SurvGy Àgê GrouP

Ln Eaoh Tra¡giEioaal Phaec

sEs59/70 r.F&SE85/85 r,FS9o/91

TFR

5.6
5.1

CDR

Gro\rth RatsêÉ

(1) Ql
2.7 2.LL946

L947 -5L

22. 1)
7\

(incrceead J.a.bour

{auppty duc È,o laggcd
(cffccE,

23+
22-26

39+

3A-42
44+

43-4714

2. Rapid Dccliac ia ldortalitsY
& SÈabillzêd Eigb FêËÈlIiÈY

19s2 -56
1957 - 61

L962-66
1-967 -7L

4.9
4.9
4.8
4.4

11.4) 2 .s
e.4)
s. si 2.o
? .8)

2.4 (Laorcaecd la.bour
(øupply duc tso laggcd
(cffccÈ.
{

L7 -2L
L2-L6
23-27

33-37
2A-32
2A-32
LA-22

37 -4L
33-37

2.2

3. SÈabilLzcd MorÈaliÈY ats

Lou¡gr l¿cwcl aud DccllnLug FcrtillÈy

L972-7 6

L917 -AL

3.9 8.2) 2.
6.si

2 L.7 (J.aorccøcd l¡.bour
{eup¡1ly dr¡ê Èo laggcd
(cffaot: iacrca¡cd
(la.bour eupply duc Èo

(ùrancdlatc cffaoÈ Èoo

13 -17 ra-22
13 -173.7 LO-L2

L8-44 LA-44

4. StalciJ.izcd MortaliÈY
at lrowsr Lcvcl a¡d
Sr¡.b¡È¿aÈla1 Deolincg ia
FcrÈlIiÈy
1982 -86 2 .s) 6.2 2.L
1987-90 2.3\

1,3 (Dcolinlag labour ouPPlY

(duc to laggcd cffcct;
l¡crqagcd lqbour euPPlY duc

Èo i-uurcdiaÈc cf fccÈ.

LO-T2

18 -44 L8-44

NotscE: GrouÈh RaÈc (1) - Population Græth ReËc of Fcmales

Grorrrtsh RaÈc (2) - PopulaÈíoD oroutth Ratê of 10+ Àgê

@roup FcmrJ'ae

TFR - ToÈal FGrÈLILtsY RaÈc

CDR - Crudê Dârtb. RaÈc

population growth has increased the labour supply and

employment in developing count.ries. The investigation in

this study showed t,hat the lagged effect of previous high

fertility periods coupled with declining mortality had
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augmented. the Iabour supply because of consequent high

growth periods of the working age population. Increased

labour supply is also due to declines in mortality which

resul-ted in increases in the-life expectancy of the working

age population. Demographic transitional- effects are

particularly evident on the participation patterns of

younger age groups whose participation, âs well as the level

of unemployment was high.

CaIdweIl- Í982: 185 ) observed that initial f ertility

decl-ine in the west and in Aust,ralia occurred with delayed

age at marríage f or women. lrlatkins (1989 :27 -35) ,

Jones(1990a :5:-2) and Langford(1981-:285-306) comment that

rising age at marriage is also a feature in developing

countries. Mason (L987:104-106) found a positive relationship

beEween delayed age at marriage and womenrs desire or

ability to work and. parental desires to prolong Èheir

daughter's employment in devefoping countries. This Study

has shown that in Sri Lanka increased labour supply occurred

during the initial sLages of fertility transition when women

began to postpone their marriages. Labour underutil-ization

due to unemployment or underemployment was high for never

married women. Increased female labour supply was also due

to increased participation of married' females. Fertility

d.ecl-íne among young females enabled them to participate more

in production of economic good,s and services. Previously

women in reproductive age groups Iargely allocated their

time to reproductive activity and familial and conjugal

rol-es.

Linkages between demographic and mobilíty transitions

(Zelinsky, 1-971-) and. the effects of circulatory
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int,ernational migration (Hugo ,1984 L4) on the growth

patterns of the vtorking age population were discussed in

Chapter Five of this study. It is no accident that female

out-migration has increased and this is also seen partly as

a tagged effecr of high pãpuration growth in the earry

expanding phase of the Demographic Transition on the labour

force and prevailing high leve1s of labour underutilization

of men and women. The increased labour supply generates a

pressure on the labour market that already suffers from an

over supply. Thus persons in potential working ages are

tempted to look for work outside their country. Availability

of such work and offers of higher pay in foreign countries,

as well as government policies promoting migration for

employment, in foreign countries are seen not only as

solutions to the unemployment problem, but also as

encouragement for remittances from abroad. This trend of

international migration had several effects on the l-abour

force and the emigration of skil-l-ed and unskil-Ied labour to

the Middle Eastern Countries can be seen as part of a

process of mobility transition occurring paralleI to

demographic and education transitions which affected female

labour suppty. Most of the migrants were young and had

either a middle to low level 0f skills or had no

ident.ifiable skiIls. Recent contract migration trends show

that females have out-nunùcered males and that these females

were largely in unskilled occupations, especial-ly in

domestic services although many have relatively high levels

of education.

The education transition (Caldwell-, 1980: ].982)

(exposure of a large number of populatíon to modern
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schooling) that occurred in Sri Lanka during the last half a

century resulted increasingly, in women part'icipating in

education and in the labour force (Jayaweera, 1-979,' Jones,

l-992) . This study indicates that increases in the more

educated femal-e labour faraffelled increases in the

underutilization of educated labour. In the process of

demographic transition the system of education has performed

a dual role to develop potential human resources in the

country. Firstly, it has been a supplier of better trained

and qualified human resources. The subject matter taught in

modern school,s result,ed in a change in attitude towards

trad,itional socio-economic values and infused changes in t,he

system of production. Secondty, the education system was an

important agent of change in the process of 'westernizaEion'

(see also Jayaweera, L979: l-985: 1-993) and in pioneeríng Ehe

at.titudinal change t.hat was needed f or the initial

disintegration of patriarchal values and production systems

in the t.ransitional- society in Sri Lanka.

9.3 CÀT'SES OF FEIIATE LABOI'R I'IIDERIITILIZATION
9.3 .1 I'NEDÍPLOYTE¡ÛI

A third objective of this study is to identify causes

of female labour underutilization. Findings relating to

causes of female labour underutilization that originated

from labour supply as well as labour absorption patterns are

spelt out in the forth coming sections.

A Summary of Some of the regression results presented

previously in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight, are presented

in table 9 .2 which highlight some of t,he causes of

unemployment originating from the supply of potential-

labour. The likelihood of unemployment is high and

significant for never married femal-es in younger age groups



Age
Group Bivariate analYsis

The proportion (Percent)
Unemployed in age group

Regression analysis
expected observed

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34

9.L
22.0
r,3.8
7.3

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

***
***
***
*

**
**
NS

***

++ ***
***18 .5

3.2

Marital Status

Never Married
Ever Married

*
***

Household Status
Head of House HoId
Spouse
child
Others

+
+

- ***
- **
+*
+ **

***
***
***
***

2.3
2.5

r8.2
7.L

Level of Education
No Schooling
Primary
Junior Secondary
Senior Secondary
Degree and A.bove

r-0.8
8.5
8.5

1-5 .3
1-4.O

+
+
+

***
***
***
***
***

+

+
+

**
***
*
***
*
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Tab1e 9.2
Likel-ihood of Unemployment for Females by Characteristics of

confidence
Ievel;

leveI

I d

Sources: Chapters SJ-x, Seven and Eight
Notes ' *** strongly significant at 99 per cent
Ieve1,' ** significant at 95 per cent' confidence

* significant at 90 per cent confidence
ns - Not significant

and for children or tothers' category in the household, and

for persons who had seníor secondary or above level of

education. The signíficant positive relatíonship between

unemployment and never married females in the age groups

15-19 and 20-24 shows that the likelihood of unemployment is

high for women whose participation would have increased as a

result of declining fertility due to the postponement of

marriage, ie. the initíaI stage of fertility transition. The
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strong likelihood of unemployment for these sel-ected groups

shows that there was a strong and interrelated impact of the

early phases of the fertility transition and the educational

transition in a context of sl-ow economic growth (see Chapter

Four) that. resulted in an in"r..sed supply and subsequent

underutilization of more educated female labour. The current

high l-evel- of underutilization due to unemployment of never

married females in Sri Lanka, is partly attributed to the

'initial fertilíty transition' (ie. a decline in fertility

due to a rise in age at marriage) investigated by (Langford,

1981-) which resulted in never married young adult females

entering the labour force in larger numbers.

The changing roles and val-ue structures of women in t.he

household and in the transitional society promoted

increased f emale participatíon. The l-ikel-ihood of

unemployment was strong for femaLe children in the household

and a large number of persons in the sample were in the

category 'chil-dren in the family' . If the traditional

economic val-ues prevailed in the predominant,ly agricultural

economy, these persons should have been absorbed into the

tradítional avenues of family income (which would be mostly

farming) as additional hands. The changing nature of the

patriarchal social and production values is reflected in the

chitdren who were willing to wait until they got their

preferred occupation rather than work within the feudal

family system, particularly if they were more educated. That

such values are being developed in the society are shown by

the f act that t,hese children rece j-ved the support of the

family which was given in spite of the low average íncome
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in t.he househol-d (SE&LFS1985 / 86) during the period of

unemployment.

The proportion unemployed among young adult women in

the Sinhala community increased over the years and because

they are in the majority num-erically, this largely reflect,s

the effect,s of demographic and educational changes on female

participation and the attítudinal- changes occurring in the

society towards f emales . Bet.ween :-969 /7 0 and 1-990 / 9I , the

leve1 of unemployment had increased for the Moor ethnic

community. Apart from the general scarcit,y of employment

opportunities for persons seeking employment, this pattern

reflects the social- changes brought in by the educational

transition among women in the more t,raditional ethnic

communities. The young Muslim women have started t.o play a

more assertive role as earners in the household and evidence

from other sources adds strength to this contention (Dias,

L989:209). Among the Indian Tamil community, the likel-ihood

of femaLe unemployment was less because most of the women

are absorbed by the Lea plantation sector.

While the job preferences indicated that there were

high job expectations and aspirations among the unemployed

persons, support from the family during the period of

unemployment suggests that the parents also had high

expectations for their children, particularly for those who

were more educated. The l-ikelihood of a person being

unemployed was shown to be high when that person had

preferences for professional and related jobs or production

and related occupations. The 1-985/86 Survey showed that

young females predominantly preferred production and rel-ated

jobs, while the 1-990/91 survey showed a stronger preference
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for white col-Iar occupations, foLlowed by production and

related occupations. This also suggest,s that there is a

segment of vol-untary unemployment even among those who were

technically defined as involuntarily unemployed who opted to

wait until- they come ""?o"" a j ob that met their

aspirations.

A large proportion of the unemployed population had

either a junior secondary or senior secondary level of

education. They were persons exposed to a formal education

based on the western tradition and were armed with skills

that largely emphasised academic achievement, rather than

vocational skill-s. These persons were largely the out.put of

modern educational and technicaL institutions.

The likelihood of unemployment was higher for females

who had a junior secondary or senior secondary leve1 of

education and who were never married. The more educated had

specific occupational- preferences and were witling to wait

until the pref erred occupation came up. grlomen with lower

leve1s of education tried to fit into whatever work that was

available. These resuLts reflect the differential effects of

the early fertility transition and the educational

transÍtion on the labour force participation of females when

the economy was growing at a slow pace.

Unemployment was high for the more educated who had

aspirations of obtaining employment in professional and

technical occupations. There was a strong likelihood of

unemployment for young persons who had senior secondary or

higher l-eve1 of education and who aspired to enEer

professional and technical occupation"l. These occupational

lThis comment is made on the basis of regression tables that
had been controlled for each level of education.
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aspirations are associat,ed with the expectation of a

potential high income and an occupat,ion which is compatible

with the level- and content of education and training. In Sri

Lanka, professional jobs n":" been generally in the public

sector and the preference for professional occupations often

reflects a desire for long term continuous and secure jobs,

assuríng a regular income. These results further support the

proposition that the problem of labour underutilization is

closely linked to the pace, leve1 and interrelationships of

changes occurring in demographic, educational, social and

economic aspects of the socieL,y in Sri Lanka.

9 .3 .2 T'NDEREMPLOTAÍEN:T

Underemployment was found to be a major problem for
males as well as females. The magnitude of the

underemployment problem for females is indicated by t,he

Iarge proportion (43 per cent) of the total employed females

who were working less than 35 hours per week with some 55

per cenE of them seeking addit,ional or alternative

employment. At l-east 34 per cent of the underemployed women

were working less than 20 hours.

Underemployment was equally high for all age groups and

for both genders. However, the regression t.hat tested all

characteristics in a single model showed that those in the

younger ages were more IikeIy to be in underemployment than

females in the older groups. This feature can be explaj-ned

as a life cycle pattern of female labour force participation
j-n which, with marriage and children women opL for part-time

work. Nevertheless, these results also confirm the

proposition t.hat demographic characteristics are important

in explaining labour underutilizaE,ion due to
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underemployment, particularly of young people who are

seeking work or are in underemptoyment. The predominance of

young never married females in underemployment. is a lagged

effect of high population growth on labour absorption and is

identif ied by birth cofroit,s of early phase of the

demographic transition (table 9.1) . Persons identified in

birth cohorts of high population growth periods have

increasingly ent,ered the labour force during the last two

and a half decades. AIso included in thís set are cohorts of

females who increasingly postponed their marriages and by

doing so, found more time for economic activities, however

there are ot,her economic reasons for their underemployment,.

The share of underemployment in comparison to the share of

employment among the never married women ís high. This is a

resu1t of the general lack of suitable employment

opportunities to absorb the exodus of never married new

entrants to the labour force in product.ive employment. By

intent or by chance, in the Free Trade zones (FTz) in Sri

Lanka, several employment, avenues have been created since

1977, mainly absorbing never married young females.

Neverthel-ess, the strong likelihood of underemployment for

this group shows that employment avenues created in the

(FTZ) have not been adequate.

Underemployment patterns differed between ethnic

groups. This shows that there were differences in the impact

of the transitional society for each ethnic group. There was

a strong likelihood of underemployment among women of the

Sinhal-a community (see tabte 9.3). Sinhalese are the

majority communíty and they represent a large proportion of

the population who have been exposed to socio-demographic



Underemployment
Expected Observed

Part-time Employment
Expected Observed

Sinhala
Sri Lankan Tamil
Indian Tamil
MusLim

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
*

+
+
+

+
+

++
+
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Table 9.3
The Expected and Observed Relationships Between Cultural
Charact,eristics and Und I nt Part - time t

ources: chapters seven E r-g t
Notes' *** Strongly significant at 99 per cent level

* significant at 90 per cent confidence level

and economic changes. The result is an indication that, the

pace of the ímpact of the changing society on women and how

t.hey reacted to these changes $¡as different for each ethnic

community.

Table 9.4 shows that the likelihood of underemployment

was strongly and significantly related co a person's

economic characteristics. The likelihood of underemployment

for production and related workers was strong and

significant. Cross-tabulation analysis showed that the

TabLe 9.4
The Likelihood of Underemployment and Part-time Employment

Economic Characteristics of t Persons.

Sources: Chapters 7 and I
Notes ' *** Significant at 99 per cent confidence level-

** Significant at 95 per cent confidence level
ns Not signíficant

Underemployment
Expected Observed

Part-time Employment
Expected Observed

Occupations

V'lhite Collar
Agriculture +
Production +
Employment Status
Casual +
Own Account Worker +
Unpaid Family Worker +
Employer

+
+

+
+

***
NS

***
NS

+

+
+
+

+ **
+ **
- ***

***
***
***

**
NS
***

***
**
***

***
***

***

***
NS
**

***
***
***
***
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increased supply of young female l-abour had been largely

absorbed by informal- occupations in the production sector.

In case of unpaid family workers and agricultural workers

the observed result deviated from the expected resul-t

largely because their work time is al-so determined by their

conjugal and familial dutíes as discussed in section 9.3.3.

The pattern of high underemployment among persons

irrespective of their l-evel of education, is partly

attributed to an oversupply of manpower in relation to a low

demand. High level-s of underemployment among all educational

level-s is an indication of the nature of job scarcity

prevailing ín the country which is affecting all- l-evel-s of

ed.ucation. Such underemployment was particularly high for

those wíth senior secondary level of education. The general

tendency of more educated persons was to enter or wish to

enter higher income employment. The highest income brackets

of sal-aried persons were those with a senior secondary or

higher level-s of education. Nevertheless, a large proportion

of persons in current employment who have higher educational

Ievels, even if they were working normal hours sought

al-t.ernative or additional employment. because their income

from employment was l-ow. The largest proportions of the

Iowest income reCeivers were Concentrated among persons who

had low educational level-s.

9.3 .3 PART-TIME EMPLOYI{ENT

Tabl-e 9 .5 presents some of multiple regression resul-ts

of part - time working women t.hat had been previously

presented in Chapter Eíght. Cross-tabulation analysis showed

t.hat part-t.ime work was high for females among all age

groups, except for 20-29 age group which is also confirmed



Proportion of
employed working
Iess than 35 hours
and not seeking work

Expected Observed

r-5 - l_9
20 -29
30-39
40-49

84 .3
82.3
92 .6
91 .r

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

Age

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Never Married
Currently Married
Widowed/Divorced/Sep

status

+
+

- **
+ ***
+ ***

*
***
***

73.3
96.2
94.4

Marital- S
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Char
Table 9'.5

acteristics of the Part-time Worki Females

Source:
Notes:
level;

Chapters Six, Seven and Eight
*** Ètrongly significant at 99 per cent, confidence
** significant at 95 per cent confidence leveL
* significant at 90 per cent confidence fevel.
Not. significantNS

by the regression analysis +¡hich showed less likelihood of

part-time employment for this group. It was seen in the

previous section that there was a Strong Iikelihood of

underemployment for the 20-29 age group. The increased age

at marriage of females, declining marital fertilj-ty, the

smaller family size in the early years of marriage, are

suggested aS reaSons that have not only promoted higher

participation of women of potential reproduct,ive ages but

also have increased t,heir ability to participate in fuII

time occupations.

The tikelihood of part-time empJ-oyment for the 15-19

age group was positive and strongfy significant. This resul-t

can be explaíned by the fact that the l-5-19 age group have

settled. for part-time employment to be compat.ible with

education or to gain initial entry to the Labour market.
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Cinar (1-994:372) f ound that scarcity of j obs open to

unskilled, married females in Turkey lead married women to

take up informal Sector subcontracted emplolrment to work at

home and that such work is largely 'disguised' Leon and

Bednarzik(1978:4) found that..j-n the United States of America

there was a strong likelihood of married women with children

who are working away f rom home to be in part-t,ime

employment. Both these patterns can be identified in Sri

Lanka. There was a strong likel-ihood of currently married

women being in part-time employment, because while the poor

economíc conditions compel women to work in order to

supplement the family income, the patriarchal nature of the

society entails that with marriage, a larger proport.ion of

females would either prefer short hourS of \Alork or become

full--time housewives so as to be compatible with the many

roles t.hat a women has to perf orm (Kurian , 1985 ¡ Mahadevan

1989) . The l-ikelihood. of part-time emplo)¡ment for widowed,

d.ivorced and. 1ega11y separated women j-ndicated the same

pattern as for currently married women. There was a Strong

Iikelihood of female spouses being in part-time employment

(tab1e 9.6) and this is due to the familial and conjugal

obligations required of married r^lomen (Kurj-an, L985; Hollup,

1-993 :67 -87) . The part-t,ime employment, of t,hese women

enabled compatibility of the dual roles that they had to

play aS housewíves and income earners. This pattern of

participation suggests that being married increased the

tendency for a woman to prefer part-time employment.

There was a strong likelihood of part-time employment

for Indian Tamil women. The result is related to the hours

of work in the tea estates being curtailed by climatic
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Tabl-e 9.6
The Likelihood of Vol-untary Part-time Employment of Women by
Househol-d Status.

Sources: Chapters 7 I
Notes ' *** Significant at 99 per cent

** Significant at 95 per cent
ns Not significant

factors. Kurian(1985) notes the dominance of patriarchal

values among Indian Tamil estate workers. The reason why

they do not seek additional or al-ternative employment can

also be related to their family obligations associated with

patriarchal social val-ues of Indian Tamil community where

rigid rol-e segregation in the household prevails. It is

exclusively the responsibility of women to attend to

household chores and bríng up the children. Another reason

for the low number of hours worked in rubber and coconut

estates is the nature of the work which takes only a few

hours. For example, a rubber tapper has to work only for a

few hours in the morning.

Of the 6O per cent of total part-time employment in

agriculture, close to half were unpaid family workers. Such

vol-untary part-time work was largely associated with spouses

and children of own account farmers. The patriarchal social

val-ues of production, aS well as the labour Surplus nature

of the t.radítional- agricultural- economy are important causes

of these trends. Among production related occupations part-

time work was largely concentrated among home-based

confidence
confidence

l-evel
l-evel-

Part-time Employed
Expected Observed

Head of househol-d
Spouse
child
Other

+

***
***
***
***

+

+

**
***
***
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occupations such as beedi preparation and spinning, weaving

and related occupations. In these occupations cl-ose to B0

per cent of female part-tíme workers were either regular or

casual l-abourers or own-account workers and refLect the

expanding informal secLor in the changing economy. The

deviation of observed from expected for domestic Servants,

boarders and lodgers who comprise the others category is

because of their temporary status in the household and

therefore the resul-t do not indicate the actual pattern.

9.4 FEMALE LABOUR ABSORPTION PATTERNS

Labour underutiLization in Asia originat,es from (1)

landlessneSS or seasonal factors affecting agricultural-

production patterns, (2) the level- and pattern of economic

development in t.he country and (3) the nature of labour

absorption in different sectors of the economy (Oshima,

1990 44-45) . Patterns of underemployment. in agricultural

sector in Sri Lanka refl-ect aL1 of these. The agriculture is

the main source of employment (comprising cl-ose to 50 per

cent of totat employment) for a large proportion of

underemployed women. They largely work aS casual labours or

unpaid family workers. Land for production ín the sector is

scarce and is dominat.ed by marginal sized holdings

(Department of Census and Statistics, I9B2a:1-3-15) .

The wide spectrum of production and related occupations

refl-ects the complexity and heterogenity of informal

activities. The heterogenity of skills in the sector further

supports the contention that the Sector is expanding. The

occupations in this Sector are largely those that need

craftsmen-level- skitl-s and unsophisticated services

requiring only a smal-I input of capital investment. Femal-e
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labour absorption to the production sector industries is

largely as casual employees or own-account workers. They

are engaged mostly in off-farm activities or home based

informal activity such as beedí making, basketry weaving.

Such activíties are mostly Jnotn"tized and use traditional

methods. Analysis in Chapters Seven and Eight showed that.

most of the younger population who were new entrants to the

labour force took up informal employment due to the scarcity

of employment opportunities. The structural change that had

occurred is that, women who are employed in non-agricultural

or off-farm informal activities, are those who have been

pushed out of the already fragmented agricultural land,

largely due to the scarcity of land (Hewavitharana, 1986;

1991) .

Oversupply in relation to a l-imited demand in the local-

market has created underemployment among skilled workers and

particularly among males. rie increased. supply in the early

t,o late 1980's was partly due to the government policy to

train additional skill-ed workers to work in foreign

countries (Employment and Manpower Division, L9B2:40-43;

1985). Thís policy was adopted to combat unemployment and to

earn foreign remittances. Those who were working more than

35 hours were al-so looking for additional- emptoyment. This

is a resul-t of low wages and the income level-s of all wage

employees in general.

The incidence of formal and informat commerciaL

activities in the sales category of occupations suggests

that commercial activities in the private sector are growing

f ast . Neverthel-ess, the high level- of underemployment in the

sector suggests low productivity in terms of potential
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working hours. The prevailing circumstances do not provide

the adequate business environment to fully utilize the

management and entrepreneurial skill-s of the work force. For

a strong prívate sector to function it is important that

such skil-l-s should be utilized fully. A growing interest in

entrepreneurial work (though at an embryonic stage) among

women is shown by the substantial- proportion of (at least

one third) sel-f-employed \^Iomen in the services sector,

suggesting that there is further scope for the private

sector to strengthen and expand in the country.

A large proportion (more than hal-f ) of women in the

services Sector were in domestic and laundry services and

they were largety underemployed. A high incidence of

domestic workers is also an indication of the lack of

employment opportunities for women generally and low wage

level-s associated with excess supply in a situation of low

demand especially for less educated women.

fn a transitional society or in a developíng economy,

voluntary part-time work of \Àlomen shouf d be understood in

the context of the changing role of women. Social- and

economic changes in transitional socíeties have driven women

towards wage employment and increased education has tended

\^romen towards more occupational choíce and to f ind

compatibility between work and family.

The sl-ow change in the absorption of f emal-es into

employment is reflected in t.he large number of females still-

employed as unpaid family workers in agriculture, âs well as

in productíon related occupations. Such occupations were

largely in the informat sector and home based industries.
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The prevailing patriarchal production values, where the

labour of women and children is taken for granted by the

head of the househol-d and lack of adequate employment

opportunities for the increa-sing numbers of females who are

seeking employment, have caused such employment patterns.

9.5 POLIEY IUPLICATIONS

As a consequence of the high population growth patterns

of the preceding two decades, the currenE l-abour force

growth rates in Sri Lanka are high. Similarly, the declining

fertility among currently fecund females who have opted t,o

push up the age of marital fertility augments the flow of

females into the labour force. An important implication of

such a development is whether the economy is capable of

providing suitable employment for this large influx of more

educated, young adult females. A large proportion of the

addition to t,he Labour force would be inicially never

married or newly *".ri.â with smal-I families. The

occupational aspirations of unemployed young persons shows

t.hat they largely prefer employment in the manufacturing

sector or in professional, technical- and related

occupations. To cater for these aspirations the economy

should expand, particularly in these sectors. Can these

aspirations be met by encouraging the services sector to

expand? lrlhat shouLd be the role of the public sector in this

regard? Publ-ic sector occupations in education and health

sub-sectors show that chances of further employment creation

in these sectors are Iow. Creat.ion of employment

opportunities in the professional, technical and related

occupations should not be at the cost of productivity of

employment in these sectors. If the need for professional-
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and technical- occupations rises as a resul-t of a multiplier

effect of the expanding manufacturing sector, productivity

in these occupations could be achieved. The lack of adequate

investment potential within the country may be a major

problem in expanding the manufacturing indust,ries.

Encouragement of direct foreign investment to expand

manufacturing industries is part of the solution.

Several roles performed by women need to be recognized

in femal-e-target.ed development programmes. The demographic

transition has brought about a nucleation of the family

which tended to increase the labour force participation of

women from smaller sized families. Not only shouLd service

support (which should include chil-d care services, the

provision of facil-ities such as water service and

electricity, and the use of time saving devises to lessen

household chores) be provided for participating $7omen, but

al-so ways and means of promoting the participation of

married mothers in economic activity shouLd be examined and

fostered.

Even though a free educat,ion policy has been in place

for the last forty years, a substantj-a1 proportion of the

school population drop out of the system before junior

secondary 1evel of education. These dropouts comprise an

addition to the labour supply of young persons. Improvements

in school attendance and fostering increased participation

of young adult. persons in primary, junior secondary and

seníor secondary education would retain these persons in the

schoot system for a further period. This would reduce the

addition of school dropouts to an already labour surplus

market in the immediate period. Policies to retain a larger
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number of primary and junior secondary school children in

schools for a longer period of time woul-d also improve t.he

quality of labour supplied. However the lagged effect of

every new intake into the school system on the labour

market, (at least on broad terms) must be considered ín the

employment creation policies.

A quarter to a hal-f of the working age population as

ind.icated by the three surveys analysed in this study had

more Lhan a junior secondary level of education. At l-east

one-fifth of the working age population with this level of

education were unemployed and closer to half of the employed

were invol-untarily working l-ess than normaf hours.

Continuous output. from the educational- institutions

increases the magnitude of the problem. The younger

generations armed with skitl-s and aptitudes received from

the education system are not capable of finding employment.

The f act t.hat the economy, was incapable of absorbing the

output from the educational institutions was not a resul-t of

comptete incompatibility bet,ween the educat j-on sysLem and

the economy but rather an over supply for a limited demand-

This contention is supported by the substantial growth in

the economy in more recent years. This has resul-ted in the

younger entrants to the labour force t.o being lost between

two worlds; the worl-d that Lhey were born into which

inherited the traditional society and the worl-d that they

were learníng to fit into which is the changing society.

Thus, when it came to t.he question of finding employment for

those who had come out of the educational system, it was the

traditional economy which provided the opport,unities.
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The future output from educational institutions

providing junior secondary and above 1evels of education

could be better matched to fit into the needs of the

changing economy. The changes in the economy , should be

biased towards manufacturing employment which would lead to

an accel-erated agro-industrial transition2 in the economy.

The fact that a large proportion of the employed are stíl-l

traditional- farmers or in home-based production occupations

which employ only traditional skilIs suggests that the

contribution of t.he education System to the modernization of

the agricultural economy has been limited. An educational

expansion targeting the already employed should be launched,

with a view to expand agro-based industries that provide

additional secondary emplo)¡ment for those engaged in the

agricultural occupations .

Expansion of educational opportunities has had positive

results for women, Such aS the improvement of assertiveness,

leadership potential and l-abour force participation

(Samarasinghe, 1989) . Increased exposure to formal education

resulted in a change of attitude towards the economic value

of female human resources and their earning potential.

Policies promoting skill development of women in the wider

scope of vocational and technical areas has widened the

occupational horizon of emplolrment for women (National

Planning Division, L988:98-106). The more educated women are

able to find better paid ernployment in the professional,

technical and related occupations. Unemployed, educated

\^romen who aspire to enter prof essional- and technical

2 The Ceylon Daily News, OcLober L2 1993 report.s that the
government and private sector leaders have set the year 2000
as a d.eadline for Sri Lanka to achieve Newly Industrialised
country status.
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occupations cannot find employment because simply such

employment avenues are not available because of the stagnant

nature of the services sector. The crucial question to

address is how, in what proportion and in which sectors of

Ehe economy the employment ]olicies could incorporate t.he

job aspirations of a targe number of persons seeking

professional and technical types of jobs. Shou1d these

occupations be created in the private sector or the public

sector? Which are the sectors that need further development

and where could additíonat types of employment be created?

Already there are restructuring programmes in operation to

curtait Iow productívity in the government services. There

is a need to look at new directions to create such

employment situations. If the private sector is t,o play a

major role what shoutd be the role of the government? The

economic development strategy and the investment policies of

the government should address these crucial guestions.

Since the 1980's employment creation f or r¡lomen in the

modern sector has largely been in the tabour intensive,

manufacturing industries located free trade zones

(Masinghe and Gunasekara, L99L:350-35L; Daily News,

lgg2:February 19¡ Daily News, L994:January 6).However the

demand in export processing zones is based on the motivation

of employers to cut costs and increase international

competitiveness by employing women who have a relatively

weaker labour market position than men (ILO, l-993d). Female

workers with their 'nimble fingers, docilíty And beaverish

productivityr are more likeIy to accept low wagies and poor

working conditions and are Less 1ike1y to complain' (ILO,

1993d) . Female workers, especially the older and married
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ones, are al-so wulnerable to labour shedding by companies

which normally do not want to keep them after a few years.

These femaLe workers therefore tend to be in a state of

'dependent insecurity', _threatened by redundancy,

retrenchment or replacement. ILO(1993d) asserts that there

j-s an urgent need to understand the changing employment

practices of foreign and loca1 investors, especially those

j-n the export processing zones. The challenge is to ensure

that manufacturing actually offers women modern, secure,

remunerative and long-term employment, instead of the sector

being an avenue through which women are made to bear the

brunt of structural adjustments.

The Sri Lankan government has taken steps to identify

the marginalized persons in home-based occupations and pay

them a supplementary subsistence allowance (Ceylon Daily

News, 1-994: February 14) . I better way woul-d have been to

address the problem at the village level- by incorporating

these occupations into the development effort and taking

steps to make such industries more productive.

Women employed in the production sector were largely in

unskilled, labour intensive jobs either as self-employed or

as unpaid family workers, mostly concentrated in rural

areas. These women who are employed in home-based

occupations, cottage industries or in the informal sector

need a new impetus. ' It is the successful development of

self-employment and micro enterprises that will determine

whether the informal sector is a sector of l-ast resort or a

productive and viable source of empJ-oyment, for women' (ILO,

1993d:1-04¡ ESCAP,L993z1-2-16) . The exist,ing drawbacks for the

development of these cottage industries by each village
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should be investigated and steps taken to rectify the

situation. In helping out these industries it is important

to dist.inguish between home-based work linked with the

formal sector 'which is just a different form of paid

empJ-oyment and those invotved- in cottage industries or micro

enterpriSe businesses who are actually self-employed and

often have DO, or irregular, Iinks with t.he formal- sectorl

(ILO, 1-993d.292) . Successful market-oriented intervention

programmes providing marketing supports should have the

potential to reach the largest number of beneficiaries. Some

of these l-ow cost, easy to deliver progranìmes woul-d be rural

credit schemes and income generating activities, trainj-ng,

counselling and technology transfer addressed to both men

and women.

The Janasaviya project which is being implemented in

Sri Lanka is largely an agricultural development project

which emphasises productivity and poverty alleviation,

rather t.han employment creation. This proj ect was l-aunched

as a crash programme to uplift l-5,000 villages (Ceylon Daily

News , 7.993, March 7th) and targeted only a small proportion

of the poverty stricken vi1Iages. Poverty al-leviation

projects have generally promoted a masculinization of

opportunities and a dísplacement of female labour, so that

women have been increasingfy pushed into marginal product.ion

( ILO, 1993d : 13 ; ESCAP , a993 ) . Such l-abour displacing

mechanisms include the 'mechanization of rice cultivation

and t.hreshing, direct seeding of rice displacing labour

associated with transplanting and increased use of

herbisides disptacing weeding'. Therefore it is important to

understand. t,he effects of agricultural- development policies
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on women and steps taken to ensure employment for women

working in agriculture because more than half of employed

women are in the agricultural sector.

The JanasavÍya project.. was formulated by government

official-s targeting low income recipients. In the

formul-ation of such a policy, a greater participat.ion of the

villagers at the grassroots l-eve1 of development is

desirable. For example, the sum of Rs 25,000 handed by the

government to each identified family should not denote that

the government is giving money to help with day to day

consumption needs because these households have no other

income. instead the money input should be taken as a capital

input to the unemployed to support them in potential

employment ventures or enhance the existing employment and

thus improve the economic condition of the villages through

improving productivity. The government help is addressed

mainly to the head of the household who in most of the

househol-ds is a male. Therefore t.he Janasaviya project does

not specifically address the needs of the women in the

household.

The Janasaviya-project in its current form does not

address the specific problems of women who are largely in

home-based production. Some of these problems are the

absence of recognition of work performed by \^¡omen, the lack

of occupational- skiIIs, the needed production finesse, and

the lack of marketing skills etc. These are all attributes

of informal activities. In the planning process, employment

projects which address these drawbacks must consult the

targeted population so that they are accepted by the
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targeted female population and implemented with the guidance

of the government.

At the implementation 1evel, immediate relief could be

given by adopting some general strategies to help these

industries. An immediate necessity ís to identify women who

are engaged in home-based industries at the village l-evel.

This could be easily done by using data already available

from Granasevaka officials. There are women who need

financial help to improve their industries. An immediate

step that coul-d be taken is to f acil-itate adequate

collateral for self-employed women to borrow from lending

institutions. Some of these women who are in need of

technical competence could be given skills training to

enhance their home-based productions and encourage and train

them to target their production for sophisticated markets

within the country, âs wel-l- as overseas. Finding local and

international markets for such products, organizíng

transportation of the products and helping them t.o sel-I

their products at reasonable prices may be some of the

additionat strategies to develop these home-based production

related occupations. Other than the above mentioned general

approaches, the identification of the problem of labour

underutil-ízation in home-based indust.ries, shouLd be

addressed in terms of the unique nature of the problem of

each individual person and solutions put forward

accordingly.

Large proportions of women (at least 40 per cent of the

total emptoyed) who are unpaid family workers refl-ects the

unequal status of women as economic producers in the

production System which stil1 upholds patriarchal societal-
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values in rural- areas of Sri Lanka. Such situations show

that women's economic rol-e is regarded as secondary and

supplementary. 'The patriarchal economic values and

attitudes define separate domains of privilege and

responsibility for men and women' (Caldwe11, t9B2) . Further

education of these women woul-d help in this regard. Official

estimates shoul-d take into account the contribution of these

women to the gross domestic product. Employment generating

policies that intend to develop the village economy by

fostering income generation and employment should recognize

the economíc contribution of female unpaid family workers

who engage in food production and who perform other various

services. Steps should be taken to ensure their rights and

enhance their income and productivity.

Domestic service has been an important sector in

providing employment for women. In view of this fact, steps

should be taken to regularise domestic service under

suitabl-e protective labour regulat.ions . The working hours,

conditions of work, training to use modern household

equipment, employer-employee relationships and most

importantly, wages of those who are engaged ín such

employment should be defined and protected by 1aw.

'The household is a non-profit earning institution which

provides employment' (ILO, 1993). In such a context, 'The

characteristics of the private households as a sector of

employment shoul-d be t.aken into account when considering

protective legislation covering servanLs. For instance,

continued survival of the househoLd is rarely dependent on

the domestic worker and there is no profit motive as in a

business where increasing costs can be recovered from
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clients, so separate wage f ixj-ng may be appropriate. t (ILO,

1993:94) .

9.6 IMPLICÀTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCII AI{D DÀTA COLLECTION

In the course of this 
:.tudy 

several- issues relating to

the problem of labour underutilization of women which

warranted further investigation were revealed. Fragmentation

of agricultural land and scarcity of land for agriculture

affected those employed in the agricultural sector by

denying them adequaEe use of the mosE important source of

production, ie. 'agriculturaL land'. The nature of data

collected by agricultural censuses and other Sources such as

surveys do not throw light on how land fragrmentation has

affected the productivity and emplo]¡ment patterns of females

engaged in agriculÈure. A large proportion of young, âs well

as older women find employment, in agriculture, largely

working less than normal hours of work. An investigation

into patterns of labour ,rrrAetrrtilization associated with

l-and ownership and fragmentation among women, would help

understand the problem better. Such a study shoul-d examine

t,he issues of the impact of changing agricultural technology

and production on women; the ownership of 1and, other

aSSetS, Lechnology, and skilIs available to women; \^Ihether

there is a relationship between land ownership, land

fragmentation and labour underutilization of women in the

agricultural sector and whether there is a regional

variation in the land man ratio and female labour

underutilization in the Çountry. lrlhat is the effect of land

Settlement schemes based on rj-ver valIey development on the

ownership of land by women?
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Little is known about the home-based production sector

even though this sector dominates in providing non-

agricultural- employment for women. Studies are necessary to

understand the income levels- and earning patterns of women

in home-based production among voluntary part-time workers

in order to assist in developing appropriate policy and

programme protection. Such a study shoul-d examine the line

of production of home based commodities and services up to

the retailing of such commodities and services and the

institutions and procedures involved in the process.

Time use studies at the village level should be

conducted to find out t,he contribution of women to the

economy, how women use their time in economic and domestic

tasks around the house and t.he economic val-ue of such work.

Such a study not only should assess the cont.ribution of

women to the economy, but also should include the value of

their contribution to the national income.

Patterns and causes of unpaid family work in different

sectors of t.he economy should be investigated. Such an

investigation should reveal the contribution of unpaid

family workers t,o the family income and the national income.

A high incidence of unpaíd female family workers were

observed in all levels of educat.iona and in all occupations,

particularly in agriculture which is dominated by

traditional- practices. Whether unpaid family work is a

feature due to the persistence of patriarchal production

values in the society or whether it is due to a lack of

other avenues of employment should be examined.

There are several aspects of domestic workers that need

to be further investigated including their characteristics
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which have not been studied. Apart from the assumption that

prevailing poverty drives women to enter domestic Services,

Iittl-e is known about such workers. Studies that reveal the

determinants of the supply and demand for domestic services

are lacking. Little is Lrro*rJabout the relationship between

t.he family size, increased female participation in economic

activity and the need for domestic services? Do domestic

workers move into other Sectors of the economy? Are they

socially mobite? Do they become more assertive? The internal-

migration patterns of domestic workers have not. been

investigated at all. There is no information to understand

the migrat,ion patterns of domestic workers. Are domestic

workers mainly local or migrant workers who have migrated

f rom viltages to towns? What are t,he similarities and

differences between domestic workers who work in the country

and international domestic workers?

Needs assessment studies for working women at the

district levet should be conducÈed t,o assess the support,

services required by working r^romen. Such studies coul-d give

guid.e-Iines to organize a network of child-care services and

other Support services for women with the support of the

government and non-government organizations.

Fema1e international labour migration was an important

issue during the 1970's and L980's. Contributions of

migrants in terms of remittances to the economy have been

the most important source of foreign exchange for the

country. Even though migration of the potential working age

population has been an import,ant issue in Sri Lanka, this

aspect has not been investigated in relation to the

prevailing high leveLs of labour underutilization. Another
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important question regarding the current migration patterns

is whether such patterns conform to the hypothesis of

mobility transition. It would be interesting to investigate

this aspect

There is a need to investigate how social labour

protection coul-d be extended to the informal sector. Since

these persons currently do not have any form of occupational

protection there is a need to find out how fundamental

rights, minimum health and safety standards and rudimentary

forms of Social protection to workers who are currently

unprotected can be given. Effects of the extension of such

Iegislation on the particular groups of workers should also

be studied in order to establish priority and feasibility,

as weLl as to establ-ish complementary enforcement

mechanisms.

A series of studies should be conducted at, the

village/town/district/province leveIs to monitor educational

output f rom t.he school system, and to identify how such

human capital resources have been utilized. The use of

current education and the required additional educational

skills for each employed and unemployed person should be

investigated. These studies coul-d be used for the

establ-ishment of a national data base on human capital

resources which could be updated on a continuing basis. The

feed-back from such studies coul-d be used to address

dist.rict Specific vocational education requirements in the

education system and man-power planning requirements.

An inevitable aspect of demographic transition is the

process of ageing that. the population undergoes '

Repercussions of such an ageing process on the working age
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popuLation and, the labour force participation are many. IS

there a relationship between the ageing process and the

part-time empl-oyment patterns of females? In the course of

this study it was noted t.hat_the older age group of men and

women tended to participate in voluntary part-time v¡ork.

Further research is needed to understand the effect of

ageing on the labour force participation of females and

employment patterns of the working age population-

The censuses and surveys conducted by government

authorities responsible for collect.ing data for use by

policy makers and researchers have not adhered to comparable

definitions, especially with regard to the collection of

labour force data and units of measurements. The

comparability of definitions such as economically active

population, emplol¡ment, unemplo)¡ment, ref erence periods

used., and. household or housing units, used to measure Lhe

economically active poputation is important to build up a

time Seríes data base and to comprehend the changes that

have occurred over tíme. The use of different time reference

periods is the most obvious drawback that could be rectified

quite easily and without any additional cost. Similarly, the

definition of employed and unemployed that had been used

differ in these sources of data. There are also differences

in the use of units of measurement where Some Surveys have

used the household, while others have used housing uniEs aS

the units of measurement. If conversion factors for

converting the data coLlected from the househoLd to that

collected from housing units, ot vice versa were available

thís problem could have been easily resolved. To rectify

anomalies of this nature not only should different
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departments in the Same ministry who have an int.erest in

labour force data get together and discuss, but also

different ministries who collect Iabour force data should

discuss the comparability of definitions before conducting

censuses and surveys.

The Quarterly Survey that has been ínitiated to coll-ect

Iabour force data since 1990 is an important step in

collecting regular labour force data to observe continuous

trends and. patterns. Even though most definitions used in

this survey were comparable with the Socio-Economic and

Labour Force Survey of L985/86, the definitions used for

voluntary and involuntary part-time employment were not

comparable. Such incompatibility is created by the sequence

of the questions asked regarding the hours of work and the

secondary employment in t.he Quarterly Survey. This anomaly

can be easily rectified by_ adjustj-ng the seç[uence of the

questions and ad.ding a questíon relating to whether he/she

is seeking ad.ditional or alternative employment. This

question should be asked for aI1 employed persons, and

irrespective of the number of hours worked. Such a question

should be asked from all persons who are empl-oyed. In

addition details of aII secondary employment of the person

should be collected. The structure of the questionnaire can

also be improved to obtain more relevant information

regarding underemPloYment .

This study has been hampered by the inadequacy or

unavailability of migration dat.a, particularly for females.

There is inadequacy and unavailability of migraEion data for

t.he researchers as well aS planners even though mobility

transition was an important, component of socio-economic
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transition that occurred in the country. Since the 1980's

migration had become one of the important determinants of

labour supply. Other than ad hoc surveys mostly done at the

village level, a continuous source of information concerning

migrants is the information obtained at the ports of landing

and departure. Embarkation and landing cards therefore are

the basic Sources of information about Sri Lankan migrants.

Every effort should be made to ensure that correct and

complete information is obtained from persons who fill in

these cards, by ensuring that they are filled in properly.

Some of the migration data collected were not avail-able by

d.emographic and other socio-economic characterist.ics. The

information obtained from the landing card can be improved

by including a question on t.he duration of stay abroad.

Current.ly the ínf ormation requested ís only regarding t'he

date of last departure which is not adequaEe. That question

does not provide correct information if the migrant has

visited t.he home country prior to his/her final landing.

Similarly, on thís card information could be collected on

the level- of education, professional, technical or

vocational education, Skill- and the occupation of the person

concerned before migration. Assurance of confidentiality is

not given regarding the personal information revealed in the

card. If information obtained from landing cards is not used

for tax purposes, more accurate information coul-d be

obtained regarding occupations and the purpose of migration.

Femal_e labour migration in sri Lanka is a recent

development and has complex socio-economic, demographic and

cultural implications. AS Such, migration of women deserves

a better f ocus in data col-l-ection aS weII as data analysis.
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Some of the studies that have been done regarding migratj-on

of Sri Lankans abroad are not gender-focused at a1l or only

partially focused. Recently created semi-government agencies

such as the Sri Lanka Bureau of Foreign Employment (created

in 1-985) is also an agency in possession of data regarding

migrating women. SLFBE should take steps to analyse such

data or make such data available for planning purposes.

The coding that has been used in some of the major

analyses of embarkation cards (for example t,he study done by

Employment and Manpower Divisíon, 1985) to understand the

skilI requirements and the level of education of the

migrants is arbitrary and too broad. For example, the

categories such as high, middle, skilled and unskilled are

too broad indeed. These definitions do not compare with

coding used by ot,her sources of data. These anomalies can

easily be rectified by adhering to coding using educational

Ieve1s.

The demographic and agro-industrial transitions have

brought forth a transitional economy and society which has

important repercussions for female labour force

part.icipation in Sri Lanka. The analysis in this study has

shown that there is a serious problem of labour

underut,il-ization among Sri Lankan \^/omen. Encouragiement of

female labour force participation has been an issue of

importance in this international decade attributed to women.

Therefore an equally important issue and a challenge for the

government of Srj- Lanka and for governments around the world

is to facilitate adequate utilization of female labour

resources.
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Appendix 2.1
Survey Questions: SES1969/70, SE&LFS1985/86, LFSl990/9L.

socío - Econonic survey L969/7O (SES19øg/7Ol
Personal Charact,eris tics
l- Seria1 number of the household
3. Relationship to head of household (HH) : -
Head of househól- d,/wj-íre /lnusband/êon/daughter/parents/
other rel-ation/domestic servants/ other
5 . Sex: - MaIe/f emal-e
6. Age:- Age at last birthday
7 . ltãrital status: - Never married/married/widowed/
divorced/seperated
8. Nationality: - Ceylonese by decent/Ceylonese by
registrat :-on/ non Ceyl-onese
9 . Race: - Sinhalese/Ceylon Tamil/Ceyl-on Moor/
MaIay/Burger/other
1o . neligion: - Buddhist/ctrristians/ltindu/Muslim/other
1-2. Level- of education:- No schooling/primary
(grades 1,-5) / middle school (passed grade 6 to GCE') /
passed. GCE/passed Advanced GCE or HSC/under graduat.e/
degree/Post graduate
Labour Force Charact,erístics
14. Type of Activity:- Employed/unemployed/engaged in own
house work/ student/retired, old, disabled/too young to
work/other
15. Principal occupation or kind of work
1-6. Type of economic activity or place of work
1-i . Employment sLatus: - Employer/employee/own account
worker/unpaid family worker.
18. If unemployed whether registered for employment: -
Registered/ not registered.

Source: Department of Census and Statistics,
t973a ¡ appendix

SocÍo - Econonic and Labour Force Survey L985/86 (SE&LFS
].e8s/85)
Personal Characteris ticE
1 Seria1 number of the household
3. !'rhat is your relationship to the head of househol-d?
Head of houÈehol.d./ wífe /husband/son/daughter/parents/
other relation/domestíc servants/other
4. Sex: - MaLe/female
5. Age:- Age at last birthday
6. Ráce: - Sinhalese/Ceylon Tamil/Ceylon Moor/
Mal-ay/Burger/Other
7 . Religiom : - Buddhist/Christians/ltindu/Muslim/otrrer
8. levã1 of educaLion: - No schooling/eassed grade 0-4/
passed grade 5-7/passed grade 8-9/passed GCE OL/
NCGE/passed GCEAL or HNCE/ degree/post graduate degree
L0. tqãrital status: - Never married/married/widowed/
divorced/seperated
Labour Force Characteristics
4. Was he/she economically active for a major part of
last L2 months (employed or available for empll¡ment) ? t -
Yes/no
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5. Was he/she usually employed:- Yes/no
or unemployed: - Yes/no

6.Was ne/sñe mainly engaged in household duties/ student/
otherwise inactive.
10. Did he/she do any work for pay profit or family gain
during the last calendar week? Yes/no
11. Oia fre/she have an enterprise or job at which did not
work last cal-endar week? Yes/no-
1,2. was he/she avail-able f or work during the last
calendar week? Yes/ no
13. Reason for non avaílabi1ity: - Studies/ household
work/ retirement, old. age/ infirmity, disabitity/ too
young/ other reasons (sPecífY).
1+ - Wfry ai_O he/she not work during last cal-endar week?
fllness or injury/ stríkes or lockout/ holiday, vacation
or other leavè of absence/ reduction in economic
activity/ of.f-season inactivity/ bad weather/ mechanical
or elecLrical breakdown/ shortage of raw materials or
fuels/ other reasons (specífy)
15a. How long has he/she been continuously absent from
work?
t-5b. what kind of attachment has he/she to his/her job or
enterpríse?
Own eäterprise/ Payment for duration of absence/Assurance
or agreement on return to work/ Other forms of attachment
if any
16. näture of main occupation:- (a)Industry (b)Occupation
(c) Status-
Paid employee : - Regular/casual/
SeIf emÞfoie¿ /employerfown account worker/ unpaid family
worker.
r7 . Nature of second occupatiorf if any: - (a) Industry
(b) Occupat.ion (c) Status
t_9. The ñumber of hours actually worked during the last
calendar week?
On the main occupation/ on aLl occupations
21-. What are the reasons for working less?
Voluntary: - Illness or ínjury/ holiday/leave of
absence/ètrike/not available for fuII-time work for other
voluntary reasons
Involuntàryr- Mechanical or electrical breakdown/
shortage or raw materials or fuel /l-ock out /Iay off/bad
weathei/ off season/fuII time work not available for
other involuntarY reasons
22. Was he/she available for additional work during l-ast
calendar week?
23. What type of work would he/she be available for? Paid
employment/self employment/any other
24-. What steps has he/she taken during the last l-2 months
in search of paid emPloYment?
Registered with public or private employment
agencies/applied to prospective employers/checked at
fãrms/estates /factorjes/ mar ets/work sites/placed or
answered advertisements/sought assistance of friends or
relatives /looked for land, building, machinery,
equipment or finance for setting up own enterprise/
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other steps (specify) / no specific steps taken.
25. How long has he/she been seeking emplolrment since
he/she became unemployed?
26. Why has he/she not been seeking employment?
Discouraged due to inabil-ity to get a job/
Believes no suitable work available/ Engaged in househol-d
duties/ engaged in studies/ nnçrged in other non-economic
activity/ Otfrer reasons
28. What kind of occupation woul-d he/she prefer?
29 Assistance received during unemployment : - GovernmenL/
charitable instituti-on/ parents/ spouse / chríIdren/
relations/income from savings/sale of property or
liquidation of assets/present occupation/ no assistance
required.

Source: Department of Census and StatisCics, L987a:
Appendix A

La^bour Force Survey L99O/9L (LFS1990/91)
(a) PerEona1 CharacÈeristics
1 Seria1 Number of the household
3. Rel-ationship to head of household (HH)
(a) What is your relationship to the head of household?
Head of househol d/wif-e /husband/son/daughter/parenLs /
other relat.ion/domestic servants/ other
4. Sex:- MaIe/female
5. Age:- Age at. last birthday
6. Race: - Sinhal-ese/Ceylon Tamil/Ceylon Nloor/
Malay/Burger/Other
7 . Religiorr : - Buddhist/Christians/Hindu/Musl-lm/otrrer
8. Marital status: - Never married/married/widowed/
divorced/seperatedg.District of birt.h
ll.Educationa1 attainment:- No schooling/passed grade 0-
4/ passed grade 5-7 / passed grade 8-9lpassed GCE (OL) /
NCGE/ passed GcE (AL) or HNCE/ degree/ post graduate
degree

(b) Labour force Info¡:nation
1. Serial Number of the house hold
2. Did he/she do any work for pay, profit, or family
gain, last week? Yes/no
3. Did he/she have a job or enterprise at which he/she
did not work? Yes/no
4- During the past week was she/he available for work?
Yes/no
5. Cou1d she/he have taken a job Iast. week if one was
available? Yes/no
6. Why could he/she work last week? Already has a job/
temporary illness / goi-ng to school-/ family
responsibilities/ other (specify)
7. Why was he/she not available or looking for work?
Studies/ household work/ retirement/ infirmity,
disability/ not interested in having a job/ other
( specify)
8. Why ái¿ fre/she not work l-ast week? Illness or injury/
strike/ holiday, vacat,ion or leave/ reduction in economic
activity, off season inactivity, bad weat}:ret/ mechanical
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or electrical faliure/ short of material- or fuel / oiu};rer
reason (specify)
9. Nature of the Main work? (a) Industry (b) Occupation
(c) Sector 1. Public 2. Privat.e
(d) Status: 1. employee 2. employer 3. own account worker
4. unpaid family worker
10. How long has he/she been working in this occupation?
Years/ months
11. Number of hours usually worked in a week at this
job: - Hours
L2 . Number of hours actually worked at t.his j ob l-ast
week?: - Hours
14. Ask reasons for working less than usual hours: -
Illness or injury/ strike/ holiday, vacation or leave/
reduction in economic activity / otf season inactívity/
bad weather/ mechanical- or electrícity faliure/ short of
raw materials or fuel/ other reasons (specify)
L5. Did he/she have secondary work: Yes/no
1-6. Nature of secondary work: (a) Industry (b) Occupat.ion
(c) Sector (d) status
L7. How long has he/she been engaged in economic

activity? Years/ months
18 Number of hours actually worked last week at this job
19.What kind of work would he/she expect to get?

occupat.ion or activity?
2L. Woul-d he she available for:- (a) FuLl-time employment
(b) Part-time employment (c) Self employment (d) Any kind
of employment
22. What steps has he/she taken in search of work in the
past four weeks? Registered at employment agencies/
applied to prospect,ive employers/ checked at farms,
factories estates, markets, work sites/ places or
answered advertisements/ sought help from friends or
relatives/ looked for land, building machinery equipment
or finance for setting up own enterprise/ applied for
permit or licence to set up own enterprise/ other steps
taken (specify) / no steps taken.
23. How long has he/she been seeking employment? Less
than one month/ 1,-2 months / 3-5 months /5-8 months / e-t]-
months / tZ months or more
24. Why has he she not been seeking employment?
Discouragêd, not able to get a job/ believes no suitable
work available/ has no skills or training/ engaged in
housework/ engaged in studies/ other reasons (specify)
25. Did he/she ever have a job? Yes/no
29. Source of assistance during period of unemployment?
Government / charitable institution/ parents, spouse,
children, other relat.ives/ income from propert,y/ assets/
present occupation/ no assistance required / no assistance
available
29. During the last 12 months did he/she work for pay
profit or family gain? Yes/no
30. During the past 12 months did he/she look or was
available for work? Yes/no

Source: Department of Census and Stat IS t r_cs, 1991:42-50
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Àppendix 2.2
ConpuÈaÈion of Rates: Actívity Rates, Undereutplolntent and
Part-ti¡re Enplolnrent Rates and Ratios of Discouragenent.

Activity Rat,es
1. Proportiorr of Unerrployed Ín the $Iorking Age

nopulation (presented as aþe-sex specifíc rates):
Number of Unemloyed persons in the age-sex group
divided by the working age population of the same
age-sex group and multj-plied by hundred.

2. Proportion of Errployed ín the Working Age
PoputaÈíon (presented as age-setc specífic rates):
Number of emloyed persons in the age-sex group
d.ivided by the working age population of the same
age-sex group and multiplied by hundred.

3. Proportion of Students in the Working Age
Population (present,ed as age-sex specific rates) :

Number of Students in the age-sex group divided by
the working age population of the same age-sex group
and mult,iplied by hundred.

4. Proportion of the Own House Workers in the Working
Àge Population (presented as açte-sex specific
rates) :
Number of Own House workers in the age-sex group
divided by the working age popul-ation of the same
age-sex group and multiplied by hundred.

Underenploynent Rat,es

5. Age-sex and Hours of $lork Specif ic Undereutplolment
RaÈes
Proportion of employed population in the age-sex and
the number of hours worked group who are seeking
additional or alternative employment divided by
number employed in the respective age sex and the
number of hours worked group.

6. Àge-sex, MariÈal Status/Level of Education/Household
Size SpecifÍc Underertplolmenf Rafes
Proportion of employed population in the age-sex,
marital staus/educational 1evel/household size and
the number of hours worked group who are seeking
additionat or alternative employment divided by the
number employed in the respective age-sex, marital
status/educational level/household size and the
number of hours worked group and mul-tiplied by
hundred.

Part- t,i¡re EuploynenÈ Rates
7. Age-sex and Hours of Work Specific Part-tine

Emplolptent Rates
Proportion of employed population in the age-sex
group who are working less than 35 hours and do not
seek additional or alternative employment, divided
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8.

by the number employed in the respectj-ve age sex and
the number of hours worked group.
Age-sex, Marital Status Specifíc Part-tine
Enplolment, Rates
Proportion of employed population in the age-sex,
marital staus group who work less than 35 hours and
not seek additional or alternative employment
divid.ed by the number emplõyed in the respective
agte-sex, marital- status and the number of hours
wórked group in the employed population and
multiplied by hundred.

Ratío of Dicouragenent
The number of persons who did not seek work because
they thought that they would not be able to get a
job or because they thought. that no suitable work
was available, divided by the number unemployed and
multiplied by hundred.

9
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Appendíx 2.3
The Modet Used for Mu1tip1e Regressíon Ànalysis and
Operationalizat,ion of Dependent and Independetnt
Variables for the Use of Logit Method

l-. The model- investigated is as-- f ollows: -

Y- IDC+ICC+IFC+IEC
Where Y is the Unemployed or Underemployed or Part-time
employed person (the three dependent variables are
mutually exclusive)
and
IDC = Individual Demographic Characteristics = age sex

and marital status
ICC = Individual Cul-tural Characteristics = race and

re1ígion
IFC = Individual Familia1 Characteristics= status in

t.he family, household size, support during
person's unemployment

IEC = Individual Economic Characteristics = educational
level, main occupation, employment status,
preferred occupation

The parameter estimates were done using the logit model:
(LoG (p/ (t-p) /2+5)=fn¡srcept + BX

where p is t.he probability of a person being unemployed

or under employed or part-timei employed and (t-p) is the

probability of a person not being unemployed or

underemployed or part-time employed (Gujarati, 1980 :480-

49I) for each B value of the independent variable X.

Therefore tp/ (1-p) I is the odds ratio.

For the final result only models which converged at

iteration 6 or 7 and at convergence criterian .00000 or

.00001 were accecpted.

2. Operationalization of Dependent Variables for the use
of Logit met,hod

(1) Y= unêrrrployed person
and Y =l íf actively seeking work

Y -0 if not actively seeking work

(2) Y= underemployed person
and Y=1 if working less than 35 hours and seeking

additional employment
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Y=0 if working
additional

Iess than 35 hours and do not seek
employment

(3) t=
and Y=l

part-time employed person
if working less than 35 hours
additional employment
if working less than 35 hours
employment

Y=0

and do not seek

and seek additional-

3. Operationalization of Independent Variables for the
Use of Logit Method

Following independent variables were used in this

analysis : - (1) age (2) sex (3 ) marital- status (4 )

education (5) ethnicity (6) relígion (7) size of the

house hol-d (8 ) Status in the f amily (9 ) sector (10 )

period of search for work (11) support during

unemployment (13) empJ-oyment preferences of the

unemployed person (14) main occupation of the employed

persond (15) main industry under which the employment is

classified (16) employment status of the employed person

The forth coming sections will-present in further detail,

each of the independent variables that have been sel-ected

and t.he sub-categories of those variables.

4. Conversion of Dichotomous and Politomous Independent
Variabl-es.

The independent variables in the above paragraph are

either qualitative or parametric, because they indicate

presence or absence of a quality or an attribute which

influence the dependent variable. One method of

quantifying such attribut,es is by constructíng artificial

variables which take the val-ues of | 0 ' or | 1r where '0 |

indicates absence of the attribute and | 1 | indicates the

presence of the attribute. Variables which assume such

'0 | and | 1 | values are caIled dummy variabl-es. The
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general rule of converting qualitative variables to dummy

variabl-es is 'if a qualitative variable has rm'

categories introduce any tm-1r dummy variables'

(Gujaratj-, l-988 :436) .

Each independent

model, for each

variable, Xi is

variable is=

investigated

equated to 1

X. Therefore

sub- category

in t,he logit

Xí of the X

while alI the other sub-

categories are equated to 0

Examples

Age: sub-categories 15-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50+
X=1 if the age category is 15-19
X=0 Otherwise
sêx: sub-categories: - male/ female
X=1 if sex=femal-e
X=0 if sex =Íìâfê
Marital Status sub-categories : -
never married/ currently married/ widowed, divorced or
Iegally separated
X=1 if Never married
X=0 Otherwise
Level of Education sub- categories:- No schooli-ng/
primary/ junior secondary/ senior secondary or above
X=1 if the level education is no schooling
X=0 otherwise
Race sub-categori€s: - Sinhalese Sri Lankan Tamil/ tndian
TamiL / tttoor/ Others
X=1 if Sinhalese
X=0 Ot,herwise
Religion sub-categoriês: - Buddhist Hindu/ tqoor/christian/
X=1 if Buddhist
X=0 if Otherwise
Size of House hold sub-categoriês: - Household size l-ess
than fíve/ Househol-d size five and above
X=l. if household size is less than five
X=0 Otherwise
Status in Ehe Fanily sub-categories: - Head of the
household/ spouse/ son or daughter/ other
X=1 if Head of the household
X=0 Otherwise
Sector sub-categories: - Urban/ rural /estate
X=l if Urban
X=0 Ot.herwise
Period of Search for Work: - Sub-categories
6 months or less / more than six months
X=1 6 months or less
X=0 of Otherwise
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Support During Unenplolment sub- categories: - support
from the family/ support from non family sources
X=1 if support from family
X=0 Otherwise
Enplolnrent, Preferences of Unenployed sub- categoriês: -
Agriculture/professional and technical- / cl-eri-cal-/ sales/
production
x=1 if agriculture is preferred as an occupation
X=0 Otherwise
Main Occupation of the Errployed sub-categoriês:-
white co1 1 ar/ agri cul ture /product ion/ servi ces
X=1 if the main occupation is agriculture
X=0 Otherwise
Enplol4ent SÈatus of the Enployed sub-categoriês: -
Employer/ casual employee/ regular employee/ own account
worker/ unpaid family worker
X=1 if the employment status is employer
X=0 Otherwise
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Appendix 4.1
Sectoral Shares of Gross
(Estimated US$ values of

Donestic Product
averaged GDP for

(Sri Lanka)
five year

iods)

Sources: Central Bank of Ceylon, 1960-1991', Annual Reports ( Series)

!960/64 1,e65/69 Le73/77 r978/82 Le83/8 !988/9r

Agriculture Foreetry and Fishing
Mining & Quarrying
Manufactsuring
Constructsion
EJ-ectricity Gae & V{ater
TranÊport storage
Wtroleeale & Retail Trade
Banking & Ineurance
Ownerêhíp of Buildings
Public AdminisbraEion
seruiceÉ
GroêÉ DomeBtic Product
Net Forej-gn Income
Gross Nationaf Produc!
Exchange Rates
1US $ =Re

417 .2
5.4

48.4
1.8

104.8
]-62.9
10.5
4r -a
57.1

139.6
]-t]-A.9

-7 -3
t1_07.6

515 .5
7.6

170.0
7L.8

2.6
]-47.8
228.r

18 ,9
55 .4

70. s
188 .9

t47e.2
-10.3

L467.9

522 .6

33.4
350 .2

68.4
10.9

140.5
332 -2

24.3
41.0
57.1_

147 -8
L728.4
-14.8

1713 .5

979.4
87 .4

533 .5

274.9
46.2

386.6
588.3
L37.6
1_01 .4
153 .5
151.5

3540.5
-85.8

3453 .7

L37Lr
!26 .7
773 .2
383 .3

58.0
532.5
865.2
239 -8

12A.6
287 .3

210.0
4985 -7

-L22.6
4863 .L

695.0
s1.0

L97 .7
24.L

232.2
465.5

77 .3

67 .2

80.0
r70.9

2490.7
-34.9

2455 -8

5.0 6.0 1_5.0 26.O 42.O 51.0
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Àppendix 4
Productivi of I

Sources: For years 1-913-1978 CentraL Bank of Ceylon, 1973:, I97B:
For years 1983-1988 Department Census and Statistics, 1988::

Notes: Productivity in employment is calcufated by divi-ding the value
of output by the number employed in each sector Numbers in
parenthesis are number employed in hundreds.

2
t in Manufactur Industries

(Annua1 Output Per Worker in Rupees)
1-97 3 1-915 1,97 B 19 B 5 1988

Food & Beverages
3 8673 8997 I 84096
(238) Ã67) (310)

Textiles
1403 6 23883 25958
(300) (373) (388)

Wood and Wood Products
10596 15990 18765

(40) (72) (66)
Chemical, Petroleum, CoaI Rubber
a Plastic Products

1-97 88 47252 42233
(121) (L27) (160)

Non-Metal-l-ic Mineral Products
53744 L57750 204490

(Bs) (11-s) (14e)
Basic Meta1 Products

22269 2LL44 39652
(r2) (13 ) (2L)

Fabricated Metal
454L6 96677 1,03'7 42
(187) (140) (a62)

Manufacturing nec
18593 271-1-4 36474
(22) (a4) (1s )

Tota1 Manufacturing
261-2]- 5]-462 65008
(10s6) (t079) (L362)

282065
(s20 )

2]-]-824
(Bs8)

6'7 47r
(8e)

L64326
(63e)

L27 008
(7 48)

72226
(e8)

1-56514
(222)

s88838
(r79)

]-03494
(22)

ss93s
(116)

r37526
(23)

1-82224
(2L23)

1-57334
(2r3)

642s72
(18e)

11973 I
(16 )

294082
(10s)

23s009
(36)

254577
(2r22)

Productivity in Manufact,uring Industries (Growth Rates)
73 /75 75 /78 78 /75 8sl88

Food and Beverages 42.2
Textil-es WA & LP 26.6
Wood and Wood Products 20.6
Paper & Paper Products 43.5
Chemical, Petroleum, Coal, Rubber
& Plastic Products 53. B

Non-metall-ic Mineral -2 .6
Basic Metal- Products 37.8
Fabricated Metal
Products 18.9
Manufacture nes -L.6
Total Manufacturing 33.9

9
6
1l_t-.

9.6
22.7
19 .3
1,8.7

18.0
17 .T
-2.3
0.2

2.9
4.9

55.3

-2.3
2.8
5.3

-3.7

15 .1
1,3 .7
-8.8

19.0
5.9

]-4.7

B

2t
2

9.9
29 .9
7.8

I1
2

.7

.0

.4
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Àppendix 4.3
Deve tofHo t,als and Other ital Services

Source6: IBRD, l-953:718 TabIeIV
CenEraL Bank of Ceyl-on Ar¡nua1 Series Cent.ra1 Bank Reportss and Rewiew of Ehe Economy

1950-90; l-980:93 Table 4.9i a987:101- Table 4.14
Department of Ceneus and StaEieEice, 1959:L54, :-96o2202

Note6: Doctore include assistanE medical- pract.iciane in column'1990' data are for

1987 and in col-umn '1960' the data are for L959

19s0 1960 ]-970 1980 1985 1990

Hospitals
DocCors

233
r230

270
at26

329
3å43

480
3059

490
3108

497
3380

Nurses 1500 1996
Attendants,/Midwives 1378 3026
Ayurvedic Physicians 2450 '7640

Health Expenditure Rs.millions
64 -2 140.0

Number of Patients 846.0 L277 .l
Health Expenditure
as ?í of GDE 1.0 2.0 2.4 4.7 3.5 5.5

7216
4932

72277

7848
4953

13570

5033
5755

1010 2

6227
4525

L0207

4673.4
32067.0

37]-0.2
36889.0

349.6
1,7 Lt .4

1341.8
3425.2

Hospitals
Doctors
Nurses
Àttendants,/ Midwives
Ayt-rrvedi-c Phys ici-ans
Heal-th Expenditure
Number of Patients
Health Expenditure
as ? Total Expenditure

50/60
15.9
40.3
33.1
37.r

2TI.8
118.1

42 .6

7o/80
45 .9

-36.8
a^ E

-2r.4
1.0

283.8
100.1

0.
37.
15.

9.
20.

248.
-6.

/e0
7

6

I
4

5

6

1

/85
I
6

9

0

3

3

4

10.0 20 -0 95.8 -25.5 57 .7

Percentage Increase
8060/70

2r.8
8

15
9

3

t4
3

7.9
0.7
0.2
z -z
9.7
3.9

85
2.

19.
B.
0

10
_)^

15

Hospitals
Doctors
Nurses
Attendants /Midwives
Ayurvedic Physicians
Heal-th Expenditure
Number of Patients
Heal-th Expenditure as ? GNE

7o/80
3.8

-4.6
2.2

-2.4
0.1

13 .4
6.9
o.t

60 /70
2.0
6.3
9.2
6.4
2.8
9.2
2.9
1.8

50/60
1.5
3.4
2.9
3.2

II .4

3.5
6.9

Average Annual- Increase

6 .4 3.6
2.9 r.7
1-.7 0.1
3-t z-u

25 -0 -4.6
-1.3 2-8
-2 -9 4.5

8ol8s 85/eo
0.2 0.5
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Àppendix
Services

4.42 Development Indicators sho'vring grortth of Health
ve Ànnual Grou¡th RaÈes, Per cent

Sources: IBRD, 1956:718 TabIeIV
Ceneral- Bank of Ceylon A¡rnual Serj-ee Centsral Bank Reportse and Rewiew of Èhe Economy

1960-90; 1980:93 Table 4.9
1987:101 Table 4 .14

DeparEmenE of Ceneus and SÈatieÈice, 1959;]-54, L96022Q2

NoteÊ: Doctsorê include aeeiÊtant. medical practiciane Daba indicaEed in Ehe colum 1990

are for 198? and in column 1960 are for L959

See Appendix 4.3 for deEails of compiled data

r95O/60 7960/10 :-970/80 1980/85
85/eo

Hospitals
Doctors
Nurses
Attendants /Midwives
Ayurvedic Physlcians 1

HeaLth Expenditure
Number of Patients
Health Expenditure
AS ?í GNE

2

4

9

7

7

0

3

0.5
3.6
1, .7
0.1
2.0

-4.6
2.8

3.8
-4.6
2.2

-2.4
0.1

73 .4
6.9

2.0
6.3
9.2
6.4
2.8
ot

2.9

1.5
3.4
2.9
3.2
r.4
7.8
3.5

0.
6.
2.
1.
2

25.
-1.

_') oõ-t 4-56.9 1.8
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AppendÍx 8.1
Part-ti¡re Work Rates by Occupatíon (Fenales)

Source:
Notes:

SE&LFSl-985 8 Data Tape
NHW 1- - Number of hours
NHV'I 2 - Number of hours
* No cases** Less than 1-0 cases

worked
worked

0-19
20-34

Ocæpatione
15-19 30-39 4O+ Tot al

Age Groups
20-29

Profeeeional Tech & ReIaEed

NHVI t_ ** (*r) *i (20)

NHW 2 ** (**) 83.3 (95 ) 96.4
100.0

99.0

(23)
(16s)

(28')

(1e4)
74.5 (s3)

e4.6 (153)

of which: Teachere
NHW 1 * (r) i* (14) 78.9 (19) 100.0
NHll 2 *r (*r) 83.7 (99) 96.3 (162) 98.9
Clerical & ReLaE.ed V{orkerê

NHW 1 * (*) ** (ri) t* (*r) **

NI¡W 2 ** (r*) sz.s (!7\ 78.6 (29\ 100.0
Salee t{orkere
NIIW 1 *r (**) r* (L2) *r (10) t*
NHW 2 i* (*t) 55.1 (29) 88.9 (35) 100.0
of which: Managere, I,Iorking ProprieEore, BuyerÊ

NHFI 1 ** (**) *i (i*) ** (**) 93.3
NHW 2 rr (**) 88.9 (17) 95.7 (30) L00.0
Saleemen Shop AêBiøtantse, SEreeÈ Vendore

NIIW 1 ** (*r) ** (i*) *r (**) 100.0
NHI{ 2 r* (**) 90.9 (11) ** (i-) 100.0
Service Workere
NI{W 1 ri (**) *r (*r) ** (**) 100.0
NHW 2 ir (*r) 9r.7 (r2t 93.7 (15) 97.4
Agricul. Animal Hueb., Forestsry Workers & FiÉherman

NHw 1 87.2 (Lr7l 8s.5 (25s) 90.6 (287) 98.1
NHW 2 87.0 (1s4) 87.s (373) 9s.7 (467\ 98.8
of which: CullivaEore of Paddy

NHW 1 83.3 (35) 81.1 (59) e3.5 (77) e8.2
NHW 2 9o.s (42) Ar.8 (88) 94.3 (107) 99.2
CulE.ivaÈorÊ of Vegetsablee

NHw 1 e3.7 (16) e0.7 (43) e6.7 (30) e7.4
NHw 2 ** (*r) Br.5 (271 100.0 (18) rOo.O

CulEivators of OÈher Mixed Crope

Nr{w 1 8s.7 (14) 9s.8 (24) 81.8 (33) 100.0
NHW 2 l-oo. o (11) 88.s (26) e6.7 (30) e8.4
Labourers NEC.

NHW 1 r* (**) 92.3 (13) 84.6 (l-3) 93.3
NHW 2 r* (11) 77 .8 (36\ 96.8 (31) 93 .5

(18 )

(183)
76.s (s1)

e2.5 (4s5)

(**)
(30)

(i*)

(30)

92 -8 (]-4\

89.L (76\

e2.8 (24)

88.1 (e6)

87.9 (33)

e4.4 (110)

95.8 (24\
80.s (36)

77 .8 (36')

e5.8 (72')

e1.8 (1087)

e4.0 (1504)

(1s )

(s8 )

(13 )

(1s )

(15 )

(38)

(418)
(6e0)

(11s)
(]-28')

9r.2 (2e7\

92.6 (35s)

(3e)
(24t

94.5
93 .3

(a28)
(7 4\

(38)
(63)

e1.7 (109)

96.1 (130)

90 .s (42)
85.s (r24')

(1s )

(45)
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Àppendix 8.2

Part-tíne Work RateE (per cent): Selected Occupatíons,

Males

source: SE&LFSL985/86

Age Groups
15-19 20- 29 3 o-19 4O+ EoEal

Profeesional Technical and Relatsed

NHW1 ** (*i) ii (i*)
NHI.{2 i (*) as-2 (471

of which: Teachere
NIIW1 * (*) t* (i*)
NHW2 * (") 93.7 (36)

Agricultsura1 t{orkere
NHw1 82.6 (1es) 75.r- (304)

NI{¡{2 82 .7 (319) 77 .2 (8O4l.

of which cul-Eiwatore of paddy
NHW1 et.9 (62\ '7r.4 (]-40].

Nrrw2 83.1 (95) 76.8 (231].

Cul-Èivatore of wegetablee
NHW1 84.0 (2s) *t (19)

Nrrw2 96.L (261. 78.4 (371

æltivalors of otsher food crope
NHwl 92.6 (21]. 52.4 (ztl
Nrrw2 9s -2 (2tl 76 . 3 (s9 )

cultsivaEore of mixed crope
NHW1 e2.8 (r4l s7.9 (19)

Nrrw2 s2.r (281 70.9 (ss)

Animal huebandry workere
NHW1 5o.o (4s) 58.9 (90)

Nr{w2 69.9 (103) 7s.1 (333)

fisheman and hunÈere
NHv¡1 *r (i*) ** (t*)
NHw2 ].oo.o (29) 95.s (s8)

100.0
100.0

(24].

(s4 )

(26)
(41)

98 .3

94 -9

(s8 )

(es )

eL .2 (34 \

93.7 (r76)

100.0 (17)

99.2 (r22)

e6.4 (ss0)

94 ,1 ( 1054 )

e8.0 (2s3)

93 .3 (397)

4.3 (3s)

100.0 (29)

92.7 (109)

92.L(3431

e]-.7 (]-2')

1oo.o (50)

e0 .5 (s3 )

78.3 (30e)
** (rr)
89.s (86)

ri (rr)

93 .7 (63 )

ss.3 (224].

87.9 (519)

100.0 (26)

95.e (2zr\

8s .3 ( 1273 )

85.5 (2805)

93.6 (94)

92.7 (!9rl
89.8
87.8

(54e)
(e14)

100.0 (10)

72.7 (221

78.6 (r4)
89.2 (37)

82.0 (8e)

85.8 (11-4)

82.s (86)

88.s (1s2)

88.0 (117)

s6.5 (223\

77.8 (306)

82.2 (!039)

7e.4 (34)
e8. e (180)

84.6
90.2 

-

77.4
83 .1

(62)
(2260].

rr (rr)
1oo. o (33)



20-34 hours
No Schoot. Prl-nary iIuD..Sêc. sGD..Sêc. No Scbool ,

TotaI
1 ProfesEional Technical and Related

0.3 * 2.0 70.4 0.2- 0.3
of which Teachers

0.2 * 1.9 67.9 0.1 *

2 ÀdminiEtrative & Managería1
* * * o.2 i *

3 Clerica1 & Related
0.2 * 0.5 5.7 0.1 t

of which Mail Distributors
* * 0.3 3.4 + *

0-34 Hours
Pri-nary r7u¡.. Scc sen.sêé

1.9 57.9 11.9

1.5 55-2 1L.2

0.1

0.4 5.1 1.1

0.3 3.1 0.7

** 0.2

L 4.6

9.4 19.1

4 Sales Workers
4.0 4.9 8.0 2.2 3.5 4.4 6.4

of which Managers, Working Proprietors
3.5 4.3 5.5 1.0 2-9 3.1- 4.4

Shop Assistants & Other Sales Workers
0.5 0.5 2 .5 L.2 0.6 1.3 2.0

5 Service workers
3.1 2.6 2.7 1.3 3.s 2.4 2.2

of which Managers, Working Proprietors
2-0 L-4 1.8 0.8 2.0 1.3 1.3

6 ÀgriculÈure Animal HuEbandry Workera and FlEhentan
7L.9 7 0 .4 58 .7 L2 .6 73 .7 72 .7 64.9

of which Cultivators of PaddY
11.5 L2.9 r7 .4 5.0 13 .2 15.1 19.3

CuLtivators of Vegetables
2 -5 2.4 3.8 0. B 4.9 3.4 6.4

Cultivators of Other Food CroPs
5.5 6.2 5.8 1.0 5-7 6-5 7.0

Cultivators of Export CroPs
l.s 2.6 2.8 0.3 1.8 3.0 3.2

CuÌtivators of Mixed CroPs
4.0 5.1 6 .1, 2.2 5.0 6.1 6 .6

CattIe & Pouftry Farmers
r-2 1.5 4.3 1.3 2-L 3.8 5.2

Agriculture Workers
45.7 38.6 r7.'7 1.8 41.0 33.6 16.0

7 /8/9 Productlon & Related Workers
20.4 22.1 28.t 7 .5 18.9 20.L 24.L

of which Spinners weavers and Knitters
2.r 1.5 2.7 * 2.2 1.6 1.9

Food & Beverage Processing Workers
4.8 4.9 5.1 0 .7 3.8 4.2 4.3

Tobacco Preparers, Tailors, Dress makers ect.
1.3 3.0 9.0 4.9 0.9 3.1 8.2

of which OÈher Production & Rel-ated Workers
4.3 5.5 5.9 1.0 5 .2 5 -4 4.6

Lab n.e.c.
6.0 5.0 3.4 0.8 s.3 4.r 3.4

Total No:
602 720 840 s95 86s ]-L26 1333

3

l-

1

I 3.2

4 r.4

1- 0 1-.4

8.4 14.8

3.0 4.6

1.5 5.5

7.2 2.5

3.1 5.5

3.1 3.8

2.4 23.4

L.4 2.3

22 .9 60 .8

2.5 1.6

0. s 3.4

6-5 5.0

o -7 4.2

0.9 3.5

795 4TT9
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Appendix 8.3: Percentage Dístribution of Part-Eime
Workers the Level of Education Fenales

source: sE&LFS 1985/]_986 Data Tape



Eours Vlorkcd
20-34 Eours

No Scbool . Pri-uary atuD..Scc. scD.Sêc

Sea.Scc. ToÈal

0-34 EourE

No School . PrLurary ,JuD.Sâê.

0/1 ProfeEaional Tech & Related
0.7 0.6 1.8 39.6 0.5 0.7 1.6 35.9 5.7

of which Teachers
0.2 0.1 0.3 32.3 o-4 0.1- 0-2 28-9 4'0

2 Àd¡rinistrative & Managerial
* 0.1 0.2 1.6 * 0.1 0-2 1-5 0.3

3 Clerical & Related
* 0.3 L.2 9.4 * 0.2 1.1 9.0 L.7

of whi-ch Mail Distributors
* 0.1 1.0 7.9 * 0.0 0-7 6'3 1'1

4 Salee Workers
3.9 3.9 8.1 8.4 3-5 3.6 7 -6 8-2 5.9

of which Managers, V'lorking Propríetors
1.5 3 .2 6.2 '7 .5 1.1 2.4 4 -5 5.9 3.6

Shop Assistants & Other Sales Workers
2.4 0.7 1.9 0.9 1.8 0.5 7.4 0 -7 1 ' 0

5 Service workera
1.9 1.1 L.4 2.L 1.8 1.3 1.3 2-0 L-4

6 Àgriculture, Ànimal Husbandry, Foreatr^y Workers, FíEherman &

Huritera
68.7 64.3 54.2 26.9 69.9 66.6 58-8 31-s 59.0

of which Cultivators of PaddY
14.9 20.7 19.5 L2.9 a6 -7 23 -7 24.0 L4 -4 22 '0

Cultivators of Vegetables
2.4 2.r 2-7 1.1 3.1 2.6 3-3 2-L 2'9

Cultivators of Other Food CroPs
s.9 3.5 3.5 r.4 s.6 3.7 4-0 1-.6 3'7

Cultivators of Export CroPs
1.5 L.9 2.3 r.9 L.6 2 -3 2 -6 3.0 2 '5

Cultivators of Mixed Crops
3.2 5.7 3.9 3.0 5-4 5-7 4.5 3-8 4'9

Cattle & PoultrY Farmers
1.0 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.7 0-5 1-3 0.7 0'9

Agricultural- Workers
35 -2 25.4 15. s 4.0 32.7 23 -8 L4 -6 4 -2 L8 '2

Fisherman & hunters
3.4 4.3 4.9 * * * 3-7 1-0 3'4

7/8/9 Productíon & Related Workers
24.729.6 33.O L2.L 24-L 27-429.4 11-82s.9

of which Minors, Metal ç Chemical Processors, Woodpreparers
2-5 3.1 1.6 2.62.2 2.4 3.1 1.6 2.0

Brick layers & Carpenters
1.9 5.2 B .4 2.t 2 -2

Material handling & Rel-ated workers n.e-c.
r8.3 r7 .2 14.L 3.3 18.1

4-9 '7.5 1.9 5.3

15.5 12.5 3.3 L2.9

Toral ? 100.0
Total- No. 409
AlI Occupations

6.8 9.2 36.0 41.5 ]-3-2 10026 -6 30.1 10.5

100.0 100.0 100.0
2t6L 2486 790

100.0
5988

100.0
629

100.0
551

100.0 100.0
]-592 1800
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Àppendix 8.4: Percentage Distribution of Part-tine
Workers the Levet of Educatíon and tion

Source: SE&LFS 1985/1986 DaÈa TaPe
Notes. * - NO cases , ** - LeSS than 10 CaSeS
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